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Now! The new 60 MHz Tek 2221 joins the 
world's best-selling family of digital 
storage oscilloscopes. All featuring 20 
MS/s digitizing along with familiar, full - 
bandwidth analog operation. It's the best 
of both worlds in an easy -to -use portable. 

Discover the potential. With digital stor- 
age you can freeze waveforms. Capture 
events invisible to nonstorage scopes. 
Find signals buried in noise. And build a 
library of reference waveforms. 

Digital storage display accuracy 
enhances your confidence in 
measurements. And all you 
have to do is push a button 
for real-time display analysis. 

Compare the 2230, 2221 
and 2220 to each other- 
and all others. The new 
2221 offers such advanced 
features as CRT readout and 
measurement cursors. For 
even more performance and 
flexibility, there's the 100 
MHz, dual time base 2230 
with optional battery -backed 
memory for saving up to 26 
waveform sets. And if it's 
economy you want, choose 
the 60 MHz 2220 with many 
of the same features at an 
even lower cost. 
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THE ANSWER IS IN 
TEK DIGITAL STORAGE: 

$2995 
995 
995 

Features 2230 

Analog/Digital Storage BW 100 MHz 

Maximum Sampling Speed 20 MS/s 

Record Length 

Peak Detect 

Save Reference Memory 

4K/1K 
(selectable) 
100 ns 

One, 4K 
Three, 1K 

*NEW! 2221 

60 MHz 

20 MS/s 

4K 

100 ns 

One, 4K 

With each scope you can capture 
events as narrow as 100 ns at any sweep 
speed thanks to Tek's proprietary peak 
detect mode. View events prior to or follow- 
ing a trigger event with pre/post trigger. 
Store waveforms into 4K records. Auto- 
mate measurements with optional GPIB 
and RS -232-C interfaces. And output 
direct to a printer or plotter. 

Tek software is available to help you 
make the most of the 2230, 2221 and 2220 
in system configurations. 

Call Tek for a free video 
brochure or to place an 
order. 

Ask about free digital 
storage application notes 
and educational materials. 
Orders include complete 
documentation, manuals 
and 3 -year warranty on 
labor, parts and CRT. 

Call Tek direct: 
1-800-426-2200 
for free video brochure 
for orders/assistance. 

2220 

60 MHz 

20 MS/s 

4K 

100 ns 

One, 4K 

Vertical Resolution 8 bits 
10 bits 
(AVG mode) 
12 bits 
(AVG mode 
over the bus) 

8 bits 
10 bits 
(AVG mode) 

8 bits 

CRT Readout/Cursors 
GPIB/RS-232-C Options 
Battery -Backed Memory 
(save 26 waveform sets) 

Yes 

Yes ($750) 
Yes (inc with 
GPIB/ 
RS -232-C) 

Yes 

Yes ($500) 
No 

No 

Yes ($500) 
No 

Price $4995 $3995 $2995 =A 

TéJctronbx 
CIRCLE 92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Prices subject to change without notice 

Copyright ©1987. Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved. TXA-795E-1 

COAPArTTED ro ExcEu>;wcE 
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ON THE COVER 

Just about everyone into elec- 
tronics-from the hobbyist to the 
engineer-has a vast collection of 
unknown parts; or parts whose pre- 
cise tolerance isn't known. The fact 
of the matter is that if you need an 
oddball or precise value of anything 
it's probably in that collection. Even 
if the part you need is a precision 
capacitor or inductorourautoranging 
digital LC Meter will find the correct 
part almost as fast as you can snap 
an unknown value into the meter's 
binding posts. 

For inductors the range is 0.01 µH 
to 9,990 µH. For capacitors the 
range is 0.1 pF to 99,990 pF. Worse - 
case accuracy is 3% total, or better. 

COMING NEXT MONTH 

THE AUGUST ISSUE 
IS ON SALE 

JULY 5 

BUILD THE LISTEN -EAR 
A super -amplified, super -versatile microphone. Use it for long-range 
listening-or use it to monitor your heartbeat. 

WIRELESS SPEAKERS 
An infrared transmitter and receiver lets you hook up speakers without 
wires, or listen to TV with wireless headphones. 

BUILD THE TELEGUARD-II 
Prevent unauthorized out -going calls with this easy -to -build project! 

OOMPUTERDIGESi 
Build a Hemi-Sync Generator. 

As a service to readers, RADIO -ELECTRONICS publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthy products, 
techniques and scientific and technological developments. Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of 
materials and workmanship used by readers. RADIO -ELECTRONICS disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper 
functioning of reader -built projects based upon or from plans or information published In this magazine. 

Since some of the equipment and circuitry described in RADIO -ELECTRONICS may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents, 
RACIO-ELECTRONICS disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such 
equipment or circuitry, and suggests that anyone interested In such projects consult a patent attorney. 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS. (ISSN 0033-7862) July 1988. Published monthly by Gernsback Publications, Inc., 50013 BI -County 
Boulevard. Farmingdale, NY 11735 Second -Class Postage paid at Farmingdale. NY and additional mailing offices. Second -Class 
mall registration No. 9242 authorized at Toronto, Canada. One-year subscription rate U.S.A. and possessions $17.97, Canada 
$23.97, all other countries $26.97. All subscription orders payable in U.S.A. funds only, via international postal money order or 
check drawn on a U.S.A. bank. Single copies$2.25. so 1988 by Gernsback Publications, Inc. All rights reserved. Printed in U.S.A 

POSTMASTER: Please send address changes to RADIO -ELECTRONICS. Subscription Dept.. Boil 55115, Boulder. CO 
80321-5115. 

A stamped self -addressed envelope must accompany all submitted manuscripts and/or artwork or photographs if their return is 
desired should they be rejected. We disclaim any responsibility for the loss or damage of manuscripts and/or artwork or 
photographs while in our possession or otherwise. 
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SWEEP AND FUNCTION GENERATOR 
COMBINED IN ONE CONVENIENT 
INSTRUMENT 

The high quality, cost-effective Model 3017 
generates sine, triangle and square waveforms 
at frequencies from 0.2Hz to 2.0MHz in seven 
ranges. Continuously adjustable sweep width, 
1000:1 ratio has settable Hi/Lo range. Sweep 
time is adjustable from 0.5 to 30 seconds. TTL 
and CMOS pulse outputs and variable ampli- 
tude output for added versatility. $319.00. Con- 
tact: B&K-PRECISION, 6470 W. Cortland St., 
Chicago, IL 60635. (312) 889-1448. 
CIRCLE 252 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

150 MHz RF SIGNAL GENERATOR 
This signal generator, Model 2005, covers 
100kHz to 150MHz in six fundamental bands 
and 450MHz in harmonics. It has a frequency 
monitor output that allows connection to an ex- 
ternal frequency counter. Amplitude modulation 
is continuously variable, 0-100% of modulation 
from 50Hz to 20kHz, plus many other features. 
$195.00. Contact: B&K-PRECISION, 
6470 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60635. 
(312) 889-1448. 
CIRCLE 253 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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LOW-COST CALIBRATOR KEEPS 
SCOPES ACCURATE 

No need to send oscilloscopes out for calibration. 
With the B&K-PRECISION Model 1400 you 
can quickly and easily calibrate your scope. It 
provides time and amplitude signals with 
0.015% time accuracy and 0.5% amplitude 
accuracy and can even be used as a signal source 
in test applications. $499.00. Contact: 
B&K-PRECISION, 6470 W. Cortland St., 
Chicago, IL 60635. (312) 889-1448. 

CIRCLE 254 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CONVERT ANALOG OSCILLOSCOPE 
TO DIGITAL STORAGE AT A FRACTION 
OF THE COST 

Three simple cable connections can convert 
your analog scope to a digital storage oscillo- 
scope. With the Model 2501 you can capture 
single shot events, store and magnify waveforms 
for analysis and review pre -trigger information at 
0%, 50%, or 100%. There is even a plotter out- 
put so you can hard copy the wave -form. This 
compact unit weighs less than 4 pounds and is 

small enough to conveniently set on top of your 
scope. $795.00. Contact: B&K-PRECISION, 
6470 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 60635. 
(312) 889-1448. 
CIRCLE 255 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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4Y2 DIGIT RMS BENCH DMM WITH 0.05% VDC 
BASIC ACCURACY 

The Model 2833 measures volts to 1000 VDC and VAC 
current to 20A DC and AC, resistance to 20 Mfl, dBm 

. from -48dB to 62.21dB. Measures frequency to 200kHz. 
Audible continuity check, diode test. $330.00. Contact: 
B&K-PRECISION, 6470 W. Cortland St., Chicago, IL 
60635. (3121 8R9 -144R. 
CIRCLE 251 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HIGH PERFORMANCE 31h DIGIT BENCH 
DIVJAICAPACITAPICE METER 

Measures voltage, resistance, current and capaci- 
tance to 20 F. Audible continuity check and 
diode test. Model 2832. $175.00. Contact: 
B&K-PRECISION, 6470 W. Cortland St., 
Chicago, IL 50635. (312) a89-1448. 

CIRCLE 250 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Highest Bandwidths 
witlówe Prices... 

B&KPREC I S!ON 
: -.4 - 

} . -r 
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Model 2120 
20 MHz 

dual -input 

$479.0 

' L 48 0 

;Ur 01 ,p e d.), 

41. 

1 °. 
t 

B 

Iv odel2 25 
20 NHz 

dua-time base 

$57 ?a 

Model 1541A 
40 MHz 

cual -input 

$845.° 

It you're looking br the most rope performance per dollar, look to B&&KPRECISION! 

Compare our specs, teattrf: s and prices... 
2120 20Hz Dual -Trace 1mVIdiv sensi-ivity AUTO NORM 71gge-ed sweep with AC NH. WV and Line 
coupling Calibrated 18 step fimebase with x10 tnagnl!er X ` opera -ion Include: probe: 
2125 20MHz Dual -Troce 1-mVfdh sensitivity lE delayed sweep ranges and variob-e X1 to X10, 3 

display modes Component tester for capacitor, Ind Jams semiconductors r Incluces probes 

1541A 40MHz Dual -Trace 1 mVd v sensitivity 2C collbraed sweeps internal illuminated 
graticule Video sync separators X -Y operatior X10 sweep "magnification V mow Sun & dif- 
ference capability Charnlel l oVpJt Include- probes 
For immediate delivery or complete irformatlon contact yout loco 
distributor or: 

ria f 
--.NireRPR41e], ' ..2R.i 

6470 W Cortland S . OKago. IL 60635 312-689-1448 

Inter.auonal Sales, 61170 W. Cortla i St.. Chicago. 1_60635 

Canadia, Sales, Atbs Eloctravcs, 0nter3 
south and Central American Saks, Erapre Exporters. Plarrv,ew, NY 11803 

CIRCLE 77 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



WHAT'S NEWS 

Superconducting chips are now 
on the way 

General Electric scientists, Dr. 
Antonio Mogro-Campero and Lar- 
ry G. Turner, report successful op- 
eration of a "high -temperature" 
superconducting film applied to a 

silicon substrate at liquid -nitrogen 
temperatures. There is great inter- 
est in depositing superconductors 
on silicon, because silicon is the 
substrate for practically all the 
world's microchips. It is advan- 
tageous to be able to deposit the 

f{ ,^ L 
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new superconducting material on 
the same familiar substrate. 

The new yttrium -barium -copper 
superconductors lose all resis- 
tance at temperatures as high as 
-310° Fahrenheit. Those high - 
temperature superconductors can 
be cooled in relatively cheap nitro- 
gen. Low -temperature supercon- 
ductors have to be cooled in liquid 
helium-a hundred times more 
expensive to produce. 

Silicon presented problems. 
The components of the supercon- 
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ELECTRON -BEAM EVAPORATION SYSTEM is being prepared to deposit a zircónia buffer 
and superconducting film on silicon chips by co -developers Larry G. Turner and Dr. 
Antonio Mogro-Campero. 

doctor tended to mix with those of 
the substrate, contaminating the 
superconductor material and de- 
stroying the superconductivity. 

GE scientists evaporated a zir- 
conia buffer layer on the substrate 
and then evaporated the super- 
conducting film on top of it, effec- 
tively isolating the superconduct- 
ing material from the substrate. To 
deposit the active materials, a layer 
of copper was deposited first, then 
barium, and then yttrium. The se- 
quence was repeated six times to 
build up an 18 -layer "stack" with a 

total thickness of 0.6 to 0.7 micron. 
No practical applications for the 

new chips have yet been demon- 
strated, but the developers see a 
wide range of possibilities. The 
use of superconductors on chips 
might greatly reduce the time de- 
lays in electronic circuits. 

Databank access proposal 
abandoned by FCC 

The FCC's decision to drop its 
proposal to impose charges for ac- 
cess to on-line data banks was ap- 
plauded by the Consumer 
Electronics Group of the Electronic 
Industries Association's (EIA/CEG) 
in a recent news release. 

The FCC had, in June 1987, issu- 
ed a notice of proposed rule -mak- 
ing that would have treated 
modem -accessible database pro- 
viders (for example, CompuServe) 
as if they were common carriers. 
This would have increased costs 
for both database providers and 
database users, and would have, in 
the words of the EIA/CEG, "dra- 
matically increased the cost of 
using a home computer." 

Bowing to strong industry and 
Congressional opposition, the 
FCC stated on March 16,1988 that it 
would withdraw its proposal for 
the database access charge. R -E 
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For the first time in the history of electronics, 
ith the information that's provided on the component itself, 
you can determine if a capacitor or inductor is good or bad 

anywhere without calculations, look -up tables or error. 

All capacitor and inductor tests 
display á simple good or bad 
readout .o eliminate errors! 

Fully automatic/autoranged 
capacitar value test with percent 
tolerance calculator. 

%utomatic 1000 volt applied leak- 
age test with current or megohm 
readout. Test capacitor leakage to 
EIA standards. 

New dielectric absorption test Patented Ringing Test gives 
eliminates interpretation. effective Q for coils. 

ESR tests eliminate tough capa- Dynamically test resistance up to 
citor problems. 1000 megohms. 

Fully automatic/autoranged 
inductance test with percent 
tolerance calculator. 

gENCpRE 

THZ 7.1 "ANDARD 

COMPONENT TYPE 

ALUMINUM DOUBLE 

LYTICS LAYER 
LY TICS 

AL CERAMIC 
CAPS 

COILS 

i 
' SWITCHING 

%FORMERS 

AUTO - Z 

Automatic shutoff, battery test 
and lead zero. 

CAPACITOR - INDUCTOR ANALYZER 

COMPONENT PARAMETERS 
NUMERIC INPUT 

EMTERIIECALL 

POWER TEST LEAD LEAD ZERO LEAKAGE 

ONE 
ATT TEST - EN Í 

>ITO OFF 

OFF 

MODEL LC77 FUSE 

TEST 

LC77 AUTO-ZT" 
Automatic Capacitor And 

Inductor Analyzer 
$1,895 Patented 

It's like having your own Standards Engineer 
with you at all times. 

AUTOZ 1s a trademark of Sencore. Inc. 

CALL WATS Free 1-800-843-3338 
In Canada Call 1-800851-8866 

CIRCLE 187 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



VIDEO 
EWS 

Enforcing Macrovision. The VHS video - 
recorder group has recognized Macrovision-in a 
way. 

Macrovision is the process designed to keep 
VCR's from making copies of copyrighted 
prerecorded movie cassettes. A recording made 
using the Macrovision process can fool the AGC 
circuit of most VCR's into thinking it's a non- 
standard signal, while not generally affecting the 
AGC of most TV sets. It's estimated, however, that 
Macrovision foils only about 75 percent of the 
VCR's, and often causes distortion during 
playback of even legitimate tapes. Also, the 
system is relatively easy to defeat by using 
reasonably inexpensive picture clarifying black 
boxes, which have been widely available. 

Now Macrovision Corp., with the cooperation of 
the Motion Picture Association of America and 
the Japanese VCR interests, has embarked on a 
campaign to eliminate the capability of defeating 
the system. 

A little-known "recommendation" was sent out 
last year by JVC, which holds the patents on the 
VHS system, urging its licensees to adopt 
standards on the response of the luminance - 
signal AGC so that their products are unable to 
copy Macrovision-treated tapes. It's understood 
that all licensees except one have agreed to the 
change. 

At the same time, Macrovision began a legal 
crackdown on the so-called "defeat boxes," filing 
suit against manufacturers and threatening 
distributors and retailers who carry them. They 
are basing their suit on the grounds that its 
patents cover methods of defeating the system as 
well as the system itself. That aspect of 
Macrovision's patents has not been tested in 
court, but the company has achieved some 
success in causing the "defeat boxes" to be 
removed from the market. 

Behind the campaign is the Motion Picture 
Association of America, which has endorsed 
Macrovision and given up its quest for anti -copy 
legislation, presumably in exchange for 
eliminating the existing technical loopholes in 
Macrovision's coverage. 

.. 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH, 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

Digital VTR age. Digital recording has come 
into the television industry with the deliveries of 
digital videotape recorders to TV stations being 
made by three broadcast -equipment 
manufacturers-Ampex, Hitachi and Sony. 
Although Sony has been delivering component 
signal digital recorders (the so-called D-1 type) to 
teleproduction companies for some time, their 
price has been close to $200,000 each, generally 
beyond the reach of most TV stations. 

Now the three companies have adopted the 
Ampex -developed D-2 system which makes a 
composite recording and sells for less than half 
the price of the D-1. The D-2 system is expected to 
replace the current "Type -C" analog VTR's as the 
standard for broadcasting. The advantages of the 
new D-2 machines are picture quality far beyond 
that of any comparably priced unit to date and 
the ability to make at least 20 generations of 
copies with no noticeable deterioration. 

A "Foreign" Industry. The call for a "new" 
American TV industry comes at a time when the 
existing so-called "American" TV industry has 
passed largely into foreign hands. Although more 
than 20 manufacturers have television -assembly 
plants in the United States, almost all of them are 
Japanese, Korean, or European owned. With the 
sale of RCA/GE Consumer Electronics to Thomson 
of France, there is only one major TV 
manufacturer still American owned-Zenith. 

The picture -tube industry is also rapidly 
becoming foreign -owned. Ten years ago, all 
picture -tube manufacturers were American. 
Today, as in TV -receiver manufacturing, Zenith is 
the only American -owned picture -tube 
manufacturer left in North America. The others 
are RCA (Thomas of France), Philips 
(Netherlands), Sony (Japan), Toshiba - 
Westinghouse (50% Japanese), Mitsubishi in 
Canada (Japan), and Japan's Matsushita ready to 
build new tube plant. Even the picture -tube glass 
industry seems to be slipping into foreign hands. 
One of the two major companies in that industry, 
Owens-Illinois' TV glass operation, has sold half 
of themselves to Nippon Electric Glass. R -E 
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Professional Series 
* Quality and Reliability* 
The Professional Series of test instruments are characterized 
by the uncompromising quality and exceptional reliability that 
are synonymous with Simpson. The commitment to satisfy the 
needs of the professional began over 5C years ago with the 
world famoJs Simpson 260® and continues with the i-Erxlurtion 
of the Professional Series. 

CLASSIC SIMPSON THE PROFESSIONAL SERIES 
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SWEEPIFUNCTION GENERATORS 
5 MHz Model 421 

5 MHz with 6 -Digit Display Model 422 

Features 
.05 Hz to 5 MHz in 7 ranges 
Linear and Log Sweeps 
Sine. Square and Triangle Waveforms 
Selectable Start/Stop Sweep Frequencies 
Internal/External Reading Frequency Counter - Model 422 

For information on: 
712/713 circle 197 421/422 circle 270 
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REASONS FOR 
SELECTING CIE 

Approved for educational 
benefits under the G.I. Bill 
tor Veterans and other 
eligible persons 

CIE provides printed Job 
resumes, letters of recom- 
mendation, and lifetime 
Employment Service for all 
graduates at no extra 
charge 

State -of -the -Art laborctory 
equipment is yours to keep 
and it comes assembled, 
ready for hands -on - 
experiments. 

Only CIE offers an 
Associate Degree program 
based on actual study 
time used. The faster you 
complete your degree, the 
less your overall tuition. 

Upon graduation, CIE offers 
you free preparation to 
pass the Certified Elec- 
tronics Technician Exam. 
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THE Elf TO SW@ESS 
A CAREER IN ELECTRONICS STARTS WITH CIE. 

For the last few years, the elec- 
tronics field and related indus- 
tries have been growing at an 

incredible pace. And today, a 
career in electronics offers more 
opportunities and greater rewards 
than ever before. 

Just ask any of the many 
graduates of the Cleveland Insti- 
tute of Electronics who have landed 
high -paying positions with aero- 
space, computer, medical and 
communications firms. They'll tell 
you success didn't come easy... 
but that CIE made it all worthwhile. 

SPECIALIZED 
TRAINING CIE isn't just 

another be -everything -to -everybody 
correspondence school. We're 
accredited by the National Home 

Study Council. And with more than 
1100 graduates each year, we're 
the largest independent home 

study school specializing 
exclusively in electronics. CIE 

has been training career - 
minded students like your- 

self for over 50 years and 
we know the business 

inside and out. 
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Some courses feature the CIE Microprocessor 
Training laboratory, an Integral part of com- 
puters. You'll gain all the practical experience 
needed to work with state-of-the-art equip- 
ment of today and tomorrow. 

PRACTICAL TRAINING CIE students learn 
by doing, using sophisticated elec- 
tronic learning tools that we've 
designed and developed. One 
such tool, our 4K RAM Microproces- 
sor Training Laboratory, teaches 
programming, interfacing and lets 
you work with a broad range of 
computers In a way that working 
with a single, stock computer 
simply can't. 

We combine that valuable hands- 
on training with our unique Auto 
Programmed lessons, designed to 
teach you step-by-step and prin- 
ciple -by -principle. The result is 

practical training ...the kind of 
experience you can put to work in 
the marketplace. 

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the 
National Home Study Council, Washington, D.C. 

PERSONALIZED 
TRAINING. While some of our 

students have a working know- 
ledge of electronics others are just 
getting started. That's why we have 
10 career course levels from Basic 
to Advanced. They let you start 
where you want. Learn at your own 
pace. And learn as much as you 
like. You can even earn an 
Associate in Applied Science 
Degree in Electronics. And when 
you need help, our trained profes- 
sionals are on hand to assist you 
by phone or mail. 

Learning electronics isn't easy, 
but getting started is. For a CIE 
catalog and enrollment informa- 
tion, just mail the coupon below. 
Or call toll -free 1-800-321-2155. In 
Ohio, call 1-800-523-9109. 

CIRCLE 60 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

"YES! I want to get started. Send me 
my CIE school catalog Including details 

about the Associate Degree program. 

Print Name 

Address Apt. 

City State Zip 

Age Area Code/Phone Na I 

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits 
Veteran Active Duty 

MAIL TODAY! 
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IBM VIDEO 
I'm confused about the different 

video cards and monitors that are 
available for the IBM PC and com- 
patibles. Could you explain what the 
standard is for IBM video and tell me 
which monitors go with which 
cards. I've also heard that a color TV 
can be used as a monitor; is that 
so?-H.C.Y, Charleston, SC 

The reason you're confused is 
that you're using the word "stan- 
dard" when referring to IBM vid- 
eo. It's not that there isn't a 

standard, the problem is that there 
are several of them. When IBM en- 
tered the home -computer market, 
there were established standards 
for video, serial interfaces, disk 
drives and formats, and other 
computer peripherals. IBM, for 
reasons only they understood, de- 
cided to ignore all of them-in- 
cluding the ones for video. 

The technical data that you need 
to understand the differences be- 
tween the various types of IBM 
video is summarized in Table 1. 
Most video standards keep the 
vertical frequency at 60 Hz to avoid 
trouble from the powerline fre- 
quency. If you paint frames on the 
tube at a different rate, you stand a 

good chance of having your TV 

beat against the line frequency 
and having interference show up 
on the screen. Given a fixed ver- 
tical rate, the only way to get more 
horizontal lines on the screen is to 
draw them faster-and more lines 
per frame means more resolution 
in the displayed image. It's simply 
a matter of arithmetic. 

IBM started out with a TTL 
monochrome display that uses a 

horizontal -scan rate of 18.432 kHz. 
The display is denser and more at- 
tractive than that of computers 
that put out video at the NTSC 
standard of 15.75 kHz, but you 
need a monitor that could lock at 
that frequency. IBM introduced 
the Color Graphics Adapter (CGA) 
in response to the demand for 
color and graphics. It uses the 
NTSC video standard of 15.75 kHz, 
but requires a monitor that can ac- 
cept TTL-level signals for the red, 
green, and blue video signals and 
the resolution when working with 
text is terrible. The 21.8 -kHz scan 
rate of the Extended Graphics 
Adapter (EGA) delivers much bet- 
ter resolution for that type of ap- 
plication; it, too, delivers TTL 
signals. The new VGA standard 
uses the higher rate of 31.5 kHz 
(twice the NTSC color standard), 
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and generates 16 colors-you can 
get a deep red, a pale pink, and 
several shades in between. 

Keeping all of that in mind, you 
have to make sure that the monitor 
you buy can lock to the horizontal 
scan frequency of the card you 
own-if you drive a monitor with a 
higher scan frequency than it can 
handle you'll damage the monitor. 
And there's no compatibility at all 
between digital TTL and com- 
posite (color TV) video. You can't 
easily feed a regular TV with com- 
puter video unless the output is 
really close to the NTSC standard 
of 15.75 kHz. Some CGA cards 
have composite video outputs that 
can be fed to an RF modulator. 
That's fine for graphics work, but 
trying to do 80 -column word pro- 
cessing on that type of setup is 

only beneficial to your eye doctor. 

DIRECTION -FINDER ANTENNA 
I am trying to develop a transmit- 

ter -locator system that does not re- 
quire an antenna array and the 
calculations that must be made 
when determining the vector of a 
transmitter. Perhaps you can suggest 
a system similar to those used in 
wildlife tracking.-G.P.R., Salt Lake 
City, UT 

The type of antenna system 
most suitable for your transmitter - 
locating project will depend 
largely on the frequency and 
power output of the transmitter, 
and on the distance from the lo- 
cator at the start of the search. 

I have seen several "nature" spe- 
cials on TV where a wild animal or 
a bird, such as the bald eagle, is 
tracked as it roams its natural hab- 
itat. In all the cases I've seen, the 
tracker or trackers, used hand- 
held Yagi antennas of four or five 
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elements with incoming signal 
(from the transmitter on the bird 
or animal being tracked) being fed 
to a detector with a meter as a sig- 
nal -strength meter. 

And, just recently, area Boy 
Scouts and Civil Air Patrol cadets 
participated in a training exercise 
simulating the location of a down- 
ed aircraft. In that case, the equip- 
ment used by the scouts and 
cadets to locate the "scene of the 
crash" was similar to that used by 
wildlife researchers. 

Ferrite -rod and loop antennas 
can be used in direction -finding. 
Ham operators often use them for 
close -in work on hidden -transmit- 
ter hunts-often called "Fox" or 
"Bunny Hunts". Consult back is- 

sues of QST, 73, and other ama- 
teur -radio magazines for articles 
on equipment for direction find- 
ing and hidden -transmitter hunts. 

PA SPEAKER PLACEMENT 
The new PA system in our church 

has only two speakers. Each is about 
18 inches wide and about six feet 
tall. The enclosures are mounted 

APPROX s T 

SOUND 
COLUMN 

.5 ',PEAK 
SYSTEM 

SOdNO 
O/SPfRS/ON 

FIG. 2 

vertically high on the front wall, 
close to the side walls. I questioned 
the installer and suggested that we 

could get better results with the lon- 
gest dimension running horizontally. 
The "sound expert" insisted that he 
was right and that the speakers-he 
called them "sound columns"-are 
always mounted with the long di- 
mension vertical. Is he correct?- 
E.B., Greenville, NC 

Yes, he is! Sound columns are 
designed for theaters, churches, 
arenas, and auditoriums where 
there is a need to cover a large area 
with a minimum number of speak- 
ers. A sound column usually con- 
sists of several cone speakers in a 
rectangular enclosure, as shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Most of the energy from a sound 
column is radiated in a highly di- 
rectional beam pattern. Typically, 
the radiation pattern from a sound 
column covers about 120° horizon- 
tally and 25° vertically. The en- 
closures are mounted so that any 
microphones are below the high- 
energy portions of the fan -shaped 
sound distribution pattern, while 
delivering equal loudness to all lis- 
teners in the room. That is illus- 
trated in Fig. 2. R -E 
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LETTERS 

ADDRESS CORRECTION 
In "Hardware Hacker" in the 

April 1888 issue of Radio -Elec-fV 
tronics, we inadvertently printed 
the wrong address for Melles 

G/N /2 Griot. The correct address is 

/00fC 
%. 

e 

s55 
Melles Griot, 2251 Rutherford 

.00/ Road, Carlsbad, CA 92008; phone 

3 
(619) 438-2131.-Editor 

GOOD KNIGHT 
Concerning the article "Elec- 

tronic Knighthood" in the April 
1988 issue, we have since learned 
that our prototype knight does not 
match the circuit that was shown. 
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FIG. 1 

The correct circuit is shown in 
Fig. 1, and we apologize to anyone 
who may have had trouble guard- 
ing their castle.-Editor 

MORE ON THE MACRO 
SCRUBBER 

When I built the Macro Scrub- 
ber (Radio -Electronics, December 
1987), it would not work, due to the 
14-1s window that permitted some 
of the Macro Vision pulses to pass. 
The circuit shown in Fig. 3 is a 
quick, simple solution I devised to 
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FIG. 2 

prevent a total redesign and re- 
build of the already -constructed 
project. 

First I increased the oscillator 
frequency to 5.9 MHz. That nar- 
rowed the window to prevent any 
Macro Vision pulses from passing. 
The unfortunate result was slight, 
unwanted pulses on each line into 
the video coming from IC4. To pre- 
vent those pulses trom showing up 
in video, I built the circuit in Fig. 2 
to gate out IC4's output during the 
normal video lines. 

I used a 555 one-shot triggered 
from IC6, pin 12 to "gate in" the 
outpt from IC4, pins 12 and 4, to 
allow IC4 to be active only from the 
start of serration pulses to the start 
of picture video. One more gate 
was used as an inverter in order to 
restore the proper logic level to 
IC7-b, pin 6. 

The circuit uses easy -to -find 
parts that I already had, and was 
built on a small board that was sim- 
ply wired in. The intent of the 
modification was a quick and easy 
answer to a problem. The result of 
the modification turns out to be 
acceptable-but not absolutely 
perfect-video. 
ROBERT MASLAK 
Johnstown, ¡'A 
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MACRO SCRUBBER UPDATE 
I purchased the kit and built the 

"Macro Scrubber" that appeared 
in the December 1987 issue of Ra- 
dio -Electronics. The project is very 
good, and I'd like to share some 
changes I made to the circuit with 
other readers. 

The input is sholAn as not termi- 
nated and the input and output 
levels shown in the article are mea- 
sured with both input and output 
unterminated. That is not normal 
video practice. The input should 
be terminated in a 75 -ohm resistor 
added across J1. That will then 
maintain the usual 1 -volt level 
when the unit is inserted into a 

video system. 
Resistor R24 is necessary and the 

adjustment is somewhat critical. 
With the supplied resistors and a 1 - 

volt video level monitored on a 

FIG. 3 
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television -waveform monitor, a 

quick dark -to -light scene transi- 
tion would certainly cause lines in 
the picture. 

The DC level of the reinserted 
lines 12 to 19 was about 40 IRE in my 
unit. The components all checked 
OK and the input clamp was right 
at 0.2 volts, as specified in the arti- 
cle. Adding a 50k potentiometer 
after R12, as shown in Fig. 3, lets 
me trim the level to match the vid- 
eo signal. 
W. BLAKE HAWKINS 
Atlanta, GA 

MORE ON FREQUENCY 
STANDARDS 

It's disappointing when a usually 
up-to-date magazine like Radio - 
Electronics presents readers with 
out -dated information. 

In your April issue, the author of 
"TV -Derived Frequency Standard" 
asserts that there is a difference in 
time -base accuracy between net- 
work -originated and locally -ori- 
ginated programming. That is no 
longer true at any television sta- 
tion with which I am acquainted. 

The difference has disappeared 
due to the emergence of a box 
called a frame synchronizer. As 
you know, a television signal is 

basically a serial -analog medium, 
where pictures are sent a line at a 

time. In order to do any kind of 
video special effects-such as a 

dissolving between two pictures 
or superimposing letters over a 

picture-all the video sources in- 
volved must be exactly syn- 
chronized to one another. Within 
a station, that is accomplished by 
feeding a reference signal de- 
veloped in a master synchronizing 
generator to all equipment. The 
problem comes in dealing with 
out -of -house sources-such as 
when you need to superimpose 
your station's call -sign over a net- 
work sports program for a station 
identification. There is no way that 
all the synchronizing information 
from the network is going to be 
timed to within a couple of 
nanoseconds of your house 
sources by pure coincidence. 

In the old days, timing was dealt 
with by slaving the station's master 

sync generator to the incoming 
network video-a process known 
as "genlock." There are problems 
with that. One obvious impos- 
sibility is presented if you want to 
switch between network, local 
sources, and a remote truck. The 
sync generator can't be slaved to 
both the network and the remote 
truck at the same time. 

Enter digital electronics: A 
frame synchronizer digitizes an in- 
coming video signal-often at the 
rate of 14 million analog -to -digital 
conversions per second-and 
stores a full frame's worth of video 
information in RAM memory. The 
input clock is derived from incom- 
ing video. The picture in RAM is 

then clocked out and reconverted 
to analog video by an output clock 
that is derived from the station's 
master sync generator. Thus, in- 
stead of slaving the station to the 
remote, we have a way of convert- 
ing a remote source into a local 
signal that can be manipulated like 
any other local signal. 

That, incidentally, is why pic- 
tures sometimes start to lose lip 
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sync even on a live broadcast- 
each synchronizer in the signal 
path introduces at least a one -thir- 
tieth -of -a second delay. (Some 
synchronizers store the full tour 
fields required for an NTSC color 
frame, and introduce a total delay 
of one -fifteenth of a second.) To 
compensate for that small delay, 
audio -delay devices are available 
that can he controlled by trame 
synchronizers. 

Frame synchronizers are quite 
prevalent in the broadcast indus- 

try. The NBC Ku -band earth -sta- 
tion package, by means of which 
affiliates receive network pro- 
gramming, conies complete with 
synchronizers. 

Since synchronizers are driven 
by the station's sync generator, 
there is no longer a timing dif- 
ference between local and net- 
work programming. The networks' 
rubidium standard is riot put di- 
rectly on the air. FCC regulations 
require that our 3.58 -MHz os- 
cillator be within 10 -Hz accuracy, 
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Servicing electronic equipment isn't always 
easy, especially if you're doing it in the field. 
At Chemtronics we can help with . over 200 

specially engineered products for the maintenance, repair and 
production of high technology equipment. Call today for our 
latest problem solving catalog. 

Cheintronics 
Keeping pace with advanced technology 

Chemtronics Inc. 681 Old Willets Path Hauppauge, NY 11788 516-582-3322 Telex 968567 

and in practice we try to maintain 
much closer tolerance than that. 

Hope this helps put to rest what 
has now become an old wives' 
tale. 
JAMES BRODSKY 
hBSY-TV 
San Luis Obispo, CA 

COMPUTER VARIETY 
I don't know whether to be mad 

or disappointed but I'm not going 
to let it slide anymore! For over a 

year I have owned an Atari 520ST 
personal computer and I still can't 
believe I got all that machine for 
the price. For $750.00 I got a 16 -bit 
computer with a number of stan- 
dard features (512K RAM, DMA, se- 
rial, parallel, and midi in and out 
ports, cartridge slot, and 2 

joystick/mouse ports). The price 
also includes a RGB monitor, 3%2" 

disk drive, and a mouse. 
It's a Macintosh, but with a big- 

ger color screen and with quite 
few more standard features-at a 

fraction of the cost. There is a car- 
tridge available for the 520ST that 
will let you run quite a hit of Mac- 
intosh software. The disk drive 
uses the same format as IBM, so 
you can access IBM data files from 
current ST programs such as Word 
Perfect, dbMan (a dBase copy), 
and VIP (an exact Lotus clone) 
without any modifications. Attach 
a currently available 51/4" drive and 
a program called PC Ditto-you 
now have an IBM clone. 

A large number of quality pro- 
grams are now available for the ST, 

and that number is growing daily. 
When you combine that with all 
the Mac and IBM software you can 
run on it, one question comes to 
mind: Why are people flocking to 
buy IBM clones? They must pay 
seven or eight hundred dollars 
and up, and still have to spend 
more more more for adding things 
that are all standard on the ST. 

My conclusion is not that people 
are narrow-minded or brain- 
washed with IBM-they just don't 
know about the alternatives. 

What finally blew my fuse was 
Jeff Holtzman's article on desktop 
publishing (ComputerDigest, Feb- 
ruary 1988) which failed to men- 
tion the new Mega ST's (2 or 4 meg 
standard) which, combined with 
Atari's own laser printer (under 
$3700.00 retail for both), makes an 
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excellent and quite professional 
desktop publisher. The article 
didn't mention any of the current 
desktop publishing programs for 
the 520ST and a dot matrix or laser 
printer. 

There was the same lack of infor- 
mation when I read of the CD- 
ROM player for the IBM. I believe 
it was around $1200.00-compared 
to the $599.00 price tag of Atari's, 
which has comparable features. 

There is a lot more information 
about the ST, but nobody seems to 
know about it and they are losing 
out. Does your magazine pur- 
posely not review Atari equipment 
for a particular reason, or due to 
lack of knowledge about it? If a 

review is what you need, I would 
be glad to do it. 
CARL KONA 
Birmingham, Ml 

Mr. Kona has a legitimate con- 
cern, but there are several prob- 
lems with covering Atari (and 
other) systems. First is that the edi- 
tors grew up on CP/M systems and 
later moved to MS-DOS systems. 

Does that mean we've been brain- 
washed by IBA/ ? No, it doesn't. It 
means that, even though there are 
many systems-including the 
Atari-that on technical merit 
alone deserve coverage, in a world 
of limited resources (i.e., time), 
one simply can't learn about every 
system on the market. 

Another problem is that our sur- 
veys indicate that the vast majority 
of readers (80%) use MS-DOS sys- 
tems. It would not be lair to them, 
even if we had the expertise, to 
devote large amounts of space to 
other systems. 

On the other hand, we do try to 
broaden our readers' horizons; 
Peter Stark's series on the PT -68K 
system is a case in point. It has 
proved popular Nish a small but 
vocal and dedicated group of read- 
ers, who want to build the comput- 
er; with other readers, who want to 
understand, by comparative 
means, their own non -68000 sys- 
tems better; and Nith yet other 
readers, who simply want to learn 
about other system designs. Based 
on past experience, obtaining 

from Atari the kind of technical de- 
tail that Mr. Stark presents would 
he impossible. 

Mr. Kona's description of the 
520ST's "compatibility" with both 
the Macintosh and the IBM PC 
family sounds fascinating, but 
again based on past experience, 
we're skeptical. Over the years we 
have seen many products that 
claim magically to transform prod- 
uct X into product Y, but seldom 
have we seen a truly seamless, 
bug -free hybrid that imposed no 
performance or convenience 
penalties. Adding a simulated 
Rolls Royce front end to a Vol- 
ks Nagen Beetle simply does not 
make the Beetle a Rolls. 

As for desktop publishing, it 
may be true that Atari offers a bet- 
ter hardware platform, but that's 
not the point. Can the Atari run 
PageMaker or Ventura Publisher? 
If not, do truly comparable pro- 
grams exist for the Atari? It's possi- 
ble, but unlikely. It's a fact that 
Atari has never penetrated the 
U.S. business market (Europe is 

continued on page 31 
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digitizing, 4K record length per channel plus familiar, full -bandwidth analog operation 

for just $2195. And for pure and simple analog performance with unmatched economy, 

look at the popular, 2 -channel Tek 2225-just $995! 
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NRI Trains You At Home-As You Build 
Your Own IBM PC Compatible Computer 

G T THE KNOW -HO 
0 SE ' VICE E E ° Y 
O P TR 

Learn the Basics the NRI Way- 
and Earn Good Money Troubleshooting 
Any Brand of Computer 
The demand for trained computer service technicians 
continues to surge forward. Computer service ranks 
high on the Department of Labor's list of top growth 
fields, with accelerated demand expected to create 
more than 30,000 new jobs in the next 10 years. 

You can cash in on this opportunity-either as a 
full-time corporate technician or an independent 
service-person-once you've learned all the basics of 
computers the NRI way. NRI's practical combination 
of "reason -why" theory and "hands-on" building skills 
starts you with the fundamentals of electronics, then 
guides you through advanced electronic circuitry 
and on into computer electronics. You also learn to 
program in BASIC and machine language, the 
essential languages for troubleshooting and repair. 

Total Computer Systems Training, 
Only From NRI 
No computer stands alone ... it's part of a total 
system. To really service computers, you have to 
understand computer systems. And only NRI includes 
a powerful computer system as part of your training, 
centered around the new, fully IBM PC compatible 
Sanyo 880 Series computer. 
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IBM is a Registered Trademark of IBM Corporation. 
Epson is a Registered Trademark of Epson America, Inc. 

Apple and the Apple logo are Registered Trademarks of Apple 
Computer, Inc. 

Compaq is a Registered Trademark of COMPAQ Computer Corporatic 
© 1985 AT&T Technologies, Inc. 
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'ou start 
vith the 
tep-by-step 

NEW' 
20 Meg Hard 

Included. 

.ssembly of your highly rated Sanyo corn- 
luter. You build and test the "intelligent" 
:eyboard, install the power 
upply and 360K 5í/a" floppy disk 
[rive, and interface the high- 
esolution monitor. But that's not all. 
'ou go on to install a powerful 20 megabyte 
lard disk drive-today's most -wanted computer 
leripheral-now included as part of your hands-on 
raining to dramatically increase your computer's 
lata storage capacity while at the same time giving you 
ightning-quick data access. With your computer now up 
(rid running, you're ready to begin using the valuable 
oftware also included as part of your total systems training. 

It all adds up to confidence -building, real -world experience 
hat includes training in programming, circuit design, and 
Peripheral maintenance. You'll be learning about, working 
vith, servicing, and troubleshooting an entire computer 

system-monitor, 
keyboard, 
computer, disk 
drive, power 

EPSON 

ti 

! ne m,s_ 

L l. ___ + w 

Oi 

s 

supply-to ensure that you have 
all the essential skills you need 
to succeed as a professional 
computer service technician. 

N o Experience Needed, 
N RI Builds It In 
This is the kind of practical, 
hands-on experience that makes you uniquely prepared, with 
the skills and confidence you need for success. You learn at your 
own convenience in your own home. No classroom pressures, 
no night school, no need to quit your present job until you're 
ready to make your move. Your training is backed by your 
personal NRI ins-ructor and the NRI technical staff, ready to 
answer your questions and help you when you need it. You get 
it all with NRI at-home training. 

Free 101Page Catalog Tells More 
Send the postage -paid reply card today for NRI's big, 
100 -page, color catalog on NRI's electronics training, which 
gives you all the facts about NRI courses in Microcomputers, 
Robotics, Data Communications, TV/Audio/Video Servicing, 
and other growing, high-tech career fields. If the reply card is 

missing, write to the address below. 

Your NRI total systems training Includes: 
NRI Discovery Lab to design and modify cu. 
cults Four -function digital multlmeter with 
walkyou-through instruction on audio tape 
Digital logic probe for visual examination of 
keyboard circuits Sanyo 880 Series corn. 
puler with Intelligent" keyboard and 360K, 
51/4 floppy disk drive 20 megabyte hard 
disk drive you Install internally High - 
resolution monochrome monitor 8K ROM, 
256K RAM Bundled software Reference 
manuals, schematics, and bite -sized lessons. 

SEND COUPON TODAY FOR FREE NRI CATALOG! 

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Cen.er 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20D16 

[CHECK ONE FREE CATALOG ONLY 

Computer Electronics 
TVNideo/Audio Servicing 
Robotics 
Electronic Music Technology 
Satellite Electronics 

E Digital Electronics Servicing 
Telephone Servicing 

girt 
I I1 

] Bookkeeping ] Electrician ] Air Conditioning, ] Locksmithing ] Travel Careers ] Small Engine ] Paralegal 

C 

(o 
co 
co 

For Career courses 
approved under GI Bill 

Check for details. 

& Accounting 

Heating & Ref. 

& Electronic Security 

Repair 

Name (Please print) Age 

Street 

City/Stale/Zip Wail gee you tomorrow. Accredited W the National Home Study Council t a" 
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

Philips ECG RCT7501 
Remote Control Tester 

A simple way to test your 
remote -control transmitters 

CIRCLE 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

EVEN Ir YOU AREN'I ATV SERVICE IECII- 
nician, we're sure that there have 
been times when you wished for 
some way to test a remote -control 
transmitter. Since humans can't 
see the infrared light, and can't 
hear the ultrasonic signals emitted 
from such transmitters, trou- 
bleshooting remote controls sys- 
tems has been a guessing game. 
The odds of winning, of course, 
are not in your favor. 

We recently found a way to in- 
crease your odds at winning the 
remote -control guessing game: a 

new remote -control transmitter 
tester, the model RCT750I from 
Philips ECG, Inc. (1025 West- 
minster Drive, P.O. Box 3277, 
Williamsport, PA 17701). The 
RCT7501 can be used to test both 
ultrasonic and infrared remote 
controls. 

We tested the RCT750I with a 

good assortment of transmitters, 
including TV, cable, compact -disc, 
stereo, VCR, satellite TV, and even 
computer -keyboard remotes. The 
tester had no problems detecting 
signals from any of those transmit- 
ters, and no false triggering was 
noted. 

TEST 

R CT 7501 
REMOTE 
CONTROL 
TESTER 

The simpler the better 
The RCT7501 is one of the sim- 

plest of test instruments. Its 
circuitry consists of an infrared de- 
tector, an ultrasonic transducer, 
amplifying transistors, and a pulse 
stretcher. The only control is a 

power switch. When the detectors 
sense infrared or ultrasonic sig- 
nals, a green TEST LED lights, and 
remains lighted for about 1 second 
after the signals cease. 

No test instrument could he 
easier to use for go/no-go tests. 
Simply turn the tester on, and aim 
the suspected transmitter at it. 
When you press a key on the trans- 
mitter, you should see the green 
LED light. If all the other transmit- 
ter keys also give positive results, 
you should assume that the re- 
ceiver is at fault. If you need to do 
further testing of the remote, a 

SCOPE/COUNTER test jack is pro- 
vided on the side of the tester. (A 
cable is included.) That lets you 
view the received signals on an os- 
cilloscope or measure the fre- 
quencies on a meter. If you know 
what signals you should expect, 
that feature can he an invaluable 
troubleshooting aid. A sample I -R 

test signal is shown in Fig. 1. 

The tester is a perfect example 
of what a shirt -pocket tester 
should be. It's about 41/2 inches 
long, a little more than an inch 
wide, and about 3/4 inch thick. The 
power switch is located on one 
side, opposite the SCOPE/COUNTER 

jack. The red POWER and green TEST 

LED's are on the front panel, and 
the infrared and ultrasonic detec- 
tors are on the top end. 

The RCT750I remote -control 
tester is available from Philips ECG 
for $49.95. (Call 1-800-225-8326 for 
their distributor nearest you.) We 
were impressed by the sensible, 
rugged tester and recommend it 
highly. 

Another tester 
As we were finishing our review 

of the Philips ECG RCT750I 
remote -control tester, we got a 

chance to evaluate a similar tester 
from Cablesery Electronics (18 Du- 
fflaw Road, Toronto, Ontario, Can- 
ada M6A 1C8). Their tester, the 
Celtron-1, is shown in Fig. 2. It 
works similarly to the Philips unit: 
You simply turn it on, and aim a 

remote transmitter at it. If the 
transmitter is outputting infrared 
or ultrasonic signals, a green LED 
will light. The Celtron-1 includes 
an output jack for connection to a 

frequency counter or os- 
cilloscope. No cable, however, is 

supplied with the tester. 
The Celtron-I offers a couple of 

FIG. 
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Complete customer satisfaction...superior sérvice...friendly, knowledgeable personnel... 
quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology. 

OSCILLOSCOPE 
A remarkable value 

. 8 t- . 1 

TV SYNC FILTER 

~r1 . DELAYED AND 

I = SINGLE SWEEP MODES 

I 1132 
13=3 

Z AXIS INTENSITY MODULATION FAST 'IONS RISE TIME 

DMM-300 $79.95 : 

3.5 DIGIT DMMIMULTITESTER 
This full function 3.5 digit DMM offers highly accurate : 

performance and a host of added features like audible 
continuity, capacitance, transistor, temperature. and con- 
ductance to help you do the lob-fast. Temperature probe. 
test leads and battery included. 

Basic DC accuracy: plus,minus 0.25% 
DC voltage: 200mv-1000V, 5 ranges 
AC voltage: 200mv-750V, 5 ranges 
Resistance: 200 ohms -20M ohms, 6 ranges 
Capacitance: 2000p1-20 pf, 3 ranges 
Transistor Tester: 0"-2000"F 
Conductance: 200ns 
Fully overload protected 
Input impedance: 10M ohm. 

DMM-100 $29.95 
3.5 DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM 
Perfect for the field service technician. Shirt pocket size 
without compromising features or accuracy. Large, easy 
to read 1" LCD display. Fully overload protected for safety. l Í ming 
2000 hour battery life with standard 9v cell. Probes and IJ 
battery included. 
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18.35 

Basic DC accuracy: plus/minus 0.5% 
DC voltage: 2v -1000v, 4 ranges 
AC voltage: 200v -750v, 2 ranges 
Resistance: 2k ohms -2M ohms, 4 ranges 
DC current: 2mA-2A, 4 ranges 
Input impedance: 10M ohm 
Fully overload protected 
Approx. 5" x 3" x 1". Under 7 ozs. 

DPM-1000 
3.5 DIGIT PROBE TYPE DMM 

L 

$54.95 

Custom 80 pin LSI chip provides accuracy and reliability in 
such a compact size. Autoranging, audible continuity and 
data hold feature help you pinpoint the problem quickly. 
Case and batteries included. 

Basic DC accuracy: plus/minus 1% 
DC voltage: 2v -500v, autoranging 
AC voltage: 2v -500v, autoranging 
Resistance: 2k ohms -2M ohms, autoranging 
Fully overload protected 
Input impedance: 11M ohm 
Approx 6t "x t"x 3/4". Under3ozs. 
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149995 
Wide bandwidth and exceptional lmV DIV sensitivity make the 
Model 3500 a powerful diagnostic tool for engineers or technicians 
at a remarkable price. Delayed tr ggenng allows any portion of 
a waveform to be isolated and expanded for closer inspection. 
Variable Holdolt allows stable viewing of complex waveforms. 

EXCEPTIONALLY BRIGHT 5" CRT 

f I 

li i e 

$389.95 
MODELL 2000 

2$38MHz9.955AI TRACE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model 2000 makes frequency 
caculation and phase measurement 
quick and easy The component tester 
aids in fast troubleshooting. Service 
technicians appreciate the TV Sync 
circuits for viewing TV -V and N-11 
and accurate synchronization of 
the video signal, Blanking, VITS, and 

o 11 
V/H sync pulses. 

. r.;. Exceptionally bright 5' CRT 
Bwlt-m component tester 
TV Sync litter 
XY operation ' 110,220 volts 

18.0 

DMM-200 $49.95 
3.5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM 
Get highly accurate performance al a very affordable price. 
Rugged construction, 20 amp current capability and 22 
ranges make it a perfect choice for serious field or bench 
work. Low battery indicator and till -stand. Probes and 2000 
hour battery included. 

Basic DC accuracy: plus or minus 0.25% 
DC voltage: 200mv-1000V, 5 ranges 
AC voltage: 200mv-750V, 5 ranges 
Resistance: 200 ohms -20M ohms, 6 ranges 
AC DC current 200pA-20A, 6 ranges 
Input impedance: 10M ohm 
Fully overload protected 
Approx. 7" x 31/2" x 11h. wt. 11 ozs. 

* 2 YEARREPKACEIS1ENT WARRANTY 
* 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
* TOLL FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
* NEXT DAY AIR SHIP AVAILABLE 
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ATTENTION! 

E LET.R 
INAps 

T.ECHN 
EARN YOUR 

B.S.E.E. r. 
DEGREE 

THROUGH HOME STUDY 
Our New and Highly Effective Advanced -Place- 
ment Program for experienced Electronic Tech- 
nicians grants credit for previous Schooling and 
Professional Experience, and can greatly re- 
duce the time required to complete Program and 
reach graduation. No residence schooling re- 
quired for qualified Electronic Technicians. 
Through this Special Program you can pull all of 
the loose ends of your electronics background 
together and earn your B.S.E.E. Degree. Up- 
grade your status and pay to the Engineering 
Level. Advance Rapidly! Many finish in 12 
months or less. Students and graduates in all 50 
States and throughout the World. Established 
Over 40 Years! Write for free Descriptive Lit- 
erature. 

COOK'S INSTITUTE 
OF ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING 

awn 4251 CYPRESS DRIVE awn 
JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39212 
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features that the Philips unit does 
not. First, a piezoelectric trans- 
ducer beeps to indicate the receipt 
of a signal, so you don't even have 
to look at the tester to know that 
your transmitter is working. Also, 
you cannot forget to turn the unit 
off. In fact, there is no off switch- 

CIRCLE 26 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FIG. 2 

the Celtron-1 turns itself off after 
about 30 seconds. 

While we liked the added fea- 
tures and the slightly better sen- 
sitivity of the Celtron-1, we did not 
feel that it was constructed nearly 
as well as the Philips ECG unit. The 
Celtron 1 is available for $89. R -E 

Try the 

ladle - 
Electronics 

bulletin board 
system 

(RE-BBS) 
516-293-2283 

The more you use it the more 
useful it becomes. 

We support 300 and 1200 baud 
operation. 

Parameters: 8N1 (8 data bits, no 
parity, 1 stop bit) or 7E1 (7 data 
bits, even parity, 1 stop bit). 

Add yourself to our user files to 
increase your access. 

Communicate with other R -E 
readers. 

Leave your comments on R -E with 
the SYSOP. 

RE-BBS 
516-293-2283 

POWER ACE 1111 POWER AGE 

i` 

a : 

Prototyping Made Easy. In The Quantities You Require. 
Your Electronic Specialty Products 
distributor has a wide selection of 3M 
breadboards and prototyping labs in 
the quantities and styles you desire. 

We invented solderless breadboarding with 
one thought in mind: "make it fast and easy!" 
And we build these products with American 
made reliability. 

Whether your requirements demand 3M's 
A C E 100 Series solderless breadboards or 
Powerace prototyping labs with self-contained 
power supplies, or our newest Powerace labs 

with removable boards, you'll find what 
you need at your authorized 3M Electronic 
Specialty Products distributor. 

For educators, students, hobbyists and 
even professional designers, 3M prototyping 
products make circuit building and testing fun 
and easy. And whether you need one bread- 
board or a hundred, we've got them packaged 
as you need them. 

Your Electronic Specialty Products distribu- 
tor also has all the prototyping tools you'll need. 
Tools such as jumper wires, adaptor pins and 
patch cords. 

For the name of your nearest 3M ACE 
Board and Powerace distributor, call toll free 
800-321-9668 or (216) 354-2101 in Ohio. 

Electronic Specialty Products 
3M Electronic Products Division 
9325 Progress Parkway 
Mentor, Ohio 44060 

We've Packaged Our Solutions. 

3M 
worn..ae Sponsor 
988 omvc Games 
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PROJECTS 
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SELECT 5 BOOKS 
for only $3,95 

(values to $130.70) 
and get a Free Gift! 

HOW TO 

OS 
TESTT 

ALM 
EVERYTHING 
ELECTRONIC 

2925 515.95 

Electronics projects ... ideas ... the latest technology 
all at up to 50°o off publishers' prices 

Membership Benefits Big Savings. In addition to this introductory 
offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the 
publishers' prices. Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for 
our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of up to 80% oft publishers' prices. Club 
News Bulletins. 14 times per year you will receive the Book Club News, describ- 
ing all the current selections -mains, alternates, extras -plus bonus offers and 
special sales, with hundreds of titles to choose from. Automatic Order. If you 
want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If 

you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the 
reply form provided. As a member, you agree to purchase at least 3 books within 
the next 12 months and may resign at any time thereafter. Ironclad No -Risk 
Guarantee. If not satisfied with your books, return them within 10 days without 
obligationl Exceptional Quality. All books are quality publishers' editions 
especially selected by our Editorial Board. 
All books are hardcover unless numbers are followed by a "P" for paperback. (Publ,shers' Prices Shorn) 
® 1988 ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB.. Blue Ridge Summit. PA 17294-0810 

FREE when you join! 
Reference Guide to Electronics 
Manufacturers' Publications 
A time- and money -saving list 
of product literature form all 
the major electronics suppliers. 

(a $6.95 
value!) 

ELECTRONJCS BOOK CLUB; 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17294-0810 

Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club° and send the 5 volumes listed 
below, plus my FREE copy of Raterence Guide to Electronics Manufacturers' Publications 
(2683P), billing me $3.95 plus shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return 
the books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. I agree to 
purchase at least 3 books at regular Club prices (plus shipping and handling) cluing the next 
12 months and may resign any time thereafter. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State/Zip Phone 

Signature 

Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive special ordering instructions. Canada must remit 
In U.S. currency. This order subject to acceptance by the Electronics Book Club'. 
Slgnature of parent or guardian required for all new members under la years of age. RE 788 
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WEATHER -STATION SOFTWARE. 
When we reviewed the PC 
Weather Pro ("Equipment Re- 
ports," Radio -Electronics, March 
1988), we mentioned that Tech- 
nology Marketing Inc. was plan- 
ning to introduce a tool and utility 
kit. Their new PC Weather Toolkit, 
as it turns out, does all that we'd 
hoped it would. 

It links data gathered by the PC - 
based weather station with such 
popular programs as Lotus 1-2-3 
and Borland's Reflex database. PC 
Weather Tool also generates files 
in standard formats-DIF (Data 
Interchange Format) and ASCII- 
that are readable by other software 
products, such as dBASE Ill. 

PC Weather Pro monitors and 
stores data on barometric pres- 
sure, rainfall, inside and outside 
temperatures, and wind-chill tem- 
perature. Now, using PC Weather 
Toolkit, that data can span any time 
frame specified by the user. Once 

linked to a specific software pro- 
gram like Lotus 1-2-3, files can be 
displayed in any graphic format 
that happens to be supported by 
that program. Also included is a 

utility called File Link Software, 
which enables data from PC 
Weather Pro to be read into varia- 
bles in programs written in Turbo 
C, 8088/86 assembly language, 
Turbo Pascal, or BASIC/GW BASIC. 
Using that utility, a variable such as 

"windspeed" can be automatically 
updated every minute. 

The package also includes util- 
ities for editing, merging, and 
translating weather -data files, doc- 
umentation software, and File Link 
Software for one language, se- 
lected by the user. PC Weather 
Toolkit is priced at $150.00; File 
Link software for additional sup- 
ported languages is available for 
$50.00.-TMI, Inquiries Manager, 
4000 Kruse Way Place, Bldg. 2, 
Suite 120, Lake Oswego, OR 97035. 

LOGIC MONITOR. The model 
AR-80LM's custom -IC design auto- 
matically detects both power and 
ground pins. Monitor usage is a 

simple, clip -on -and -view opera- 
tion. Both TTL and CMOS logic 
levels are also detected automat- 
ically by the Logic Monitor. 

AR _'hpL M4 
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The unit will indicate a logic - 
high, logic -low, and pulsing in- 
puts. For pulses with repetition 
rates over eight Hertz, the unit 
flashes the LED at an 8 -Hz rate. 
Pulses up to 40 MHz can be de- 
tected. 

The AR-80LM logic monitor sells 
for a suggested price of $79.00, 
which includes a storage case and 
an operator's manual.-ARI Media, 
9241 E. Valley Boulevard, Suite 201, 
Rosemead, CA 91770. 

GANG/SET PROGRAMMER. Logical 
Devices, Inc. announces the 
Husky, a fast device programmmer 
that uses that company's "Intel- 
legent" and "Quick Pulse" al- 
gorithms to program up to four 1 - 

megabit EPROM's, most in less 
than three minutes. The Husky 
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uses an ultra -efficient switching 
power supply to minimize the 
power load on the PC. 

The four 32 -pin zero -insertion 
force (ZIF) sockets support gang 
programming and sequential set 
programming of up to four 24-, 
28-, or 32 -pin EE/EPROM's DIP's. 
With optional adaptor sockets, 
Husky supports single -chip micro- 
computers, CMOS EPLD's, and 
other devices in PLCC/PGA pack- 
ages. Husky accepts Intel hex, 
Motorola hex, ASCII hex, or binary 
formats. As a software -driven pro- 
grammer, Husky can be under cur- 
sor or mouse control, and 
supports DOS -level file manipula- 
tion and directory utilities. It is 
priced at $595.00, including the 
IBM PC interface. An additional 
IBM PC interface is available for 
$99.00, PAI adapter for $75.00, and 
the single -chip microcomputer 
adapter costs $125.00.-Logical 
Devices, Inc., 1321 N.W. 65th Place, 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309. 

PHONE CALL RESTRICTOR. The 
Telelock TL -16 from Serret Systems 
prevents the unauthorized use of 
telephone and/or data communi- 
cations equipment. The user has 
the option of restricting all outgo- 
ing calls, or only long distance, 
Operator, or specific prefix - 
number calls. Restriction override 
is performed by entering a user - 
programmable, three- or four -dig- 
it access code via the telephone 
dial or keypad. The save and relock 

- 
7 ~ 
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codes-also programmable by 
means of an internal switch-al- 
low authorized persons the option 
of overriding the call restriction; a 

special circuit prevents any fraud- 
ulent entries. 

A single 1L_-16 can control any 
number of telephones on the 
same line. Other features include 
multicolor LEI) status indicators, 
DTMF and pulse operation, and 
non-volatile memory. The FCC - 
registered Telelock TL -16, has a 

suggested retail price of $149.95, 

including two modular connectors 
for easy installation.-Serrett Sys- 
tems, P. O. Box 728, Rye, NY 10580. 

MINIATURE DMM. Beckman In- 
dustrial's credit -card -sized 
Circuitmate DM79 features auto- 
matic shut-off and auto -ranging. 
Its many functions include 5 DC - 
volt, 4 AC -volt, and six resistance 
ranges, in addition to continuity 
and diode checks. A special 320 
millivolt range offers very high in- 
put impedence (>100 Megohms) 

ronix SC 
FREE SHIPPING Immediate Shipment ' FREE GIFT! 

11 
\ I l_ 'r 2 -\ 
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NEW/CRT READOUT 100 MHz 
FOUR -CHANNEL SCOPES 
A real price breakthrough In lob-g-ade scopes from 
Tektronix. The 2246 and 2245 both feature On -screen 
scale factor readout 2 mV/division vertical sensitir- 
fty 2% veriool and horizontal accuracy Four vertical 
inputs Debyed sweep. The 2246 sIso features: Pop- 
up menus at the touch of a button On -screen volta Te, 
and time and trigger -level readou-s Exclusive Smart 
Cursors' track voltmeter measurements. 
MODEL 2245 MODEL2244 

$1,775 $2,400 
FAMOUS TEK 2200 SERIES 60/100 MHz 
DUAL CHANNEL SCOPES 
The 100MHz 2235 and 2236 are Industry leaders 
for value a -rd performance 

2mV/d'Ms on vertical sensitivity Advanced triggering 
for stable aisplays X -Y operation Dual-timebase 
delayed -sweep measurements. Single tirnebase on 
60MHz Model 2213A. Integrated counter/timer/ 
multimeter on 2236. 
'Modei2213/ 'Model2235 MAodel2236 

(4 FREE BONUS 
- FREE ºUPPING) 

$1,375 $1,575 $2,795 (.Fll 

FULL THREE YEAR 

FACTORY WARRANTY 

ON ALL Tektronix SCOPES 

FREE SHIPPING 
anywhere In 
continental USA 

Send for FRE1 480 page industrial 
Products Cat log'. I understand M Is FREE 

with any ordhr or If requested on 
company letterhead . (Otherwise. $4.95 
to cover catalog and shippng costs) 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

FREE GIFT! 
BUY ANY TEKTRONIX SCOPE 

FROM JOSEPH'S -GET 16 PC 

ELECTRONIC SERVICE TOCL 
KIT -FREE! A $69.95 VALUE 

1-800-323-5925 
IN IWNOIS 

312-297-4200 
Our 40th Year 

JI][q]r1 
L alaatroniaS 

r r r r. 
jicSgph do,. 

NEW TEKTRONIX 
Model #2225 
The greatest value In scopes Is yours from 
TEK fitONIX and JOSEPH ELECTRONICS. Popular 
portable dual channel oscilloscope, terrific 
new features Including 50 -MHz bandwidth 
arternate magnification. 500 microvolt 
sensMty peak -to -peak trigger filtering. 
Feld -tested, proven performance backed 
b. TEKTRONIX. A member (, FREE BON17S 

o` Tektronix' +FREES PRNGi 

220 fa ily. More $995 features than scopes 
casting much more. Only 

..uv 
: 571rt t I +1 

4- 

, 
I { 117 rE Lr-,, 

Si 
I' 

NEW 2220, 2230 DIGITAL 
STORAGE/ANALOG 
DUAL -CHANNEL SCOPES 
The new 100MHz 2230 and 60MHz 2220 are 
powerful digital storage scopes with full - 
bandwidth analog and digital performance 
Both feature: 4K digital record length and 
save ref -memory for single or dual chan- 
nel Peak defect Pre post trigger capabil- 
K Automatic process modes 20MS/s 
sampling speed X V plotter output. The 2230 
clso features: CRT readout with cursors Dual 
fl ne base Menu flexibility that permits user to 
custom tailor diagnostic functions. 
Both models offer optional GPIB or RS232C 
capability with 26k battery backed memory 
cn 2230 only 
k00E12230 1400E12220 

$4,995 $2,995 

IL Res. 7% Tax 

(+ FREE BONUS 
+ FREE S WPNGI 

JOSEPH ELECTRONICS, INC. 
8830 N. Milwaukee Ave. Dept. R 

Niles, IL 60648 
o rash merchandise per attached order. 
I understand rated accounts are shipped open 
account otherwise send per credit cord. 

Asa O Master Card O Discover 
Check O Money Order rash Catalog 

Cord No. Exp. Date _ 
Name 

Conoony 

Ficaress 

City Stare 210 J Oro 
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REVOLUTIONARY MULTIMETER I I I I 1 

THAT READS a VOLTAGES AT THE SAME TIME 
CAN ALSO DISPLAY 3 VOLTAGES AND 1 CURRENT AT THE SAME TIME WITH MANY OTHER 

COMBINATIONS AVAILABLE INCLUDING OUR 4'h DIGIT ANALOG BARGRAPH DISPLAY 
MEASURE 4 VOLTAGES 

it 

_ 
-- ----- 2 VOLTAGES 

AT THE SAME TIME WITH 

31/2 DIGIT DISPLAYS 
4'/2 DIGIT DISPLAYS 

1 . 9991 i 1 . 999I I 

1 . 9991:) 1 . 999)) 
EACH DISPLAY 15 INDIVIDUALLY 
PROGRAAAANLEF 
NELAIIYE AEA...K[ I,OD A. YULE. SCAM 
NOLD..ANDAL ON AUTORANUING. 

COA PARA TI vE MODES USING SE TPOINTS 
AITN AUDIPLE INDICATION WEEPS R, 

OTHER FEATURES 
COLOR COCEO INPUTS TO AVOID CONFUSION 
CONTINUITY BEEPER ON RESISTANCE CHECK 
ONE YEAR PARTS 

LABOUR WARRANTY 
STILL MANY MORE FEATURES 

CURRENT ( 
o° 

RESISTANCE 

MODEL MM100 

$209.95 

DGE T Fi'N 4 I I I 1 

MIA TIHETEF 

ROPO,.. 51» 

1 . 9991...1 
1 . '59991 ) 

ALL FUNCTIONS 
ALL AUTORANGING 

®1 i- 
pITIOU 

, III f- 
Ee 1i - I 

14 "'- 
PANORAMIC RESOLUTION 

HEL HOW 

VOLTAGE #1 

VOLTAGE #2 

VOLTAGE #3 

VOLTAGE #4 

COMMON 
ALSO INTRODUCING\ 

A NEW 
CONCEPT l 

r191.990.UU 
V 1.,1 I ,1 .1 

NOW WHEN YOU HAVE TO MONITOR SEVERAL POINTS AT THE SAME TIME ON THAT 
TOUGH UNIT YOU'RE TROUBLESHOOTING OR THAT DETAILED EXPERIMENT OR 

NEW DESIGN YOU'RE SLAVING OVER YOU'LL NEVER AGAIN HAVE TO SCRAMBLE 
AROUND FOR A FEW EXTRA MULTI METERS THAT CAN'T FIND OR DON'T HAVE. 

IRON 4ii MULTI 
METER"THE HIGH PRODUCTIVITY MULTIMETER 

10% OFF TOTAL ORDER WHEN YOU BUY BOTH UNITS 

OUR DIGITAL CAPACITANCE METER oo THIS?I 
FULL 4 DIGIT 0.5 INCH LCD DISPLAY COMPLETELY AUTORANGING WITH 10 RANGE MANUAL CAPABILITY 

AND THIS 
RANGE OF 0.0 pF to 1 FARAD (999 9 mF) ° 

0.5% BASIC ACCURACY UP TO 100 uF 

AND THIS, 
READS DIELECTRIC ABSORPTION \i 

AND THIS 11 

EXTENDED PSEUDO 5 DIGIT 
RESOLUTION ON SOME RANGES ONLY 

9.999 

AND THIS 
I 

, 
ABILITY TO ZERO LARGE CAPACITANCE 

VALUES UP TO 99.99 uF 

AND THIS 
CALCULATES TRUE CAPACITANCE R.W 

IF CAPACITOR IS LEAKY L 

AND THIS 
DIODE CLAMP AND FUSED 

PROTECTED INPUT. 
DISCHARGE RESISTOR IN OFF 

POSITION AT TERMINAL INPUTS. 
POWERED BY 9V BATTERY 

ONE YEAR PARTS & 
MODEL LABOUR WARRANTY 

MC300 $ 189.95 - ^ O 

AND THIS 
/IDENTIFIES TRANSISTORS (NPN, PNP) 

AND THEIR LEADS (E. B. C. ETC.) 

ND THIS 
TESTS ZENER DIODES AND RECTIFIERS. 
UP TO 20V ZENER WITH AC ADAPTOR. 
ZENER VOLTAGE WITH 9V BATTERY 
DEPENDS ON ITS CONDITION 

LAND THIS 
ry; AUTOMATICALLY CALCULATES LENGTHS 

OF CABLES IN FEET, METRES. MILES, 
KILOMETRES (THEORETICAL RANGE 
OF 9,999 MILES) 

rt.-AND THIS 
( ABILITY TO SORT CAPACITORS IN 

MANY DIFFERENT MODES 

f^AND THIS 
ABILITY TO READ LEAKY CAPACITANCE 

-AND THIS 
HOLD FUNCTION FREEZES DISPLAY 

DAETRON (416)6 76-160 0 
a9 division rohnolog esi 

935 THE 
of 

QUEENS 
gen 

WAY,Tec BOX 641Inc 
TORONTO, ONTARIO MU 5Y9 

U S. FUNDS 
( I (OTY) MM100 (INCLUDES 1 RED AND 1 BLACK TEST LEADS AND MANUAL) 5209.95 S 

TO AVOID CONFUSION IN READING MANY VOLTAGES AT ONCE WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND ONE 

OF THE FOLLOWING SETS WHICH ARE MATCHED TO THE COLOR CODED INPUTS OF THE MM100 

( ) TL220 SET OF 6 COLOR COATED LEADS WITH EZ HOOKS @ 63995 $ 

I ) TL230 SET OF 6 COLOR COATED LEADS WITH ALLIGATOR CLIPS @ 639 95 s 

I ) CARRYING CASE. TOUGH LEATHER LIKE AND LARGE ENOUGH TO CARRY A SET OF 

1 TL220 OR T1230 LEADS AND INSTRUCTION MANUAL @ $34 95 á 

I 1 (QUANTITY) MC300(S) $169.95 $ 

I I CARRYINGCASE FOR MC300 S 16.9$ S 

I I AC ADAPTOR (FOR EITHER UNIT) o 59.95 á 

1 

1 

Ú 1 E 
CC I 1O"., 1.ISCOUNT, SUB -TOTAL X 0.9 (FOR BOTH UNITS) 
I- 

LT;1 
( J CHECK I ) MONEY ORDER I ( VISA) I MASTERCARD TOTAL 

I CARD NO. EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE 
I Q NAME TELEPHONE NUMBER 
1 ADDRESS 

CC 1 CITY STATE _ _ _ _ -_ ZIP CODE 

SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: 
All units shipped out O B Buffalo NY via United Parcel Service (except Hawaii & Alaska) 
unless Otherwise InC<3ted (In Which case shipments will be F 08 Canada) 

SUB- TOTAL -S 

IL 

SHIPPING AND HANDI ING , SS OC PER INSTRUMENT 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

BANK 

1 
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for minimum circuit loading. The 
DM79 otters DC -volt accuracy to 
0.35%, instrument overvoltage 
protection to 700 volts, and also 
case insulation to 2000 volts. 

Complete with an operator's 
manual, built-in test leads, and a 

carrying case, the DÁ179 lists for 
$49.95.-Beckman Industrial Cor- 
poration, 3883 Ruffin Rd., San Di- 
ego, CA 92123-1898. 

VCR IDLER TIRES KIT. Until re- 
cently, a worn-out rubber tire in a 

VCR's idler assembly, clutch and 
pulley assemblies, or take-up as- 
semblies necessitated replacing 
the entire assembly. Now, Parts Ex- 
press is offering a comprehensive 

teen fOLEiN ~MS 

I_EMI; - ...` 
ge 4 
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VCR Idler Tire Kit, containing 10 

each of 15 different sizes. The kit 
includes a cross-reference chart 
listing over 80 manufacturer as- 
sembly parts -numbers, and over 
200 models. The kit sells for 
$55.00, with storage case.-Parts 
Express, 340 East First Street, 
Dayton, OH 45402. 

S -M DEVICE REMOVAL UNIT. OK 
Industries presents the model 
SMT-W2, which is a hot tweezer 
for the removal of surface -mount 
devices; the unit features variable 
temperature control, and high re- 
liability. 

The model SMT-W2 incorpo- 
rates an ergonomically designed 

28 DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED 
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handpiece that can be held com- 
fortably by any operator, re- 
gardless of his or her hand size. 
Two 8 -watt ceramic heating ele- 
ments provide exceptional tem- 
perature stability and sufficient 
power to remove any surface - 
mount device, from chip resistors 

"In1-=? 
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to large quad packs. 
A full range of tips are available, 

including 5 -mm tips for resistors 
or capacitors, mini -flats for SOIC's 
and right-angle tips for PLCC's to 
84 pins. The model SMT-W2 is 
priced at $425.00.-OK Industries, 
Inc., 4 Executive Plaza, Yonkers, 
NY 10701. 

CHIP RESISTOR AND CAPACITOR 
KITS. Communications Specialists 
has introduced two kits: The 
model CR -I chip -resistor kit, and 
the model CC -1 chip -capacitor kit. 
Both kits are intended as prototyp- 
ing kits, but are also useful as parts 
kits for both repair technicians and 
experimenters. 

The model CR -1 contains 1540 
pieces, including 10 chip resistors 
of every 5% value from 10 ohms to 
10 megohms (145 values plus zero - 
ohm jumpers), plus a bonus of 10 

additional resistors in eight values 
(0 ohms, 10 ohms, 100 ohms, 1K, 
10K, 100K, 1 megohms, and 10 
megohms). 

The model CC -1 contains 365 
pieces composed of 5 chip capaci- 
tors of every 10% value from 1 pF to 

-- ! -' 
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33 µF (67 values) plus a bonus of 5 

additional capacitors (I pF, IO pF, 

100 pF, 1000 pF, 0.01 µF, and 0.1 µF. 

The price for each of the kits is 
$49.95.-Communications Spe- 
cialists, Inc., 426 West Taft Avenue, 
Orange, CA 92665. 

RADIO/TELEPHONE INTERFACE. 
Vada Systems offers the Alpha -Tel 
lll, an access system for allowing 2 - 

way radio communications from 
the desk telephone. The interface 
provides voice -actuated transmis- 

I 
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sion so that no modification needs 
to be made at each individual tele- 
phone station. 

The Alpha -Tel Ill is compatible 

4 outo'p-y4y- 
S0 

Celebrating our 10th Year in U.S.A... . 

Proven Quality .. . 

Factory Direct Prices! 

COS 5100: 100 MHz 
3 Channel, 8 Trace 
P -P level -lock auto -trigger 
Delayed Sweep 0nl 

$ggg.00 

COS 5042TM, 40 MHz $779.00 

255 Frequency Counter: 
150 MHz $299.00 

FCO1130 Frequency 
Counter: 1GHz $739.00 

6770 Wow and Flutter 
Meter $949.00 

6701 Wow and Flutter 
Meter $999.00 

COS 5041 TM 
40 MHz, Delayed Sweep 
2 Channel 
Ch 1 Signal Output 

$669.00 

COS 5021 TM 

20 MHz, Delayed Sweep 
2 Channel 
Ch 1 Signal Output 

$489.00 

COS 5040TM 
40 MHz 
2 Channel 
CH 1 Signal Output 

$639.00 

COS 5020TM 
20 MHz 
2 Channel 
CH 1 Signal Output 

$449.00 

Add $15 per unit shipping and handling. 

(800) 545-8784 
Local Service Centers 

Nationwide 
h Copyright Kihusui International Corp. 1988 

rl 

I I 
VISA 

COS 5060TM 
3 Channel, 8 Trace 
P -P level -lock auto -trigger 
Delayed Sweep 

$889.00 

(213) 371-4662 
Collect CA 8 AK 

r ---x--..:9 Kikusui International Corp. 
MesterCard 19601 Mariner Avenue 

J Torrance, CA 90503 

C 
<_ 

t0 
m 
co 
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O RATCHET - ELEVEN - 
PIECE RACHET TOOL 
KIT $10.00. Includes re- 

versible ratchet handle, ex- 
tension bar, six bits, two 
precision screwdrivers, and 
a cutter. Comes in fitted 
case. Get one for your shop. 
another for your car, an- 
other for your tool kit. 

n TOOL KIT-NINE- 
PIECE TOOL KIT 
$10.00. Includes saw, bub- 
ble level, three screw- 
drivers. torque multipier, 
calipers for inside and out- 
side measurements, nip- 
pers. and a tape measure. 

BP233-ELECTRONIC 
HOBBYISTS HANDBOOK 

$7.95. Provides an inex- 
pensive single source of 
easily located data that the 
electronics enthusiast is 

likely to need in his day-to- 
day hobby activiites. 8 x 10 

inches. 

I BP232-CONCISE IN- 
TRODUCTION TO MS- 
DOS 55.95. If you are a 

PC user and want to get the 
most out of your computer, 
you must learn its MS PC - 
DOS operating system. 
That's what this book shows 
you. 

rv o. 
n. 

O 

lb 

f I BP194-MODERN 
OPTO DEVICE PROJ- 
ECTS S6.25. Provides a 
number of practical designs 
that use opto -electronic de- 
vices such as fiber optics, 
LED's. and passive IR de- 
tectors. 

I I BP234-TRANSISTOR 
SELECTOR GUIDE.... 
$10.00. Prepared from a 

vast database of specifica- 
tions. Unique guide otters a 

wide range of selection ta- 

bles. More than 1400 de- 
vices are listed along with 
specs. 

iRAI4Sl81`tlR 
f.,xceo.o...w' 

.e..e. 
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MAIL TO Electronic Technology Today Inc. 

P.O. Box 240 
Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240 

SHIPPING CHARGES IN USA 8 CANADA 

$0.01 to 55.00.... $1.00 $30.01 to 40.00... 54.75 
55.01 to $10.00 ... $1.75 $40.01 to 50.00... 55.75 

$10.01 to 20.00...$2.75 $50.01 and above $7.00 
$20.01 to 30.00...$3.75 

OUTSIDE USA 8 CANADA 
Multiply Shipping by 2 for sea mail 

Multiply Shipping by 4 for air mail 

Total price of merchandise $ 

Shipping (see chart) $ 

Subtotal $ 

Sales Tax (NYS only) $ 

Total Enclosed 5 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

with all existing 1A2 and elec- 
tronic -key telephone systems, and 
most analog and digital PABX's. 
When installed with a key system, 
the radio access is assigned a line 
key -position on the telephone set. 
When installed with a PABX, the 
radio access is assigned a station 
number. Access is easy with both 
applications-you merely press 
the line key on a key system or dial 
the station number on a PABX. 
Once access is achieved, the user 
transmits by speaking into the 
telephone. The system requires 
no dedicated line. 

The Alpha -Tel III is compatible 
with all conventional 2 -way radio 
equipment. It is priced at 
$895.00.-Vada Systems. Inc., 9329 
Douglas Drive, Riverside, CA 
92503. 

LOGIC PROBE. Global Specialties 
introduces the model LP -5, which 
is capable of capturing pulses as 

short as 5 nanoseconds and pulse 
trains as fast as 100 MHz. The 
model LP -5 incorporates both 

CIRCLE 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

pulse and memory modes, switch - 
selectable TTL/CMOS thresholds, 
and three different color LED's for 
no-mixup troubleshooting. 

Like all other Global logic pro- 
bes, the LP -5's signal inputs are 
protected against overvoltages, 
and its power leads are protected 
from over and reverse voltages. It 

is priced at $150.00.-Global Spe- 
cialties, 70 Fulton Terrace, PO Box 
1942, New Haven, CT 06509. R -E 

1.800-843.9845 
1-305-652-1981 

72 Channels 
Remote Fine Tuning 
Fine Tune Centering 
2/3 Switchable 

78 
HOYE nene 

V-7200 

V-7800 
Parental Control 
Favorite Channel Memory 
Remote Fine Tuning 

SPECIAL PRICED CONVERTERS 

Jerrold JRX- or JSX-3 
Wired Remote Push Button 
36 Channel Fine Tuning 

39.95 

K 

V-7800 

Ir 

Favorite Channel Memory 
Last Channel Recall 
HRC/Standard Switch 
90 Minute Sleep Timer 79.95 

10dB Amplifier 
78 Channels 
HRC/Standard Switch 

NAME 

} CITY 

COUPON 

89.95 

ADDRESS 

STATE ZIP 

TELEPHONE 1. Exp. Dt. 

CODU CHARGE LJ -CHECK SIG 
ACCT. 

(STY. ITEM PRICE TOTAL 

Hamlin MCC -4000-2 or I Send to: Shipping 
Wired Remote Slide Control = MOVIETIME CHECK ONE FL6%Sales Tax 
42 Channel Fine Tuning , 20203 t1E 15Ct. Ar x 

M 
VU A TOTAL 

34.95 Miami, FL 33179 
LJ 

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

5.50 

30 
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LETTERS 

continued from page 17 

another story), and onlya business 
would spend $4000 on a computer, 
a laser printer, or both. So how 
could any software developer 
make the enormous commitment 
to develop a serious desktop pub- 
lishing program, when the poten- 
tial market is home computerists 
who have little money to spend, 
and to whom software pirating is a 

game, not a breach of ethics? 
Having said all that, however, 

we're still fascinated by the Atari. 
Mr. Kona, here's our challenge: 
Write us an article that demon- 
strates your claims. No hyperbole, 
no IBM resentment, just facts. Tell 
us what it can do and how it does 
it. Tell us about the system soft- 
ware that allows it to run Mac soft- 
ware. Tell us what kind of speed 
degradation occurs, what sorts of 
incompatibilities arise, what (if 
anything) works better on the 
Atari than on the Mac. And do the 
same for IBM. Then throw in a 
good dose of technical back- 
ground on the 520's micro- 
processor, memory architecture, 
special sound and graphics IC's, 
bus speed, DMA capabilities, etc. 
Sound like a tall order? That's just 
what you asked us to do! 

And likewise with you owners of 
other systems: If you want to see 
your system written up, do it your- 
self, or help us find someone 
qualified to do it. Contrary to what 
many readers think, qualified au- 
thors are hard to find, especially 
when it comes to the less -popular 
systems.-Editor 

MAKING PC BOARDS 
In your PC Service section, you 

ask Radio -Electronics' readers to 
share helpful techniques they've 
used in making printed circuit 
hoards, and I have a good one! 

Why use the "original" artwork 
to do the photo -resist light ex- 
posure at all? Simply take the foil 
pattern page to a photocopy 
house, and request a clear trans- 
parency, instead of a regular paper 
copy. It shouldn't cost more than a 

dollar, and you'll have a distinct 
black print with a transparent 
background-just what you need 

Ten Things You Can Do With The VA62 
Universal Video Analyzing System - 
That You Can't Do With The -Others. 

\ 
e_,. 

4.2.e "7:.`7- 

$3,495 PatentEd 

0: 0 

o=.~o:=. -*- .._ , 
.... ................: 

` \aG Dom ro......cc.,,e,i 
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1. Quickly locate defective circuits by injecting signals without dis- 
connecting components. 

2. Replace video heads with confidence; a simple good/bad head test 
removes all doubt. 

3. Align IF traps simply by just the pattern on the CRT - have the 
picture "looking like it did when they bought it." 

4. Quickly align VCRs with special video patterns, or NTSC color bars 
Meets all manufacturers' warranty requirements. 

5. Performance test and troubleshoot any MTS stereo TV or VCR 

system, so you can cash in on new technology. 

6. Confidently test deflection yokes, IHVTs, and flyback transformers, 
in -or out -of -circuit, before you replace them. 

7. Add on phase -locked accessories into your video analyzing system 
to increase service potential as technology changes. 

8. Performance test and troubleshoot digital/analog RGB video 
monitors, so you can test all of today's video systems. 

9. Conquer tricky servo circuits in VCRs by injecting a reference 
30 Hz servo pulse. 

10. Cut your video servicing time in half ... or your money back. 

Discover what the Universal Video Analyzing System 
can do for you! Call Today 1-800-843-3338. 
In Canada Call 1-800-851-8866. 

100% American Made SNCOF=1 
3200 Sencore Drive, Sioux Falls, SD 57107 605-339-0100 In SD Only 
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Remove copy -protection from video cassettes. 

Digital Filter Type, removes 
only Macrovision pulses 
No adjustments, crystal 
controlled 
Compatible with all VCR's, 
uses automatic vertical 
blanking level 

Macro -Scrubber - We stock the exact parts, PC board, and 
AC adaptor for an article on Building a Macro -Scrubber 
appearing in Radio -Electronics December 1987 issue. 

JMAK-1 Parts Package $19.00 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, diodes, 
transistors, integrated circuits, and crystal. 

JMAK-2 PC Board $9.95 
Original etched and drilled silk-screened PC board used 
in article 

JMAK-3 AC Adaptor $7.95 
Original (14 to 18 volt DC @ 285 ma) AC adaptor used in 
article. 

Free reprint of article on building a Macro -Scrubber with any purchase above. 
Add $2.50 shipping & handling; $4.50 Canadian orders. 
Note: Unauthorized duplication of copyrighted material is illegal. Use 
Macro -Scrubber for viewing only. 

72 -CHANNEL MC -702 CONVERTER 

CABLE CONVERTER $79.95 
WITH INFRA -RED REMOTE CONTROL 

Add $3.50 shipping I. handling 
$9.50 Canadian orders. 

72 -channel capability 
Wireless, Infra -Red 
remote Control 
Channel output 2 or 3 

switchable 
Microprocessor 
controlled PLL 
operation 
Skip channel memory 
eliminates unused 
channels 

Parental control for all 
channels 
Last channel recall 
Fine tune memory 
UL listed/FCC 
approved 
Simple installation with 
any TV 
Includes battery and 3 
toot coax cable 

CABLEMASTER $19.95 
Cable/VCR Timer 

Record multiple premium play channels 
Turns cable box on and oft 
Selects channel for unattended recording 
Thousands sold nationally for $99.95 

Add $3.50 shipping & handling 
$4.50 Canadian orders 

ORDER TOLL FREE ANYTIME 
1-800-227-8529 Ask for FREE 

Color Catalog 

Inside MA: 617-695-8699 

VISA, MASTERCARD, 
or C.O.D. 

M1~ 
t//SA ~ii 

J Fr 

ELECTROCIICS,ItIC. 
P.O. BOX 800 MANSFIELD, MA 02048 

@Copyright 1988 by J&W Electronics Inc. 

to do a good exposure of the light- 
sensitive coating. Your exposure 
time will be correct, without all the 
guesswork. And also, there's no 
need to cut up the magazine you 
just bought. 

If you have access to a pho- 
tocopy machine, you can make 
your own copies; transparency 
sheets are available at commercial 
stationary stores, and elsewhere. 
However, some cautions should 
be observed. First, copiers some- 
times shrink or distort the original 
image just slightly. Find one that 
doesn't, or where the shrinkage is 
so slight that you won't run into 
problems with lead spacing when 
you try to install components. That 
is especially critical when you are 
trying to produce a double -sided 
hoard. 

Liquid -toner copiers operate at 
cooler temperatures than those 
that use dry or powdered toner, so 
there's not much of a chance of the 
polyester tilm sheets melting as 
they pass through the drying pro- 
cess. 

In copiers that use dry or 
powdered toner, however, the 
fuser uses more heat to melt the 
toner into the page. If the trans- 
parency should get stuck in the 
fuser for a short time, it can easily 
be melted. (Some copiers can reg- 
ulate the temperature.) 

Finally, clear transparency 
sheets should he fed one -at -a - 
time from the paper tray. If you try 
to stack them in the tray, they 
sometimes stick-and if they jam 
inside the copier, they're really 
hard to get out! If you have your 
own copier, be sure it can accept 
transparency sheets, and that you 
use the correct ones for your spe- 
cific make and model. 

Scratches can be touched up 
with any type of black paint that 
doesn't have an acetone, ketone, 
or lacquer -solvent base. (Those 
could melt the transparency.) Do 
the touch-up on the reverse side; 
that is, the side without the toner. 
If some toner bleeds to an area 
where it shouldn't be, it can be 
scratched oft. 

That sounds much more compli- 
cated than it really is. Just use com- 
mon sense, and you'll get good 
results with very little effort. 
GERALD KOSKE 
Wonder Lake, IL R -E 
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HITACHI SCOPES AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 
$100 Price Reduction 

l 

t , 
V-212 

NOW $379 
was $475 
List $560 

Plus `Free' 9600 Function Generator 
All Hitachi scopes include two lx, 10x probes 
and have a 3 year guaranty on parts and labor 

I; 

40MHz V-425 List 995 

CRT readout $835 

-'_;: e" 
60MHz V-660 

Delayed sweep $899 
100MHz V-1060 List 1,595 

Delayed sweep $1,285 
V-223 20MHz D.T. 2mV Sens. Delayed Sweep 
V-422 40MHz D.T. lmV Sens. DC onset 
V-423 40MHz D.T. lmV Sens. Delayed Sweep DC offset 
V-1065 100MHz D.T. 2mV Sens. Delayed Sweep 
V-1100 100MHz 0.T. lmV Sens. Curser meas. DVM counter 
V-1150 150MHz O.T. 1mV Sens. Curser meas. DVM counter 

List Our Price Save 
770 695 75 
875 695 180 
955 795 160 
1,895 1,575 320 
2,295 1,995 300 
3,100 2,565 535 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

$349 
MO -1251 

6"CRT 
Built in component 
tester Í -. I, TV Sync ' Much More 

20MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope 

MO -1253 
40MHz Dual Trace 
Dual Time Base 

Delayed Sweep 
12KV Acceleration Voltage 
Better than Hitachi V-423 
High Luminance 6" CRT 

$595 
35MHz Dual Trace Oscilloscope 

$498 
MO -1252 

High Luminance 6" CRT 
1mV Sensitivity 
6KV Acceleration Voltage 
1Ons Rise Time 
X -Y Operation Z Axis 
Delayed Triggering Sweep 
Much More 

Top quality scopes at a very reasonable price. Contains all desired features. Two lx, 10x probes, ciagrams and manual. 

True RMS 0/2 
Digit Multlmeter 

$135 M-7000 

.05% DC Accuracy 

.1% Resistance 
with Freq. Counter 
& Deluxe Case 

Breadboard 

9436 
Shown 

9430 1.100 pins $15 
9434 2,170 pins $25 
9436 2,860 pins $35 

10MHz Oscilloscope 

S-3000 

$239 

10MHz DC or AC 

Triggered Sweep 
Calibrated Vert b Hor 
Reads Volts b Freq 

INN 
Multlmeter with 
Capacitance and 

Transistor Tester 

$55 CM -1500A 

Reads Volts, Ohms 
Current, Capacitors, 
Transistors and 
Diodes w/case 

Scope Probes 

P-1 65MHz, lx, 10x 19.95 
P-2 100MHz, lx, 10x 23.95 
10 meg ohms input impedance 
Fits most scopes 
TL -3 BNC to Minigrabber 3.49 

Digital Capacitance Meter 
CM -1550 

$58.95 
9 Ranges 

.1p1-20,000ufd 

.5% basic accuracy 
Zero control 
w/case 

Low Cost 
Multimeter 

M-1600 

$25 
31/2 Digit LCD 
1% CC Accuracy 
10A Scale 
Auto zero/polarity 

Analog Multimeter 
M-1100 

$19.95 
19 ranges 
High Accuracy 
10A reading 
Mirrored scale 
Kit 17.50 

Digital LCR Meter 
LC -1800 

$138 
Measures 

Coils (1uH-200H) 
Caps (.1pf-200uf) 
Resistors 
(.1 ohm -20M ohms) 

31 01 01 Meter -I Auto and 

rManual Ranging 
28 Functions 
Fully Protected . no 

.-. rMt180.7%Acs3695 
a M-1181 1% Ac 542 95 ' M 1182 25%Ac 539 95 

Function Generator Blox 

#9600 

$24.95 Ilk :11t 

Provides sine,tn, squ wave 
From 1Hz to 1MHz 
AM or FM capability 

Solderless Breadblox 

i , 

550 tie pts #9550 
including 2 power $7.50 bus lines 

IC Test Clips 
16 pin $5.95 
20 pin $8.25 

e 1 24 pin $10.75 
28 pin $11.75 

ah 40 pin $18.50 

Ml are gold plated to 

assure trouble free contact 

Temperature Probe 
M-110CF 

$29.95 
Semiconductor 
type 
Range 

-58F -302F 
Fits most digital multimeters 

50MHz Logic Probe 
LP -700 

$23 

Logic Pulser LP -600 $23 

Digital 3 Amp Power Supply 

III 

XP -750 

$175 
0-40V ® 1.5A 
0-2V ® 3A 

XP -650 with Analog Meters $129.50 

Regulated P.S. Breadboard 
$99,95 XK-400 

Fully regulated 
Short circuit protection 

3550 test points 
3 power supplies 

5V @ 2A,12V ® .3A, -12V ® .3A 

GF-8016 Function Generator 
with Free. Counter 

$239 
Sine, Square, Triangle 
Pulse, Ramp, .2 to 2MHz 
Frequency .1 thru 10MHz 

GF-8015 without Freq. Meter $179 

MME .I dic ~up 
Fully Regulated. Short Circuit Protected with 

2 Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies 

XP -660 with Analog Meters $169.50 

Digital Triple Power Supply 
XP -765 

$239 

0-20V ® lA 
0-20V ® 1A 

5V ® 5A 

XP -580 

4 $59.95 
2-20V ®2A =a 12V ® lA 

Fully regulated and 
5V ®3A 

short Circuit protected 
-5V ®.4A 

XP -575 without meters $49.95 

Quad Power Supply 

WE WILL NOT C & S SALES 
BE UNDERSOLD! 

1245 Rosewood, Deerfield. IL 60°15 
Add 5% for Postage ($10 Max) IL Res., 7% Tax 

List 1,195 

Four -Function Frequency Counters 

I i + : : F-1000 $259 , ; 
,1 

1.2GH 

t--' ° .=.1 F-100 $179 
120MH 

Frequency, Period, Totalize. Self Check with High - 

Stabilized Crystal Oven Oscillator. 8 Digit LED Display 

(800) 292-7711 15 Day Money Back Guarantee 

(31-)) 541-0710 2 Year Warranty 

ASK FOR I'RE1: CATALOG 
CIRCLE 109 ON FREE INFORMATICN CARD 



NEW IDEAS 
Fingertip Olympics 

THIS MONTH'S CIRCUIT IS A GREAT LIT- 

tle game that's ideal for developing 
hand coordination, or for putting 
couch potatoes in the mood for 
the upcoming Olympic games. 

The heart of the circuit, which is 

shown in Fig. 1, is an LM2907 (Na- 
tional) frequency -to -voltage con- 
verter. That low-cost IC, which is 

available from several of the com- 
panies that advertise in the back 
pages of Radio -Electronics, pro- 
vides a voltage output that's di- 
rectly proportional to the frequen- 
cy at its input. That frequency is 

"set" by alternately closing S1 and 
S2, two normally -open, momen- 
tary -contact pushbuttons. The 
faster they're closed in sequence, 
the higher the frequency. 

The "skill level" of the game is 

set by R1. The smaller the value of 
that resistor, the faster you'll have 
to hit the switches to get a mea- 
surable output. Asa rule of thumb, 
start with a value of about 510K; if 
you find that's too easy, or as you 
get better, substitute lower -valued 

units. You can also use multiple 
resistors and a rotary switch to set 
up multiple skill levels. 

Setup and use 
Any construction technique can 

be used to build the unit, But 
point-to-point wiring on a piece of 
perforated construction board is 
probably the simplest. For best 
play, the switches should be 
mounted about six inches or so 
apart, so be sure that you use a big 
enough piece of board. 

To test, set R2 fully coun- 
terclockwise (minimum resis- 
tance) and tap the switches to 
make sure that there's an output, 
as indicated by M1. If there is, you 
are ready to go. 

To play the game, set R2 at about 
mid -range, then place the unit in 
your lap or on a table top and be- 
gin tapping. Use two hands and go 
as fast as you can. The faster you 
tap the switches in sequence, the 
higher the output current. When 
you are tapping away at about your 
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FIG. 1 

NEW IDEAS 
This column is devoted to new ideas, 

circuits, device applications, con- 
struction techniques, helpful hints, etc. 

All published entries, upon publica- 
tion, will earn $25. In addition, for U.S. 
residents only, Panavise will donate their 
model 333-The Rapid Assembly Cir- 
cuit Board Holder, having a retail price of 
$39.95. It features an eight -position ro- 
tating adjustment, indexing at 45 -de- 
gree increments, and six positive lock 
positions in the vertical plane, giving you 
a full ten -inch height adjustment for 
comfortable working. 

Ji 

4(0, 

I agree to the above terms, and grant 
Radio -Electronics Magazine the right 
to publish my idea and to subsequently 
republish my idea in collections or com- 
pilations of reprints of similar articles. I 

declare that the attached idea is my own 
original material and that its publication 
does not violate any other copyright. I 

also declare that this material has not 
been previously published. 

Title of Idea 

Signature 

Print name Date 

Street 

City State Zip 
Mail your idea along with this coupon 
to: New Ideas Radio -Electronics, 

500-B Bi-County Blvd., 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

personal limit, readjust R2 so that 
M1 reads about 3/4 scale (a friend is 
very helpful for that). Then start 
tapping away to see if you can get 
the meter to go even higher. The 
game can get very addicting!- 
Phil Blake. R -E 
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Authorized C o 
COMPUTER WITH MONITOR 

AND MS-DOS SOFTWARE 
512K RAM. Two 5'/4rr 360K Disk Drives. 
12" Hi -Res. Amber Monochrome Monitor. 
IBM Compatible 84 -Key Keyboard. 
MS-DOS 3.2 Operating System. 
Centronics Parallel Interface. 4 Expansion Slots. 
Hercules Graphics Compatible. Color Card Incl. 

Zenith-The Quality Goes in Before the Name Goes 
On. Zenith has been building fine electronics for home and 
business for decades. Products made to perform-and to 
last Now they put this experience to work to develop the 
157-2/1111 IBM Compatible Personal Computer. And, now 
you can order this fine computer for 50% less than you 
could pay for a comparable system. Why buy a no -name 
model, when you can own a Zenith? Get this kind of superior 
quality, at such a LOW price. Order today! 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 

Includes MS-DOS Operating System with 2 Program Disks, 
User's Guide, Quick -Reference Guide, and Owner's Manual. 

1 

M B 
DATA SYSTEMS 

System for 
Home, School, 
or Office! 

kJ - 

Liquidator 

.411'""'_ 

II IBM PC/XT 
Compatible 
System for : 

Home, School 
or Office! 

,.._ 
FACTORY NEW! /i 
FIRST QUALITY!- _ - ` 

90 -Day Limited Manufacturer's Warranty. 

Mfr. List Price $1499.00 $ 
Value Priced At 

13 IBM COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE PROGRAMS 
For Home & Business! Use with the Zenith (above), Delta or any 
IBM compatible. Programs use MS or PC -DOS systems 2.0 or later. 
Set Includes: Video File, Business/Personal File, Recall, Budget/ 
Income Forecaster, Checkbook Reconciler, Connect DOS Assistant 
and Word Processor. 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp. 

Mfr. List Price $194.35 $ 
Liquidation Priced At 

Item H-3684-7347-982 Shipping, handling: $5.00/set 

99 
Item H-3684-7344-054 Shipping, handling: $49.50 ea. 

Ideal for - 
Use with ' 

the Zenith 
Computer 

Sold Above! - 

OP 

1~ ~Wm 
O- 

FLOPPY DISKS 
40 DISKS 

Compare: $31.60 $24 Liquidation Priced At . . 

Item H-3684-7021-314 S/H: $4.50 per pack 

Stock Up at prices below dealer cost! 
Each is 100% certified error free. 51/4" 

Lifetime Limited 
100 DISKS 

Compare: $79.00 $49 
Liquidation Priced At . . 

Item H-3684-3475-019 S/H: $7.50 per pack 

double -sided, double density. Meet ANSI 
standards. 

Mfr's. Warranty. 
200 DISKS 

Compare: $158.00 $79 
Liquidation Priced At . . 

Item H-3684.3475-027 S/H: S11.50 per pack 

TOLL -FREE: 1-800-328-0609 
SEND ME THE ITEMS I HAVE LISTED BELOW 

Credit card customers can order by phone, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

Item No. Item Description Oty. Price Ea. Tot. Price S/H Ea. Total 

H-3684.7344.054 Zenith Computer System $799 $49.50 

H-3684.7347-982 13 Software Programs 569 55.00 

H-3684-7021-314 40 Floppy Disks $24 $4.50 

H-3684-3475-019 100 Floppy Disks $49 $7.50 

H-3684-3475-027 200 Floppy Disks $79 $11.50 

TOTAL (Products plus mss ed shipping, handling.) 1 

SEND TO: 

Authorized Liquidator 
1405 Xenium Lane N/Minneapolis, MN 55441-4494 

My check or money order is enclosed. (No delays in processing 
crders paid by check) 

PLEASE 

I 
CHECK o 

Acct No Fop/ 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Name 

Address __Apt M 

City State ZIP 

Phone ( ) 

Sign Here 
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Join Electronics and 
Control Engineers' 
Book ,-- 
Club® 

ADVANCED DIGITAL COMMUNI- 
CATIONS: Systems and Signal 
Processing. Edited by K. Feher. 768 
pp., 436 illus. Emphasizes the newest 
advances and developments in tele- 
communications systems and net- 
works. Chapters on subjects such as 
ISDN, speech coding algorithms, digi- 
tal speech interpolation systems and 
interference are all written by interna- 
tional authorities to give you on-the-job 
expertise. 
583801-X Pub. Pr., $59.95 Club Pr., 542.50 

PRINTED CIRCUITS HANDBOOK, 
Third Edition. By C.F. Coombs, Jr. 
960 pp., 556 illus. Here in one handy 
volume is all the information you need 
to design, manufacture, test, and re- 
pair printed wiring boards and assem- 
blies. This new edition features ten all - 
new chapters, including three on SMT. 
126/091 Pub. Pr., $59.50 Club Pr., $45.50 

32 -BIT MICROPROCESSORS. Edited 
by H. J. Mitchell. 248 pp.. 104 illus. 
and tables. A complete survey of the 
architecture, operation, and applica- 
tions of today's most important new 
devices from AT&T, Inmos, Intel, and 
Motorola. 
425/850 Pub. Pr., $45.00 Club Pr., $35.00 

MICROWAVE AMPLIFIERS AND OS- 
CILLATORS. By C. Gentili. 150 pp., 79 
illus. A thorough, practical introduction 
to the theory and design of microwave 
amplifiers and oscillators, with cover- 
age of the scattering matrix, the gallium 
arsenide field-effect transistor, and mi- 
crostrip technology. 
229/953 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr., $27.95 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS: 
Principles and Design. By Ulrich 
L. Rohde and T.T.N. Bucher. 608 pp., 
402 illus. Everything you need to know 
if you design or work with communica- 
tions receivers, from theory to prac- 
tical design approaches. Coverage in- 
cludes all types of receivers: 
shortwave, broadcast, radar, military, 
marine, aeronautical, and more. 
535/101 Pub. Pr., $59.50 Club Pr., 544.50 

HANDBOOK OF 
ELECTRONIC 
TABLES AND 
FORMULAS 
Sixth Edition 
256 pages, illustrated. 583804-4 
Up-to-date mathematical tables and 
electronic formulas in a convenient 
desk reference that you'll find indis- 
pensable. Included are basic formulas, 
constants, government/industry stan- 
dards, symbols and codes. service 
data. and more. The handbook also 
has new sections describing how to do 
your calculations on a computer, and 
complete computer programs. 
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Handbook 

SECOND EDn 
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DESIGN 

H. J. MIHELL 

your one source for engineering books 
from over 100 different publishers 
the latest and best information in your field 
discounts of up to 40% off 
publishers' list prices 

New Members! 
Take any one of these great 

professional 
books $289 

for only 
as a premium with your 

first selection! 

Spectacular values up to $99.50 
ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS 
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERS' EXAM, Third Ed. By L. 
M. Polentz. 432 pp., 170 illus. Fea- 
tures worked -out solutions and full ex- 
planations for all sample problems so 
you can learn how to solve them. It's a 
dependable way to prepare for the exam 
or a perfect on-the-job reference. 
503/931 Pub. Pr., 536.50 Club Pr., 521.95 

sues 

IIr.dbo°k - tiiM 

A $19.95 
Value - Yours 
ABSOLUTELY 

FREE 
when you join! 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, 
Fifth Ed. By B. C. Kuo. 736 pp., illus. 
Provides an overview of automatic con- 
trol systems, including in-depth cover- 
age of classical control techniques, op- 
timal control theory, and analog and 
digital control system design. This up- 
dated edition discusses the latest ideas 
on the use of computers to design con- 
trol systems and as components of such 
systems. 
583706-4 Pub. Pr., $48.00 Club Pr., 536.95 

OP -AMP HANDBOOK, Second Ed. 
By F. W. Hughes. 320 pp., 231 illus. 
Organized for on-the-job reference, this 
handbook covers all facets of op -amps, 
from stability and protection to signal 
processing using op -amps. Includes a 
collection of over 60 practical Circuits 
for a variety of applications, proce- 
dures, and experiments. 
583651-3 Pub. Pr., $36.33 Club Pr., $21.50 

THE LINEAR IC HANDBOOK. By M. 
S. Morley. 614 pp., 163 illus. The one - 
stop sourcebook that helps you find - 
quickly and easily - the lowest -cost 
linear IC that will meet your needs. 
Includes specs. applications data. and 
prices of linear ICs from all major 
manufacturers, as well as design and 
fabrication techniques. 
583184-6 Pub. Pr.. 549.50 Club Pr., 536.25 

_4 

MCGRAW-HILL CONCISE ENCY- 
CLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECH- 
NOLOGY. Editor -in -Chief S. P Parker 
and the Staff of the McGraw-Hill En- 
cyclopedia of Science and Technology. 
2,065 pp., 1,600 illus. This volume 
serves every need for understanding to- 
day's science and technology. Written 
by over 3,000 of the world's topmost 
experts, including 19 Nobel Prize win- 
ners, it covers 75 disciplines from 
Acoustics to Zoology. 
454/825 Pub. Pr., $99.50 Club Pr., $63.99 

CIRCUIT DESIGN FOR ELECTRONIC 
INSTRUMENTATION: Analog and 
Digital Devices from Sensor to 
Display, Second Ed. By D. 
Wobschall. 400 pp.. 365 illus. Brings 
you the entire process of circuit design 
in a comprehensive, easy -to -follow for- 
mat. This new edition reflects the latest 
in IC technology, including CMOS and 
ECL devices. 
112/310 Pub. Pr., 549.50 Club Pr.. 536.95 

AMERICAN ELECTRICIANS' HAND- 
BOOK, Eleventh Ed. By T. Croft and 
W. Summers. 1,824 pp., 1.560 illus. 
This newly updated handbook shows you 
how to select, install, maintain, and op- 
erate all the latest electrical equipment 
and wiring. It includes the most recent 
code requirements, basic formulas, and 
a wealth of circuit diagrams and illus- 
trations. 
139/326 Pub. Pr.. $64.50 Club Pr.. $49.50 

MICROELECTRONICS, Second Ed. 
By J. Millman and A. Grabel. 1,001 pp.. 
646 illus. Takes you from the basics of 
semiconductor properties to an under- 
standing of the operation of solid-state 
devices, and then to more advanced 
topics. Its up-to-date coverage, real -life 
examples, and practical data make this 
an ideal reference for the working 
engineer. 
423/30X Pub. Pr., $51.95 Club Pr., $41.50 

ENGINEERING MATHEMATICS 
HANDBOOK, Third Ed. By J. J. Tuma. 
512 pp., illus. This best-selling hand- 
book gives you the essential mathe- 
matical tools -formulas, definitions, 
theorems, tables, and models for com- 
puter programming - that you need for 
your day-to-day engineering 
calculations. 
654/433 Pub. Pr., 544.50 Club Pr.. $34.50 36 



PRINCIPLES OF PARALLEL AND 
MULTI -PROCESSING. By G. R. Des- 
rochers. 500 pp., illus. A highly prac- 
tical guide to the best techniques in 
parallel problem -solving. Discusses 
parallel system design, architecture. 
implementation, software, and perfor- 
mance analysis. 
165//93 Pub. Pr.. $49.50 Club PI., 536.95 

ANALOG ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. By 
G. M. Glasford. 480 pp., 350 rl/us. 
Gives you the detailed information and 
equations you need to create and ana- 
lyze top quality circuit designs or effec- 
tively utilize the designs of others. 
583168 4 Pub. Pr.. $52.33 Club Pr.. 531.95 

LINEAR 
HANDS_ oog 

HANDBOOK OF ELECTRONIC 
NOISE MEASUREMENT AND TECH- 
NOLOGY, Second Ed. By C. A. Ver- 
gers. 440 pp., 213 rllus. Provides an- 
swers to all your questions about noise 
origins, causes. effects. Also shows you 
how to predict and measure noise. and 
how to design low -noise circuits. 
583941.4 Pub. Pr.. 539.95 Club Pr., 529.95 

SWITCHGEAR AND CONTROL 
HANDBOOK, Second Ed. Edited by 
R. W. Smeaton. 1,056 pp.. 789 illus. 
The only handbook that treats all as- 
pects of switchgear control, including 
design, applications. safety. and main- 
tenance. Updated to reflect the 
changes brought about by the use of 
computers, solid-state devices. and 
programmable controls. 
584/494 Pub. Pi., 515.00 Clie Pi.. 556.95 
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BOB MIDDLETON'S HANDBOOK 
OF ELECTRONIC TIME-SAVERS 
AND SHORTCUTS. By R.G. Mid- 
dleton. 378 pp., illus., soltbourd. 
Packed with little-known tricks of the 
trade and brand-new techniques, this 
popular handbook makes it easier than 
ever to troubleshoot radio, TV, audio 
equipment, CCTV. and more. 
583865-5 Pub. Pr., 129.95 Club Pr., $22.50 

ANTENNA APPLICATIONS REFER- 
ENCE GUIDE. Edited by R. C. Johnson 
and H. Jasik. 496 pp., 368 illus. and 
tables. Covers the major application!. of 
antenna technology in all areas of com- 
munications and their design methods. 
Emphasizes important new applica- 
tions such as earth statior, satellite. 
seeker, aircraft, and microwave -relay 
antennas. 
322/848 Pub. Pr., $53.95 Club Pr., 542.50 

MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN. By M. 
Hordeski. 406 pp., illus. Emphasizes 
the most current, cost effective meth- 
ods for developing, debugging and test- 
ing all types of microprocessor prod- 
ucts, including software and hardware. 

583683-1 Pub. Pr., $42.61 Club Pr., $29.95 
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Here's how the Club works to 
serve YOU: 

I%IPOt('1'ANT INFORMATION... WE MAKE I'I' EASY TO GE'l! 
In our rapidly changing world, those who perform best are. those who are hest 
informed I)esiglle.(I e\elusively for the practicing engineer, the Electronics and 
Control LItgiiteeis Book Club provides you with information that is relevant, 
reliable, atat specific enough to meet your needs Each Club bulletin conies vier 
win' 14-16 times a year and otf-ers you more than 30 books to choose from - the best 
:old newest books front all publishers: 

DEPENDABLE SP IWICE...1VE'RE IIERE 10 IIELP' 
11'hether you 55,11111 inlorrnation about a book or have a question about yotu 
nun11)eiship, our qualified staff is here to help. Just call us toll -Wee or write to our 
Customer Serx'ice. 9Ye also make sure you get only the hooks you want. Altyou do is 
simply tell us your choice art the Reply Card and return it to us by the specified 
crate. If vuu Want the Main Selection, do nothing - it will be sent to you 
automatically. IA small shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.) 

CLUB CO\\BNIENCE... WE 1)0 THE 99019k! 
Beyond the benefit of timely information, Club membership offers many other 
benefits. For ex: inple, you get a wide choice of hooks Iltat cannot t)e. 111ati-tueeI by 
any hoe kstore - anywhere. And all your hooks are convenient lv delivered right to 
your door: y'ou also get the lowly of to full (lays 10 (leei(to' whether von want the. 
Main Selection. Ifyou should ever receive a Main Selection you don't Want because 
tile Club bulletin carne late, just return it for credit at oure\pense. 

SIrBST,\N'I'I \L SAVINGS... 6NI) A BONUS PROGRAM TOO! 
In keeping with our goal to provide you with the best information al the greatest 
possible savings, you will enjoy substantial discounts - up to 40"0!- oil every book 
you buy. I'IUS, you're automatically eligible for our BonuS Book flan which allows 
You savings lip to 70% on a wide select ion of books. 

EASY NIE11IBE14SIIIPTER\IS...IT'S WORTIIW)IILETO BEI ONG! 
\btu only obligation is to puirhase 2 more books - at handsome discounts - 
during the next 12 months, after which VOL! enjoy the benefits of lnenibelship with 
no further obligation. Either vuu or the Club may cancel membership anytime 
thereafter: 

Be sure to 
consider these 
important 
titles as well! 

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS- 
TEMS, Second Ed. By M I. Skolnik 
519 091 Pub. Pr.. 552.95 Club Pr.. 542.50 

MICROPROCESSORS IN INSTRU- 
MENTATION AND CONTROL. By S. 
A. Money. 
4214010 Pub. Pt.. 543.50 Club Pr., 534.50 

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS AND 
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, 
Third Ed. By R. F Coughlin and F F. 

Driscoll 
583154-4 Pub. Pr. 534.95 Club Pr.. 525 95 

MCGRAW-HILL'S NATIONAL ELEC 
TRICAL CODE HANDBOOK,19th Ed. 
By J. F Mc Par tland 
451,011 Pub. Pr.. 542.50 Club Pr.. 531.95 

ELEMENTS OF ENGINEERING ELEC- 
TROMAGNETICS, Second Ed. By N. 
N Rao 
513114-9 Pub. Pr. $49 00 Club Pr.. 535.50 

PROBABILITY, SIGNALS, NOISE. By 
J. Duoraz. 
183/309 Pub. Pi., 543.95 Club Pr., $34.95 

POWER GENERATION CALCULA 
TIONS REFERENCE GUIDE. By T. G 

Hicks 
288/003 Pub. Pr.. 536.50 Club Pr.. 927.50 

HUMAN FACTORS REFERENCE 
GUIDE FOR ELECTRONICS AND 
COMPUTER PROFESSIONALS. By W 

E Woodson 
111/664 Pub. Pr., 535.95 Club Pr., 526.50 

THE FOURIER TRANSFORM AND 
ITS APPLICATIONS, Second Ed., 
Revised. By R N Bracewell. 
010156 Pub. Pr.. 552.95 Club Pr.. 541.50 

THE LASER GUIDEBOOK. By J. Hecht 
217/330 Pub. Pr.. 552.95 Club Pr., $41.50 

FOR FASTER SERVICE IN ENROLLING 
CALL TOLL -FREE 1-800-2-MCGRAW r--- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY ..7 
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NEC 

MUST - 

LIQUIDATE 
AT FAR BELOW 
DEALER COST! 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

LAP -TOP 
COMPUTER 

A Powerful Lap - 
Top Personal 
Computer That 
Lets You Get The F 

Job Done Wher- 
ever It's Conven- 
ient! 

Built -In Word 
Processing, 
Spreadsheet, Fil- 
ing and Telecom- 
munications -- 
Ready Instantly 
Wherever You Go! 

11 

1111\ 
` ¡ l 

64K RAM memory stores data. 
4 Built -In Programs included: Word Star -To -Go, 
Calc-To-Go, Personal Filer and Telcom. 
Built -In 300 Baud Modem with auto dial. 
80 column x 16 line LCD Display. 
Interfaces: Standard Parallel. 232C, Modular 
phone, CMT. 
Powered by 4 'C' Size batteries. (not included) 
FULL FACTORY WARRANTY! 

BUSHf1ELL 

. 11r 

--- 

REFRACTOR 
TELESCOPE 

Reach out and touch the stars with 
this astronomical Bushnell Telescope. 
This is the HOTTEST PRICE on a 
Bushnell Telescope in the Country! 

Bushnell decided to liquidate 
their factory demos. As a result 
we can otter them to you at a 

ONCE -IN -A -LIFETIME PRICE. 

800mm focal length. 
Three eyepieces: 40x. 64x 
200x. 
Barlow 2x doubler. 
Includes wood tripod with 
accessory tray. 

FACTORY DEMO 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail: 

$275.00 
DAMARK PRICE: 

°sa 
Order No B 677 102111 
Insured Ship Hand 58 00 

Optional peripherals 
available from NEC. 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 

5995.00 

DAMARK PRICE: 

$298 
Order No B 677 100156 

Insured Shp Hand $11 50 

PUBLIC NOTICE: 
Due to a variety of reasons. (overproductions, dis- 
continued lines, Etc ) manufacturers 8 distributors 
get SILUCK with inventories that must be liquidated 
DAMARK walks in. lays down cash, and takes the 
entire inventory. This is how we can offer you 
products at BELOW DEALER COST! Just LOOK 
at the values below and order today - QUANTITIES 
ARE LIMITED! 

XEROX/DIABLO 

41111FDAISY 

WHEEL 
PRINTER 

FACTi 

y%/ 

Iyaff.oer 
FREE J CABLE! 

Enjoy the ease and speed of printing with this Xerox/Diablo 
630 ECS/API Daisy Wheel Printer. Prints both graphics and 
letter quality text without changing Daisy Wheel! 

API (All Purpose Interface) works with most 
personal or business computers on the market including: 

Serial: RS232 -C. 110.300.1200-2400 baud. 
Parallel: Centronics. 8 -Bit. 

Includes. IBM Interlace cable, Ribbon, Manual. 8 Plastic 
print wheel. 
ECS (Extended Character Set) supports 96 8 up to 192 
extended character set print wheels 
40 characters per second with plastic print wheels. 
Paper width: 16.53" max. if using friction leed: 
15.25" max. if using forms tractor (not included). 
Graphics. HyPlot Vector Plotting, Word Processing. 
90 -Day Warranty! 

Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 

$1995.00 

DAMARK PRICE: 

$398 
Order No B 677 102103 

Insured Ship Hand $26 00 

COMPACT DISC 
BY YAMAHA 

CRYSTAL BRILLIANT 
LIGHTNING LIGHTNING 
Have the power 
of lightning at 
your finger tips 
and let the spec- 
tacular, brilliant 
storms move to 
your touch, the 
beat of your 
music and the 
sound of your 

BALL 

. 
I I 

.. 

R 

Step Into 'The Future of Sound! 
Turn Your Stereo Into a State -of -the - voice! 
Art Sound System with Pulser, With the touch of your finger, the sound of your voice, or 

MADE BY YAMAHA! This unit has the beat of your music this shimmering lightning show 
will synchronize with the beat. translating sounds into 

many of the features found only on 
the most expensive CD players! 

hypnotic visual images. With the touch of your hand, 
dazzling formations 
dance harmlessly from 

3 -Beam Laser pickup. Manufacturer's finger to finger. Manufacturer's 

9 -Programmable memories. Suggested Retail Suggested Retail 
Digital Filtering $298.00 Adjustable dial to change $199,00 
Motorized front loading. the light density. 

Soft -touch control door. DAMARK PRICE: DC 12v adapter included. DAMARK PRICE: 

Dual speed audible track search. Switchable from audio 

Hi -speed program search. 
4 -digit LED multi -function readout $119 
Index search. Order No B 677 102130 

regulated to normal. 
Removable dark shield for $99 
viewing in daylight. Order No 8.677.103218 

Full factory warranty! Insured She Hand 58 50 90 -DAY WARRANTY! Insured Shipniand $500 _ti____t___ --fulfill-fulfill 
FOR FASTEST SERVICE 

I CALL TOLL FREE 

1-800-533-3379 
NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY ST ZIP 

VISA 

PHONE 

CHECK/MONEY ORDER 
VISA MASTERCARD CARD NO 

PRODUCT 

till -------- 
ITEM NO. OTY. PRICE S Hil TOTAL 

NEC Lap -Top Computer 8-677-100156 $298 $11 50 

XEROX. DIABLO Printer B-677-102103 $398 $26 00 

BUSHNELL Telescope B 677.102111 $88 $8 00 

PULSER CD Player B -677-t02130 $119 $8 50 

CRYSTAL LIGHTNING B 677-103218 $99 $5 00 

CORPORATE OFFICE 161215605í1S SUB TOTAL 

DELIVERY ro06 Us CONTINENTAL s ATES ONLY in MN add 6% Sales Tax 

Total SiHfl 
TOTAL 

EXP. DATE - Send To: DAMARK INTERNATIONAL, INC., 7714 Brooklyn Blvd., Minneapolis, MN 55443 
40 



LC METER 
A low cost L/C meter that will give you lab -grade accuracy. 

NEIL W. HECKT 

EXPERIMENTERS AND TECHNICIANS WHO WORK WITH RF 

filters, oscillators, and amplifiers have always 
needed an economical way to measure the value 
of small inductors. Generally, the measurement is 
made by inserting the unknown -inductor into ar t 

, 

oscillator circuit having a known, fixed -value ca- 
pacitor and inductor-a tank circuit. Because the 
capacitance and inductance are fixed values, k. 

variation in the oscillator's output frequency is 
determined by the unknown -inductor. Since the 
oscillator's output frequency can be measured by 
a conventional low-cost frequency counter, the 
unknown -inductor's value can be easily com- 
puted by using an inexpensive hand-held scien- 
tific -type calculator. Similarly, unknown -capaci- 
tor values can determined by again measuring 
how it affects the oscillator's output frequency. 

Although the known-capacitor/inductor mea- 
surement technique gives reasonable accuracy for 
general and experimenter applications, unless ex- 
treme care is taken the end result is not what one 
usually accepts as "lab -grade precision." How- 
ever, lab -grade accuracy can he attained by using 
a microprocessor -based measuring device having 
a built-in RF oscillator. 

Whether the measuring device is a home-brew 
lash-up or microprocessor -based, both make 
measurements based on the frequency shift 
caused by the insertion of the component to be 
measured into the tank circuit of an RF oscillator. 
For RF circuits, that has the advantage of finding 
the apparent inductance or capacitance value as it 
would effect an RF tank circuit. The apparent 
value includes the parasitic capacitance of the 
inductor, or the parasitic inductance of the capaci- 
tor and its leads. That is unlike the typical capaci- 
tance meter, which inserts the component to be 
measured in a relaxation oscillator circuit that 
ignores inductance. 

Calculating values 
Where LX represents an unknown inductance, 

and CX represents and unknown capacitance, the 
formula for calculating the value of a component 
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FIG. 1-THE RESULTS FOR ABOUT 15,000 EQUATIONS are stored in IC7, a pre-pro- 
grammed EPROM. Input information is compared against the EPROM data. 

as a function of the frequency shift it 
introduces into an oscillator tank cir- 
cuit is: 

Lx = ((fl/2)2 - 1) x LS 

where L5 is the "standard inductor of 
the tank," or: 

Cx = ((f1/2)2 - 1) x Cs 

where Cs is the "standard capacitor 
of the tank." 

In both equations, ./1 is the os- 
cillator's frequency without the un- 
known component; /2 is the os- 
cillator's frequency when the un- 
known component is installed in the 
oscillator's tank circuit. 

Build a meter 
Since there is a mathematical rela- 

tionship between the known -compo- 
nent and unknown -component os- 
cillator frequencies, to determine the 

value of the unknown component we 
simply need to build some kind of 
device that measures the ratio be- 
tween ./1 and /2, squares the ratio, 
subtracts 1, multiplies by the standard 
value, and then displays the result. 

The first approach that comes to 
mind is the microprocessor device 
mentioned earlier. Unfortunately, a 

microprocessor -based instrument is 
relatively expensive because of its 
high IC count that includes a CPU, 
RAM, ROM, Timer, I/O, a display. 
and a power supply. 

A lower -cost approach to a home - 
brewed L/C meter is a microcomputer 
that includes all of the functions of the 
microprocessor -based device in a sin- 
gle IC. Unfortunately, the initial in- 
vestment would he on the order of 
$40,000, which is a tad too expensive 
for a home-brew project. The newer 

EPROM versions of the single -IC de- 
vices are reasonably priced, but re- 
quire considerable expense in support 
equipment to develop, test, and pro- 
gram the software into the EPROM. 

A more cost-effective approach for 
the hobbyist and technician is the de- 
vice shown in Fig. 1; a simple fre- 
quency -counter circuit that drives an 

EPROM which is programmed with a 

large number of solutions to the LX 
and Cx equations. In that way, all the 
mathematical functions, except for 
the frequency ratio, can he done out- 
side the unit on a computer having the 
necessary capabilities. A 27C256 
EPROM will hold 16384 solutions di- 
vided into two bytes per solution. 

Circuit description 
Since the frequency counter has a 

fixed resolution in cycles -per -second, 
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the EPROM contains solutions to the 
equations that are spaced apart by a 

predeterniined number of cycles -per - 
second. Because resonant frequency 
is a function of the square root of 
inductance or capacitance, the size of 
the steps between adjacent solutions 
gradually increase, keeping approxi- 
mately 0.1% (3 digit) resolution from 
0.01 µH to 10 ml -I, or 0.01 pF to 0.1 
µF. The advantage of that technique is 

that the unit will he auto -ranging. 
Integrated circuits IC8 and IC9, the 

drivers for the liquid -crystal display 
(DSP1), are binary-coded decimal, re- 
quiring four hits per digit. Therefore, 
12 bits are required for a three digit 
display. In order to provide the float- 
ing decimal point that's needed for the 
dynamic range of range of I0h. four 
bits are used to drive both the decimal 

point and a fourth digit that is either 
zero or blank. Therefore, 16 hits are 
used to provide a direct readout in 
micro -henries. For capacitors, the 
displayed value must he mentally 
multiplied by 10. 

The first problem was to design an 
oscillator that would always start, and 
which maintained oscillation even 
with very poor L/C ratios. Most os- 
cillator circuits involve the imped- 
ance of the tank circuit in the loop 
gain, therefore, there are maximum 
values of L and C that can he used. 
Also, the normal output of an RF os- 
cillator circuit is usually only a few 
millivolts, which requires amplifica- 
tion in order to drive the frequency - 
counting section of the instrument. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the oscillator 
circuit uses a LM3I1 high-speed volt - 

PARTS LIST 

All resistors 1/4 -watt, 5%, unless 
otherwise noted. 

R1, R2, R7-100,000 ohms 
R3, R5-47,000 ohms 
R4-1000 ohms 
R6-1 Megohm 
R8-25,000 ohms, trimmer potenti- 

ometer, 0.1" x .2" spacing 
R9-4700 ohms 
Capacitors 
Cl, C3-10 µF, 10 volts, tantalum 
C2, C4, C5, C9, C10, C15-0.1 µF, 50 

volt, ceramic disc 
C6-not used 
C7-1500 pF, 100 volt, Mylar 
C8-2.2 µF, polystyrene (Panasonic 

ECQ-1225KZ) 
C11, C12-330 pF, polystyrene or 

propolyne 
*C13-12-70 pF, trimmer capacitor 

(Mouser ME242-1270) 
*C14, C16-3-10 pF, trimmer capaci- 

tor (Mouser ME242-2710) 
Semiconductors 
IC1-LM311 N 
IC2-CD4046 
IC3- CD4520 
IC4-CD4020 
IC5--CD4022 
IC6-CD4040 
IC7-27C256 special programmed 

EPROM (see ordering note below) 
IC8--CD4054 
IC9-1C11-CD4056 
IC12-LM7805CT 
tDSP1-four digit LCD display, AND 

FE0202 
Inductors 
*L1-39 µH, variable inductor (Toko 

154ANS-T1016Z) 
*L2-33 µH (J. W. Miller 8230-56) 
*L3-0.39 µH (J. W. Miller 8230-10) 
*L4-0.33 µH, variable inductor 

(Toko BTKXNS-T1047Z) 

Other components 
B1 -9 -volt battery 
*BP1, BP2-5-way binding post with 

8-32 thread 
*S1, S2, S3-DPDT alternate action 

switch (ITT Schadow 51281) 
*3-pushbuttons for S1 -S3 
t2-LCD sockets 
*2-8-32 x 3/4 -inch threaded spacer 

with mounting hardware 
*2-8-32 screws and star washers 
*1-battery terminal clip !1-socket 

for DSP1, Samtec ESQ-120-12-T-S 
1-enclosure, Pactec HPL-9V8 
Note: The following parts and kits 

are available from Almost All 
Digital Ellectronics, 5211117th St. 
SE, Bellevue, WA 98006. 
A complete kit containing all 
components in the parts list with 
the exception of the EPROM, dis- 
play kit, enclosure, and the PC 
board: $69.95. A kit of hard -to - 
locate parts consisting of those 
indicated in the parts list with 
the * symbol: $29.95. The pro- 
grammed EPROM: $19.95. The 
display kit consisting of those 
parts indicated in the parts list 
with a t symbol: $14.95. The en- 
closure, with all holes machined 
and a front panel decal: $19.95. 
The PC board with plated - 
through holes: $19.95 
A complete semi -kit (the switch- 
es are mounted and soldered) 
consisting of all of the above and 
a "standard" capacitor for cal- 
ibration: $149.95. 

The completely assembled, test- 
ed, and calibrated unit: $169.95. 
Add $5 for shipping and han- 
dling per total order. Washington 
residents must add 8% sales tax. 

age comparator. Positive feedback 
from the output to the non -inverting 
input is provided by R3. The input is 

biased by RI and R2 to approximately 
one-half of the 5 -volt supply voltage. 
The tank circuit selected by switches 
S2 and S3 is capacitively coupled to 
ICI by C3 and C4. 

The hest way to visualize the os- 
cillator is to assume that ICI's output 
is a square wave. Driving the square 
wave into a parallel -tuned circuit 
through a large resistor (R3) allows 
the tuned circuit to filter out the sine - 
wave component of the square wave at 

the resonant frequency of the tank. 
(The sine wave will have a maximum 
amplitude when the square wave is at 
the resonant frequency.) Applying the 
sine wave to the non -inverting input of 
voltage -comparator ICI produces a 

square -wave output of the same fre- 
quency. That, in turn, drives the tank 
circLit, resulting in an endless loop of 
oscillation. Thus, the oscillator runs 
at the frequency that produces the 
maximum sine -wave amplitude: the 
resonant frequency of the tuned cir- 
cuit. 

The inverting input of ICI must he 

biased at exactly the same DC level as 

the non -inverting input in order for 
the oscillator to work. The R5/C5 RC 
filter from the comparator's output to 
the inverting input finds the average 
value of the square -wave output, 
which of course should he''/ the peak - 
to -peak voltage, which is approxi- 
mately 'h the supply voltage. The 
same RC network is responsible for 
the starting and running of the os- 
cillator. When power is first applied, 
the filter's output is zero, which 
causes ICI's output to he high (near 5 

volts). The high charges C5 until its 
voltage reaches the bias level of the 
non -inverting input. That causes the 
output to swing low (near zero volts), 
putting a transient into the tank cir- 
cuit, which causes it to ring at its 
resonant frequency. The ringing 
causes the output of the comparator to 
torn- a square wave of the same fre- 
quency which, after filtering by the 
tank circuit, is fed back to ICI's input 
to sustain oscillation. 

The component to be measured, Lx 
or Cx, is always added to the standard 
inductor (LI + L2) or standard the 
capacitor (CI 1-C14) in the oscillator's 
tank circuit. With the component un- 
der test installed, the oscillator's out- 
put frequency will always he lower 
than the frequency without the com- 
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FIG. 2-A HIGH-SPEED VOLTAGE COMPARATOR, Cl, functions as an oscillator for both 
the capacitor and inductor tests. The unknown C and L values are determined by measur- 
ing their effect on the oscillator's reference frequency. 

ponent installed. When the Cx switch 
(S3) is depressed, the component un- 
der test and zeroing-trimmer-capaci- 
torC16 (which has been adjusted such 
that the sum of the stray capacitance 
+ CI6 = 10 pF) are connected in 
parallel with the CCl 1-C14 tuning ca- 
pacitors. 

Similarily, when the Lx switch is 
depressed, the component under test 
and zeroing -trimmer -inductors L3 
and L4 (which has been adjusted such 
that the sum of the stray inductance 
+ L3 + L4 = I µH), are connected 
in series with the L1/L2 tuning induc- 
tors. 

As shown in Fig. 1, oscillator ICI 
feeds a basic frequency counter con- 
sisting of counter -register IC3-a and 
IC6, which have a total of 16 bits; 
although only the last 14 are used (214 
= 16384). If a counter register is 
clocked by frequency fl, for a period 
of time T, the resultant value in the 
register will be fl x T cycles. If the 
measurement period is derived from 
f2 as T = N//2 (where N is an integer 
multiplier, in this case a binary coun- 
ter), then the accumulated count in the 
counter register will be fl/f2 x N. In 
that way we have resolved measuring 
the ratio of two frequencies as re- 
quired in the equation for Lx. 

Compensating for drift 
Frequency drift caused by tem- 

perature, or by aging of the compo- 
nents, is significantly suppressed if f1 
and f2 2 are derived from the same basic 
oscillator. For example, suppose fl is 

I MHz and f2 is 500 kHz, then 
((/1/f2)2 - I) x (LI + L2) = (3.(X) 
x (LI + L2)). If the oscillator drifts 
0.1% for both fl and /2, then (((/1 + 
10(K))/(/2 + 500))2 - I) x (LI + 
L2) also equals (3.(X) x (1 + L2)). If, 
on the other hand, only f2 drilled .1% 

(which would be the case if fl had 
been derived from an independent os- 
cillator), then ((/1/(/2 + 500))2 - I 

x (LI + L2) = (2.992 x (LI -4- 

L2)), or 0.266% error. 
There is a second, and even more 

significant advantage to this method 
of drift compensation. Regardless of 
the frequency, iff2 is equal toll, then 
((/1//2)2 - 1) x (LI + L2) = 0, 
thereby forcing an aútomatic zero 
function. Under the assumption that 
oscillator drift will be a percentage 
function rather than absolute, the 
effect of oscillator drift is canceled. 
Although that is not an entirely accu- 
rate assumption, it is reasonably valid 
because the majority of drift comes 
from drift in the values of L and C ii 
the tank circuit. Those values drift ah 

a percentage of their nominal value 
due to temperature effects, thereby 
leaving the accuracy of the instrument 
almost entirely dependent upon the 
values of LI and L2 and C11-C14 
(which can he easily adjusted to with- 
in 1%). 

Although the foregoing explains 
the basic theory behind the counter 
section and it's advantages, it is not 
quite the whole story. That basic con- 
cept could measure frequencies down 
to zero hertz (zero hertz would ac- 
cumulate a count of zero in the coun- 
ter register and fl would accumulate a 

count of 16383) just as a normal fre- 
quency counter would, and should 
do. 

In order to make maximum use of 
the space in the EPROM, it is desir- 
able to make the minimum value of 
the counter register correspond to the 
minimum value of f2 (59.774 kHz) 
when Lx = 10 mH, or when Cx = 
0.1µF, and the maximum value corre- 
spond to fl (713.3 kHz) when Lx = 
0, or Cx = 0. By extending the range 

of measurement period by "t" to 
T+t, the counter register will over- 
flow back to zero after period "T" and 
continue counting for the period "t." 

The final design has a period T = 
21cá/fl and a period t = 212//1 such 
that the range of the counter register is 
1024 to 17408 (a difference of 16384). 
To compensate for that, the bottom 
1024 locations. in the EPROM, 
0-1023, contain the highest counts 
(16384-17408), and locations 
1024-16383 contain counts 
1024-16383. That is not the ideal cor- 
rection for maximum EPROM usage, 
but it's easily achieved with simple 
circuitry. The 0.00 point is at location 
17408 (1024) in the EPROM, while 
the minimum frequency of f2 occurs 
at count 1455. There are, therefore, 
431 wasted locations in the EPROM, 
or 15952 stored values in the range of 
0.00-9990 µH. 

The frequency measured is f2/4 
(the counter register starts after the 
first two stages of 1C3 -a), so the for- 
mula to compute the accumulated val- 
ue in the counter register for a given 
frequency of f2 is: 

Count = 2/4 x (216 + 212)/8 = 2/4 
x 69632//1 

Count = 2 x 17408//1 

It is that count that addresses the 
EPROM to get the data for the dis- 
played value. Maximum count corre- 
sponds to maximum frequency, which 
in turn corresponds to minimum Lx 
or Cx. The formula for the value of 
Lx for a given count is: 

Solving the count equation for f2: 

2 = (count x *f1)/17408 = count x 
41.067 

and since L = 1/(4 x ;¡2 x f2 x C): 

Lt (µH) = 1/(4 x T2 x 22 x 
C11 -C14) 

and 

Lx = Lt - (L1 + L2) 

where 

L1 + L2 = 70.5 +mH and C11 -C14 
= 705 pF 

Lx (µH) = 106/(4 x 7r2 x 1686.52 x 
count2 x C11 -C14) - (L1 + L2) 

Lx (µH) = 213334.12 x 106/count2 - 
70.5 

Cx = Lx(µH) x 10 

Since the count value provides the 
EPROM address, and the Lx value 
provides the EPROM data, the last 
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formula and the pin -to -pin IC connec- 
tions provides the necessary informa- 
tion to program the EPROM. The 
connections between counter register 
IC3-a/IC6 and the EPROM address 
pins may appear to he odd because 
they are optimized for a printed -cir- 
cuit layout rather than the traditional 
pin assignments. 

Similarly, the data bits of the 
EPROM are optimized for connection 
to the display drivers in the PC layout. 

The translation for those connec- 
tions is shown in Table 1 and Table 2. 

The "jumbled" connections are ac- 

commodated in the programming of 
the EPROM. A design problem 
which had to be overcome was that 
both frequencies /1 and .f2 had to he 

available simultaneously to make the 
measurement. It was impossible to 
have the same oscillator run at two 
frequencies at the same time and the 
use of two difhrent oscillators would 
negate the automatic -zero capability. 
Some means had to be provided to 
store frequency fl while the oscillator 
was operating at./2. The solution was 

a phase -locked loop, IC2. 

Storing a frequency 
The voltage -controlled oscillator of 

the phase -locked loop is adjusted by 
the frequency discriminator within 
IC2 until it is the exact frequency of 
the signal input. The voltage that 
tuned the oscillator to that frequency 
can he stored on filter. capacitor C8, 
thereby essentially "storing" the fre- 
quency. The frequency can he stored 
accurately so long as C8's voltage 
does not change. The only thing that 
will cause the voltage to change is 

C8's shunt resistance. The input resis- 

TABLE 1 

BIT WEIGHTS 
Counter Rom 

1- 2 
2- 4 
4- 2048 
8- 1024 

16-+ 8 
32- 16 
64 - 64 

128-+ 128 
256 -+ 32 
512- 256 

1024 - 512 
2048 - 8192 
4096 -16384 
8192 - 4096 

8 

0 0 

7 

TABLE 2-EPROM DATA BITS 

o o 
0 o 
N Oi 

6 5 

0 
0 

4 3 

co 

2 1 

C3 C1 B1 D1 A 1 A3 D3 B3 

128 64 32 16 8 4 2 1 

C2 dp2 dp1 0 dig dp3 A 2 D2 B2 

o 0 

tance of IC2 is specified as 1012 ohms, 
which shouldn't cause any shunt -re- 
sistance problem. 

On the other side of C8 are the in - 
use open -circuit switch contacts of 
S2 -b (Lx) and S3 -h (Cx), which 
should also he many megohms. The 
most significant cause of discharge is 

C8 itself, which must, therefore, he 

an extremely low -leakage device. Ce- 
ramic, tantalum, and electrolytic ca- 
pacitors are unsatisfactory: C8 should 
he a high -quality plastic capacitor. 

The test circuit is such that depress- 
ing either the Lx or Cx switch will 
open the control loop of the phase - 
locked loop, thereby storing./1 while 
simultaneously switching in the com- 
ponent under test into the./2 oscillator 
for measurement. 

The control section of the frequen- 
cy counter is IC4 and 105. The base 

frequency of the oscillator, /1, was 

first divided by 16 by IC3-h. and then 
divided by 512 by IC4 before clocking 
IC5. The period of the clock to IC5 is 

approximately 11.46 ms (87 Hz), how- 
ever, IC5 is held in the reset mode by 
IC4 pin 2 for a period of 91.72 ms. 
After IC4 pin 2 goes low, IC5 ad- 
vances front a count of zero to a count 
of one on the next positive transition 
of IC4 pin 12, which is 5.73 ms later. 
That makes the total measurement 
period 91.72 ms (21'//1) + 5.73 ms 
(212//1), or 97.45 ms. 

When pin 2 of IC5 goes low it in- 
hibits the counter register (1C3 -a/ 
IC5), ending the measurement 
period. At that time EPROM IC7 is 

addressed with the result, which is a 

function of the component value Lx 
or Cx. Next, pin I of IC5 goes high 
for 11.46 ms, stroking the data from 

00 N 

stb A 

stb B 

IC7 into display drivers IC9 and ICI I . 

At that time, pin 14 of IC4 is low. 
addressing the even addresses of IC7. 
which must contain the data for dis- 
play digits one and three. 

11.46 ms later, pin 1 of IC5 goes low 
and pin 3 of IC5 goes high, thereby 
stroking IC7's data into the digit -two 
driver ICI() and the decimal -point 
register (IC8). At this time pin 15 of 
1C4 i, high, addressing the odd ad- 
dresses of IC7, which must contain 
the digit two and the decimal -point 
data. An additional 11.46 ins later, pin 
3 of IC5 goes low and pin 7 of IC5 
goes `sigh. resetting the counter regis- 
ter preparatory to acquiring a new 
measurement. 

Another 11.46 ms later, pin 7 of IC5 
goes low and pin II of IC5 goes high. 
The high is applied to ICS's ENABI.L 

input-, causing it to freeze at count 
four. IC5 remains in the idle mode 
until pin 2 of IC4 goes high 51.57 ms 
later (a total measurement/display 
period of 183.43 ms). The result is an 

update rate to the display of 5.44 
times/second. An AC signal is taken 
from pin 14 of IC4 for display DSPI's 
backplane drive frequency. 

Resident data 
There are an infinite number of L. 

and C values that will resonate at a 

given frequency. Determining the ex- 
act values which would simulta- 
neously provide: a capacitance 
display exactly 10 times the induc- 
tance display. provide at least 0.01 µH 
per count in the frequency counter 
register up to 10 µH, give a total count 
difference equal to or less than 16384 
up to 10 mH with 0:1 mH per count, 

continued on /page 98 
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Build E LJ cJ 
THE RADIO -ELECTRONICS 

ADVANCED CONTROL SYSTEM 

This month, we show 
you how to put REACTS 
to work to control the 
outside world. 

Part 6\071 
LEFT 
last 

month promising to show 
you how to put REACTS to 
work. To get your imagina- 
tion rolling on what you can 
do with a control computer, 
we'll show you how to build 
a digital door lock, an ap- 
pliance controller, a security 
system, and a sprinkler con- 
troller for your garden. 

The digital lock 
The input/output port con- 

sists of 8 wires (hits) that are 
labeled from 0 to 7. Using 
the INP command we dis- 
cussed earlier, we can read the data 
present at the inputs. Incidentally, 
similar commands exist in Assembly, 
C, FORTRAN, and other languages. 

As mentioned earlier, we input or 
output eight lines or bits each time we 
perform an input or output. In the 
following example we will see how to 
mask each line (or hit) out indepen- 
dently when needed. 

Figure I shows a simple eight - 
pushbutton combination lock. In 
order to make that lock work, we sim- 
ply read the input channel that is con- 
nected to the switches. That data is 
then compared with the combination 
stored in the program shown in List- 
ing I. If the data matches, the system 
releases the lock by outputting the 
correct command to the output line, 
which controls the latch solenoid. 
That solenoid is activated to stay open 
for some predetermined period, say 2 

seconds. If the door is not opened by 
that time the door will relock. 

;. 

,..,.. .. 

C,+ 

H. EDWARD ROBERTS 

That program will work quite ade- 
quately for a lock and you can pro- 
gram 256 different combinations. It 
has one major disadvantage: it uses all 
eight inputs of the I/O module. List- 
ing 2 shows an electronic entry pro- 
gram that only uses five switches and 
allows for over 6500 combinations. 
The door -lock program will he only 
one subroutine in your final home - 
automation program. Along with the 
door -lock program, the final program 
may contain subroutines for control- 
ling appliances and lights, a security 
system, and a lawn -watering system; 
monitoring and controlling the home 
environment; and allowing remote 
control using a modem. It takes ap- 
proximately 100 microseconds to 
make one check of the switches. So 
even if the switches are checked 20 
times a second, the door -lock sub- 
routine will only take up approxi- 
mately 2 milliseconds. 

It is important to understand that 

when outputting to a chan- 
nel, all eight hits of the chan- 
nel are affected. That is true 
even when you want to 
change only one hit. The 
technique we use is to store 
all the data that is output to 
the channel in a common lo- 
cation. Then, each routine 
that uses the storage location 
is responsible for seeing that 
only the bits relevant to that 
particular routine are 
changed. For example, in 
line 160 of Listing I, we were 
only interested in changing 
the output bit (hit 0) that acti- 
vated the relay that the door - 
lock solenoid was wired to. 
To keep from changing any 
of the other hits, we per- 
formed a masking operation 
by oRing them with 0. The 

relay was closed by oRing a I at hit 0. 
The two electronic door -lock pro- 

grams discussed and listed in this arti- 
cle require simultaneous pressing of 
two or more switches or pushbuttons 
for many of the numerical entries. 
However, a ten or more digit keypad 
that uses some type of scan code easi- 
ly could he implemented so that only 
one pushbutton is pressed for each 
entry number. Those types of keypads 
are available from several electronics 
hobbyist and parts houses. The sup- 
plier listed in the Sources box offers 
one such keypad. The keypad from 
that vendor comes complete with a 

listing of a scan -code decoding pro- 
gram for serial digit entry. 

Figure 2 shows the connections of 
the external solenoid for the door con- 
trol. The technique you use to actually 
lock and unlock the door is up to you. 
If you desire; an electric lock is avail- 
able from commercial suppliers. 
Please send us any ideas that you have 
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that might he of interest to others; we 
will pass those along to other users of 
the system. Ideas can also he shared 
on the Radio -Electronics Bulletin 
Board (516-11)3-2283, 8 data hits, I 

stop hit, no parity). 

Controlling appliances 
Because the relay option of this 

month's module can he connected di- 
rectly to 117 volts AC, household ap- 
pliances and lighting can he 
controlled by REACTS with the mod- 
ule as long as the current drawn from 
each relay does not exceed 6 amps. 
An ideal application is to use the sys- 
tem to turn -on and turn-off lamps 
while you are on vacation to give your 
home a "lived in" appearance to 
would he burglars. Securing the leads 

SWITCH 0 o INPUT 0 

SWITCH 1 o INPUT 1 

[CD: 

- SWITCH 2 
---0 INPUT 2 

-Z SWITCH 3 
0 0 0 INPUT 3 

'Z SWITCH 4 

1: 

o INPUT 4 

ZSWITCH 5 'O INPUT 5 

SWITCH 6 
0 INPUT 6 

,SWITCH 7 o INPUT 7 

FIG. 1-A SIMPLE PUSHBUTTON LOCK. 
The data on the input lines is read by the 
computer and then compared to a com- 
bination in the lock program. 

SECTION 
e 

DOOR 
SECTION Of 
DOOR JAM 

L. 
TO OUTPUT BLOCK 

ta YAC-.7.» 

FIG. 2-ONE METHOD of implementing 
the door lock uses a 24 -volt solenoid un- 
der computer control. Of course, many 
other schemes are possible. 

LISTING 1 

10 REM Sample lock program, correct combination is 131 
20 REM (10000011 binary) 
30 REM 
40 REM TEST = Variable at which input byte is stored 
50 REM ENT = Entry from switches 
60 REM LCK24 = Controls output portion of module 
.70 REM 
80 TEST = 0 

90 ENT = 0 

100 GOSUB "FETCH ENTRY" 
110 IF TEST = 0 THEN GOTO 100 
120 IF TEST > ENT THEN ENT = TEST 
130 GOSUB "FETCH ENTRY" 
140'IF TEST <> 0 THEN GOTO 120 
150 IF ENT <> 131 THEN GOTO 80 
160 LCK24 = LCK24 OR 0(00000001 
170 REM This sets the last bit (bit 0) to a 1 without affecting 
180 REM any other bits. The output that controls the solenoid 
190 REM is connected to bit 0 of output channel 24. 
200 OUT 24,LCK24 
210 DELAY 6000 
220 REM Causes program to wait for 2 seconds. 
230 LCF24 = LCK24 AND 0X11111110 
240 OUT 24,LCK24 
250 REM This will clear the 0 bit which will relock the door. 
260 REM Here also, none of the other bits are affected. 
270 COTO 80 
1000 REM FETCH ENTRY 
1010 "FETCH ENTRY" 
1020 REM This subroutine inputs the byte from I/O port 24'at 
1030 REM which the octal I/O is addressed. 
1040 TEST INP(24) 
1050 TEST NOT TEST 
1060 REM Because all the inputs are pulled high, the inputted 
1070 REM byte is complemented with the NOT command in order to 
1080 REM simplify programming. 
1090 REM TEST = TEST AND 0X11111111 
1100 REM After complementing the input with the NOT command, a 
1110 REM 16 bit signed integer is returned. To obtain the 
1120 REM original 8 bit complemented input from the I/O port 
1130 REM we must mask out the lower 8 bits. 
1140 RETURN 

CH O 

CH 1 

CH 2 

CH 3 

CH 4 

CH 5 

CH 6 

CH 7 

{ 

{ 

S01 

NO o 
C 0 - 
NC o II 
NO 
C O 
NC O 
NO 
C O 

IINC o 
NO 
C 

NC O 
NO O 
C o 
NC O 
NO o 
C O 
NC O 
NO 0 
C O 
NC o 
NO O 
C o 
NC o 

PLUGS INTO 
WALL OUTLET 

MALE AC PLUG 

i 

USE FULLY ENCLOSED 
OUTLET BOX 

FIG. 3-FOR CONVENIENCE, use a relay interface like the one shown here when using 
REACTS to control household appliances. 



LISTING 2 

10 HEM This program uses 5 bite of ., bindle input channel t'., 

20 REM produce a sophieticated combination lock which has dv.v 

30 REM 6500 possible combinations. This program is designed to 

40 REM use input channel 24. The combination for this program 
50 REM is 9312. Any unused 1/O channel or combination Could 
60 REM be used. 
70 REM 
80 REM COUNT() = Array where valid entries are stored. 

90 REM IP FLAG = Signifies that ..ntry nas been made. 

100 REM TEST = Variable at which input is stored. 

110 REM HI_IP = Temporary storage location for ontry. 

120 REM DIGIT = Number of valid entrees. 
130 REM 
140 DIM CUUNT(b) 
150 IP_FLAG = D 

160 TEST = O 
170 H1 lP = O 

180 DIGIT = O 

190 REM ,START LOCK 
200 -START LOCK" 
220 0OSIIk "READ INPUT' 
230 IF bOUNCE_UK = O 'THEN GUTO "START LUCK" 
240 IF TEST = 1%00010000 THEN GUT() "CLEAR LUCK" 
250 IF ROY <> 1 THEN G010 ";TART LOCK" 
260 IF TEST = &%00000000 AND IP_FLAG = O THEN uuT,.I ' :'I'AI('I' LW.').' 

270 IF TEST (> F.%00000000 AND TEST > Hl_IP THEN H1_11, - TE.1T 

280 IF TEST <> 6X00000000 THEN IP_FLAG I 

290 1F 'TEST <> &X00000000 THEN GOTU "START LOCK" 
300 COUNT<UIGIT) = HI_IP 
310 HI_IP = !) 

320 IP FLAG = 0 
330 DIu1'I' DIGIT 1 

340 IF DIGIT = 5 THEN GOTO "CK COME" 
350 GOTO "START LOCK" 
1000 HEM HEAD INPUT 
1010 REM This subroutine rends the input and Ina::kc.ut thr 5 least 

1020 REM significant digits. 
1030 "READ INPUT" 
1040 TEST = INP(24t 
1050 TEST = NUT TEST 
lobo TEST _ TEST AND &X00011111 
1070 DELAY 10 
1080 TEST2 = INP(241 
1090 TEST2 NUT TEST2 
1100 TEST2 = TEST2 ANU LX0001'1111 
1110 1F 'TEST = TEST2 THEN BOUNCE_UK - I ELSE BOLIN,:L Uh - 'J 

1120 RETURN 
2000 REM CLEAR LUCK 
2010 REM Clearing lock and setting for new entry. 

2020 "CLEAR LOCK" 
2030 HUY = 1 

2040 Ulul'r = 1 

2050 GU'1'U "START LOCK" 
3000 REM CHECK COMBINATION 
3010 REM Checking for correct combination. 
3020 "CK COMB" 
3030 lr COUNT(1) 
3040 11' COUNT(2, 
3050 IF COUNTc21 
3060 IF COUNT(41 
3070 REM Upening lock. 
3080 UNLCK = UNLCK UR &)(00000001 
3090 OUT 24,I.INLCK 

3100 UNLCK UNLCK AND &X11111130 
3110 DELAY 6000 
3120 OUT 24,UNLCK 
+130 GOTO "START LUCK" 
3140 ENI, 

of the device (lamps) to he controlled 
involves stripping the insulation on 
the cords back leaving approximately 
1/4 inch of hare wire which is inserted 
into the appropriate slot on the relay 
terminal strip. The wire is then se- 

cured by tightening a screw against it. 
If your spouse doesn't take too 

kindly to the idea of cutting the plugs 
off of your lamps and stripping the 
insulation hack, there is another alter- 
native. You can make an interface box 
with a 1900 -series electrical (outside - 
type) box, a pair of duplex outlets. 

<> 9 THEN GOTO "START LUCK" 
<> 3 THEN GOTO "START LOCK" 
<> 2 THEN GUTO "START LOCK" 
<> 1 THEN GOTO "START LOCK" 

wire, and some hardware. A drawing 
of a typical interface is shown in Fig. 
3. That device will allow you to easily 
connect appliances to the relay and 
possibly keep you out of the 
doghouse. If you are unsure about 
building the interface yourself, get an 

electrician to build it for you; it should 
he a cinch for him or her. 

Note: Powerline AC voltages and 
currents can he dangerous if care is 
not exercised; you can easily 
damage the computer, or yourself. 
If you lack experience with 

powerline voltages and currents, 
He strongly recommend you con- 
sult an electrician. 

With the REACTS CPU and the 
real-time clock option, the lamp(s) 
can he made to come on and go off at 

different times during the day and at 

different times on different days. 
Also, since the program controlling 
the lamps would reside on the sys- 
tem's hoot PROM, in the case of a 

power outage, when the system came 
hack on it would automatically reload 
the program and continue its job. A 
free copy of a vacation home -control 
program is available from the vendor 
listed in this article if you send a self- 
addressed stamped envelope. 

Open window detector 
The open -window detector can he 

used in two different ways. First, it 

can he used to quickly check for open 
windows before leaving the house. 
Second. by connecting one of the oc- 
tal I/O port's to an alarm. REACTS 
can he programmed to sound the 
alarm if a window is opened. Of 
course the alarm would have to he 

disabled at times when the window 
must he opened. That could he ac- 

complished by using one of the CPU's 
sense switches or connecting a SPST 
switch to one of the octal I/O's inputs. 
The system would he programmed to 
periodically check the switch, and 
when the switch was open the alarm 
would he disabled; likewise, when the 
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1 /' 
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PUSHBUTTON 
SWITCH 

FIG. 4-A MOMENTARY SWITCH can be 
used to detect whether a window is open 
or not. When the window is fully closed, 
the button is depressed. 
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LISTING 3 

10 CLS 'Clear the screen 
20 FLAG = @X00000000 'Initializing 
variable flag as all windows are closed 
30 OCT IN = INP(100) 'Inputting from 
octal I/O 
40 ALARM = OCT IN AND &X00000001 'Inputting status of 
alarm enable/disable 
50 CHECKW = OCT IN AND &X11111110 'Checking window 
switches 
60 IF FLAG = CHECKW THEN GOTO 30 'If 
windows has not changed keep checking 
70 CLS 'Clear 
getting ready to display new window status 
80 IF ALARM = 1 THEN OUT 100,1 'If alarm is 

enabled, turn it on 
90 REM *** Finding out 
100 WIND1 = CHECKW AND 
110 IF WIND1 <> 0 THEN 
120 WIND2 = CHECKW AND 
130 IF WIND2 <> 0 THEN 
140 WIND3 = CHECKW AND 
150 IF WIND3 <> 0 THEN 
160 WIND4 = CHECKW AND 
170 IF WIND4 <> 0 THEN 
180 WINDS = CHECKW AND 
190 IF WIND5 <> 0 THEN 
200 WIND6 = CHECKW AND 
210 IF WIND6 <> 0 THEN 
220 WIND? = CHECKW AND 
230 IF WIND7 <> 0 THEN 

status of 
them 

screen, 

which window(s) is open 
&X00000010 
PRINT "WINDOW #1 
&X00000100 
PRINT "WINDOW #2 
&x00001000 
PRINT "WINDOW #3 
&X00010000 
PRINT "WINDOW #4 
&X00100000 
PRINT "WINDOW #5 
&x01000000 
PRINT "WINDOW #6 
&X10000000 
PRINT "WINDOW #7 IS OPEN" 

* * * 

IS OPEN" 

IS OPEN" 

IS OPEN" 

IS OPEN" 

IS OPEN" 

IS OPEN" 

240 IF CHECKW = &X00000000 THEN CLS 'If no windows are 
open, clear the screen 
250 IF CHECKW = &X00000000 THEN OUT 100,0 'If no 
windows are open turn off the alarm 
260 FLAG = CHECKW 
270 GOTO 30 'Go check windows again 

switch was in the opposite position. 
the alarm would he enabled. 

To construct the open -window de- 
tector system, all that is needed, be- 
sides the REACTS system with the 
octal I/O module, is some two -con- 
ductor wire and a few window -mount 
SPST pushbutton switches. The 
switches that were used on our pro- 
totype are available for as little as 
$1.29 from Mouser Electronics (2401 
Hwy 287 North, Mansfield. Texas), 
and they're available from many of 
our other advertisers as well. They are 
mounted in the window sill so that the 
switch closes when the window is 
shut (see Fig. 4). 

An alternative to using the push- 
button switches is to use magnetic 
reed switches. The magnetic half of 
the switch is mounted in the window 
frame, while the reed -switch half is 
mounted in the window casing. When 
the window is shut, the magnet will 
pull the reed switch open or closed 
depending on the contacts' arrange- 
ment (see Fig. 5). 

There are two ways to connect the 

switches to the octal I/O module: 
Connect only one window switch to 
each of the octal I/O's inputs, or con- 
nect several window switches to each 
input. Each method has its advantages 
and disadvantages. If only one win- 
dow is connected to each input, it is 
easy to determine exactly which win- 
dows are open. However, the number 
of windows that can he monitored by 
using that method is limited to eight 
per I/O module because the module 
has eight inputs. If several window 
switches are connected to one input. 
more windows can he monitored, but 
you won't know which window is 
open. However, all the windows in 
one room can he connected to the 
same input channel; that way. an open 
window could he narrowed down to 
one room in the house. 

To connect only one window 
switch to each input, a two -conductor 
wire will have to he routed from the 
I/O module to each window switch. 
One of the two leads at the REACTS 
end of the wire is connected to the 
ground slot of the input -terminal strip 
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FIG. 5-A MAGNETIC REED SWITCH can 
also be used to make sure a window is 
closed. When the magnet is next to the 
reed switch, the switch closes. When the 
window is opened, the switch opens. 

on the I/O module. while the other 
end is connected to one of the eight 
inputs. The leads at the window end 
of the wire are connected to the 
switch's terminals. Assuming we are 

SOURCES 
The following items are available 

from DataBlocks, Inc 
579 Snowhill Road, Glenwood GA. 
30428. Or call (800) 652-1336; in 
Georgia call (912) 568-7101. 

DP-OCT: Design package with 
schematic and instructions; $10.00. 

PC-OCT: PC board for the octal I/ 
O. including design package; $37.00. 

REC-OCT: Complete set of parts 
including PC board, IC's, terminal 
strips, etc., but excluding relay option 
listed below; $109.00. 

REC-REL: OCTAL I/O relay option 
includes eight, 6 -amp relays and ter- 
minal strips; $42.00. 

REC-CASE and PANEL/REC-OC- 
TAL: Aluminum case assembly in- 
cluding front and rear panels; $19.50. 

REC-KEY: 12 -button keypad with 
scan -code decoding program; $9.00 

VAC-PROG: vacation home -con- 
trol program; free with SASE. 

Other REACTS products are avail- 
able; contact DataBlocks directly for 
information and pricing. 

Please include $5.00 postage for 
any order of $37.00 or less and 
$10.00 postage for any order over 
$37.00. Georgia residents must add 
appropriate sales tax. 
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FIG. 6-SEVERAL WINDOWS CAN BE MONITORED using normally -closed switches in 
parallel (a) or using normally -open switches in series (b). 

using normally -open switches, when 
the window switch is open, the input 
will he a logic I because all the inputs 
of the module are normally pulled 
high. and when the window is shut. 
the input will he a logic 0. It nor- 
mally -closed sw itches are used, an 

open window will he a logic 0, and a 

closed window will he a logic 1. 

The way in which the switches are 
connected to an input channel de- 
pends on the type of switches that are 
used. Normally -closed switches 
should he connected in parallel (see 
Fig. 6-a) so that when all of the win- 
dows are down, the switches are held 
open, resulting in a logic -I input. If 
any of the windows are opened, the 
corresponding sw itch closes, causing 
a logic 0 to he read at the input. 

The normally -open switches 
should he connected in series (see 
Fig. 6-b). When the windows are 
down, all Of the switches are held 
closed. placing a logic 0 at the input. 
When one of the windows is opened, 
the corresponding switch is opened; a 

logic I is read -at the input. 

Listing 3 is a sample program that 
would control the open -window de- 
tector. For that example, we will as- 
sume the following: 

The octal I/O module is addressed 
at I/O poll 100. 

Channel 0 (same as hit 0 ) of the 
octal I/O has a SPST switch con- 
nected to it that is used to enable and 
disable the alarm. 

The window switches are con- 
nected to channels 1-7. 

The alarm is connected to the 
channel -0 output. 

Normally open switches are being 
used. 

The program could easily he 
changed to work in a system where 
several windows were connected to 
each channel. That could he accom- 
plished by changing the print out 
statements to something like: 
110 IF WINI)I 0 THEN PRINT "A 
WINDOW IN ROOM #1 IS OPEN" 

'the program could also he made 
more personalized by printing: 
"A WINDOW IN THE UPSTAIRS 
BEDROOM IS OPEN" 

Lawn watering system 
Besides controlling and/or 

monitoring devices within the home, 
REACTS can also he used for control- 
ling devices outside the house. Spe- 
cifically, the relay outputs of the octal 
I/O can he connected to electrically - 
actuated water valves so that the sys- 
tem can he used to control a lawn 
watering system. Indeed, by using the 
system's real-time clock, it can pro- 
vide an extremely accurate means of 
cycling sprinklers on or off at pre- 
programmed times during the day. 

The real-time clock has fourteen 
registers which contain the tenths of 
seconds. units of seconds, tens of sec- 
onds. units of minutes, tens of min- 
utes. etc.. all the way up to tens of 
years. By using the real-time clock, 
the system can he programmed to go 
through a watering cycle daily, even 
other day, every third day. or any other 
schedule you like. 

In most cases. turning the valves on 
or off during the watering cycle could 
he done on a hourly basis. Because of 
that, the amount of program time 
needed to control the system would he 

minimal. A statement that checks the 
units of hours from the real -tinte 
clock could he placed in the main 
body of the program. When the units 
change. say an hour has passed. the 
processor would then go into a sub- 
routine to determine if it was time to 
turn on or off any of the water valves. 
Of course it probably would also he 

desirable to have a set of sw itches to 
manually turn the water valves on or 
oft. Switches could he wired between 
the transformer and each relay to con- 
trol the power to the relay, or if the 
inputs to the octal I/O were not being 
used, the switches could hew ired to 
them. Each input would control an 
output. 

Besides the REACTS system and 
the octal I/O module, some other 
parts that you'll need to construct the 
watering system are the electrically - 
actuated water valves, wiring, and a 

step-down transformer. Most stan- 
dard electrically -actuated water 
valves that you will find use a sole- 
noid that operates on 24 -volts AC to 
open and close the valve. 

To provide the power for those 
valves, you'll need a 117 to 24 volt 
step-down transformer. available in 
wall -mount packages. The required 
power rating of the transfitrmer will 
depend on the power needed to acti- 

continuecl on page 98 
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We're always surrounded by some radiation. In this article 
we'll show you where it comes from, how it can help or harm 
you, and how to use the Radalert to warn you of dangerous 
conditions. 

JOE JAFFE, DAN SYTHE, and STEVE WEISS 

I-IUMAN BEINGS HAVE BEEN EXPOSED TO 

naturally occurring ionizing radiation 
for millions of years because nuclear 
reactions take place on our sun and on 
other stars continuously. Their emit- 
ted radiation travels through space, 
and a small fraction reaches the earth. 
Natural sources of ionizing radiation 
also exist in the ground, the most fa- 
miliar and most common ground - 
source being uranium. 

Last month we showed you how to 
build a nuclear radiation monitor- 
the Radalert. Now we'll show you 
how to use it, and how to interpret its 
readings. 

Ionizing radiation 
Ionizing radiation is radiation that 

has the ability to remove electrons 
(the process of ionization) when it 
strikes or passes through an elec- 
trically neutral atom. It was first dis- 
covered about 100 years ago and given 

the name X-rays because its nature 
was unknown. X-rays can be gener- 
ated in a vacuum tube by connecting 
the tube's anode and cathode to a 

source of high voltage: anything from 
25,000 to 250.000 volts. When the 
cathode is heated it emits electrons 
that travel at high speed to the anode. 
The bombardment of the metallic 
anode by the electrons produces the 
X-rays. The ability of X-rays to pene- 
trate a variety of materials, including 
body tissue, makes them a powerful 
tool in the physical and medical sci- 
ences. We now know that X-rays are a 

quantum of electromagnetic energy, 
also called photons. 

Soon after the discovery of X-rays. 
it was discovered that uranium salts 
spontaneously give off radiation that 
penetrates matter in the same fashion 
as X-rays. Other supposedly inert ma- 
terials were found to emit similar radi- 
ation, forming a class of radioactive 

materials known as radioisotopes. 
Gamma rays, one type of radiation 
from those materials, are similar to X- 
rays. Other types of radiation from 
radioisotopes are alpha rays and beta 
rays. 

The emission of a gamma ray, al- 
pha ray, or beta ray causes the radi- 
oisotope to change from one type of 
atom to another. When the emission 
occurs, the atom is said to decay. The 
radioactive process is an electronic. 
process in that it involves changes in 
the electrical charge configuration of 
the atom. A beta ray is actually a 

particle, an electron emitted by the 
atomic nucleus. A gamma ray is the 
photon emitted when an electron is 

added to the atomic nucleus. The al- 
pha ray is a particle that consists of 
two protons and two neutrons, identi- 
cal to the nucleus of the helium atom, 
emitted when the atom decays. In 
physics theory, particles sometimes 
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PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER 

The Radalert circuit uses two PC 
boards; these are the ores from the 
Radalert prototype. The PC-boarc 
templates shown_ in the PC Service - 
section of the line issue, and the 
boards supplied in the kit, are slightly 
different from the photos so that use.... 

assembly will be easier. Most impo- 
tant, jumpers are no longer required. 

The main board (a) has all its com-= 
ponents installed on one sde. The 
display board (o and c) has compo- 
nents installed on both sides. The too 

of Vie display board (t), -what is usu- 
ally called the "component side," has 
the LCD display unit, the beeper, and 
the two operating switches. The "sol- 
der side" (c) of the cisplay board has 
the remote power and alert jacks, 
1C15, and the Samtec connector. 

When the case is assembled the ° 

masn toard is automatically con- 
nected tithe display board through 
the 16 -pip Samtec connectors, form- 
ing the circuit "sandwich" shown in d 
(case removed for c'arity). - 

behave like rays, which travel in 
waves, so the terms are quite fre- 
quently used interchangeably. 

Gamma rays behave in the same 
manner as light waves and radio waves 
although the wave lengths of gamma 
rays are extremely short, less than 0.1 
billionth of a centimeter. However the 
energy of gamma radiation is millions 
of times greater than light and radio 
waves, giving it the ability to pene- 
trate matter. 

The energy of ionizing radiation is 

measured in millions of electron volts 
(mev). Beta particles have energy val- 
ues ranging from almost zero up to I 

mev. Alpha particles have energy val- 
ues from 0.1 mev up to 5 mev, and 
gamma rays have energy values as 

high as 1(X) mev. 
Each radioisotope has a half-life, 

which is the time required for half of a 

quantity of the material to decay. For 
example, thorium 234 has a half-life 
of 24 days. If you start out with one 
grain of thorium 234. at the end of 24 
days, % grain of thorium 234 will 
have decayed to protactinium 234 by 
emitting beta rays. Note that the- 
oretically it will take an infinite time 
for the thorium to decay completely 
because for each succeeding half-life 
only half the remaining material de- 
cays. To put that into perspective, 
after seven times the half-life, approx- 
imately 99% of the original material 
has decayed, and after 10 times the 
half-life, approximately 99.9% of the 
material has decayed. The decay prod- 
ucts may still he radioactive. Because 
the decay process actually occurs ran- 
domly, the half-life represents the 
average rate of emission. 

The decay chain 
Table 1 shows the complete radio- 

active decay chain for uranium start- 
ing with U238 and ending with a 

stable isotope of lead. You can see 
that the half-life of the atoms in this 
chain range from 4.5 billion years to 
164 microseconds, an astonishing 
span. Only the primary type of ray 

emitted is shown, hut since radioac- 
tive decay is a complex phenomena, 
secondary emission of the other rays 
may take place to a lesser degree. 

Natural radiation 
Uranium and its decay products are 

the most common radioactive mate- 
rials in the ground. They are found 
everywhere. All the isotopes in the 
uranium decay chain are solids except 
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TABLE 1 

RADIOACTIVE DECAY CHAIN 

Isotope Emits* Half-life Product 
U238 alpha 4.5 billion years Th234 Thorium 
Th234 beta 24.1 days Pa234 Protactinium 
Pa234 beta 1.17 minutes U234 Uranium 
U234 alpha 250,000 years Th230 Thorium 
Th230 alpha 80,000 years Ra226 Radium 
Ra226 alpha 1602 years Rn222 Radon 
Rn222 alpha 3.8 days Po218 Polonium 
Po218 alpha 3 minutes Pb214 Lead 
Pb214 beta 26.8 minutes Bi214 Bismuth 
Bi214 beta 19.7 minutes Po214 Polonium 
Po214 alpha 164 microseconds Pb210 Lead 
Pb210 beta 21 years Bi210 Bismuth 
Bi210 beta 5 days Po210 Polonium 
Po210 alpha 138 days Pb206 Lead 

'Primary emission 

for radon, the only radioactive gas. 
High concentrations of radon are 
found in soils and rock containing 
uranium, granite, shale, and phos- 
phate. Trace amounts of radon are 
widely distributed in the earth's crust. 
As a gas. radon migrates through the 
ground to enter the atmosphere. 
Radon is colorless, odorless, and 
tasteless: it does not burn or glow. In 
recent years, it has been discovered 
that radon is a serious problem in 
many homes. 

According to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (which is more 
generally referred to as the EPA), 
radon was first noticed in the late 60's 
in homes that had been built with ma- 
terials contaminated by waste from 
uranium mines. Only recently they 
have learned that houses in various 
parts of the U.S. may have high in- 
door radon levels caused by infiltra- 
tion from the soil. The EPA has 
published booklets for the public on 
that topic: they are titled A Citizen's 
Guide to Radon and Radon Reduction 
Methods. 

Phosphate deposits throughout the 
world contain relatively high con- 
centrations of the uranium decay 
chain. In the U.S., about half the 
mined phosphate is converted to fer- 
tilizer: the rest is used to produce 
chemicals and gypsum building ma- 
terials. Mining and processing phos- 
phate ores distributes uranium and its 
decay products in the environment. 
The use of phosphate fertilizers with 
high levels of radioactivity may con- 
taminate food crops. 

Man-made radiation 
The development of nuclear weap- 

ons, their use at Hiroshima and 
Nagasaki, and subsequent at- 
mospheric testing, significantly in- 
creased radioactive elements in the 
environment. The finding of high 
concentrations of radioactive stron- 
tium in milk and other food products 
led to a world-wide treaty to end at- 
mospheric testing in 1963. 

The use of nuclear reactors to gen- 
erate electricity is a major contributor 
to man-made increases in radiation 
levels. The nuclear fuel cycle consists 
of mining and milling uranium and its 
conversion to fuel material, fabrica- 
tion of fuel rods, use of the fuel in the 
reactor, reprocessing of spent fuel, 
transportation and storage of con- 
taminated materials such as tools, fil- 
ters, chemicals, and clothing (so- 
called "low-level" wastes), and trans- 
portation and storage of high-level 
wastes from the reprocessing of fuel 
rods. Each of those steps may add 
radioactivity to the environment. 

Operation of a nuclear reactor may 
he accompanied by controlled small 
releases of radiation. There are fre- 
quent reports of uncontrolled re- 
leases, aside from major accidents 
such as those at Three Mile Island and 
Chernobyl. Unfortunately. data on ra- 
diation levels near nuclear plants are 
not generally available. Following the 
Three Mile Island accident, the peo- 
ple living in the area successfully 
sued the operator of the plant to pro- 
vide funds for setting up a permanent 
monitoring system to give an early 
warning of any future releases, how- 
ever, the monitoring system has yet to 
he implemented. 

Luminous dials on watches and in- 
strument panels incorporate radioac- 

tive materials: hence, they also 
generate man-made radiation. Also, 
some early color TV sets were found 
to emit X-rays in excess of recom- 
mended limits, although more strin- 
gent regulations have largely elimi- 
nated that problem. 

If you have ever taken a mantle - 
type gas lantern on a camping trip you 
should know that the mantle contains 
radioactive thorium. Although the 
package for replacement mantles has 
a warning not to keep mantles or its 
ash near the skin for prolonged peri- 
ods, nowhere does it say that the man- 
tles are radioactive. 

Compounds containing radioactive 
uranium and cerium are incorporated 
in porcelains used in restorative and 
prosthetic dentistry to simulate the 
fluorescence of natural teeth. The 
amount of these radioactive materials 
in dental porcelain powders and ar- 
tificial teeth is limited by law. 

Ceramic pottery and its glazes may 
contain small amounts of radioactive 
uranium and thorium, depending on 
the source of the clay. 

Beneficial radiation 
The first, and best known, use of 

radiation is the X-ray. Almost every 
one of us has at some time been ex- 
posed to diagnostic X-rays. It is hard 
to imagine the practice of orthopedics 
or dentistry without the use of X-rays. 
Some uses of X-rays-such as mea- 
suring the tit of shoes in shoe stores- 
have been long abandoned because of 
health risks. 

Radioisotopes behave the same 
way in chemical reactions as the sta- 
ble isotope. That makes them useful 
in diagnosing and treating disease. If 
a sample of material containing a ra- 
dioisotope of a chemical involved in a 

specific disease or physiological pro- 
cess is injected or ingested, doctors 
can follow the activity of that chemi- 
cal within the body with appropriate 
instrumentation. Much of the knowl- 
edge of thyroid function and thyroid 
disease has come from the use of ra- 
dioactive iodine, 1131. Tumors can he 
localized with radioactive phos- 
phorus. P32, and radioactive chro- 
mium. Cr51, is used in blood studies. 
Vitamin B1, made with radioactive 
coh tlt, Co60, makes it possible to 
identify diseases associated with poor 
absorption of that vitamin. 

Business Week magazine has re- 
ported an interesting side -effect of 
using radioactive isotopes in medi- 



SOME COMMON RADIATION READINGS found around the office. In a, the Radalert's 
reading from a plastic drinking cup is the background radiation level, which means the 
cup is radiation -free. But b shows that the orange clay or glaze used in making the pitcher 
obviously is radioactive; more so than the tube of Uranium -235 samples shown in c. Also 
radioactive-but to a smaller degree-are the camping -lamp mantles shown in d. 

cine. On two separate occasions, the 
Secret Service asked women visiting 
the White House to step out of the 
visitors line. A sensitive radiation de- 
tector had picked up radiation from 
the women. After questioning it was 
discovered that both women had re- 
cently had injections of. radioisotope 
material for medical purposes. and 
enough of the isotope remained in 
their bodies to trigger a radiation 
alarm. 

The uses of X-rays are not limited 
to medicine and dentistry. Industrial 
applications include the familiar bag- 
gage examination at airports, engi- 
neering studies of integrated circuits, 
and flaw detection in metals, includ- 
ing welded joints. Non -contact thick- 
ness measurements on moving 
extrusions of rubber and plastic is a 

common industrial application of 
beta and gamma rays. 

Harmful radiation 
In general. the biological effects of 

ionizing radiation are destructive. As 
alpha, beta, or gamma radiation pass- 
es through the body, it interacts with 
the body's cells. Atoms in the cells 
may he ionized, or electrons in orbit 
about the nucleus can he displaced 
from one energy state to another. In 
either case the cells are changed front 
their original form to new forms, and 
the information contained in them is 
modified. 

The changes that occur may cause 
some cells to stop reproducing: other 
cells may undergo mutation, or the 

control mechanism in cells that limits 
cellular reproduction may fail, caus- 
ing cancer. 

It may take years before the effect; 
of radiation become manifest, so it is 
almost impossible to prove on an indi- 
vidual basis whether there is a rela- 
tionship between radiation exposure 
and a subsequent disease. However, 
two studies on large populations indi- 
cate a statistical relationship. One 
study involved the survivors of the 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic 
bomb blasts. Another study followed 
children of mothers who had diag- 
nostic X-ray procedures during preg- 
nancy. As a result of the latter study. 
the use of X-rays on pregnant women 
has been considerably reduced. 

Many experts used to think that if 
radiation exposure was under a certain 
threshold, a person would not have 
any harmful effects. Although some 
still believe in the theory, the evidence 
is establishing that there is no mini- 
mum radiation level that can he con- 
sidered safe. Radiation amt /Human 
Health, by John W. Gofman, M.D.. 
Ph.D., is a comprehensive investiga- 
tion of the evidence relating low-level 
radiation to disease. The lt'cill Street 
Journal reported in February. 1988. 
that the National Institutes of Health 
has launched "...a large-scale evalua- 
tion of cancer deaths occurring 
among persons living near the over 
100 reactors operating in the United 
States.': 

The amount of energy received 
from ionizing radiation by sensitive 

biological tissues is a determining 
factor in causing harmful effects. En- 
ergy is measured in ergs. If 100 ergs 
of ionizing radiation are received by I 

grant of body tissue, the tissue has 
received I rad of radiation. a unit of 
exposure. The Roentgen is another 
measurement of exposure. originally 
used for X-ray machines. One roent- 
gen equals 93 ergs per gram of tissue. 
almost the same as a rad. For some 
purposes it is useful to speak of rads 
per unit of time such as per minute. 
per hour. or even per year. while 
sometimes just the total accumulated 
exposure is of interest. 

To assess the potential damaging 
effect of radiation from radioactive 
materials, we need to know the 
number of emissions per unit of time 
and the amount of energy of each 
emission. While a Geiger counter can 
easily measure the emission rate in 
counts per minute, it can only mea- 
sure the energy level in rads if the 
specific source of radiation is known. 
To get around that problem. some 
Geiger counters are calibrated in 
terms of nil/lit-ads, or nnilliroentgens. 
per hour (mr/hr) for a specific source 
such as Cesium -137: then. com- 
parisons can he made for other mate- 
rials. The Radalert display is in counts 
per minute. or total counts. as its main 
purpose is to indicate changes in 
background radiation without the 
need to know What the radiation 
source is. a task for more expensive 
equipment. An Operating Manual for 
the Radalen supplied with the pans 
kit includes conversion charts be- 
tween counts per minute and mr/hr for 
common isotopes. 

Further information on radiation 
can he found in IEEE Spectrum. 
November, 1979, and in Report of 
United Nations Scientific Committee 
on the Effects of Atomic Radiation. 
1982. 

Using the Radalert 
As mentioned earlier, we are al- 

ways exposed to naturally occurring 
background radiation from outer 
space and from the earth. After you 
finish assembling and testing the 
Radalert you can determine the back- 
ground radiation level in your area. 
Do that outdoors first so it can he 

compared with the level inside your 
home. Notice-by watching the cou- 
nt light or listening to the beeper- 
that background radiation occurs ran- 
domly. In a nothern California laho- 
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ratory, an average CPM (Count Per 
Minute) is 12.5, but a one minute cou- 
nt as low as 5 or as high as 25 is not 
unusual. Because of the possibility 
for a large CPM variation. you need to 
collect two sets of data: one for use in 
setting the Alert level (which warns 
you it the count in any minute is high- 
er than would he normally expected); 
the other to help you detect small 
changes that might result from radon 
or other sources of radiation in your 
home. 

We suggest you set the Alert level 
at a value that rarely sounds a false 
alarm, but one that still warns you 
when the radiation is unusually high. 
To determine that value you must first 
find the normal variation in back- 
ground level. Standard deviation is a 

descriptive statistical measure of the 
variability of a set of data. 

To calculate the standard deviation. 
use your Radalert in the CPM mode to 
measure 30 or more consecutive one - 
minute readings. Sum the readings 
and divide the sum by the number of 
readings to get the average value. 
Then take the difference between each 
CPM value and the average, square 
each of those numbers, and sum 
them. Divide the sum by 29 (if you 
have taken 30 readings, otherwise by 
the number of readings minus one). 
The square root of that number is the 
standard deviation. A hand cal- 
culator. or a computer. will help you 
do the calculations quickly. 

A typical set of data has an average 
of 12.8 counts per minute. and a stan- 
dard deviation of 4.3. 3 x .4.3 + 12.8 
equals 25.7. Set the Alert level at 30, 
the next higher increment. 

Use the Radalert's Total Count 
mode to check for small differences in 
radiation (for example. between out- 
doors and indoors). Obtain the total 
count for a I2 -hour period in each 
location. When you take the count 
outdoors, place the Radalert on the 
ground in an unpaved area for one set 

of counts, then get another set of 
counts with the instrument about 4 to 
o feet above the ground. That pro- 
cedure helps you detect alpha particle 
radiation from the earth, which 
rapidly dissipates in air. 

Differences in radiation level as 

low as I CPM can he detected by 
comparing total counts for I2 -hour 
periods. The differences alight result 
from radon or concentrations of radi- 
oisotopes in the earth. Solar flares. 
low-level leaks from nearby nuclear 

plants, or higher -level leaks from dis- 
tant plants can cause small changes in 
the I2 -hour count. If you keep your 
Radalert operating continuously in 
the Total Count mode and take read- 
ings every 12 hours, say at 7 am and 7 

pm, you will know when those events 
take place. For comparison purposes, 
it is best to convert the total count to 
counts per minute. After you take 
each 12 -hour reading, switch from the 
Total Count mode to CPM, then back 
to Total Count to reset the display to 
zero. 

There are differences of opinion on 
the ability of Geiger counters to detect 
radon. While there's no claim that the 
Radalert can specifically measure 
radon gas, experiments in a con- 
trolled environment with different 
levels of radon gas indicated that aver- 
age counts per minute did rise and fall 
with radon concentrations. (After es- 
tablishing the normal background ra- 
diation for a controlled -environment 
test site, the background radiation was 
subtracted from the total counts.) Pre- 
liminary results are shown in Fig. I. 
The radiation detected is a combina- 
tion of the emissions from radon and 
its "daughters." or "progeny." 
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FIG. 1-GEIGER TUBE COUNTS vs. radon 
concentration. The CPM scale starts at 17 
CPM, which was the background radiation 
at the testing station. The radon con- 
centration at the test station is assumed 
to be between 1 and 5 picocuries per liter. 

The Radon Technical Information 
Service of the Research Triangle In- 
stitute prepared a Cumulative Profi- 
ciency Report Icy the EPA in July. 
1987. The report describes the ap- 
proved radon testing methods, and the 
advantages and disadvantages of each 
method. The use of the Radalert in 
conjunction with the EPA methods 
reduces the possibilities of error. 

Radon entrance 
The most likely entrance points for 

radon in homes or other buildings are 
cracks or openings in the floor around 
pipes or conduit, unsealed wall -floor 
joints, and underground hollow block 
walls. Dirt floors in basements are 
particularly vulnerable. Unventilated 
basements or closets normally have 
higher levels of radon than well -venti- 
lated areas. For best results, keep air 
exchanges between indoors and out- 
door, at a minimum 12 hours before 
and during the test. 

Place the Radalert on the floor near 
any suspected entrance point. Set the 
display for Total Count and accumu- 
late the counts for 12 hours in each 
location. If the 12 -hour average CPM 
in your home is more than I-CPM 
higher than outdoors, you should do 
further testing for radon using carbon 
canisters or other EPA -approved 
methods. 

Common radiation 
You may find that you have radioac- 

tive items in your home. Pottery and 
glazed dinnerware are potential 
sources of radiation if they are made 
from uranium -bearing clays or ura- 
nium oxides. If you have any ce- 
ramicware with orange glazes, check 
it carefully for higher radiation levels. 
Also, static eliminators for records 
and photographic film may contain 
polonium, an alpha emitter. Use the 
Radalert in the CPM mode with the 
beeper on to identify those items. 

Some commercial gemstones used 
in jewelry may have had their color 
enhanced by neutron bombardment, 
thereby making them radioactive. 
Also, gold jewelry has been made 
from reprocessed gold that was pre- 
viously used in radiation therapy. 
Check those products with your 
Radalert in the CPM mode. 

Do you have a watch, clock, or 
other instrument with a luminescent 
dial? Place its face as close as possible 
to the alpha window on the Radalert 
and see if there is an increase in radi- 
oactivity. Observe the change in CPM 
for different distances between the 
Radalert and the dial, and you can see 
how much of the count was due to 
alpha rays, compared to beta or gam- 
ma rays. Repeat these experiment 
with a replacement mantle for a gas 
lantern. You may he surprised by the 
results. Do not handle the mantle di- 
rectly; keep it in its plastic bag. 

Radiation from outer space is at- 



tenuated by collisions with air mole- 
cules so the radiation at sea level is 

normally lower than at higher eleva- 
tions. Figure 2 shows the relationship 
between CPM and altitude based on 
15 -minute average readings taken in 
California from the top of the ski lift at 

Heavenly Valley (10,000 feet) to sea 

level. 
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short -time radiation increases that 
might he masked by averaging. 

Exploring for underground radio- 
active materials can be an interesting 
hobby. Gemstones may be found to- 
gether with, or may contain, radioac- 
tive materials; also, high radon 
concentrations are present in some 
caves, so be careful if your Radalert 
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FIG. 2-THE BACKGROUND RADIATION at various altitudes, measured from a ski -lift. 

The altitude effect is particularly 
noticeable when traveling by air at 

35,000 to 40,000 feet. Radiation lev- 
els 30 to 50 times higher than on the 
ground have been measured at these 
altitudes. 

At times of solar flares the radiation 
level may go considerably higher, so 
supersonic aircraft, which fly as high 
as 60,000 feet, have radiation - 
monitoring equipment to alert the pi- 
lot to move the plane to lower altitudes 
if the radiation reaches a predeter- 
mined level. Make some radiation 
measurements with your Radalert on 
your next flight, with the beeper of f so 

that you don't disturb any of the other 
passengers. 

You can establish a baseline of 
background radiation if you live, or 
frequently drive, near a nuclear power 
plant; then you can observe changes 
from the baseline due to controlled or 
uncontrolled releases of radioactivity. 
A baseline of 12-14 CPM for a local 
nuclear plant was established during 
drive-bys on a number of occasions. 
But on one occasion the CPM in- 
creased to 22, an increase of over 
50%. 

Use your Radalert in your car. You 
may be able to detect vehicles trans- 
porting radioactive materials, or dis- 
cover you are passing a phosphate 
mining region, or other radioactive 
deposits. With the sound -selector 
switch set for the Count position the 
audible beeps will help you recognize 

indicates higher than normal radia- 
tion levels while exploring. Radioac- 
tive materials can be hazardous if 
inhaled or handled carelessly. 

In -home tests 
As mentioned earlier, ordinary 

common household items produce a 

slight-though not necessarily un- 
safe-radioactivity. The photographs 
on page 54 show the readings attained 
when the Radalert was used to check 
some of those items. 

If you work in the nuclear industry, 
or in a hospital or laboratory that uses 

radioisotopes, you may want to con- 
vert Radalert readings to mr/hr. For 
Cobalt -60, divide the CPM reading 
by 958 to obtain mr/hr. For Ce- 
sium -137, divide by 982. This rela- 
tionship for the LND 712 Geiger tube 
was obtained at Battelle Laboratories 
using sources traceable to the Nation- 
al Bureau of Standards. If you have 
access to calibrated sources of other 
isotopes, you can determine the ap-. 

propriate conversion factor for your 
Isotopes. 

What should you do if the Radalert 
shows abnormally high radiation lev- 
els in the CPM mode? First, you 
should seek confirmation of your 
readings. Public Health Departments, 
hospital health physics or nuclear 
medicine departments, civil defense 
offices, EPA offices, police or fire de- 
partments, are possible places with 
radiation -monitoring equipment. Be- 

fore you start doing your own mea- 
surements, you might want to find a 

contact you could call for con- 
firmation if the Radalert gives an alert 
signal, or other indication of unusual 
radiation activity. Should there he 
confirmation, keep in touch with your 
local authorities and follow their in- 
structions. Be aware that radiation 
from airborne radioactive particles 
will be less in a closed house or inside 
a building. 

SOURCE 

A complete kit of Radalert parts 
which includes assembly instructions 
and an operating manual is available 
for $153.50 postpaid. The Geiger 
tube, the LCD display, and a set of PC 
boards with plated -through holes are 
individually available. 

A completely assembled and test- 
ed Radalert including an operating 
manual is priced at $229 postpaid. 

From: International Medcom, 7497 
Kennedy Rd., Sebastapol, CA 
95472. Or call toll -free, 
1-800-257-3825. In CA 
1-800-255-3825. For technical infor- 
mation contact International Medcom 
at the above address. 

If you don't have (or can't get) con- 
firmation of a general increase in radi- 
ation, you should try to identity a 

localized source: a parked truck with 
radioactive materials, an excavation 
that has uncovered radioactive depos- 
its, or even a container of radioactive 
material that has been disposed of il- 
legally. The radiation level from such 
a source will decrease by the inverse 
square law; that is, it you move 
around with the Radalert and the level 
decreases by a factor of tour, you will 
he twice the distance from the source. 
Or conversely, if the level goes up by 
a factor of four, you are only half the 
distance to the source. If you see evi- 
dence of a localized source, notify the 
authorities and get as far away as you 
can. Up to now, there has not been a 

large scale use of Geiger counters out- 
side of laboratories and nuclear 
plants, which has limited our knowl- 
edge of the potential existence of lo- 
calized "hot spots" of naturally 
occurring and man-made radiation. 
The dispersion of man-made radia- 
tion throughout the environment is 
still generally unknown. We hope the 
use of the Radalert to collect and dis- 
seminate radiation data will contrib- 
ute to better understanding of these 
important subjects. R -E 
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GENERAL 
PURPOSE 
INTERFACE 

BUS 
Hook up your 

test instruments 
to a 

General Purpose 
Interface Bus. 

VAUGHN D. MARTIN 

WHETHER AN INTERFACE BUS IS CALLED 

the I.E.E.E. 488, the General Pur- 
pose Interface Bus (GPIB), or the 
Hewlett-Packard Interface Bus (HP- 
IB), all three describe essentially the 
same thing; an orderly and predicta- 
ble way to exchange digital data and 
maintain control between instrumen- 
tation devices. 

First we'll concentrate on exactly 
what the GPIB is, and how it's config- 
ured in an instrumentation network. 
Then we'll give numerous practical 
tips on various operating data modes 
and cabling methods. We will look at 
supporting GPIB instrumentation, 
(such as a bus analyzer, a bus ex- 
tender, a bus translator) and examine 
various GPIB configured systems. Fi- 
nally, we'll examine the Hewlett- 
Packard Interface Loop (HP -IL), 
which is a means of accomplishing 
the same goals only with lower 
powered (sometimes battery -oper- 
ated) and less expensive instrumenta- 
tion and hardware. 

GPIB beginnings 
The IEEE -488 instrumentation in- 

terface standard evolved with 
Hewlett-Packard, who began in Sep- 
tember 1965 to examine how they 
would standardize their future test in- 
strumentation. Next, the Interna- 
tional Electrotechnical Commission 
(IEC) took the resulting HP proposal 
as a starting point, and in 1974 issued 
a draft, for ballot vote by its members. 
In 1975, the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) pub- 
lished their now -famous IEEE -STD 
488. In January of 1976, the Amer- 
ican National Standards Institute 
(ANSI) published their MC1. 1, which 
is identical to the IEEE -488 standard. 
There are now two more standards, 
the IEC 625-I and the British Stan- 
dard B.S. 6146, which are also both 
identical to the IEEE -488 standard 
with the exception of the type of con- 
nector used to interface the hardware. 

The IEEE -488 standard and its 
clones have been published in nine 
languages, used by more than 250 
equipment manufacturers in 14 coun- 
tries to design more than 2,500 dif- 
ferent instruments. To say that it was 
well accepted as the absolute instru- 
ment -interface standard would be an 
understatement! 
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FIG. 2-GPIB USES A 24 -pin miniature ribbon -type American standard connector. 

Comparing connectors 
The IEC 625-I uses the 25 -pin sub- 

miniature D -type connector. shown in 
Fig. I. rather than a 24 -pin ribbon 
type specified by the American stan- 
dards, shown in Fig. 2. Unfortunately. 
as many of you know, the 25 -pin I) - 
type connector is used as part of the 

Electronic Industry Association's 
Standard RS -232-C: an interface be- 
tween Data Terminal Equipment and 
Data Communications Equipment 
employing serial binary data inter- 
change. That standard uses voltages 
up to ± 25V at 1/2 amp short circuit 
current. Therefore, it is quite under- 

standable that component damage 
would occur if data communication 
and instrument interfaces were acci- 
dentally interconnected. 

In Europe, approximately 90% of 
bus -compatible equiPment presently 
uses the IEEE-488/ANSI/MCI . I -type 
connector. and there are adaptors for 
interconnecting 25 -pin and 24 -pin 
connectors. 

GPIB Specifications 
When the controlled device such as 

printers, DMM's. frequency counters. 
etc. are commanded to do something, 
such as make a measurement on a par- 

ticular band of frequencies. it is said 
that the controller "talks"and the re- 

sponding devices "listen." 
Even GPIB device must be capable 

of performing one or more interface 
functions or roles. A listener is a device 

capable of receiving data over the inter- 
face when addressed. Examples of that 
type of device are: printers, display de- 
vices, programmable power supplies, 
and programmable signal sources. 
There can he up to 15 active listeners 
simultaneously using the interface. 

A talker device is capable of trans- 
mitting data over the interface when 
addressed. Examples of that type of de- 
vice are: tape readers, voltmeters that 
output data, and counters that output 
data. There can he only one active talk- 
er on the interface bus at a time. 

A controller is a device capable of 
specifying an instrument as either a 

talker or a listener for an information 
transfer (including itself). A computer 
with an appropriate I/O card is an exam- 
ple of a controller. There can he only 
one active controller on the interface 
bus at a time: although multiple control- 
ler systems are allowed, only a single 
controller can be the system's master. 

As shown in Fig. 3. the 15:1 ratio of 
controlled devices to controller may he 

configured in either a linear or a star 
form. 

STAR LINEAR 

FIG. 3-THE STAR AND LINEAR form of 
instrument networking. 
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FIG. 4-THREE SEPARATE BUS LINES are used to control data flow. 

Name 

TABLE 1-HANDSHAKING SIGNALS 

Description 
DAV 

NRFD 

NDAC 

Data Valid: Used to indicate the condition of the information on 
the Data I/O lines. Driven low by the source when data is settled 
and valid, and NRFD high has been sensed. 
Not Ready for Data: Used to indicate the condition of readiness 
of device(s) to accept data. Accepter sets its NRFD low to indicate 
it is not ready to accept data. The NRFD line to the talker will not 
go high until all addressed listeners are ready to accept data. 
Not Data Accepted: Used to indicate the condition of accep- 
tance of data by device(s). The accepter will set its NDAC low to 
indicate it has not accepted data. When it accepts data from the 
Data I/O lines, it will release its NDAC line. However, the NDAC 
line to the talker will not go high until the last/slowest listener has 
accepted the data. 

fn total there are 16 active signal -bus 
lines: refer to he. 4. The term bus 
means a collective grouping of signals: 
those groups are either data, interface 
management. or byte transfer. Each bus 
is independent. In other words, the data 
bu, ould never have either byte trans- 
fer or bus management signals flowing 
through it. 

HP -IL KIT 
Hewlett Packard offers The HP -IL 

interface/prototyping kit. That kit, the 
HP 82166C, costs $395 and consists 
of two converters, a test board, cab- 
ling, and excellent documentation 
which allows prototyping of loop - 
compatible products. Its key compo- 
rents consist of the HP -IL interface 
connection, the HP -IL transformer 
set, and the HP -IL panel receptacle. 

The message transfer scheme used is 

asynchronous byte-serial/bit-parallel, 
with a three -wire interlocking hand- 
shake transfers. What all of that means 
is three handshaking lines acknowledge 
if the Data Are Valid (DAV): if the de- 
vice addressed is Not Ready For Data 
(NRFD): or if the Data Are Not Accept- 
ed INDAC). Figure 5 is a timing di- 
agram of the handshaking signals fir 
unambiguous transfer of data bytes. Ta - 
He I summarizes those handshaking 
signals. 

To ensure data transfer integrity, the 
following three conditions must he met: 
1. The slowest device on the bus will 
determine the transfer rate during the 
transfer of that command. 
2. More than one device can accept data 
at the same time. 
3. Every byte transferred must undergo 
a handshake (except for parallel poll 
response). 

[he interface -management bus lines 
are responsible for the orderly flow of 
ink rmation: Table 2 lists those lines 
and their functions. Of particular im- 
portance is the ATTENTION (ATN) line, 
since all devices must monitor that 
line and respond within 200 ns after it 
becomes active (goes low). When the 
ATTENTION line is active, it places the 
management bus lines in the Com- 
mand Mode, which serves tour main 
fu lotions: 
1. Selection of the instruments that 
will send and accept data. 
2. Selection of the specific interface 
operation, which includes five multi - 
line commands and four uniline com- 
m.tnds: INTERFACE CLEAR ( I FC), 

`C 
r- 

(-1; 
CO 
CO 
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Name 

TABLE 2-MANAGEMENT LINES 

Description 

ATTN 

IFC 

SRO 

REN 

EOI 

" 01018 

. (COMPOSITE) 

H 

DAV 

L- 
H- 

NRFD 

" L. 

H- 
.NDAC 

Attention: Causes all devices to interpret data on the bus as a 
controller command, and activates their accepter handshake 
function (command mode). 
Interface Clear: Initializes the GPIB system to an ideal state (no 
activity on the bus). 
Service Request: Alerts the controller to a need for communica- 
tion. 
Remote Enable: Enables devices to respond to remote program 
control when addressed to listen. 
End or Identify: Indicates last data byte of a multi -byte se- 
quence; also used with ATN to parallel poll devices for their status 
bit. 

FIRST DATA BYTE SECOND DATA BYTE 

/// 
,;/ i l a i ..,,, 

("7",- 
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VALID VALID 

--ALL READY- ,"";';'77":""T.....- ALL READY 

NONE READY; 

i ' 1 i 

;;t. I 

SOME ACCEPTED ; ALL 

ACCEPTED 

SOME READY 

NOT- 

VALID 

NONE _ .. l 
NONE ACCEPTED; 

READY 

NONE 

SOME ACCEPTED ALL 

ACCEPTED 

FIG. 5-TIMING DIAGRAM FOR HANDSHAKING signals on GPIB bus. 
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FIG. 6-USING GPIB EXTENDERS AND MODEMS, GPIB devices can be connected if 
separated by great distances. 

wool.* EN RI.F ( REN ). :VrrENTioN 
(ATN), and IDENTIFY (IDY) when both 
ATN and EOI are active. 

3. Specific device addressing 1í1r lis- 
tener devices. 
4. Issuing a specific secondary eon:- 

mand, to provide additional com- 
mand codes. 

Even instrument designed to the 
GPIB standard has a device address 
that is usually selectable, and that de- 
vice address is used by the active con- 
troller in the Command Mode to 
specify who talks (via a Talk Address) 
and who listens (via Listen Address). 
A device's address is usually pre-set 
at the factory and can he reset during 
system configuration by an address 
switch, jumpers. or front -panel entry: 
that switch is typically located on the 
outside rear panel of the device but 
could he internal. The decimal equiv- 
alent of the 5 least significant bits of 
the switch determines the device's ad- 
dress on the interface. 

GPIB limitations 
The basic limitations on the GPIB 

operation are: the interconnecting ca- 
ble length between GPIB devices, the 
maximum transti r rate of data, and 
the maximum number of GPIB de- 
vices that can he configured in a GPIB 
network. All can he effectively dealt 
with if you are aware of certain GPIB 
accessory equipment. 

As shown in Fig. 6. cable -length 
limitations can he reduced or elimi- 
nated by using bus -extender devices. 

The HP3720/A and the HP37203A 
are two bus extenders that we'll con- 
sider. The HP 3720/A is specifically 
designed to operate with a wide range 
of synchronous or asynchronous 
modems over private lines, leased 
lines, or public switched (dial -up) 
telephone networks. That data inter- 
face is compatible with RS -232C 
asynchronous data rates of I50, 300, 
6OO and 1200 bits/seconds. 

The HP 3720/A provides fill- error 
checking/correcting communications 
protocol that protects against errors 
introduced by poor -quality data cir- 
cuits. That instrument even provides 
immunity to major interruptions in 
the data link, such as dropouts. line 
breaks and modem sync. loss; and it 
recovers automatically without loss of 
data. 

Data-Trans%er-Rate limitations 
mandate that every device he turned - 
on; that all devices participating in the 
data transfer use three -state drivers; 
that the cable length not exceed 15 

meters, or have more than one device 
per meter of cable; and that the capac- 
itive loading should he limited to 50 
pF per device. 

continued on page 98 
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WORKING WITH OTA's 
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FIG.1-PIN CONNECTIONS of the LM13600 dual OTA are as showrYou can also see how 
each IC contains two OTA's. 

LAST TIME (MAY 1988) WE DISCUSSED THE 

basic operating principles of the 
CA3080 Operational Transconduc- 
tance Amplifier (OTA), and showed 
how it can be used to make various 
types of voltage- or current -control led 
amplifiers and micro -power Schmitt 
triggers, comparators, and os- 
cillators. However, the CA3080 has 
relatively high distortion and an un- 
buffered high -impedance output. 

In this article we will introduce you 
to an improved second -generation 
OTA; the LM 13600. That device is 

actually a dual OTA, as shown by the 
pinout of Fig. I. The package also 
incorporates linearizing diodes that 
greatly reduce signal distortion, and a 
coupled output -buffer stage that can 
provide a low -impedance output. 

The two OTA's of the LM 13600 
share common supplies, but are other- 
wise fully independent. All elements 
are integrated on a single chip, so both 
OTA's have closely matched charac- 
teristics (transconductance values are 
typically matched within 0.3 dB), 
making the IC ideal for use in stereo 
applications. The commercial version 
of the LM 13600 can be powered from 
a split supply of up to 18 volts, or a 
single -ended supply of up to 36 volts. 

Linearizing diodes 
Figure 2 shows a basic connection 

diagram for one of the OTA's in the 
LMI3600. Basically, that OTA is al- 
most identical to the one in the 
CA3080, except for the addition of 
linearizing -diodes 1)1 and D2. Those 
are integrated with QI and Q2, and 
have characteristics that are matched 
to the base -emitter junctions of QI 
and Q2. In use, equal low -value re - 

FIG. 2-SIMPLIFIED circuit of an LM13600 
OTA shows one of the more basic ways of 
using the IC. 

The LM13600 is a second - 
generation dual Operational 
Transconductance Amplifier 
that can be used as a voltage - 
controlled amplifier, resistor, 
filter, or oscillator. In this article 
we'll show you how. 

RAY MARSTON 

sisters Rl and R2 are wired between 
theinputs of the differential amplifier 
and ground. Bias -current ID is fed to 
those resistors from the positive sup- 
ply via R3, Dl, and D2. Since DI and 
D2 have identical characteristics, and 
since Rl and R2 have equal values, 
bias current, ID, divides equally be- 
tween RI and R2. 

The circuit's input voltage is ap- 
plied via R4, which has a large value 
relative to RI, and generates an input 
signal current of Is. That signal cur- 
rent feeds into RI and generates a 
voltage across it, reducing Dl's cur- 
rent to a value of (ID/2) - Is. Since ID 
is constant, the D2 current rises to 
(ID/2)+Is. Consequently, the lin- 
earizin,i diodes apply a heavy nega- 
tive feedback to the differential ampli- 
fier and substantially reduce the sig- 
nal distortion. If s 's small relative to 
ID, the output current of the circuit is 
equal to 2 x Is x (IBtas/ID). The 
gain of the circuit can be controlled 
either by 'BIAS or ID. In use, ID and 
IBIAs should both be limited to a max- 
imum of 2 mA. 

The graph of Fig. 3 shows typical 
distortion levels of the LMI3600 at 
various peak -to -peak input voltages, 
with and without the use of the lin- 
earizing diodes. At a 30 -mV input, 
the distortion is below 0.03% with the 
diodes, and 0.7% without them. At a 
100 -mV input, the distortion is rough- 
ly 0.8% with the diodes, and 8% 
without them. 

Controlled -impedance buffers 
Figure 4 shows the internal circuit 

of each half of the LM13600. The two 
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FIG. 4-INTERNAL CIRCUIT of one half of the LM13600 dual OTA. Each LM13600 IC 
contains two of these circuits. 

output transistors (Q12 and QI3) are 
connected for use as a controlled -im- 
pedance Darlington emitter -follower 
buffer stage. When the base of Q12 is 

connected to the output of the OTA, 
and the emitter of QI3 is connected to 
the negative supply ( - V) via a suit- 
able load resistor, the buffer makes 
the OTA's high -impedance output 
signal availahle at a low -impedance 
level. The output current of each buff- 
er stage should he limited to 20 mA 
maximum. Note that the output of the 
buffer stage is about 1.2 volts (two 
hase-emitter voltage drops) below the 

output -voltage level of the OTA, so 
the huller should not he used in preci- 
sion DC -amplifier applications. 

VCA circuits 
Figure 5 shows the circuit of a Volt- 

age -Controlled Amplifier ( VCA) 
using half of an LM1300() IC. The 
input signal is fed to the non -inverting 
terminal of the OTA via current -limit- 
ing resistor R4. The high -impedance 
output of the OTA is loaded by RS. 
which determines the peak amplitude 
of the output signal. The output signal 
is available at a low -impedance level 

via the buffer stage. which is loaded 
via Ro. 

The circuit in Fig. 5 is powered 
from dual 9 -volt supplies. The current 
It) is fixed at about 0.8mA via RI, but 
IWAs is variable via R7 and an exter- 
nal gain -control voltage. When the 
gain -control voltage is at the nega- 
tive -supply level of -9 volts, IWAS is 

zero and the circuit has an overall gain 
of -80 dB. When the gain -control 
voltage is at the positive -supply value 
of +9 volts. Int ,s reaches a value of 
roughly 0.8 mA. and the circuit has a 

gain of roughly 1.5. The gain is fully 
variable within those limits via the 
gain -control input. The circuit is a 

non -inverting amplifier, since the in- 
put signal is fed to the non -inverting 
input of the OTA . It can he used as an 
inverting amplifier by feeding the in- 
put signal to the OTA inverting input 
instead. 

Because the two halves of the 
LM I300() have closely matched 
characteristics. the IC is ideal for use 
in stereo -amplifier applications. 
Using both halves of an LM 13600 you 
can make two amplifiers like the one 
in Fig. 5. Then, if you connect both 
gain -control inputs together, and feed 
them from a single gain -control volt- 
age and current -limiting resistor, 
you'll have a voltage -controlled stereo 
amplifier. 

The VCA circuit of Fig. 5 can he 
used as an amplitude modulator or 2 - 

quadrant multiplier by simply feeding 
the carrier signal to the OTA input. 
and the modulation signal to the gain - 
control input. If desired. the gain - 
control pin can he 1)C -biased so that a 

carrier output is available while no 
AC -input signal is applied. Figure 6 
shows a practical example of an inver- 
ting -amplifier circuit of that type. The 
AC -modulation signal modulates the 
amplitude of the carrier -output signal. 

Figure 7 shows how one half of an 
LM 13000 can he used as a ring modu- 
lator or 4 -quadrant multiplier. In that 
circuit, there is no carrier output 
when the modulation voltage is at 
ground level, but increases when the 
modulation voltage moves positive or 
negative with respect to ground. 
When the modulation voltage is 
positive, the carrier -output signal is 
inverted relative to the carrier input; 
and when the modulation voltage is 
negative. the carrier output is non - 
inverted. 

The circuit in Fig. 7 is similar to the 
circuit in Fig. 0. except that the com- 
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ponent values shown are suited for 
operation from a dual 15 -volt supply. 
and that Illrns is adjustable via R7. 
The OTA's output (inverted relative to 
the input signal) feeds into the one 
end of RS, and at the same time the 
input signal feeds directly into the 
other end of RS. I'otentionleter R7 is 

adjusted so that when the modulation 
input is tied to ground, the overall 
gain of the OTA is such that its output 
current exactly balances (cancels) the 
carrier input current to RS. Under that 
condition the circuit has no carrier 
output. When the modulation input 
goes positive. the OTA's gain in- 
creases and its output signal exceeds 
that caused by the carrier input to RS, 
so an inverted output signal is gener- 
ated. Conversely; when the modula- 
tion input goes negative. the OTA's 
gain decreases and the carrier input to 
RS exceeds the output of the OTA: 
therefore, a non -inverted output sig- 
nal is generated. 

Offset biasing 
The circuits in Figs. 5-7 are shown 

with the OTA's input biased by fixed - 
value 470 -ohm resistors wired be- 
tween the two input terminals and 
ground. In practice, that simple ar- 
rangement may cause the circuit's DC 
level at the output to shift slightly 
when the gain -control input (IBins) is 
varied between its minimum and 
maximum value. If desired. that level - 
shifting effect can he eliminated by 
adding a presettahle offset -adjust 
control, as shown in Fig. 8. Potenti- 
ometer R4 enables the relative values 
of the biasing resistors. R2 and R3, to 
he varied over a limited range. To 
adjust the offset bias, reduce IUTAS to 
zero. note the I)C level of the output 
signal. and then increase IBIAS to 
maximum and adjust R4 for the same 
DC -output level. 

AGC amplifier 
Figure 9 shows how to make an 

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) am- 
plifier in which a 100:1 change in the 
input -signal amplitude causes only a 

5:1 change in the output amplitude. In 
that circuit. is fixed by R4. and 
the output signal is available directly 
across R5. The output buffer is fed 
from the output of the OTA and is 
used as a signal rectifier. The rectified 
output of the buffer is smoothed via 
R6 and C2, and used to apply the Ire 
current to the linearizing diodes of the 
OTA. However, no significant Ire cur - 

rent is generated until the OTA's out- 
put goes high enough to turn on the 
Darlington buffer and the linearizing 
diodes. An increase in II) reduces the 
OTA's gain. and negative feedback 
holds the output at a steady level. 

Cl - 

.47µF 

o 1E -4w. 
VIN R4 

27K 

+ 9V 

R2 

47011 

R3 

470!1 

I1,1J, 

Tt-e basic gain of the ampiitier in 

Fig. 9, with no I current. is 40. 
Therefore. with an input signal of 30 
mV p -p. the OTA's output of 1.2 volts 

p -p is not enough to generate an III 
current, so the OTA operates at full 

R t I 1 
tOK I 33Ki 

r-4,15,-- -,111,-- 12 r---r,tO;K LM13600 

i 
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1 14' 

GAIN 22K 
CONTROL 0--4m, R6 

INPUT 
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FIG. 5-A VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED amplifier (VCA) is one application for the LM13600. 
The LM13600 is also well suited for use as a stereo amplifier because it contains two 
matched amplifiers. 
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gain. With an input of 300 mV, how- 
ever, the OTA's output is enough to 

generate a significant III current. and 

the circuit's negative feedback auto- 
matically. reduces the output level to 

3.6 volts p -p, giving an overall gain of 
I I.7. With an input of 3 volts, the gain 

GAIN 
CONTROLO 
VOLTAGE 

131 

falls to 2 (an output of 6 volts p -pt. 
The circuit thus has a 20:1 signal com- 
pression over that range. 

Voltage -controlled resistors 
One unusual application of the 

LM13600 is as a 1'oltage-Controlled 
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FIG. 8-A METHOD OF APPLYING offset biasing to the LM13600. 
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FIG. 9 -AN AGC AMPLIFIER adjusts its own gain according to the magnitude of the input 
signal. 
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FIG. 10-A VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED RESISTOR can be used as an electronically -con- 
trolled resistor. 

Resistor (VCR), using the circuit 
shown in Fig. 10. The basic theory is 

as Ibllows: An AC signal applied to 
the Rx terminals feeds into the invert- 
ing terminal of the OTA via CI, the 
output -huffier transistors, and the R5/ 
RA attenuator. The OTA will then 
generate an output current that is pro- 
portional to VIN and IBWAS. There- 
fore, because R = V/I, the Rx 
terminal functions as an AC resistor 
whose value is determined by InIAs. 

The effective resistance between 
the Rx termirials of the circuit in Fig. 
10 equals (R5 + RA)/(gm x R,). 
where gm (transconductance) is ap- 
proximately 20 x MIAs. That for- 
mula can he approximated as Rx = 
R5/(I1t1,xs x 20RA).Using the com- 
ponent values shown, Rx equals ap- 
proximately IO megohnls when it has 

an I1t1As current of I µA. and 10 kilo - 
funs when it has an MIAs current of I 

n1A. 

Voltage -controlled filters 
A voltage -controlled low-pass filter 

can he implemented by using one half 
of an LM 1360() in the configuration 
shown in Fig. II. In that circuit, the 
values of R5. C2. and Ilslns control 
the cut-off frequency (f(')) of the filter. 
The input signal is applied to the non - 
inverting terminal of the OTA via 
voltage -divider network RI/R2. The 
OTA's output signal is "fill lowed" by 
the buffer stage and fed hack to the 
inverting terminal via an identical 
voltage -divider network, R5/RA. The 
basic OTA operates as a non -inverting 
amplifier with a gain of R5/RA, but 
because the input signal to the OTA is 

applied via a voltage divider with a 

value equal to R5/R.\, the overall cir- 
cuit operates as a unity -gain voltage 
follower. 

At low frequencies. C2 has a very. 

high impedance and is able to he fully 
charged by the OTA's output current, 
so the circuit operates as a voltage 
follower as was previously described. 
As the frequency increases, C2's im- 
pedance decreases and is no longer 
able to he fully charged by the OTA's 
output current, so the output signal 
starts to attenuate at a rate of 6 -dB - 
per -octave. The cut-off point of the 
circuit, defined as the point where the 
output falls by 3 dB, occurs when 
X(./201111As equals R5/RA, as shown 
by the lirnlula in the diagram (gm is 

approximately equal to 20 x In1As). 
With the component values that are 
shown in Fig. II. the filters cut-off 
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FIG. 11-A VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED LOW-PASS filter covering 45 Hz to 45 kHz. 
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FIG. 12-A VOLTAGE -CONTROLLED HIGH-PASS filter covering 6 Hz to 6 kHz. 
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FIG. 13-A COMBINATION TRIANGLE -SQUARE -WAVE VCO covering 200 Hz to 200 kHz. 

point occurs at about 45 Hz with an 

I11rAs of I µA. and at 45 kHz with an 

InrAs of I n1A. 
A similar principle can he used to 

make a voltage -controlled high-pass 
filter. As shown in Fig. 12. that circuit 
has cut-off frequencies of h Hz when 
it has an I141A5 current of I p_A. and h 
kHz when it has an I1s1 As current of I 

niA. 

Vollage-controlled oscillators 
'1-0 conclude this look at the 

LMI3600 operational t-ansconduc- 
tance amplifier, Fig. 13 shows how to 
use the IC as a Voltage -Controlled 
Oscillator I VC()). The circuit uses 
hot- halves of the LM I3600. and si- 
multaneously generates both triangle 
and square waves. 

To understand the operating theory 
of the circuit, assume initially that 
capacitor CI is negatively charged 
and that the square -wave output signal 
has just switched high. Under that 
condition a positive voltage is de- 
veloped across R, which is fed to the 
non -inverting terminals of the two 
amplifiers. That voltage causes amp I 

to generate a positive output current. 
equal to bias current lc. that flows 
into CI and generates a positive -going 
linear ramp voltage. 

The ramp voltage is then fed to the 
inverting terminal of amp 2 via the 
Darlington buffer stage. until it even- 
tually equals the voltage on the non - 
inverting terminal, at which point the 
output of amp 2 starts to swing in a 

ne"ati e direction. That initiates a re- 
generative sw itching action. and at 
that moment, the signal at the square - 
wave output terminal abruptly goes 
negative. 

In that new state, a negative voltage 
is generated across resistor RA. caus- 
ing amp I to generate a negative out- 
put current equal to le. causing 
capacitor CI to discharge until its 
voltage equals that of RA. at which 
point the square -wave output switches 
high again. 

The process repeats over and over 
again, making available a triangle 
way_fornl at R2 and a square wave at 
R4. 1 he frequency of those wave- 
forms is variable via the voltage -con- 
trol input: that input is ghat controls 
the value of l(. With the component 
values shown, the circuit then gener- 
ates a frequency' of about 2(R) Hz 
when the 1(. bias current is I µA. and 
20(1 kHz when the bias current is I 

mA. R -E 
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THE COMPONENT SIDE of the LC meter shown here is full sized and right -reading. 
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THE SOLDER SIDE of the LC meter is shown here full sized and right -reading. 
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H ARDWARE 

H ACKER 
Making PC -board layouts, and more! 

OUR FREE HARDWARE -HACKER HELP LINE 

sure has been busy lately. As many 
as fifty of you a day have called in 
with well -thought-out, interest- 
ing, and very challenging prob- 
lems. But, on the other hand, I've 
been getting far too many calls 
from those of you who simply did 
not read the story or else paid no 
attention whatsoever to all of our 
very carefully researched Names 
and Numbers sidebars. 

So, please, to make it fair for 
everyone else: (1) Read the entire 
column twice and the Names and 
Numbers box three times before 
you call. (2) Pre -list your ques- 
tions. (3) Have a pencil and paper 
on hand. And, finally, (4) please 
call only between 8 am and 5 pm 
week days Mountain Standard 
time. 

If you have trouble keeping 
track of time zones, just re- 
member that all California clocks 
are laid back. By the way, Arizona 
does stay on Mountain Standard 
Time all year round. We have so 
much daylight that none of it is 

worth saving. 
Needless to say, if you find my 

answers of value, I wouldn't mind 
too terribly much if you bought 
something from Synergetics, or 
sent me some interesting reprints, 
some nuts and berries, or what- 
ever. Or helped me out with my 
hobby of collecting federal reserve 
notes. 

Uh, whoops. Several of you auto 
mechanics on our helpline have 
chided me for using the wrong ac- 
ronym in naming that thirty -cent 
three-way surplus pneumatic valve 
we looked at back in the April is- 
sue. The correct name for those 

are TCS or SCS valves, as in 
Transmission Controlled Spark or 
Speed Controlled Spark. 

They were apparently used at 
one time as pollution controls that 
delayed the vacuum advance in 
lower gears or at lower speeds. 

Some additional stock numbers 
on those are the JerryCo 1296, Ed- 
mund Scientific P42533 or P36716, 
or C & H Sales SV7904. 

There's lots of interesting things 
going on this month in the trade 
journals and in some other tech 
publications. Check back to the 
January 21, 1988 issue of EDN for a 

great review of new stepper -motor 
drivers and circuits. 

Two major new publications on 
superconductivity now include 
the Cambridge Report on Super- 
conductivity and the Journal of 
Low Temperature Physics. Since 
those are both insanely expensive, 
you will want to visit a major tech- 
nical library to view them. 

Steve Ciarcia has started up a 

brand new hacker magazine called 
Circuit Cellar Ink that looks like a 

real winner. Steve had a classic sto- 
ry back in our September 1980 Ra- 

dio -Electronics on the BSR home 
power controllers that I still refer 
many helpline callers to. 

Powerconversion has renamed 

NEED HELP? 

Phone or write your Hardware 
Hacker questions directly to: 

Don Lancaster 
Synergetics 
Box 809 
Thatcher, AZ 85552 
(602) 428-4073 

Absolute navigation ideas 

Telephone line recording 

Ring equivalency numbers 

Data access arrangements 

New printed circuit layouts 

DON LANCASTER 

itself PCIM. That free trade journal 
is a great place to go for info on 
"big mutha" power semiconduc- 
tors as are found in welders, elec- 
tric vehicles, in high -voltage de- 
flection circuits, and larger 
robotics. 

A competing magazine to PCIM 
is called Motion and emphasizes 
such things as steppers and servo 
drives. As is typical with trade jour- 
nals, you qualify by making a pro- 
fessional request on a business 
letterhead. Your own letterheads, 
of course, are utterly trivial with 
today's PostScript laser printers. 

Our biggie this month is a brand 
new way of doing hacker printed 
circuits that minimizes or outright 
eliminates any need for camera 
work, yet will quickly and cheaply 
produce first -quality results. But 
first, let's dream just a little.... 

Absolute navigation 
It's fun to try and predict when 

and where the next big hacker 
breakthrough opportunity might 
come from. The one I am waiting 
for is a dramatic price reduction in 
a simple, accurate, and extremely 
low-cost system used for absolute 
navigation. 

Figure 1 shows you one big pos- 
sibility-a $9.95 and three inch 
NaviCube that will always know 
where it is, how far it has moved in 
just what direction since last reset, 
which way true north is, and which 
way is up. 

I am one of those spelunkers 
that often will spend a lot more 
time underground than above. 
Cave mapping is a weary, exas- 
perating, tedious, and time-con- 
suming task that is prone to all 



FIG. 1-THE $9.95 NAVICUBE ALWAYS KNOWS up, north, and its own absolute position 
since it was last reset. Its only tiny problem is that it doesn't quite exist yet-or does it? 

sorts of errors. It sure would be 
nice to throw one of those 
NaviCubes into my speleo pack, 
waltz on through the cave, and re- 
turn with a ready -to -use map. 

It would be even nicer if you put 
the NaviCube inside a rubber ball. 

NEW FROM 
DON LANCASTER 

HANDS-ON BOOKS 
Ask the Guru Reprints 
CMOS Cookbook 
TTL Cookbook 
Active Filter Cookbook 
Micro Cookbook vol I or II 

Enhancing your Apple vol I 

Enhancing your Apple vol II 

Applewriter Cookbook 
Apple Assembly Cookbook 21.50 

Incredible Secret Money Machine 9.50 

Postscript Ref. Man. (Adobe) 22.50 

Postscript Cookbook (Adobe) 16.50 

24.50 

15.50 

15.50 

15.50 

16.50 

15.50 

15.50 

19.50 

UNLOCKED SOFTWARE 

Absolute Reset Ile & Ilc 19.50 

Applewriter/Laserwriter Utilities 49.50 

Postscript Show & Tell (Ile/Mac/PC) 39.50 

Postscript Technical Illustrations 39.50 

Intro to Postscript VHS Video . 39.50 

Postscript BBS stuff 19.50 

Apple Ram Card Disassembly Script 24.50 

Enhance vol I Companion Disk 19.50 

Enhance vol II Companion Disk 19.50 

Assembly CB Companion Disk 19.50 

Applewriter CB ProDOS C. Disk 24.50 

FREE VOICE HELPLINE VISA/MC 

SYNERGETICS 
Box 809 -RE 

Thatcher, AZ 85552 
(602) 428-4073 
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At each cave station, you simply 
would bounce it off the ceiling, 
floor, and walls to instantly map 
the passage size as well as its cur- 
rent position. 

The traditional approach to the 
NaviCube is to use one or more 
gyroscopes. Basically, you take a 

freely supported large mass and 
spin it as fast as you can, while 
recording any deviations from its 
initial path. It usually takes three of 
those, one each for the X, Y, and Z 
directions. 

You can still get surplus World 
War II gyros from such outfits as C 
& H Sales, Fair Radio Sales, and 
JerryCo. But those are bulky 
power hogs that are hard to use. 

Today, we do have optical solid- 
state gyroscopes that consist of 
nothing but a roll of fiber optics, a 

pair of diodes, and a directional 
coupler. Coherent laser -light is 
squirted in both directions around 
the fiber coil, and then the phase 
difference caused by the Doppler 
effect is measured to tell you how 
much the coil has rotated. 

Unfortunately, solid-state gyros 
are being built today by the wrong 
people for the wrong reasons, so 
they remain outrageously priced. 
But I feel it will only be a matter of a 

very few months before some 
Hong Kong toy company builds a 

$9.95 solid-state laser gyroscope 
or its equivalent. And all of us 
hackers should be more than will- 
ing to glomp onto that jewel. 

A third possibility would be to 
use some sort of satellite -based ra- 
dio direction finding inside the 
NaviCube. While that is certainly 
possible, I feel that the resolution 
of that approach is unlikely to ever 
get much better than a few feet, 
and that there would be some very 
serious antenna and reception 
problems that would limit both the 
minimum size and the coverage. 

Not to mention that it would not 
work very well underground. 

There's a fourth approach to the 
NaviCube, and it is something that 
all you hackers can experiment 
with right here and right now. The 
price of new high -quality acceler- 
ometers has just dramatically 
dropped to the $10 range, led by 
such outfits as SenSym and the IC 
Sensors people. 

What you do is to take the out- 
put from a silicon solid-state accel- 
erometer and AID convert it into a 

series of pulses. You sum the 
pulses into an up -down counter to 
get the current velocity. Then, at 
precise time intervals you sum up 
the current velocity to get the cur- 
rent NaviCube position. 

Talking some math, the rate of 
change of position is velocity and 
the rate of change of velocity is 
acceleration. Conversely, the first 
integral summation of accelera- 
tion is velocity, and the second in- 
tegral summation of acceleration 
is the position. Details appear in 
almost any college -level physics 
book. 

Newton's law and all that. 
For this month's contest, let us 

assume that the $9.95 three -axis 
NaviCube is a reality and that its 
stability and long-term accuracy is 
"good enough". Tell me what you 
would do with it. There will be all 
the usual books and tinaja quests 
as prizes. Also as usual, send your 
entries to me per the box and not 
to the Radio -Electronics offices. 

Oh yes, if you are the sort of 
person that does thoroughly enjoy 
having ice water drip down your 
back while trying to eat a soggy 
and spent carbide -flavored sand- 
wich by the light of a fading green- 
ish cyalume, then give the 
National Speleological Society a 

call. They will in turn put you in 
touch with a local grotto or two in 
your immediate area. 

Are we having fun yet? 
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C & H Sales 
2716 East Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91107 (800) 

325-9465 

Cermetek Microelectronics 
1308 Borregas Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94088 
(408) 752-5000 

Circuit Cellar Ink 
4 Park Street 
Suite 12 
Vernon, CT 06066 
(203) 875-2751 

Circuit Specialists 
P.O. Box 3047 
Scottsdale, AZ 85257 
(800) 528-1417 

Dallas Semiconductor 
4350 S. Beltwood Pkwy. 
Dallas, TX 75244 
(214) 450-0400 

EDN 
221 Columbus Avenue 
Boston, MA 02216 
(617) 536-4600 

Fair Radio Sales 
1016 E. Eureka Street 
Lima, OH 45802 
(419) 227-6573 

Data -access arrangements 
A data -access arrangement is 

any scheme to get modem tones 
or other audio or control signals 
onto or off of the phone line. The 
laws on how you do that will vary 
from country to country, but in the 
US you are supposed to exactly 
follow FCC Regulations part 68. 

The transormer is 1:1 
600 Ohms, with a 1500 
volt breakdown rating. 

NAMES AND NUMBERS 

Federal Communications 
Commission 

Washington, DC 20554 
(202) 632-7553 

IC Sensors 
1701 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
(408) 432-1800 

JerryCo 
- 601 Linden Place 

Evanston, IL 60202 
(312) 475-8440 

Micro Switch 
11 West Spring Street 
Freeport, IL 61032 
(815) 235-6600 

Mitsubishi 
1050 E. Argues Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
(408) 730-5900 

Motion 
2030 Hillman Circle 
Orange, CA 92667 
(714) 974-0200 

Nat. Speleological Society 
Cave Avenue 
Huntsville, AL 35810 
(205) 852-1300 

Simply meeting the regJlations 
is not near enough. Besides that, 
your circuit or product has to be 
type approved before it can be 
sold. Getting the FCC type ap- 
proval usually turns out to be a 

costly and very drawn-out bu- 
reaucratic nightmare. 

Figure 2 shows you the essen- 

The zener diodes are 
3.9 volt devices, such 

as a type 1 N5228. 

2200 pf _ 

user' 

FIG. 2-A DATA -ACCESS ARRANGEMENT such as this one must provide surge supres- 
sion,"signal limiting, and safety isolation, as well as being FCC part 68 type -approved. 

Newark Electronics 
228 East Lake Street 
Chicago, IL 60640 
(312) 941-7200 

PCIM 
2472 Eastman Avenue 
Ventura, CA 93003 
(805) 658-0933 

Prem Magnetics 
3521 N. Chapel Hill Road 
McHenry, IL 60050 
(815) 385-2700 

SenSym 
1255 Reamwood Avenue 
Sunnyvale, CA 94089 
(408) 744-1500 

Stancor 
131 Godfrey Street 
Logansport, IN 46947 
(219) 722-2244 

Synergetics 
Box 809 
Thatcher, AZ 85552 
(602) 428-4073 

tials of a typical data access ar- 
rangement. You start with an 800 - 
volt, or so, varistor or a telephone - 
grade transient suppressor on the 
phone -line side. A pair of 10 -ohm 
resistors is then used to drive an 
audio -coupling transformer. That 
transformer usually has 600 -ohm 
input and output impedances, and 
must have a breakdown voltage of 
at least 1500 volts. 

A de-glitching capacitor will be 
required over on the transformer 
secondary, as are a pair of series - 
connected Zener diodes that will 
prevent you from ever applying 
more than plus or minus four volts 
of peak -to -peak signal onto the 
telephone line. 

Ready -to -use and already type - 
approved data -access arrange- 
ments are available from such out- 
fits as Cermetek and Dallas Semi- 
conductor. The prices are 
ridiculous. 

The leading US manufacturer of 
the special transformer needed is 
Prem Magnetics. As an alternate, 



Newark Electronics lists a Stancor 
TTPC-7 equivalent that sells for 
$5.63 in modest quantities. 

Another variation is the audio - 
access arrangement shown in Fig. 
3. That circuit might let you auto- 
matically record any phone mes- 
sages. There are two primary areas 
to the circuit. 

The first area consists of a sen- 
sitive reed relay that pulls in only 
when the phone is on hook. When 
you pick up the telephone hand- 
set, the DC loop -current goes 
through the reed relay and thus 
activates it. Since the reed switch 
itself is normally open, the switch 
turns on the recorder whenever 

phone line plug 

'_4_4_' 

7052 reed relay 

telephone jack 

4.752 

the telephone's handset is picked 
up off the hook. 

The second area of the circuit is 

a suitable audio transformer that 
couples the phone -line audio into 
the recorder. Note that that is a 

one-way circuit-you can record 
the phone messages, but you can't 
play the recorder back into the 
telephone line. 

Because of the drop across the 
relay coil, the circuit only works 
with a single telephone. Fancier 
circuits are needed when exten- 
sion phones are present. 

The Radio Shack model 4.3-228 
phone -recording control uses 3 

circuit similar to that one. 

--o 
-01 bypass 

0 

recorder 
audio input 

recorder 
motor input 

FIG. 3-AN AUDIO -ACCESS ARRANGEMENT can record both sides of a telephone con- 
versation, but is only legal for use under certain circumstances. 

0,471F,,400 volts 

o 

phone line 
input 

1Ñ914 

+5 V 

zener diodes are 27 volt 
devices, such as a 1N5254 

10µF 

74HC14 

4N25 optocoupler 

ring signal 
output 

Fl674-A TELEPHONE RING DETECTOR. The optocoupler provides safety isolation, 
while the integrating capacitor converts the individual rings into a continuous signal. 

Ringer -equivalency numbers 
There sure seems to be a lot of 

confusion on what is really a very 
simple concept. Most of the urban 
telephone systems let you put five 
of the older telephones on them 
using five electromechanical bell 
ringers. The smaller of the rural 
companies may limit you to three 
bell ringers. 

Each and every piece of new 
equipment that is placed on your 
phone line must have a label on it 

that tells you just what the Ringer - 
Equivalency Number, or REN is A 
plain electromechanical bell has a 

REN of 1.0. 
When you add up all of the REN 

values for everything that you have 
hung on your line, the total must 
be less than five for an urban 
phone and less than three for a 

longer rural phone line. 
In theory, your phone company 

can adjust your line for higher 
ringer loads, but my local phone 
company refuses to do so. 

Phone ringing is done by plac- 
ing a high -voltage and low -fre- 
quency sinewave on the line, 
typically in the range of 40 to 150 
volts with a frequency of 15 to 68 
hertz. 

In previous columns, we have 
seen several special integrated cir- 
cuits used for ring detection and 
for speaker or piezo-transducer 
driving. Figure 4 shows you a sim- 
pler and much more flexible ap- 
proach that uses an ordinary 
optocoupler instead. 

New printed -circuit layouts 
I have been putting together a 

brand new way of doing hacker 
and student printed -circuit layouts 
that seems to have a bunch of ad- 
vantages. It will instantly, and with- 
out using any photography, pro- 
duce for you 1X, 2X, or 4X layouts, 
frontwards or backwards, positive 
or negative, of any size from one 
square inch to one acre. 

And it is cheap. 
The system uses your favorite 

word processor with your chosen 
computer and can directly drive a 

LaserWriter or some other 
PostScript -language printer. 

A layout is shown in Fig. 5; we 
have overlaid the design grid, the 
foil side in black and the compo- 
nent side in gray. Up to a dozen 
layers can be supported at once. 
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FIG. 5-THE POSTSCRIPT LANGUAGE EASILY lets you do your own custom printed - 
circuit layout using nothing but your favorite word processor. Here we have combined 
and shown you a foil side in black, a component side in gray, and a background layout 
grid. 

Since everything is done in 
"raw" PostScript text, you can very 
easily rearrange the scenery to suit 
yourself in any way you like. I usu- 
ally start with a fine gray grid, and 
then overlay the foil and compo- 
nent sides as needed, using some 
of my opaque grid -based "icons" 
that handle the traces and pads. 

The process now has a 3 -mil res- 
olution and supports details of 10 
mils or wider. You might directly 
print 1:1 onto mylar overhead 
transparency material, thus gener- 
ating your negative or positive as 
needed for your final board. 

For more serious applications, 
you can work two-times or four - 
times final size with the corre- 
sponding increase in resolution or 
precision. Should the final image 
he larger than one page, it can be 
automatically printed on as many 

pages as is needed. Those pages 
can then he taped together. 

You can instead run your final 
results on a PostScript -language - 
speaking phototypesetter when 
extreme accuracy is needed. 

Let me know if you want any 
more details or some working 
code examples using that new 
printed -circuit layout process. 

One very intriguing additional 
possibility is to do a 1:1 layout onto 
a suitable transfer material and 
then ironing the transferred toner 
directly onto your bare PC board, 
followed by an immediate etch. 
Unfortunately, that process is not 
quite reliable just yet. 

New tech info 
Newark Electronics has just re- 

leased their fat new 1042 -page 
continued on page 100 

Be an FCC 
LICENSED 
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN! 

9 

Earn up to 4, 
S30 an hour 
and more! 

Learn at home in spare time. 
No previous experience needed.l 

if 

No costly school. No commuting to class. 
The Original Home -Study course pre- 
pares you for the "FCC Commercial Radio- 
telephone License". This valuable license 
is your "ticket" to thousands of exciting 
jobs in Communications. Radio -TV, Micro- 
wave. Computers. Radar. Monies and 
more! You don't need a college degree to 
qualify. but you do need an FCC License. 
No Need to Quit Your Job or Go To School 

This proven course is easy. fast and low 
cost! GUARANTEED PASS - You get your 
FCC License or money refunded. Send for 
FREE facts now. MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

commanD PRODUCTIOns 
FCC LICENSE TRAINING, Dept 90 
P.O. Box 2223, San Francisco, CA 94126 
Please rush FREE details immediately! 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP J 

CONVERTERS (Sr 

CABLE DECODERS 
INFORMATION 

402-554-0417 
Orders & Free Catalog 
1-800-624-1150 
ALL PRODUCTS GUARANTEED 
New Stargate 2000 $99.00 
SB-3/2 $89.00 
Tri-Bi Mode $99.00 
Hamlin MLD-1200 $100.00 
Oak N-12 W/V.S $99.00 
Panasonic $99.00 
Oak -M -35-B W/V.S $100.00 
Zenith SSAVI $185.00 
Eagle PD -3 $110.00 
Scientific Atlanta $120.00 
Pioneer W/ Parental $105.00 
Tocom Call 
Oak N-12 WI Auto $140.00 
Evaluator Tap Detector.. $495.00 
ViewStar Volume+ $129.95 
Jerrold Starcom CSV $139.95 
M.D. ELECTRONICS 
5078 SO. 108th 
SUITE 115MD 
OMAHA, NE. 68137 
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AUDIO 
UPDATE 
Two common record-player problems 

YOU MAY I LAVE NOTICED TI IAT DESPITE 

the success of the compact disc, 
old-fashioned black LP records- 
and the equipment used to play 
them-continue to sell. And some 
of the people who buy them con- 
tinue to experience a variety of 
minor and major difficulties. In 
this column I'm going to discuss 
two common and, judging from 
my mail, very puzzling problems. 

Howling hi-fi 
One common complaint usually 

goes this way: Ever since I up- 
graded my speakers, rearranged 
my furniture and relocated my 
speakers, and installed a new turn- 
table, my amplifier makes a howl- 
ing noise when I turn up the 
volume or bass control. And to 
make matters worse, even when 
the system is not howling, I some- 
times hear a sort of"ringing" in the 
music. What causes my amplifier 
problem and how do I cure it? 

The symptoms described above 
are caused by one of the most 
common (and most misdiag- 
nosed) problems in hi-fi. Although 
reproduced by the amplifier, the 
howling and ringing are certainly 
not caused by the amplifier. Those 
symptoms are the result of 
acoustic feedback from the loud- 
speakers to the record player, as 

illustrated in Fig. 1. What happens 
is the acoustic energy (sound 
waves) from the speakers reach 
the record player with sufficient 
intensity to set up vibrations be- 
tween the disc and the tone arm. 
Those vibrations are interpreted 
by the phono stylus as a groove 
signal, sent through the amplifier 
to the speakers, then fed back to 

FIG. 1 

the turntable, and the feedback 
goes around again, and again, and 
again. The effect is identical to 
what occurs when a microphone 
picks up the sound of the speakers 
in a sound -reinforcement system. 

The cure for amplifier howling 
and ringing ís to "open" the 
positive -feedback loop. Keep in 
mind that some models of turnta- 
bles, aside from their other virtues 
or deficits, are more sensitive than 
others to air -borne or structure - 
borne vibrations. In such cases, 
accessory isolating feet or plat- 
forms available from many hi-fi 
dealers can make a difference; 
even a rubber typewriter mat 
might do the job. Installing the 
turntable on a solid structure-not 
bookshelves-and as far away 
from the speakers as possible can 
also be of help. Turntables should 

LARRY KLEIN, 
AUDIO EDITOR 

never be operated with their 
hinged dust covers raised; dust 
covers can act as diaphragms to 
catch acoustic energy, which then 
gets passed to the phono stylus. 

Groove skipping 
Then there's the fellow who 

complains that his new-and ex- 
pensive-phono cartridge causes 
his tone arm to skip grooves. His 
sad story is as follows: I have a 

large record collection of 1960's 
rock and roll. Most of the discs are 
in good shape except for some 
warpage here and there. I bought 
a new cartridge hoping to mini- 
mize groove wear, but now some 
of my records tend to jump 
grooves. I switched back to my old 
cartridge and the records play 
fine. Is my brand-new cartridge 
defective? 
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No, your new cartridge proba- 
bly isn't detective, but its physical 
properties are the non -obvious 
cause of the groove jumping. To 
understand what's happening we 
need to know something about 
resonance, where it comes from, 
and how it works. A resonance can 
be thought of as a specific tre- 
quency at which a mechanical sys- 
tem-or the parts of it-prefer to 
move. Every mechanical system 
has resonances, the frequencies of 
which are determined by the 
masses and compliances; a "com- 
pliance" is a flexibility. Most musi- 
cal instruments are tuned to 
resonate at specific musical fre- 
quencies by adjusting the tension 
(compliance), the size, or the 
length of their strings or di- 
aphragms. Wind instruments use 
air -column resonances, but that's 
another story altogether. 

Every phono-cartridge/tone-arm 
combination has several reso- 
nances whose frequencies are de- 
termined by the areas of flexibility 
and mass in the system. A major 
low -frequency resonance-some- 
where between 4 and 20 Hz-re- 
sults from the interaction of the 
stylus compliance with the effec- 
tive tone -arm mass, which in- 
cludes the mass of the cartridge 
body. The higher the compliance 
of a cartridge's stylus assembly, the 
lower the resonant frequency with 
a given tone arm; the higher the 
tone -arm mass, the lower the reso- 
nance with a given cartridge. A 
low -compliance cartridge in a low - 
mass tone arm will result in an ex- 
cessively high resonant trequen- 
cy; a high -compliance cartridge in 
a high -mass arm will result in an 
excessively low resonance. A high - 
compliance cartridge in a low - 
mass arm works out just tine. 

A response peak in the I5 -Hz to 
20 -Hz area may not be audible as 
such, but it tends to waste ampli- 
fier power and it is likely to in- 
crease a record player's sensitivity 
to rumble, acoustic feedback, and 
external vibration. It may also 
cause visible woofer -cone flutter 
in vented speaker systems. On the 
other hand, an excessively low res- 
onant frequency, 6 Hz or so, can 
increase a player's sensitivity to ex- 
ternal shock, such as foot falls and 
record warps. 

When a tone arm vibrates at res - 

A SHUq 
t 

onance, the stylus tracking torte 
tluctuates rapidly between too 
high and too low. In fact, the track- 
ing force can hit zero-at which 
point groove jumping occurs. And 
even if the stylus never totally 
leaves the groove, the loss of stylus 
tracking force during resonance 
can cause severe distortion of 
other frequencies on the record. 

Warp Data 
More than 12 years ago, Shure 

Brothers undertook an in-depth 
research project on the effect of 
warps on the record -playing pro- 
cess, and much of the following 
data is derived from their report. 
Record warps come in various 
shapes and sizes. Some warps are 
an unsolicited gift from the press- 
ing plant, while others result from 
had storage conditions. Warps can 
be rated by amplitude/velocity and 
frequency; the frequency being 
determined by how rapidly the 
turntable moves the warp beneath 
the playing stylus. 

To prevent the tone-arm/car- 
tridge resonance from being trig- 
gered by warps, most of which 
occur in the range below 6 Hz, it's 
good engineering practice to de- 
sign for -an arm/cartridge reso- 
nance well above that frequency. 
And since the recorded audio fre- 
quencies start around 20 Hz, it's 
also a good idea to place the reso- 
nance well below that frequency. 
Engineers aim for 14-14 Hz or so as 

a good compromise frequency. 
Whatever the resonant frequency, 
mechanical damping added to the 
arm or cartridge, as Shure does in 
Fig. 2, can reduce the effects of 
tone-arm/cartridge resonance. 

continued on page 100 
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DRAWING 
BOARD 
Clock, I/O, and BIOS 

WF'VI Al RIADY I INISI IFI) A 101 OF THI 

design work that had to be done to 
turn our memory circuit from a 

neat idea to a practical reality. 
There are still a few things left, 

BUSAK O 

however, before we can start filling 
the memory with data. We're still 
missing a system clock, an I/O 
control system, and let's not forget 
a BIOS of some sort to make the 

. 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT, 

CIRCUITS EDITOR 

whole thing work. Don't forget 
that our memory system will only 
do the job as long as the Z80 keeps 
executing instructions. It the Z80 
stops, all of our refreshing goes 
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out the window and, unfor- 
tunately, takes our data with it. 

There are all sorts of clocks than 
can be used for our system but 
there's nothing like a crystal for 
stability, reliability, and total free- 
dom from brain damage. Although 
there's no problem designing a 

crystal oscillator, there's some- 
times a problem getting parts. We 
need a crystal frequency that 
meets two criteria: It has to be di- 
vidable down to 2.5 MHz, and it 
also has to be easy to find. After 
seconds of intense thought, I've 
settled on 10 MHz. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 1 is a 

good, hassle -free, crystal os- 
cillator. It's sure -starting, easy to 
fine tune, and, best of all, it's really 
tolerant to variations in compo- 
nent values. Even though you can 
get away without them, it's a good 
idea to use mylar capacitors. Ce- 
ramic discs have terrible toler- 
ances and even though the circuit 
will put up with a lot of variation, 
remember Grossblatt's Third Law: 
HE WHO ASKS FOR TROU- 
BLE.... GETS IT 
and that, as we all know, is the 
absolute truth. 
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You can use any kind of TTL in- 
verters you want, but stick with the 
4049 -type if you're going to use 
4000 -series CMOS. The basic os- 
cillator is comprised of R7, C4, C5, 
and XTAL1, and it oscillates at ap- 
proximately the frequency that is 

marked on the crystal. If you find 
your circuit is off the mark, the 
trimmer (C6) will give you a few 
kHz of adjustment either way. If 
the frequency is way off, the crystal 
you're using is probably no good, 
so you should try another one. 

I'm using a 74161 TTL IC to divide 
the 10 MHz down to 4 MHz but, as 
with the oscillator itself, there are 

many parts you can use that will do 
the same job. The only proviso 
here is because of the frequency. 
It's asking just too much of stan- 
dard 400(1 -series CMOS to handle 
10 MHz with a Vcc of 5 volts. If you 
insist on using CMOS parts (and 
it's always a good idea to use them 
if you can), get your hands on 
some of the newer HCT parts such 
as a 74HCT161. They're CMOS 
parts that have the same drive and 
frequency capabilities as LSTTL 
parts. 

The 74161 is a versatile base -16 

counter but we're just using it to 
divide the input signal by four. Of 
course we'll get a nice freebie in 
the form of wave shaping. The out- 
put will be a nice square wave that 
swings pretty close to the supply 
rails. 

The next step in putting our cir- 
cuit together is to take a look at the 
Z80 itself. We've spent most of our 
time designing all the subsystems, 
but the CPU is what ties everything 
together. Figure 2 will give you an 
overview of the entire memory cir- 
cuit. If yoJ have the block diagram 
we drew a few months ago (Radio 
Electronics, July 1987), get it out be- 
cause it will make things a bit easi- 
er to understand. 

We'll put our BIOS in a 2716 
EPROM since 2K is more than 
enough room for the code that we 
need to control the system. As you 
can see, the EPROM (IC17) sits on 
the address and data lines and 
both its enable pins are tied to- 
gether. That is done because the 
EPROM's current requirements 
drop considerably when it's com- 
pletely deselected. Now I know 
that we need the EPROM on line 
most of the time because we can 
only maintain data in the system if 
the Z80 keeps on executing in- 
structions. But, as we've seen, the 
EPROM only has to be on line dur- 
ing the instruction -fetch cycles 
and we can deselect it when it's not 
needed. 

If you draw a memory map of 
our system, the EPROM would live 
at the bottom 2K and the rest of the 
address space (62K) would be for 
our data storage. What we need 
now is some method of automat- 
ically letting the RAM and EPROM 
know which of the two is being 
accessed by the CPU. Once again, 
there are lots of ways to do that but 
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the one that's the most under- 
standable is to simply decode the 
address bus. Whenever there's a 

high on any address line from All 
to A15, we're talking to RAM. We 
select either the RAM or the 
EPROM using OR gates, as shown 
in Fig. 2. 

The 74HCT32, (or any quad OR 

gate), watches the upper 5 address 
lines and controls the enable pins 
of the EPROM. The only way the 
output of the final OR gate can be 
high is if there's a high on any of 
the address lines it's watching. If 
there is, it will turn off the EPROM. 
That kind of automatic selection is 
handy because it's one less thing 
to worry about when you work out 
a BIOS for the system. 

All that's left to do in the way of 
hardware is work out a way for ex- 
ternal circuitry to get data in and 
out of the system. On the face of it, 
that would appear to he a tremen- 
dous design problem involving I/ 
O requests, latches, and lots of tri- 
state buffers. Fortunately for us, 
there's another way out. The de- 
signers of the Z80 have given us 
BUSRQ and BUSAK lines to allow DMA 

(Direct Memory Access) operations to be done. That 
means that what would have been a messy I/O busi- 
ness is reducible to just about no problem at all. 

DMA allows us to let another system take complete 
control of all the address, data, and control lines 
handled by the Z80.At the end of the last T -cycle of 
every instruction, the Z80 takes a look at the BUSRQ 

line. If the line is active, (brought low), the CPU 
finishes the T cycle activity and then tristates the 
three sets of lines. Once that has been done, it in- 
forms the rest of the world by bringing the BUSAK line 
low. 

Things will stay like that for as long as the BUSRQ 

remains low. It's the responsibility of the external 
device to release control as soon as it's finished. The 
Z80 will look at the BUSRQ at the start of every T cycle 
and as soon as the line is released, it will begin ex- 
ecuting instructions at exactly the point where it was 
interrupted in the first place. 

The circuitry that has to be designed to let all that 
happen is totally dependent on the external system 
that's doing the DMA. In the simplest case, all we 
have to do is to make the control, address, and data 
lines available to the external system. That would be 
true as long as the external system had some way of 
oR'ing into the Z80 system. If you don't want to as- 
sume that the external system is going to provide the 
tristate buffers, you'll have to get some 74245's and 
use them to buffer all the Z80 lines. 

Figure 3 is an example of how you would use the 
74245's (or some other kind of buffers) to resolve bus 
contention. The 74245's enable control (pin 19) 
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should be tied to the BUSAK line 
since both are active low. That 
means that the Z80 would be able 
to control access to the external 
system, and allow it only when it is 
safe to do so. 

DMA is a terrific way to put our 
memory system to work, but there 
are rest rictions.Remember that 
the Z80 is taking care of the refresh 
operation for us, and while DMA is 

going on, the whole refresh opera- 
tion is being put on the back 
burner. If it takes too long, you can 
be sure that your data is going to 
disappear. 

The big question then is "how 
long is too long"? 

Since our system is running at 
2.5 MHz, the outside limit for a 

DMA operation is going to be 
about 1 millisecond -and that's a 

lot of time when you're journeying 
into microprocessor land. Since 
our DMA will be limited to storing 
or retrieving data from memory, 
there's more than enough time to 
have some external system ex- 
ecute the needed few bytes of its 
code. 

All we need is a BIOS to make 

EXTERNAL 
SYSTEM 

FIG. 3 

the Z80 operate. That is trivial 
since the only job the Z80 has is to 
refresh the system's RAM.AII we 
have to do is have it execute one 
instruction over and over again. 
That's right, we can load our 
EPROM with a "IMP $0000" at loca- 
tion $0000 and that, believe it or 
not, can be the extent of our BIOS! 
If that's all you want, you can re- 
place the EPROM with a small 
PROM, (similar to an 8223), rework 
the enable logic, and use all 64K of 
address space for dynamic RAM. 

I'll have a few words to say about 
the circuit next month. R -E 
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ANTIQUE 
RADIOS 
Antique radios for antique autos 

THE I IORSELESS CARRIAGE AND WIRE - 

less sort of grew up together. 
Many prominent inventors from 
both fields knew each other and 
some, like Henry Ford and Thomas 
Edison, often socialized together. 
Automobile historians can proba- 
bly trace the horseless carriage 
back as far as I've traced wireless. 
In the late 1920's, there was much 
discussion for and against the use 
of radios in autos, and many peo- 
ple thought that they should be 
outlawed because they were a 

dangerous distraction to the oper- 
ator. Others thought the auto ra- 
dio would be a noisy nuisance. 
But, as you know, the auto radio 
did survive. By the mid 1930's, auto 
manufacturers began to take the 
built-in receiver seriously, and 
started providing in -dash factory 
installations. 

Problems 
The auto -radio pioneers of the 

1920's had a few extra considera- 
tions in designing the auto radio. 
The chassis had to be built to with- 
stand the jarring it would be sub- 
ject to due to road irregularities 
and the crude suspension systems 
of those days. All of the compo- 
nents had to be secured to the 
chassis, including the tubes in 
their sockets. The auto's six -volt 
battery fluctuated slightly, so the 
tubes had to be able to handle 
those fluctuations without affect- 
ing the receiver's operation. The 
receiver had to be sensitive, and 
also had to be encased in a metal 
box to shield it from interference. 
As a result, the auto radio ended 
up being built better than a com- 
parable home receiver. 

CABLE 
CONTROL 

ASSEMBLY 

\\ 

LEAD-IN 

RADIO 
MOUNTED 

TO FIREWALL 

FIG. 1 

In the late 1920's, the auto's 6 -volt 
operating battery powered the ra- 
dio's "A" filament, and a separate 
metal box lined with sponge rub- 
ber had to be installed for the "B" 
batteries. That box could be 
mounted under the rear floor 
boards, in the luggage compart- 
ment, or possibly in the rumble - 
seat compartment. 

The early auto radio was 
mounted on the firewall under the 
instrument board (dash), as shown 
in Fig. 1. Usually the controls were 
right on the set, but some, even in 
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the 1920's, had a cable -tuning ar- 
rangement, which was placed in a 

convenient location for the oper- 
ator, such as on the instrument 
board or the steering column. 
Consequently, that assembly add- 
ed considerably to the installation 
of the radio. 

In high sedans, the ideal place 
for the reproducer (speaker) was 
under the center of the roof. Since 
convertibles couldn't use that 
method, mounting the speaker 
under the dash became the most - 
common, yet least -desirable loca - 
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tion. Different types of magnetic 
and dynamic reproducers were 
used in those early autos. The field 
coil of an electro -dynamic re- 
producer to be used in an auto- 
mobile had to be specially wound 
to operate from a six -volt battery, 
which, because of a large power 
drain, was not a particularly desir- 
able situation. An electro -dynamic 
loudspeaker, however, can usually 
be replaced by a regular speaker, 
which is a big plus for the auto's 
storage battery. 

There were many efforts to 
come up with a suitable aerial. Be- 
cause extreme height was imprac- 
tical, other methods had to be 
considered. In one, a flat metal 
plate was mounted beneath the 
wooden running boards, insu- 
lated from the frame, under each 
side. The two plates were con- 
nected to the set's aerial terminal; 
however, that low -slung aerial lett 
a lot to be desired in signal pickup. 

Factory aerial installations were 
usually between the root and the 
inside upholstery (the headliner), 
with the shielded lead-in wire led 
down one of the front door posts, 
as seen in Fig. 1. The aerial con- 
sisted of a cloth -covered screen or 
some other type of insulated wire 
mesh. You have to remember that 
the roof on sedans and coupes was 
not a conductor. Even the frames 
and braces were made of wood, 
which made possible the roof 
aerial. Some sedan and coupe 
owners found simpler ways to in- 
stall a roof aerial themselves; sew- 
ing a flexible wire through the roof 
liner with a large darning needle 
was one method used. 

The engine's spark plug was the 
primary source of noise in an auto- 
mobile's radio. To solve that prob- 
lem the resistor spark plug has 
long been available, although I'm 
not sure if the resistor plug or the 
auto radio came first. Also, special 
resistors (suppressors) were avail- 
able that connected directly to the 
spark -plug terminal and the high- 
tension wire, which can be seen in 
Fig. 1. I would consider those early 
resistors themselves as collecti- 
bles, and an antique auto with the 
original resistors on the spark 
plugs would be a real classic. How- 
ever, even if you had those re- 
sistors, when stopped at a traffic 
light, the other car's ignition sys- 

tems would drown out your radio. 
Also, the high-tension circuit 
wasn't the only source of inter- 
ference. Electrical disturbances 
from the generator, and even the 
wheels, caused radio inter- 
ference. Putting a condenser 
across the generator brushes and a 

grounding spring between the 
axle and the wheel helped to solve 
those problems. 

Moving out of the 1920's, the 
vibrator power supply became 
popular. There were two basic 
types of vibrators that were used in 
auto -radio supplies: The non -syn- 
chronous, and the synchronous. 
The synchronous vibrator had the 
advantage of rectifying the volt- 
age, and thus not requiring a rec- 
tifier tube. While it was a little 
noisy, the vibrator created a volt- 
age that could be transferred up or 
down, eliminating the need for 
any storage batteries other than 
the automobile's. 

Early manufacturers 
Who were the manufacturers of 

the pioneer auto radios? Well, 
many were the same companies 
that made home radios. The Na- 
tional Company made a five -tube 
TRF for auto use. Atwater Kent col- 
lectors will be interested to know 
that that company was also in the 
auto -radio market, and that their 
AK -666 was a vibrator -operated su- 
perheterodyne. RCA Victor was in 
the auto market and made tive- 
and six -tube sets with a syn- 
chronous vibrator for the 
mid -1930's Hudson & Terraplane. 

Companies whose names ap- 
peared on early auto receivers 
(some dating hack to the 1920's) 
include Stewart Warner, Majestic, 
Pilot, Gulbranson, Gilfillan Bros. 
Belmont, Wells Gardner, Silver 
Marshal, and United American 
Bosch. Franklin Radio Corp. made 
radios for the early 1930's air- 
cooled Franklin autos, and many 
others. 

The model SA -37, by RCA Victor, 
was made to be installed in the 
1937 Hudson and Terraplane; it is a 

five -tube superheterodyne set. 
The entire unit was housed in a 

metal case, except for the remote 
unit, which would be mounted on 
the steering column. The loud- 
speaker is mounted in the cover of 
the metal case. 
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Built for Plymouth and Dodge, 
the Mopar model 604 was a popu- 
lar set in later autos. The set con- 
tains five tubes and a rectifier. Un- 
like previous sets, it has push- 
button tuning. Also, the set vas 

designed to mount directly in the 
dash. It has a non -synchronous 
vibrator that is still somewhat avail- 
able. Setting the pushbuttons is 

done by pulling off the chrome 
pushbutton caps. The buttons can 
then be unlocked by turning the 
screw slightly counter -clockwise; 
the desired station is then tuned in 
with the knob, and the button is 

pushed in while holding the knob. 
The screw can then be tightened 
and the chrome caps replaced. 

One unusual receiver is the I'hi- 
Ico model C-4608, may have been 
seen in a 1936 Dodge. It has a rec- 
tifier tube and a non -synchronous 
vibrator. While the set was de- 
signed to mount directly in the 
dash, the entire side cover could 
be opened by removing one wing 
nut. That was an advantage for the 
radioman who might have been 
able to repair it without removing 
it from the vehicle. 

TELEPHONE 
SCRAMBLER 

Installs on most phones 
including cellular 

7Jsi 
I 7 ;r ill 

' //ill,/ 
4A'l 

%'1 

Easily installed between phones to scramble com- 

munication, including tone, wireless and cellular. 

Scrambler makes it impossible to intercept or 

decode. Solid state unit has 13000 selectable 

codes. Excellent sound quality allows immediate 

voice recognition. Fully self-contained and easy to 

use. Small, light weight and portable. Two units 

required. Only $369.00 each plus $4.00 shipping 

and handling. 

OTHER AMC PRODUCTS 12 hr. modified 
Panasonic Recorder, Brief Case Recorder, Tele- 

phone Recording Adaptor, VOX Switch, Micro 

Recorder, Tie clip mike, VOX activated micros, 

Wired mikes, Transmitter detectors, etc. Send for 
FREE data. Mail order, VISA, M/C, C.O.D. ok., 

Cal. Res. add tax. 

AMC SALES INC., Dept. A (213) 869-8519 

9335 Lubec St., Box 928, Downey, CA 90241 

Presenting 
an affordable 

Light Box 
System. 

X88 

The method most 

manufacturers 
recommend 

Model TR100 CB 

Camera Light Bic 
with (2) transparencies 

(2) 3200° Kelvin Lamps 
(meets mfr. spec.) 

1 -year conditional 
guarantee 

11 -step gray scale 
transparency 

7 -Bar color 
transparency 

Transparencies 
mounted in acyrlic with 

optical scratch -resistant 
surface 

mud" 11K 
P.O. Box 77103 Sterling Hts., MI 48077 

(313) 939-2740 

Repairing auto radios 
The auto radios of the 1920's, if 

you can find one, can be serviced 
in much the same manner as the 
home -battery receiver. The addi- 
tional problems that may occur in 
an auto -radio are usually due to 
vibration, and possibly moisture. 
As in home receivers, corrosion is 

the prime cause of trouble. A dead 
radio is a good indication of a 

problem with either the fuse or 
the vibrator. 

How do you repair a vibrator? 
You don't! 

First, they are not designed to be 
dismantled. If you do manage to 
pry one open, most likely you'll 
find that the contacts are burned 
or welded together, or that the coil 
windings are shorted. In any case, 
it isn't something that isn't worth 
repairing. 

Radiomen of today who can't 
solve a vibrator problem in their 
antique radio might be able to sol- 
ve it with transistors. While I don't 
recommend the use of transistors 
in any antique radio, there can he 
exceptions-such as when there is 

no other solution. 
Over the years there have been 

many transistorized vibrator sub- 
stitutes. Most are too large to fit in 
the case of the radio and have to 
be mounted outside and plugged 
into the vibrator socket using a ca- 
ble. 

This and that 
If you enjoy reading about wire- 

less history and antique radios, 
you should join the "Antique Wire- 
less Association". Their Old Time- 
rs Bulletin is informative and 
authoritative. Those interested in 
Nikola Telsa, will enjoy a publica- 
tion prepared by Leland I. Ander- 
son, available to members. Ap- 
plications can be obtained from 
Bruce Roloson, Box 212, Penn Van, 
NY 14527. 

A reprint of a 1938 Radio Craft 
magazine should make interesting 
reading. Contact Vestal Press Ltd., 
P.O. Box 97, 320 Jenson Road, Ves- 
tal, NY 13850 for info and catolog. 

In a previous column I men- 
tioned the difficulty in finding re- 
placement caps for push buttons 
on radios. It you need those caps, 
send an SASE to K. Parry, 17557 
Horace Street, Granada Hills, CA 
91344. R -E 
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CeBIT: The Greatest Computer Show 
On Earth 
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If you've been to what you thought was 
a big computer trade show without 

having been to CeBIT in Hannover, West 
Germany, "you ain't seen nothin' yet." 

CeBIT is the world's largest computer, 
office, automation, and voice/data com- 
munications exhibition in the world. The 
name is an acronym derived from the 
German show name-World Center for 
Bureau (office), Information, and Tele- 
communications Technology- rather a 

mouthful. Originally, CeBIT was part of the 
larger Hannover Fair Industry founded in 
1947. The CeBIT portion became so large 
that in 1986, it was spun off as a trade fair 
on its own. 

In 1988, CeBIT exhibits were spread 
over 2,350,000 square feet of exhibit 
space in 13 buildings. The show, which is 

held every year in March, included 2,674 
exhibitors from almost 40 countries dis- 
playing state-of-the-art technology and 
the latest in product research and de-. 
velopment worldwide. Over 400,000 in- 
ternational visitors toured CeBIT. 

The exhibits included 588 office and 
information -systems, 151 bank equip- 
ment and security systems, 357 software 
management and consulting, 438 office 
and organizational technology, 321 on 
applications for small businesses and 
professions, 373 on peripheral equip- 
ment, 182 on Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing -Computer Aided 
Manufacturing/Computer Aided Design 
(CIM-CAD/CAM), and 264 on telecom- 
munications. One hundred thirty eight 
American exhibitors were part of the 
show. 

If CeBIT had an any overall themes this 
year, they were integration and stan- 
dardization of electronic equipment and 
systems. 

CeBIT is the place to find the latest 
industry controversies as well as the latest 
technology. For example, Atari called a 

press conference to introduce their new 
work station and instead, attendees were 
treated to a lecture by Atari CEO Jack 
Tramiel who claimed the DRAM shortage 
is a scam. According to Tramiel, the short- 
age of DRAM's is artificial. He explained 
that there is plenty of semiconductor - 
manufacturing capacity in the world, but 
it is not being fully used due to trade 
agreements between the US and Japan. 

Tramiel illustrated the point by explain- 
ing that Micron Technology, Inc. of Boise, 
Idaho convinced the US government to 
impose sanctions on the Japanese for 
selling low-cost DRAMS in the US, and 
then promptly proceeded to raise their 
own prices. Using adjectives such as 

"greedy" and "stupid" to describe Mi- 
cron's action, Tramiel announced that 
Atari had filed suit against Micron for 
breach of contract and violation of anti- 
trust laws. 

Printer standards 
Then there was the press conference 

that wasn't. The Japanese were sched- 
uled to officially announce the 
International Printer Standard (IPS) but 
they didn't show up. Instead, Peter Ohrt, 
the public relations manager for the Japa- 
nese printer initiative read a ten minute 
statement detailing how the subcommit- 
tee for office and information technology 
at the German Industry Association 
(VDMA) had started a massive campaign 
claiming that IPS would disturb the world 
market by introducing a second standard 
in addition to the existing European EPPT 

standard. 
So the entire group of Japanese man- 

ufacturers decided not to inform the 
world about IPS even though each of 
their booths featured printer products 
based on the IPS standard. All of their 
brochures discussed the standard, and 

thousands of press releases about IPS had 
been mailed to journalists worldwide. 

Japanese dumping 
Grundig's general manager called a 

press conference to complain about Jap- 
anese and Korean dumping practices. He 
was talking about Europe but if your eyes 
were closed, it sounded like any number 
of American executives talking about the 
unfairness of Japanese and Korean 
dumping in the United States. And when 
the subject reached the discussion of 
jobs lost due to dumping practices there 
could be no doubt that many of our 
American industry concerns are the same 
as industry concerns in other countries. 

Beyond the various controversies swir- 
ling about the fairgrounds, there were so 
many new products to see, it caused 
sensory overload for most attendees. 
CeBIT lasts for eight days and the only 
way to fully see it is to remain on site for 
the duration, a feat few can manage. 
Products on display included many items 
that were being introduced for the first 
time anywhere, some of which will make 
an American debut at COMDEX in May, 

and a multitude of products we won't 
see in the United States for several years. 
CeBIT is where we find out what is on the 
horizon; if a product is coming down the 
pipeline from almost any country in the 
world, it's coming via CeBIT. 

It would be impossible to describe in 

one magazine article, all of the working 
models, prototypes, or conceptual 
mockup formats of new products on dis- 
play at CeBIT. However, let's look at some 
of the items we may see in the US in the 
not -too -distant future. It might interest 
you to know that many Japanese prod- 
ucts are developed first for the European 
market and then adapted for US distribu- 
tion at a later time. 

Macintosh is being cloned in the Ori- 
ent. The Taiwanese and Koreans are con- 
vinced that there will be a big market 
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worldwide for Mac clones, and they 
even hope they can find a way to export 
those machines to the US without en- 
countering patent infringement. Thus far 
those systems are reverse engineered but 
Mac -BIOS cloning is probably not far in 
the future. 

Apple is fighting back with a develop- 
ment that will probably be shown at 
COMDEX as well. Dubbed the "dream 
machine," the system will run both IBM 
DOS and MAC software on a single dis- 
kette. Apple is said to be developing a 

1.7 MB floppy -disk drive to accommo- 
date that dual capability. Don't run to your 
local computer dealer yet though-the 
system is not scheduled to be available 
for awhile. 

New laptops abounded. Key to the 
laptop market were more power, faster 
speeds, and higher resolution screens. 
CeBIT is famous for being the place to 
introduce laptops; just three years ago 
Toshiba unveiled the T1100 at the show. 

Handheld devices with full QWERTY 
keyboards, some complete with spell 

checkers, were popular items at CeBIT. 

Those little computers could ultimately 
change business practices and invade 
the school classroom where only a few 
years ago teachers forbid the use of cal- 
culators. Many of the hand-held office - 
automation units are already or the mar- 
ket in Japan and are heading for European 
distribution this year. They should appear 
in American retail outlets within a year or 
two. 

The UNIX/XENIX operating system 
seems to be gaining favor as a standard 
for multiuser applications in Europe as 
well as the USA because it offers the 
broad -based ability to integrate a variety 
of computers into one system. IBM, how- 
ever, isn't taking that lying down. They 
introduced System Application 
Architecture (SAA), a set of software 
standards that allows the exclusive com- 
munication of IBM operating systems to 
IBM machines. Could that be a new at- 
tempt to create a monopoly? 

The latest advances in Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) tech- 

nology could be found everywhere at 
CeBIT_ The German Bundespost (Federal 
Post Office) made news by presenting its 
new telecommunications services that 
establish important criteria for future 
ISDN developments on a worldwide 
level Just a year ago, ISDN was an 
obscure telephone technology At CeBIT, 
ISDN high -quality color -image transmis- 
sion and reception became a reality 
thanks to a cooperative effort between 
Japan's Canon and Germany's Siemens 
companies. 

What you've read is just a tiny bit of the 
vast quantity of new products originating 
from all parts of the world, that may or 
may not wind up in American stores. As 
one veteran showgoer explained, CeBIT 
is one of the tougher shows to cover-it 
takes a real world class attendee to ab- 
sorb everything. But it's worth the effort 
because it is the world's largest show in 
the field and only at CeBIT is current and 
future technology from all over the world 
gathered together and displayed each 
year-Janet Endrijonas 

Microsoft's Mach 20 

midst all the hoopla over the 80386, 
állit's easy to lose track of the fact that, at 
the present time, most people simply 
can't afford 80386 -based systems. Con- 
sequently, an accelerator card is a highly 
attractive option to the twelve million or 
so owners of PC's, XT's, and clones. Com- 
parative reviews of several popular mod- 
els appeared in our November 1987 
cover story When that story was written, 

Microsoft had announced, but had not 
shipped, the Mach 20 accelerator card. 
After months of delays (including an un- 
expected audit by the FCC), the board 
was finally released. We received one of 
the first production versions, and we're 
impressed. 

The Mach 20 is actually a three-part 
system: the $495 accelerator, an optional 
$395 memory card, and an optional $99 
disk controller. The disk controller and the 
memory card plug into the accelerator 
card; the assembly occupies a single full- 
length expansion slot. 

The accelerator card, which was de- 
signed by the Personal Computer Sup- 
port Group, uses a moderately speedy 8 - 
MHz 80286. We might have wisned for a 

faster card, but it's easy to see Microsoft's 
reasons for building a slower card. Typ- 
ically, accelerator cards that run at 10 or 12 
MHz cost 33%-50% more than 8 -MHz 
cards. Keeping the price dow-i should 
make this card highly attractive to millions 
of PC users who can't afford a faster card, 
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especially if the usual mail-order dis- 
counts on Microsoft products prevail. In 
any case, its on -board 16K cache memo- 
ry greatly speeds up operation so that the 
Mach 20 is roughly equivalent in speed to 
an 8 -MHz AT, even when accessing 
memory via the PC/XT's eight -bit bus. 

The Mach 20 accelerator card has sev- 
eral advantages over the vast majority of 
the 80286 -based competition (exclud- 
ing SOTA's MotherCard and Orchid's 
PCturbo 286e). First, the card can run in 
the 80286's protected mode. That means 
it can run OS/2-but you'll need the 
Memory Plus option to do so. In addition, 
the accelerator has a built-in InPort 
mouse port, so you plug a Microsoft 
mouse directly into the card without 
usinE either a slot for a bus mouse, or a 

port for a serial mouse. 
Whether or not you want to run the 

Mach 20 in protected mode, the Memory 
Plus is an attractive option. For $395, you 
get 512K of memory that can function in 
real (i.e. DOS) mode as EEMS memory, or 
in protected mode as extended memory. 
The EEMS memory is highly useful for 
running DesqView or TaskView; the fact 
that that memory can also be configured 
for protected -mode operation provides 
a path for upgrading to OS/2 when desir- 
ed. 1he board will accept an additional 
megabyte of 256K RAM IC's, as well as 
two megabytes of 1 -megabit IC's, for a 
grand total of 3.5 megabytes of memory. 
In addition, the modular design of the 
Memory Plus will allow Microsoft to de- 
velop upgrades to handle even more 
RAM 

The Disk Plus option is a small board 
that allows PC's, XT's, and clones without 
support for high -density disk drives (1.2- 
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MIPS DATA AS MULTIPLE OF XT SPEED 

r. 

PC SO P2 

Model Mfr./Dist. Abbr 
Clock 
Speed 
(MHz) 

MIPS 
XT 

Multiple 

XT IBM XT 4.8 .24 1.0 

Fast88 Microspeed F8 7.4 .38 1.6 

Mach 10 Microsoft M1 9.5 .41 1.7 

XT -286 SMT SM 10.0 .82 3.4 
RAMRacer PC Technologies RR 8.0 .90 3.8 
TinyTurbo Orchid TT 7.2 .91 3.8 
Mach 20 Microsoft M2 8.0 .97 4.0 

Rainbow PC Technologies RB 9.6 1.16 4.8 
FastCache Microway MW 12.0 1.18 4.9 

Baby AT MB JDR BA 10.0 1.26 5.3 
Breakthru PCSG PC 12.0 1.43 6.0 

Mothercard SOTA Technology SO 12.5 1.44 6.0 

PCturbo286e Orchid P2 10.0 1.48 6.2 

FIG. 2 

megabyte 5t/4 -inch or 1.44 -megabyte 31/2 - 

inch drives) to run those drives. You need 
a high -density drive to install OS/2, and 
merely having a high -density drive can be 
usefúl for backing up a hard disk and for 
swapping disks with AT owners. You'll 
have to purchase the high -density disk 
drive separately. 

The sum total is a compact, modular 
system for upgrading PC's and XT's. You 
can start off with just the accelerator card 
and add the memory and disk options 
when necessary. If you're starved for slots, 
you can combine four functions in one 
slot: accelerator, mouse interface, expan- 
sion memory, and disk control. 

Installing the card is simple. Set a few 
jumpers on the Mach 20, insert it in an 
empty expansion slot, remove the 8088 
from your motherboard, and run a cable 
from the Mach 20 to the vacant socket. 
Microsoft's typically well -illustrated man- 
ual makes the procedure simple. To install 
the disk or memory options, the appro- 
priate board(s) must be attached to the 
Mach 20 card and screwed together. The 
adapter kits contain all of the necessary 
components. 

To use the EEMS memory, you must 
add a device driver to your CONFIG.SYS 
file. (Another driver allows you to control 
the Mach 20's speed from the keyboard.) 
Then you can let your applications use 

EEMS memory directly, or set it up as a 

disk cache, using a program that is in- 
cluded. Unfortunately, Microsoft's docu- 
mentation does not specify how 
Memory Plus may be configured as pro- 
tected -mode memory. (Microsoft's ver- 
sion of OS/2 for the Mach 20 will 
configure memory automatically) 

To get some idea of the board's speed, 
see Fig. 2, which shows the MIPS (Millions 
of Instructions Per Second) performance 
of a dozen accelerator cards of various 
types. As the figure shows, the Mach 20 is 

about four times as fast as a standard 
4.77 -MHz XT, about twice as fast as Mi- 
crosoft's Mach 10 (an 8086 -based accel- 
erator), and about two-thirds the speed 
of the fastest boards (which cost from 
50% to 200% more). 

All in all, the Mach 20 is an impressive 
piece of computing equipment. It pro- 
vides useful if not astounding accelera- 
tion at a reasonable price, and, with the 
memory option, provides a means of 
moving from DOS to DesqView to OS/2. 
Microsoft's previous attempt at accelera- 
tion hardware was unimpressive, but the 
Mach 20 is a winner. A sales promotion 
can get you the Mach 20, the memory 
option, and a copy of Excel (reviewed 
last month) for about 70% of the cost of 
the three items together. That's a winning 
combination. 

Reading up on OS/2 

r those interested in getting the jump 
on the new operating system, Os- 

borne McGraw-Hill is first on the stands 
with OS/2 reading material. The OS/2 Pro- 
grammer's Guide was written by Ed 
lacobucci, one of OS/2's principal de- 
signers at Microsoft; Using OS/2 was writ- 
ten by Kris Jamsa, author of several books 
on DOS -related topics. 

Jamsa's book begins by discussing the 
basics of OS/2 and how it compares with 
DOS. It then goes on the discuss the OS/2 
commands and how they compare with 
their DOS counterparts. Then Jamsa goes 
on to discuss system configuration, de- 
vice control, and batch -file processing. 
Quick reference cards with information 
on all OS/2 commands are included; a 

disk containing all the example programs 
is available directly from the author for 
under $20. 

From a technical standpoint, the OS/2 
Programmer's Guide picks up where 
Using OS/2 leaves off. In some 1100 
pages, lacobucci covers topics ranging 
from the Intel family architecture (com- 
paring the 8086, the 80286, and the 
80386), multi -tasking and dynamic linking 
under OS/2, the OS/2 file system, device 
drivers, device monitors, etc. The last 
third of the book contains summaries of 
OS/2 function calls and error codes, and 
approximately 150 pages of sample pro- 
grams, which are available on disk for 
about $25. 

To those used to working in the DOS 
environment, the transition to OS/2 
should be fairly smooth. To those used to 
programming in the DOS environment, 
the transition to OS/2 will be much more 
difficult. There are many new concepts to 
learn, and a much more complicated 
programming interface. If you couldn't 
afford Microsoft's $3000 developers kit, 
lacobucci's book is a good place to 
start.lm j 

PRODUCTS REVIEWED 

Using OS/2 and OS/2 Programmer's 
Guide, Osborne McGraw-Hill, 2600 Tenth 
Street, Berkeley, CA 94710 (800) 227-0900, 
(800) 772-2531 (CA). 
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BUILD A PAIR of 

LINE -CARRIER 
MODEMS 

Build a pair of modems that communicate over the AC lines- 
for less than $100! 

KEITH NICHOLS, CRC ELECTRONICS 

How do you connect two PC's together? Solutions 
range from "Sneaker Net" (wherein the user carries a 

diskette from one machine to the other) to complex and 
expensive proprietary network systems. For occasional 
use, Sneaker Net is easy and reliable, but as usage in- 
creases, a more efficient means of data transfer becomes 
necessary The problem is that a full networking system 
requires dedicated wiring, expensive network servers, 
and lots of user training. Clearly, a midrange solut on is 

required. 
The line -carrier modem presented here is one such 

solution. The LCM100 is inexpensive (about $100 for a pair 
of modems), easy to build and use, and uses existing AC 
wiring to transmit and receive signals. The LCM100 can 
operate at any baud rate up to 9600, and relies on your 
communications software to transmit and receive data. 

For example, you could use a pair of modems to 
transmit files between two PC's in an office. You'd use 
your normal communications software (Crosstalk or Pro - 
Comm, for example) to send files in Xmodem or Kermit 
format. Another possibility would be to transmit man- 
ufacturing data from a factory floor back to the central 
office for processing. At home, you might use the LCM100 

to trarsmit files from the PC in your study to the kids' PC in 

the basement. You might also use a pair of LCM100's to 
transfer data between dissimilar machines-an IBM PC 

and a Macintosh, for example. 

Background 
The LCM100 operates in much the same manner as the 

familiar telephone modem, but sends its signals via elec- 
tric -power wiring instead of telephone lines. Each mod- 
ule translates serial asynchronous data between RS -232C 
and frequency -shift -keying data formats. 

A normal telephone modem translates the voltage lev- 
els of the digital input signals into two distinct audible 
tones, one of which represents a logic 0, and the other, a 

logic 1. The process of shifting the frequency of the 
outpu: tone as the logic levels change is called Frequency 
Shift Keying, or FSK. The pair of frequencies representing 
the two logic states are conventionally called "mark" and 
"space". 

The LCM100 cor.verts S -232C signals into FSK form, but. 
the mark and space frequencies are above 100 kHz, which 
is well above the audible range. To permit communica- 
tion in two directions simultaneously (full duplex mode), CO 

co 
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FIG. 1-BLOCK DIAGRAM of the LCM100 data -communication 
system. The AC -power wiring of the building is used to carry the 
FSK transmission. 
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After amplification, the signal is coupled to the AC line by T1. 
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two pairs of frequencies are used, one called highband, 
and the other, lowband. (The two frequency pairs are also 
known as the originate set and the answer set. Those 
terms designate only the frequencies that each unit is 

using and do not imply the source or content of the data 
itself.) 

The LCM100 system consists of two modules, the 
LCM100-01 module, and the LCM100-02. The designation 
is arbitrary, but it shall be assumed herein that the 
LCM100-01 module transmits on the highband and re- 
ceives on the lowband, and the LCM100-02 module trans- 
mits on the lowband and receives on the highband. The 
frequencies that are used by each of the modules are 
shown in Table 1. 

The AC -power line is similar in some respects to the 
telephone line. However, although the telephone line has 
well-defined characteristics (a nominal impedance of 
600 ohms, relatively little noise, etc.), the AC line can be a 

harsh environment for data signals. With an impedance as 
low as 2 ohms and occasional thousand -volt noise spikes, 
it is less than an optimum communications medium. The 
LCM100 system must be able to impose an FSK carrier of 
sufficient strength onto the low -impedance power line, 
as well as filter out the 60 -Hz signal and any other noise 
components that may be present, thus demodulating 
only the transmitted signal. 
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FIG. 4 -RECEIVER SECTION of the LCM100. Signals coupled 
from the power line are conditioned by IC7 and then demodulated 
by IC6, an FSK demodulator. 

Circuit description 
Figure 1 is the block diagram of the LCM100 line -carrier 

modem, which consists of four basic functions: modu- 
lator/driver, line coupler, amplifier/demodulator, and out- 
put driver. 

The modulator/driver and its associated line coupler 
comprise the transmitter stage, and the amplifier/demod- 
ulator, together with its line coupler, defines the receiver 
stage of the modem circuitry. Each stage is discussed in 
detail as we continue. 

Transmitter stage 
Serial input signals are fed via RS -232C port (J2) to the 

input -conditioning circuit surrounding IC2 (See Fig. 2). 
Negative -going pulses are clipped by D4, and positive - 
going pulses are conditioned by voltage -comparator IC2. 
That signal shaping ensures that the input signals to modu- 

f1 (mark) 
f2 (space) 

TABLE 1-LCM FREQUENCIES 

LCM100-01 
150.00 
156.50 

LCM100-02 
100.00 
106.50 

TABLE 2 -TIMING RESISTORS 

Frequency (kHz) 
150 
100 
156.5 
106.5 

R3 (K) 
20.20 
30.30 

R4 (K) 

466.2 
466.2 A high applied to pin 9 produces a signal f2 with a 

frequency determined by: 
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lator IC1 are above the t-lreshold voltage required by the 
oscillator's binary keying input. 

Exar XR2207 modulator 
The XR2207 (IC1) is a monolithic voltage -controlled 

oscillator. It can produce simultaneous triangle- and 
square -wave outputs over frequencies ranging from 0.01 
Hz to 1 MHz. It is ideally suited for FSK applications 
because it can be set for two (or four) different time bases 
and digitally switched among them. A block diagram of 
the XR2207 and a typical hookup are shown in Fig. 3. 

Fou' main functional blocks comprise the XR2207: A 
Voltage -Controlled Oscillator (VCO), four current switch- 
es (which are activated by binary keying inputs), and two 
buffer amplifiers for the triangle- and square -wave out- 
puts. The VCO is actually a current -controlled oscillator 
that gets its input from the current switches. Output 
frequency is proportional to input current; four discrete 
frequencies may be selected by two binary inputs (pins 8 
and 9). Those input currents are set by timing resistors 
connected to pin 4 -pin 7. The values for those resistors 
can be seen in Table 2. 

The LCM100 uses only two of the four FSK levels. The 
unused timing inputs (pins 4 and 5) are left unconnected, 
and the second binary -keying input, pin 8, is tied to 
ground. The mark and space frequencies are set by the 
values of timing -resistors R3 and R4 and timing -capacitor 
Cl between pins 2 and 3. The FSK input signal is applied 
to pin 9. A low applied to pin 9 (with pin 8 tied low) 
produces a signal with a frequency f1 determined by: 

f1 = 1/(R3 x C1) 



PARTS LIST 

Note: Component values in parentheses are for the 
LCM100-02 board; other values are for the 
LCM100-01 board. 
All resistors are 1/4 -watt, 5% unless otherwise noted. 
R1, R2, R4, R5, R15, R19, R28, R29-4700 ohms 
R3-5000 ohms, PC -mount trimmer potentiometer 
R6-200,000 ohms, PC -mount trimmer potentiometer 
R7-4.2 ohms 
R8-300 ohms 
R9 -not used 
R10-17,400 ohms, 1% (24,900 ohms, 1%) 
R11-360,000 ohms 
R12-3900 ohms 
R13-5100 ohms 
R14-3000 ohms 
R16, R20, R22, R30, R31-10,000 ohms 
R17-150,000 ohms 
R18-220,000 ohms 
R21-470,000 ohms 
R23, R35-820 ohms 
R24-510,000 ohms 
R25-100,000 ohms 
R26-300,000 ohms 
R27-24,900 ohms, 1% (16,200 ohms, 1%) 
R32-5000 ohms, PC -mount trimmer potentiometer 
R33, R34-100,000 ohms (47,000 ohms) 
Capacitors 
Cl, C2-1 µF, 135 volts 
C3-1800 pF (3900 pF) 
C5-330 pF 
C6-1000 µF, 35 volts, electrolytic 
C4, C7 -C10, C13, C18, C22, C23, C27, C30-0.1 µF, 25 
volts, monolithic 
C11-100 µF, 25 volts, electrolytic 
C12, C17-10 µF, 25 volts, tantalum 
C14, C25, C33-330 pF 
C15, C16, C19, C20-0.1 µF, 135 volts 
C21-3900 pF 
C24-100 pF 

f2 = fl+Afl 
where Oft = 1/(R4 x C1). In both equations, f is specified 
in Hz, R3 and R4 are in ohms, and C1 is in farads. 

In an actual circuit, R3 and R4 can have values between 
2K and 2 megohms, and the timing capacitor should be 
polycarbonate, polystyrene, or mylar, for optimum tem- 
perature stability. Table 2 shows the resistor values used to 
obtain the highband and lowband frequencies, in both 
cases using a 330 -pf timing capacitor. Note that the value 
of R4 is the same for both the frequency bands. That is 

because the difference between the mark and space 
frequencies is the same for both frequency pairs. Because 
non-standard values are obtained, a series combination 
of a fixed resistor and a potentiometer permit fine tuning 
the mark and space frequencies. 

The square wave output of the XR2207 (pin 13) is an 
open -collector stage that drives power transistor Q1. 
Resistor R15 is a pull-up resistor for the IC's output. 

Power transistor Q1 drives the tuned line coupler (T1 

and C3) that effects the impedance transformation neces- 
sary to impose the FSK carrier onto the 60 -Hz power line. 
Protective capacitors Cl and C2 isolate the modulation 
circuitry from the power -line voltage. 

C26, C29, C32, C36-3900 pF (1800 pF) 
C28-0.01 µF, disk 
C31, C35-470 pF 
C34-6.8 pF 
Semiconductors 
BR1-50 volts, 1 amp 
D1, D2, D3, D6 -1N4148 
D4, D5-1 N4728 (3.3 -volt Zener) 
LED1-standard red 
LED2-standard green 
IC1-XR2207, FSK modulator 
IC2-LM311 N, op -amp 
IC3-1488, RS -232 line driver 
IC4-78L12ACZ, precision + 12 -volt regulator 
IC5-79L12ACZ, precision -12-volt regulator 
IC6-XR2211, FSK demodulator 
IC7-LM318N, op -amp 
Q1-MJE180, NPN power transistor 
02-PN2222, NPN switching transistor 
03-2N3906, PNP switching transistor 
Other components 
J1 -115 -volt AC receptacle J2 -25 -pin D connector P1, 
P2 -3 -pin header strip P3 -2 -pin header strip MOV1- 
150-volt varistor T1 -RE coil, TOKO RAN10A6729HK 
T2 -24 -volts, 180 mA, PC mount (Dale PL -13-07) 
T3-T6-RF coil, TOKO RAN10A6729 
Miscellaneous 
Note: The following are available from CRC Elec- 
tronics, 13547 S. E. 27th Place, Suite 3D, Bellevue, 
WA 98005, (206) 747-9636: Etched and drilled PC 
boards with plated -through holes, $24.95/pair; Par- 
tial kit (includes PC boards, all transformers, coils, 
jacks, and high -voltage capacitors) $49.95/pair; 
Complete kit excluding case and power cords, 
$99.00/pair; Assembled and tested PC -board as: 
sembly without cases and power cords, $119.95/ 
pair; Complete assembled and tested system, 
$159.95/pair. Individual components are also avail- 
able. 

Receiver Stage 
As shown in Fig. 4, the parallel line couplers, T3/C29 

and T4/C26, are capacitively isolated from the AC line by 
protective capacitors C15, C16, C19 and C20. One of the 
LC circuits is tuned to the "mark" frequency of the line - 
carrier signal, and the other is tuned to the "space" fre- 
quency. The line couplers effectively present a high im- 
pedance to the 60 -Hz power -line signal while presenting 
a low -impedance path to the tuned frequencies. 

Next, the received signals are amplified by IC7, an 

LM318N high -slew -rate op -amp. The output of IC7 is fed 
through a bandpass filter network composed of C35 and 
R31, T5 and C36, C31 and R30, and T6 and C32. Those 
components shape the signal and reject noise; Zener- 
diodes D6 and D7 clip the peak -to -peak signal voltage to 
6.6 volts to avoid damaging the demodulator (IC6). 
Exar XR2211 Demodulator 

The XR2211 is a Phase -Locked -Loop (PLL) IC designed 
especially for data communication and particularly suited 
for FSK-modem applications. It operates over a frequency 
range from 0.01 Hz to 300 kHz and can accommodate 
analog input signals between 2 millivolts and 3 volts. A 
block diagram of the XR2211 and a typical FSK-demod- 
ulator hookup are shown in Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 5-BLOCK DIAGRAM and basic hookup o the XR2211 FSK 
demodulator. See the text for information on calculating resistor 
and capacitor values. 

Frequency -shift -keyed input signals are fed to pin 2 of 
the IC through a 0.1-µF coupling capacitor. The internal 
impedance is 20 kilohms and the minimum recom- 
mended input signal is 10 mV 

The center frequency of the demodulator's passband 
must be set at the center of the frequency band that is to 
be detected. In the LCM100 the passband is set halfway 
between the frequency pairs: (106.5 + 100)/2 =103.25 
kHz for the LCM100-01 demodulator, and 
(156.5 +150)/2 =153.25 kHz for the LCM100-02. 

In Fig. 5, the oscillator's center frequency is calculated 
as follows: 

fo = 1/(RoCo) 

where R0 is in ohms and Co is in farads. Using a 330 -pf 
capacitor for Co, the computed values for Ro are 29.35K 
and 19.77K for the LCM100-01 and LCM100-02 modules 
respectively With a 5K trimmer wired in series, 1% re- 
sistors with values of 24.9K and 16.2K are used. Capacitor 
Co should be mylar, polycarbonate, or polystyrene. 

System bandwidth is set by R1, and Cl sets the loop - 
filter time constant and damping factor. The value of R1 is 

determined by the mark/space frequency difference: 

R1 = (Rofo)/(f1 -12) 

The calculated values for R1 are 395 kilohms (fo = 103.25 
kHz) and 382 kilohms (fo = 153.25 kHz). However; in 

order to increase the detectable bandwidth, both 
LCM100 modules use a 300K value for R1. 

The equation for computing the loop -damping factor 
associated with Cl is complex, but there is a convenient 
rule of thumb. The damping factor should be approxi- 
mately 1/2, and a value of Cl = C0/4 will produce that. 
With Co equal to 330 pf, Cl equals 82.5 pf. Because the 
loop low-pass filter time constant T equals R1 x Cl, the 
LCM100 uses a 100 -pf value for C1 in order to compensate 
for the lower value of R1. 

Resistor RB provides positive feedback across the FSK 

comparator and facilitates a rapid transition between 
output states. A value of 510K is normally used. 

Components CF and RF form a single -pole post -detec- 
tion filter for the FSK data output (RF generally = 100K). 
Capacitor CF smoothes the data output; its value is calcu- 
lated roughly as: 

CF = 3/data rate in bits per second 

where CF is in microfarads. Since the LCM100 is designed 
for operation up to 9600 bps (bits per second), a value of 
330 pf is acceptable. 

The final area requi'ing calculation is the lock -detect 
section of the XR2211, which is used in a carrier -detect 
function. The open -collector lock -detect output (pin 6) is 

conrected to the data output (pin 7). That disables any 
output created by noise, unless a carrier signal is present 
within the detection Dassband of the PLL. Presuming a 
parallel resistance of 470 kilohms, the minimum value of 
the lock -detect filter capacitor; CD, is: 

CD = 16/(fl - P2)/2 

The LCM100 uses a 3900 -pf capacitor for CD. 
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FIG. 6-OUTPUT AMPLIFIER AND CONNECTORS. Transistor 02 
amplifies the output of the XR2211. Line buffer IC3-a then con- 
verts the signal to RS -232C form. 

Output driver 
Referring to Fig. 6, the data output of the XR2211 (pin 7) 

is amplified by NPN-transistor Q2, which drives IC3-a, 
one section of a 1488 quad RS -232C line driver. It pro- 
duces the positive- and negative -voltage levels required 
by the RS -232C interface. 

The carrier -detect cutput of the XR2211 (pin 5) drives 
the base of transistor 03, which controls LED2, the carrier - 
detect LED. The LED provides a convenient means of 
verifying that the two modems are "talking" to each other. 

Next time 
The only circuitry that we have not discussed yet is the 

power -supply secticin. Unfortunately, we have run out of 
room in this issue. However; the power supply's circuitry 
and operation will be discussed in detail in next month's 
ComputerDigest. We'll also give you the construction 
details, PC board patterns, and the testing and tuning 
instructions, so that you can get your system uo and 
running. At this time, it might be a good idea for you to 
gather up all the parts you'll need, or order any of the kits 
that are offered at the end of the Parts List.4Q 
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BUILD 
THE P1 -68K 

This month we 
install the DRAM circuitry. 

PETER A. STARK 

Last month we discussed the internal structure of dy- 
namic RAM (DRAM), and how it works. This month we'll 

describe and build the DRAM circuit actually used in the 
PT -68K. We've already discussed the general principles 
behind DRAM circuits, so let's start by discussing the 
specific circuits used in the PT -68K. 

DRAM operation during CPU accesses 
Let's begin our discussion with the timing circuit shown 

in Fig. 1. First, assume flip-flops IC49-a and IC49-b are 
reset, which is the condition most of the time, because 
IC49-a is reset every time ps (Address Strobe) goes low. 
Since IC49-b is reset, its REFRESH output is low and REFRESH IS 

high. Furthermore, since IC49-a is also reset, the cñs and 
DRAM DTACK outputs are both low 

When the 68000 wants to access DRAM (either to write 
to it or to read from it), it places a valid address on the 
address bus. The address decoder (discussed in the 
January issue and shown in Fig. 3 of that article) recog- 
nizes the address as referring to the DRAM, and sends out 
the Dww enable signal which goes to IC51-c (shown in Fig. 

1) to initiate a DRAM cycle. The signal travels a long 
distance on the board, so C68, a 33-pF capacitor, is used 
to reduce noise pickup. When Dwrn goes low, pin 10 of 
IC51-c is also low (as we will see in a moment), so IC51-c 
sends a low pulse to pin 10 of IC37-c. 

(Actually, IC51-c is an OR gate, but it is shown as an AND 

gate with bubbles on both its inputs and its outputs. That 
notation was explained in the January 1988 installment.) 

So, to recap, when the 68000 wants to access DRAM, 
the ww, signal is asserted, and that in turn makes pin 8 of 
IC51-c go low. Then pin 8 of IC37-c goes high. That signal 
now does two things. 

First, it is inverted to a low by IC66-d to generate Rf+s, 

the Row Address Strobe that tells the DRAM IC's to accept 
a row address. Rñs also goes to pin 12 of IC51-d; because 
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pin 13 is already low (just like pin 10), pin 11 of IC51-d also 
goes low. That provides a second low to IC37-c, ensuring 
that it continues to output a high on pin 8 even if the DRAM 

signal should disappear. That's not important now, 
though, because the R.nn signal will not disappear until 
after the DRAM operation is complete. (In other words, 
that circuit is only needed during refresh.) 

Second, the high on pin 8 of IC37-c also goes to IC52, a 

150 -nanosecond delay line. That IC does what the name 
implies-it delays signals. It has several outputs, of which 
we use two. Whenever a logic signal is applied to its input 
on pin 1, that signal is delayed and appears on the outputs 
a specified delay -time later. The total delay line is spec- 
ified as 150 nanoseconds (ns), which means that the input 
comes out the last outout, pin 8, 150 ns after it entered. 
But the delay line also has an intermediate output on pin 
12, which provides only a 30-ns delay (When you think 
about it, 30 ns is a very short time. For example, a beam of 
light-the fastest thing we know of-travels only about 
30 feet in 30 ns!) 

Until now, the input to the delay line was low, so both 
of its outputs were low. Pin 8 of IC52 therefore has been 
sending a low back to IC51-c and IC51-d. Meanwhile, pin 
12 of IC52 has been sending a low to flip-flop IC49-a, to 
pin 4 of IC35-b, and to the A/B SELECT line. After the 30-ns 
delay; however, pin 12 of IC52 goes high. That toggles the 
A/B SELECT signal from low to high, and it also clocks flip- 
flop IC49-a. Since the data input (pin 2) of the flip-flop is 

already high (since flip-flop IC49-b was reset, REFRESH was 
high), the flip-flop now sets and sends out a high on Cis 
and DRAM DTACK. 

Now let's jump ahead to Fig. 2 and see what is happen- 
ing in the DRAM address multiplexers. As mentioned last 
time, the DRAM address pins receive three separate ad- 
dresses. During normal memory operation, first they re- 
ceive a row address, then a column address; during 

`c 
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Further Help 

If you need further help, contact us through our BBS at 
914-241-3307. If that is not possible, hardware questions 
can be answered by Peripheral Technology, 1480 Terrell Mill 
Rd. #870, Marietta GA 30067, (404) 984-0742. Software 
questions dealing with the HUMBUG monitor program or 
the SK*DOS disk operating system can be answered by 
Star -K Software Systems Corp., P. O. Box 209, Mt. Kisco 
NY 10549, (914) 241-0287. 

Ordering Information 

Complete details were given in part one (in the October 
1987 issue). To summarize: the basic kit (PT1, $200) con- 
tains all parts except power supply, case, and video termi- 
nal or personal computer to get a small system (ROM 
monitor, 2K RAM) up and running. The full basic system 
(PT -68K, $530) includes 512K of dynamic RAM, floppy -disk 
controller, parallel port, battery -backed clock/calendar, 
three PC -compatible expansion slots, SK*DOS operating 
system, editor, assembler, and system utilities. To order, or 
for more information, contact Peripheral Technology, 1480 
Terrell Mill Road #870, Marietta GA 30067, (404) 
984-0742. 

refresh, they receive a refresh address. The multiplexers 
shown in Fig. 2 select which of those three addresses is 

applied when. 
In our circuit descriptions until now, REFRESH has been 

low and REFRESH has been high. The circuitry at the top of 
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Fig. 2 generates the refresh address, which can be sent to 
the DRAM'S through a set of three -state buffers in IC61 if 
their óc (Output Control) input goes low But since REFRESH 

is high, that keeps óc high and therefore prevents the 
refresh address from getting to the DRAM's. 

Instead, the low REFRESH signal is applied to the (gate) 
inputs of IC88, IC75, and IC62. Each is a "quad two -input 
multiplexer", meaning that it contains four multiplexers, 
each with two inputs. The A/B SELECT input on .each IC 

selects which of the two inputs is sent to the output of 
each multiplexer. Scanning down the inputs of IC88, for 
example, Al goes to output MA3 if the A/B SELECT input is 

low, or A5 goes to MA3 if the NB SELECT input is high. 
Similarly, either A2 or A6 goes to MA2, depending on the 
A/B SELECT input. Notice that the A inputs and MA outputs 
seem to be mixed up in a crazy order, which seems as 

though the memory is going to be very confused. In 

actual operation, it simply means that every time the 
68000 stores something into memory it will go into what 
looks like the wrong location; but the next time the 68000 
wants to read it back, it will be read back from the same 
wrong location, so the correct data will come back out. 

At the beginning of the operation, A/B SELECT was low, so 
each of the multiplexers chose one set of nine bits to send 
to the MA outputs. But after the delay line outputs a high 
A/B SELECT, the multiplexers switch and send the other nine 
address bits to the MA outputs. The first set of nine bits 
was the row address; the second set is the column 
address. Although it looks as though the column address 
comes out just 30 ns after the row address, actually the 
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FIG. 1-THE PT 68K'S TIMING CIRCUITRY. The system clock (coca) is divided by 100 by 
IC65-a and IC65-b; it, in combination with MPUCLK, and DRAM generate the refresh - 
enable signals that allow DRAM to be refreshed. 
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FIG. 2-THE PT-68K'S ADDRESS MULTIPLEXERS. IC61 provides the refresh addresses; 
IC62, IC75, and IC88 provide row and column addresses. 

delay is somewhat greater. The row address is applied to 
the DRAM IC's as soon as the 68000 starts its memory 
operation; the column address is not applied until after 
the address decoder has recognized the DRAM address 
and sent out the Rñn, signal, which must then go through 
IC51-c and IC37-c before even entering the delay line. 

To summarize, operation proceeds as follows: 
1) The 68000 sends out an address; since REFRESH and NB 

SELECT are both low, nine bits of the address go to the 
DRAM's as a row address. 

2) The address decoder sends out Rifv,, which starts the 
DRAM circuitry 

3) Rf+s goes low. 
4) After a short delay, AB SELECT goes high and sends the 

other nine address bits (column address) to the DRAM's. 
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5) cis goes low. 
6) DRAM DTACK goes low. 
Note that DTACK normally signals the 68000 that a data 

transfer is completed, yet the DRAM access is nowhere 
near being finished. To operate the computer at maximum 
speed, DTACK is sent to the DTACK circuitry (IC36, shown in 
Fig. 5 of the January issue) before the DRAM actually 
finishes the operation. The 68000 doesn't respond for 
severa more clock pulses, so the DRAM will have enough 
time to finish what it is doing before the 68000 continues 
its operation. 

Regretfully, our discussion must wait until next month 
because we've run out of space. However, when we 
return, we'll continue our discussion on the DRAM circuit- 
ry's operation. 
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c oice t 
No matter what specific electronic 
part or supplies you're looking for the 
one thing you're always looking tor 
is value. And no one else delivers it 

like Philips ECG. From replacement 
semiconductors to multimeters to 
audio/video test cassettes, we've got 
the quality you're looking for the 
selection you're looking For, tie value 
you're looking for. So if you've been 
hunting for a name you can trust, 
you're on the right track now. Philips 
ECG: the smartest choice you can 
make in electronic parts and supplies. 

Intelligent Power t r'' 
Controller With Surge 

1111111 Suppression- ° 

No smarter buy. 
MAW' Ill Krnill. CO11,101. 

M".12 
Philips ECG's unique 

I F 

' e ;J 
EMl -515MC 
Intelligent Power 
Controller has ¡ 
one Master 
outlet and 

1. four electroni- ` -. ; 

cally controlled Auxiliary 
outlets. It senses when something 
plugged into the Master outlet is 

turned ON and responds by turning 
ON power to the Auxiliary outlets. 
Equipment that is plugged into the 
EMF-515MC is also protected from 
transient voltage spikes on the power 
line three ways: hot to neutral, hot 
to ground and neutral to ground. 
CIRCLE 201 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The DM -300 
Multimeter puts 
it all in the palm 
of your hand. 
Most multimeters' 
accuracy stops at 0.5%. 
Not the ECG DM -300! 
This little dynamo 
delivers 0.25% accuracy! 
The ECG DM -300 also 

has a transistor test, diode and conti- 
nuity tests and ís overload protected. 
These features and 0.25% accuracy 
make the DM -300 almost unbeatable! 
CIRCLE 260 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

1,1 ' r°ie- 

" Cable 
converters 

- bring in 
v -1 ° the signal loud 9 . -.° 

and clear. 
Philips ECG's cable converters ó'. 
adapt to any TV set and receive 
up to 139 VHF, UHF and cable 
stations. They are available with 
volume control, separate audio - 

d 

and video outputs for connection 1z'3 
to stereo and VCR systems to bring \,f+ 

it all to you loud and clear! No matter ` 
what type of TV, Philips ECG has 
the converter for you. 

.._ 
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One Source 
for all Your 
Semiconductor Needs. 
In the confusing world 
of electronic replace- 

ment parts, there's only one name 
you have to remember for all your 
semiconductor needs. Philips ECG. 
With nearly 4000 semiconductors 
that replace over 240,000 industry 
tytyppes, Philips ECG is your one source. 
Phillips ECG's high -quality semi- 
conductorsp meet most entertainment 
and industrial/commercial MRO 
replacement needs, enabling you to 
stock fewer parts. All of which saves 
you time, space and money! 

CIRCLE 262 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Philips ECG 
Time Delay Relays ' - 

deliver accuracy, R ; i_ 
versatility and value. 
Philips ECG time delay relays are 
available in several time and ampere 
versions for optimum versatility. 
Series 40 and 42 are 10 ampere relays 
and have a range of 0.1 seconds to 
5 minutes. Series 44 and 46 are 12 
ampere relays with time ranges of 0.1 
seconds to 3 minutes. Repeat cycle 
CIRCLE 263 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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also available with 
timing ranges from 0.1 seconds to 
3.0 minutes. All have input transient 
protection to prohibit false triggering 
or damage to circuitry and are UL 
approved. And because Philips ECG 
relays replace more original relay 
types than any other brand, there's 
no smarter choice. 

+ 
tip-- 

timers, 
Series 48. are 

Philips ECG's PR -60 & PR -200: 
The Answer to Your Scope 
Probe Needs. 
Whether you're an engineer, techni- 
cian or a hobbyist, we've got the 
scope probes you're looking for. Not 
only in terms of features-and 
these models are 
loaded-but 
in terms of 
value. Each 
has switch - 
able ground 
reference plus 
Xl and X10 
attenuation for 
a range of applications. And each is 
compatible with most popular oscillo- 
scopes. For the smart choice in scope 
probes, look to Philips ECG! 
CIRCLE 264 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Philips ECG Chemical 
Products keep your Equipment 
up and running! 
Regular maintenance is the key to 
maximizing the operating efficiency 
of all electronic equipment. Philips 
ECG offers a wide assortment of 
High Technology Chemicals that will 
assure optimum equipment perfor- 
mance. The line includes heavy duty 
flux remover, all-purpose degreaser, 
high -purity circuit refrigerant, a gen- 
eral contact cleaner and a superior 
spray lubricant. All are available in 
convenient aerosol cans or in various 
sizes. And all are from Philips ECG, 
the industry leader! 

You know your business. You know 
what you need in electronic parts 
and supplies. And now you know 
where to get them. Philips ECG. Con- 
sistent high quality you can believe 
in. An incredible inventory of equip- 
ment and supplies. Reliable value all 
up and down the line. Contact your 
local Philips ECG distributor or call 
1-800-225-8326. It just might be the 
smartest call you make all -day. 

The Smart Choice. 

PhilipsECG 
A North American Philips Company 

CIRCLE 68 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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REACTS 

continued from page 50 

vate the water valves, and how many 
valves will he activated simulta- 
neously. When you are calculating the 
power that is needed, remember to 
consider the amount of current that is 

used by the water valve's solenoid 
when it is first activated (the inrush 
current), which will he somewhat 
higher than the holding current of the 
solenoid. 

In most cases. each of the octal I/O 
relays would activate only one valve. 
Therefore the relays, which are rated 
at 6 amps. will have no trouble at all, 
as the average consumer water valve 
requires less than I amp. Be sure to 
protect the transformer against shorts 
and overloads with the proper size 
fuse. 

Also, follow the water -valve man- 
ufacturer's guidelines pertaining to 
the minimum diameter of the wire to 
he used, and their recommendations 
on waterproofing the wire and the 
connections. Finally, be sure to ad- 
here to any local building codes that 
may apply to the installation. It's 
worth it in the long run. 

For information on water valves, 
sprinkler heads, etc., contact your lo- 
cal lawn and garden supply store. Two 
major manufacturers of consumer 
sprinkler -system products are Toro 
and Rainbird. You should he able to 
find them, and many other manufac- 
turers of such equipment, in the 
yellow pages. 

In conclusion 
By now, we hope that the wheels in 

your head have started turning as to 
what the REACTS modular system 
can do for you. It is no secret that 
computers are now being used for 
more than just number crunching, 
word processing, drafting, etc. The 
system we have been showing you 
makes computerized home control af- 
fordable. It also bridges the gap be- 
tween process controllers and person- 
al computers. 

In the articles to come, we will 
discuss and build more of the process - 
control modules. We will also con- 
struct modules that will enhance the 
system, such as the battery -hacked 
power supply and the CRT controller/ 
printer interface. We hope you will 
stay with us. R -E 

LC METER 

continued from page 45 

and work with a simple binary coun- 
ter scheme composed of inexpensive 
CMOS chips. required an Apple II 
program that ran for almost 4' hours. 

The program that calculated all the 
required function addresses for the 
EPROM for each of the approximate- 
ly 15,000 solutions to the equation ran 
for another 21/2 hours. And after all the 
time spent calculating the EPROM 
data, the builder would need access to 
an EPROM programmer. To simplify 
everything, a programmed EPROM is 
available from the source listed in the 
Parts List. 

Just in case you decide to test the 
EPROM data against your own cal- 
culations, bear in mind that the 
EPROM data have been compensated 
for the parasitic capacitive and induc- 
tance values that exists across the in- 
strument's input terminals. 

That's it for the theory. Next month 
we'll build and align the LC meter so 
that you can begin using it in your lab. 

R -E 

GPIB 

continued from page 60 

There are system and measuring - 
related constraints that also affect the 
data -transfer rate. Examples of those 
are high resolution (5 1/2 to 6 1/2 

digit) voltmeters that use the very 
slow integrating A -to -D (analog -to - 
digital) techniques. precision low fre- 
quency counting, and narrow hand 
spectrum analysis. "Those slow real- 
time measuring processes were fine 
when a human could wait 5 or 10 

seconds for a measurement to come 
up; however, with automated test in- 
struments that make measurements 
within the millisecond range, that 
time frame is no longer acceptable. 
As a result, the test -equipment indus- 
try is converting to high-speed sam- 
pling techniques, burst measure- 
ments, smart peripherals, block - 
memory transfers, direct -memory ac- 

cesses. and other such methods that 
allow the data throughput rate to he 

hound only by the transfer -rate of the 
computer -interface combination. 

When we continue, we'll look at 

GPIB accessories and how to analyze 
and troubleshoot the bus. R -E 

Radio- 

Electronics 

APPLIANCE REPAIR HANDBOOKS -13 
volumes by service experts; easy -to - 
understand diagrams, illustrations. For major 
appliances (air conditioners, refrigerators, 
washers, dryers, microwaves, etc.), elec. 
housewares, personal -care appliances. 
Basics of solid state, setting up shop, test 
instruments. $2.65 to $7.90 each. Free 
brochure. APPLIANCE SERVICE, P.O. Box 
789, Lombard, IL 60148. (312) 932-9550. 

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE MODEL WTT-20 IS ONLY THE SIZE OF 
A DIME, yet transmits both sides of a tele- 
phone conversation to any FM radio with 
crystal clarity. Telephone line powered - never 
needs a battery! Up to'/. mile range. Adjusta- 
ble from 70-130 MHZ. Complete kit $29.95 
+ $1.50 S + H. Free Shipping on 2 or more! 
COD add S4. Call or send VISA, MC, MO. 
DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford 
Hills, NY 10507. (914) 232-3878. 

CIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

M -BREAKOUT SOLVES RS -232 COM- 
PATIBILITY PROBLEMS FAST!!! Breaks/ 
re -directs all 25 signals 52 LED's give 4 - 

state indication on all signals Current loop 
test No batteries required Gold plated 
contacts 8 jumper cables Durable ABS 
plastic case Manual and carrying pouch 
We ship UPS 2nd day within 24 hours of order 

Regularly $150, R&E Special $135, M - 

TEST EQUIPMENT, P.O. Box 146008, San 
Francisco, CA 94114-6008, (415) 861-2382 
FAX (415) 864-1076 

CIRCLE 200 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HIGH OUTPUT MOSFET AMPLIFIER DE- 
LIVERS 100 WATTS RMS INTO 8 OHMS at 
less than .01% THD, (20-20,000HZ). Turn on 
delay minimizes pops and clicks from output. 
Output devices protected from overload. RCA 
input jack and adj gain control allow easy 
connection to pre -amp or other signal source. 
ASS'M PC board complete with heatsink: 
$59.95 X'FORMER for above: $13.95. ETE 
ENGINEERING, 1750 S. Price #236, Tern - 
pe, AZ 85281 (602) 921-3474. 

CIRCLE 88 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

)' 

RADAR SPEED UNIT. For clocking speeds 
in baseball, racing, etc. Used Decatur MV -715 
professional X -band model. Moving and sta- 
tionary use, dual display, SPECIAL $269 + 
S8 shipping (continental US), including case 
and tuning forks. Other used radars from 
$275. ZENITH SSAVI UHF from S199, ch. 3 
input $229, reconditioned. UHF SSAVI proj- 
ect handbook $6.50 ppd. N -12s & 
MLD-1200s. Satellite & telephone systems. 
Catalog $1. AIS SATELLITE, INC., P.O. Box 
1226-B, Dublin, PA 18917. 215-453-1400. 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE CATALOG OF HARD -TO -FIND 
TOOLS is packed with more than 2000 
quality items. Your single source for precision 
tools used by electronic technicians, engi- 
neers, instrument mechanics, schools, labo- 
ratories and government agencies. Also 
contains Jensen's line of more than 40 tool 
kits. Send for your free copy today! JENSEN 
TOOLS INC., 7815 46th St., Phoenix, AZ 
85044. (602) 968-6231. 

CIRCLE 115 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 x rate $815.00 per each insertion. 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement of 
ads. 

We typeset and layout the ad at no 
additional charge. 

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask 
for Arline Fishman. Limited number of 
pages available. Mail materials to: 
mini -ADS, RADIO -ELECTRONICS, 500- 
B Bi-County Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 
11735. 

rT 

1 
1 

SIMPLY SNAP THE WAT -50 MINIATURE FM 
TRANSMITTER on top of a 9v battery and 
hear every sound in an entire house up to 1 

mile away! Adjustable from 70-130 MHZ. Use 
with any FM radio. Complete kit $29.95 + 
$1.50 S + H. Free shipping on 2 or more! COD 
add $4. Call or send VISA, MC, MO. DECO 
INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford Hills, NY 
10507. (914) 232-3878. 

CIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

et.. .- -- 
PANASONIC CABLE CONVERTERS, 
Wholesale and Retail. Scientific Atlanta and 
Pioneer Cable Converters in stock. Pan- 
asonic model 140N 68 channel converter 
$79.95, Panasonic Amplified Video Control 
Switch Model VCS -1 $59.95. Scientific Atlan- 
ta Brand new Model #8528 550MHZ 80 
Channels Ccnverter $89.95. Video Corrector 
(MACRO, COPYGUARD, DIGITAL) EN- 
HANCER S89.95. We ship to Puerto Rico, 
Caribbean countries, & So. Amer. Write or call 
BLUE STAR IND., 4712 AVE. N, Dept 105, 
Brooklyn, NY 11234. Phone (718) 258-9495. 

o ( 

TEST EQUIPMENT, PRE -OWNED, NOW AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICES. Signal generators, 
from $50; Oscillascopes from $50. Other 
equipment, including Manuals available. 
Send for catalog. J.B. ELECTRONICS, 9518 

rand Ave., Franklin Park, II. 60131. 
(312) 451-1750 

CIRCLE 202 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

, 1 

RECHARGE LASER PRINTER TONER 
CARTRIDGES-Earn big $$ in your spare 
time-All supplies and Do -It -Yourself kits with 
complete instructions available. Supplies 
cost from $10.95 in qty and you can sell re- 
charged toner cartridges for $40.00 to $55.00 
each. Printers include HP LaserJet and Se- 
ries II, Apple LaserWriter, OMS, etc. Canon 
PC -25 Copier also. CHENESKO PROD- 
UCTS, 21 Maple St., Centereach, NY 11720, 
516-736-7977, Fax: 516-732-4650 

CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD CIRCLE 192 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



R -E Engineering Admart 

MIDI 

PROJECTS 

MIDI 
, Projects 

0..1114 

BP182-MIDI interfacing enables any so 
equipped instruments, regardless of the 
manufacturer, to be easily connected to- 
gether and used as a system with easy com- 
puter control of these music systems. 
Combine a computer and some MIDI instru- 
ments and you can have what is virtually a 

programmable orchestra. To get your copy 
send 56.95 plus 51.00 for shipping in the 
U.S. to Electronic Technology Today Inc., 
P.O. Box 240, Massapequa Park, NY 
11762-0240. 

Rates: Ads are 21/4" x 27/8". One insertion 5825. Six insertions 5800 each. Twelve 
insertions $775 each. Closing date same as regular rate card. Send order with 
remittance to Engineering Admart, Radio Electronics Magazine, 500-B Bi-County 
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Direct telephone inquiries to Arline Fishman, area 
code -516-293-3000. Only 109% Engineering ads are accepted for this Admart. 

FCC LICENSE 
PREPARATION 

The FCC has revised and updated the 
commercial license exam. The NEW 
EXAM covers updated marine and 
aviation rules and regulations, 
transistor and digital circuitry. 
THE GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE 
OPERATOR LICENSE - STUDY GUIDE 
contains the necessary preparation 
for ONLY $25.00. 

WPT PUBLICATIONS 
979 Young Street. Suite A 

Woodburn, Oregon 97071 
Phone (503) 981-6122 
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117 PRACTICAL IC 

PROJECTS BUILD YOU CAN 

2645T-117 PRAC- 
TICAL IC PROJECTS 
YOU CAN BUILD 
S10.95. Dozens of 
fully -tested, ready -to - 
build circuits you can 
put together from 
readily -available, low 
cost IC's! There are a 

117 PRACTICAL 
IC PROJECTS 
l'OU CAN WILD 

1 I 

total of 117 IC circuits 
ranging from an audio mixer and a signal 
splitter to a tape -deck amplifier and a top - 
octave generator organ! From TAB 
Books. To order your copy send 510.95 
plus 52.75 shipping to Electronic Tech- 
nology Today Inc., P.O. Box 240, Mas- 
sapequa Park, NY 11762-0240 

HARDWARE HACKER 

continued from page 73 

catalog number 109. Of all those 
traditional "old line" electronics 
distributors, they have always 
been one of my favorites. They 
stock just about everything, but 
you'll find that they tend to be 
both pricey and more than a tad 
anti -hacker. 

Or, for a much smaller "new 
age" distributor that goes out of 
their way to stock single quantities 
of interesting and oddball hacker 
integrated circuits, try Circuit Spe- 
cialists. Among their numerous 
other goodies, they now stock the 
Sprague ULN2429 liquid -level de- 
tector we looked at a few columns 
back. The cost for that device is 

only $1.80. 
The Micro Switch people have a 

new and free Specitier's Guide for 
Pressure Sensors in print. But the 
SenSym people have far better ap- 
notes and much more affordable 
pricing when it comes to hacker 
pressure -transducer and interface 
stuff. 

The Mitsubishi Series 740 
CMOS Microcontrollers are out- 
lined in a new and free brochure. 
Those 6502 -style devices are the 
best selling microcomputer IC's in 
the world today. My personal fa- 

vorite here is the M50734, A 128K 
beastie that includes 40 parallel 
I/O lines, a built-in serial UART, 
four A/D converters, two stepper - 
motor drivers, a watchdog, five 
timers, a pulse -position modu- 
lator, and, last but not least, a soft 
ice-cream dispenser. 

There's even enough pins on it 
that you may be able to use it in a 

pinch as an emergency cheese 
grater. 

We'll see much more on that 
hacker gem in future columns. By 
one of those absolutely astound- 
ing coincidences, that M50734 just 
happens to drop right into the 
printed circuit shown in Fig. 5. Any 
old Apple I le, I Ic, or I lgs works just 
beautifully with that as a develop- 
ment system. 

Turning to my own stuff, check 
into my classic TTL and CMOS 
Cookbooks if you happen to be 
interested in the fundamentals of 
digital integrated circuits. Some- 
thing like 1,400,000 copies are now 
in print, which must be some sort 
of a record for technical paper- 
backs. 

And I do have a "zeta release" 
available on all my new PostScript 
printed -circuit layout stuff avail- 
able for you if you want to get in on 
all the action ahead of the hoar- 
ders. 

Let's hear from you. R -E 

AUDIO UPDATE 

continued from page 74 

By now, if my short tutorial on 
resonance has been absorbed, at- 
tentive readers should have some 
insight into the groove -skipping 
problem. The new cartridge was 
obviously heavier, or more com- 
pliant than the old one. That shift- 
ed the arm/cartridge resonant 
frequency downward into the 
warp danger -zone, and tone -arm 
lift-off occurred when the reso- 
nance was triggered by a warp at or 
near the critical frequency of the 
arm/cartridge combination. 

The obvious solution is a car- 
tridge whose compliance, or 
weight more closely resembles the 
old one, which apparently worked 
out well with the tone arm. The 
moral of the story-for those who 
want such things-is that there's a 

risk in choosing a cartridge or a 

tone arm in isolation. The two 
must he selected (or designed) as 
a compatible team to ensure that 
the resonances occur in the pre- 
ferred range. Incidentally, because 
there are no mechanical interac- 
tions between a compact disc and 
the laser beam that "plays" it, CD 
players, as a rule, do not generally 
suffer from any resonance prob- 
lems. R -E 
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MARKET CENTER 
FOR SALE 

TUBES. new, unused. Send self-addressed, stamp- 
ed envelope for list. FALA ELECTRONICS, Box 
1376.2, Milwaukee, WI 53201. 

DESCRAMBLERS. All brands. Special: Jerrold 
combo 400 and SB3 $165. Complete cable de - 
scrambler kit $39. Complete satellite cescrambler 
kit $45.00. Free catalog. MJM INDUSTRY, Box 531, 
Bronx, NY 10461-0531. 

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM 

To run your own classified ad put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to: 

Radio -Electronics Classified Ads, 500-B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, NY 11735 

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For 
special headings, there is a surcharge of $23.00. 
( ) Plans/Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education/Instruction ( ) Wanted ( ) Satellite Television 

) 

Special Category: $23.00 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. 
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your 
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional 
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 ($42.75) 

16 ($45.60) 17 ($48.45) 18 ($51.30) 19 ($54.15) 20 ($57.00) 

21 ($59.85) 22 ($62.70) 23 ($65.55) 24 ($68.40) 25 ($71.25) 

26 ($74.10) 27 ($76.95) 28 ($79.80) 29 ($82.65) 30 ($85.50) 

31 ($88.35) 32 ($91.10) 33 ($94.05) 34 ($96.90) 35 ($99.75) 

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders. If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill 
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.): 

Card Number Expiration Date 

Please Print Name Signature 

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE 
NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) 
$2.85 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6 
issues; 10% discount for same ad in 12 issues within one year; if prepaid. NON-COMMERCIAL RATE: (for 
individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $2.30 per word, prepaid....no minimum. ONLY FIRST 
WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as al caps) 50c 
per word additional. Entire ad in boldface, $3.40 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: 53.55 per 
word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: $4.15 per word. EXPANDED 
TYPE AD: 54.30 per word prepaid. Entire ad in boldface. $5.15 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE 
EXPANDED TYPE AD: $5.40 per word. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED TYPE AD PLUS 
ALL BOLD FACE AD: $6.25 per word. DISPLAY ADS: 1" x 21/4"-$320.00; 2" x 21/4'-$640.00; 3" x 
21/4"-$960.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepayment discounts are avai able. ALL 
COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL 
NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS 
AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 12th of the third month preceding the date of the 
issue. (i.e., Aug. issue copy must be received by May 12th). When normal closing date falls on Saturday, 
Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding working day. Send for the classified brochure. Circle Number 
49 on the Free Information Card. 

PHOTDFACT folders, under #1400 $3.00. Others 
$5.00. Postpaid. LOEB, 414 Chestnut Lane, East 
Meadow, NY 11554. 

TRANSISTORS -tubes: MRF421 $24.00, MRF454 
$14.50, MRF455-MRF477 $11.75, MRF492 $16.00, 
SRF2072 $12.75, SRF3800 $17.50, 2SC2290 
$16.75, 2SC2879 $22.00, 6LF6, 6L06, 6JS6, 8950, 
etc -call. New Ranger ÁR3500 all mode 10 Meter 
transceiver $319.00. Quantity discounts! Best 
prices on hard -to -find parts, antennas, mics, power 
supplies, & equipment! Catalog $1.00 (refundable), 
or free with order. RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos, CA 
92069 For information or same day shipment -call 
(619) 744-0728. Visa/MC C.O.D. 

SATELLITE & cable equipment. We have those 
hard -to -find units ready to go. Tired of junk that 
doesn't work properly? Try our 10 day satisfaction 
guarantee & 90 day warranty (wholesale only). HI 
TECH ELECTRONICS, PO Box 42423, Detroit, MI 
48242 (313) 722-9381. 

LASERS, components and accessories. Free cata- 
log, M.J. NEAL COMPANY, 6672 Mallard Court, 
Orient OH 43146. 

PICTURE flyer lists quality surplus electronics at 
low paces. Since 1970. Send for the last 3 issues. 
STAR- TRONICS, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 97128. 

CB RADIO OWNERS! 
We specialize in a wide variety of technical 
information, parts and services for CB radios. 10 - 

Meter and FM conversion kits, repair books, plans, 
high-performance accessories. Over 12 years of 
satisfied customers! Catalog 52. 

CBC INtERNATIONAL 
P.O. BOX 31500RE, PHOENIX, AZ 85046 

MICROWAVE antennas, multichannel 1.9-2.7 Ghz 
dual polarity. From only 549.95. "Best in the west!" 
GALAXY ELECTRONICS. Call 1 (602) 939-1151. 

TUBES, name brands, new, 80% oft list. KIRBY, 
298 West Carmel Drive, Carmel, IN 46032. 

IS it true...jeeps for $44 through the government? 
Call for facts! 1-(312) 742-1142, ext. 4673. 

TV tunable notch filters, free brochure. D.K. VIDEO, 
Box 63 6025, Margate, FL 330631-(305) 752-9202. 

RUN three-phase motors on single phase, free bro- 
chure. MOTORS, Box 63/6025. Margate, FL. 33063 
1-(3051 752-9202. 

TUBES. "Oldest," latest." Parts and schematics. 
SASE for list. STEINMETZ, 7519 Maplewood Ave., 
R.E. Hammond, IN 46324. 

SOLAR battery chargers. Homes, RVs, boats. 
From $30.00. Brochure. SUN POWER, Texas, Dept. 
01B, PO.B. 2788A, Freeport, TX 77544. 

TESLA coils-Kirlian electrophotography-plas- 
ma bulbs...Free 1988 science plan catalog! SCIEN- 
TIFIC, Box 1054HRH, Duvall, WA 98019. 

FREE CATALOG 
FAMOUS "FIRESTIK" BRAND CB ANTENNAS 

AND ACCESSORIES. QUALITY PRODUCTS 
FOR THE SERIOUS CB'er. SINCE 1962 

FIRESTIK ANTENNA COMPANY 
2614 EAST ADAMS 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034 

GREAT buys! Surplus prices, ICs, linears, transfor- 
mers, PS, stepping motors, vacuum pump, pho- 
totransistor, meters, Isase, FERTIK'S, 5400 Ella, 
Phila., PA 19120. 

SURPLUS Zenith Z100 computer motherboards. 
No RAM/ROM, over 100 chips in sockets including 
8088, 8085, 74LSxxx, 74ALSxx, crystals and more, 
549.95. Boards without chips $12.95 shipping in- 
cluded Visa Master. LYNBAR INDUSTRIES, (616) 
983-3389. 
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uw 
N YY MOTION 

ACCESSORIES 
CONTROL SYSTEM 

SCANNER CONNECTS TO T HE VIDEO LOGIC 3500 
BOARD AND ALLOWS THE SYSTEM TO MONITOR 
92 SWITCH/RELAY CONTACTS ASSEMBLED& TESTED 
ORDER NUMBER 50/04 ADD $4 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING 

SPIN CONNECTS TO THE SERIAL PORTS AND 00 
ALLOWS PULSE WIDTH MODULATION OF TWO 59 
DC SERVO MOTORS TRANSPARENT TO NORMAL USE OF 

SERIAL PORTS. OPTICAL ENCODER FEED BACK KEEPS 
THE MOTORS UNDER CONTROL ! INCLUDES REFLECTIVE 
LEDS, ENCODER DISKS, DRIVER KIT, AND SOFTWARE H 

PATTERN DRIVERS ALLOW FORWARDS. REVERSE FROM 
ONE 12 VOLT POWER SUPPLY. FOR USE WITH MOTORS 
UP TO .6 AMPS AT I2VDC 
ORDER NUMBER 50/05 ADD $4 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING 

POWER 8 AMPS OF POWER FOR LARGER ll 1099 
MOTORS OUTPUT MAY BE SPLIT TO DRIVE 2 
4 AMP MOTORS. OR USE 2 TO DRIVE ONE 16 AMP MOTOR 
ORDER NUMBER 50/06 ADD $3 FOR SHIPPING & HANDLING 

^MONIT OR 
MOTORS R5232 

DRIVER 

á-a 13888 lc 
8CPu C1 

.:,\,\ 

~ .': DOS 
BASIC 
MCL 

GENERAL 
AMBER 
QUALITY 
4 "EASY 
PDSDOS 

MOTOR 
POWER 
e FULLY 

ALL BOARDS 
Ill DISK STORAGE(not,ncludd)EXPANDABLE 

ORDER 

MOTION 

KEYBOARD 

- 
PURPOSE 

MONITOR 
KEYBOARD 
STEPPER" 
MICROSOFT 

CONTROL 
SUPPLIES 
DOCUMENTED 

NUMBER 

CONTROL 

"ii'!iI:'ra; 

-06d6LTn (0146 
64K SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 

WITH 80 BY 24 LINES DISPLAY 
WITH KEYPAD & FUNCTION KEYS 
MOTORS AND DRIVER KIT 
BASIC AND PILOT LANGUAGE 

PROGRAM WITH SOURCE LISTING 
INCLUDED OR USE YOUR BATTERIES 

INCLUDING SCHEMATICS 
EXCEPT THE DRIVER ARE PREASSEMBLED 

TO 3.2 MEG 
50/03 PLEASE ADD S 14 FOR S&H 

SYSTEM $14900 
Cell for a core of 15 des trial merit. Tee & 
freisht extra.000 to coot USA ok dd$3 to S&H 
Price may chane.Store Price miss differ.While 
surrlies lest. No POs, terms, or credit cards 

Silicon alley UrplUS 
415-261-4506 

4401 OAKPORT OAKLAND CA. 94601 

OPEN 
I0em-6pm 
CLOSED 
SUN &MON 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AMAZING 
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 
PLANS -Build Yourself -All Parts Available In Stock 

LC7-BURNING CUTTING CO, LASER .. .....5 20.00 
RUB4-PORTABLE LASER RAY PISTOL 20.00 
TCC1-3 SEPARATE TESLA COIL 

PLANS TO 1.5 MEV .. 20.00 

IOGt-ION RAY GUN .... .. TO 00 

SPAT -GRAVITY GENERATOR . 10.00 

EML1-ELECTRO MAGNET COIL GUN/LAUNCHER... ...... 6.00 

KITS 
. MFT3K-FM VOICE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE . 49.50 

e VWPM7-TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 3 MI RANGE ... 39 50 

BTC31(-250.00 VOLT 1014 SPARK TESLA COIL ... .. 199.50 

LHC2K-SIMULATED MULTICOLOR LASER .. 39.50 

BLS1K-100,000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEVICE 69.50 
ITM1K-100,000 VOLT 20' AFFECTIVE 

RANGE INTIMIDATOR . 69.50 
PSP4K-TIME VARIANT SHOCK WAVE PISTOL. ,,.. 59 50 

PTG1K-SPECTACULAR PLASMA 

TORNADO GENERATOR 149.50 
MVPIK SEE IN DARK KIT 199 50 

ASSEMBLED 
MIN -SPECIAL EFFECT VISUAL PLASMA GENERATOR 

FOR GLOBES NEON TUBING ETC . . $59 50 

BTC10-50 000 VOLT -WORLD'S SMALLEST 

TESLA COIL 

15U40-1MW HeNe VISIBLE RED LASER GUN . 

49.50 

249.50 

TAT30 AUTO TELEPHONE RECORDING DEVICE .... .. 24 50 

GPVTO-SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS IR VIEWER 349 50 

LISTIO-SNOOPER PHONE INFINITY TRANSMITTER... 169.50 

IPG70-INVISIBLE PAIN FIELD GENERATOR - 
MULTI MODE ... 74.50 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS 

HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR S1.00 OR USE OUR 

PHONE FOR "ORDERS ONLY 603-673-4730. 

PLEASE INCLUDE $3 00 PH ON ALL KITS AND PRODUCTS 
PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SEND CHECK. MO, VISA. MC IN 

US FUNDS 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 716 DEPT.RE, AMHERST, NH 03031 

DETAILED PLANS: 54.95 

TV -SCOPE 
PENN RESEARCH, 

Box 3543 
Williamsport, PA 17701 

FIIIRILLY! 
An interesting and worth- 
while project. This EASY -TO - 
BUILD circuit lets you use 
any regular TV set as a sim- 
ple OSCILLOSCOPE. Build 
for less than $10. NO MODI- 
FICATIONS TO TV! Single or 
dual trace. Send for FREE 
CATALOG of other plans and 
kits. 

ELECTRONIC liquidators, computer kits, thou- 
sands of parts, chips, transistors, speakers, hard- 
ware, hobby kits, surplus, send $3.50 for catalog. 
BOX 27656, Lansing, MI 48901. 

TWO -Way -Radio, PC computers, Uniden service. 
General Radiotelephone licensed technician. Cata 
log -RAYS, 2025 Moline, Ft. Worth, TX 76117 (817) 
831-7717. 

ATTENTION laser holographic experimenters: 
optical computer components, instructions. $22.95 
postpaid. STELLAR TECHNOLOGIES, 4710 Uni- 
versity Way N.E., #1003, Seattle, WA 98105. 

AIDS? Yes we have! Cable aids to help you. Zenith, 
Jerrold, Scientific Atlanta, Oak, Hamlins, much 
more. No Michigan sales! HOTRONICS, (313) 
675-5834. 

ATTENTION, are you looking for surplus test equip- 
ment volt meters oscilloscope, etc. J.B. ELEC- 
TRONICS, 9518 W. Grand, Franklin Park, IL 60131. 
(312) 451-1750. 

rUTS b VOLTS 't:,111t-E 
A G A Z r N E, 714i3e-7721 

GIVE YOURSELF A @REAM -A PRICE WWI 
NUTS VOLTS WILL SSr YOU M01e5Y 
ON ELECTRONIC PARTS EQUIPMENT 
PIuf SNOW YOU WHERE TO FIND UNIQUE, 
UNUSUAL AND HARO-TO-FIND REAM. 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

A National Publication For Pe Burying And Selling Of Electronic Equipment 

RESTRICTED technical information: Electronic 
surveillance, schematics, locksmithing, covert sci- 
ences, hacking, etc. Huge selection. Free bro- 
chures. MENTOR -Z, 135-53 No. Blvd., Flushing. 
NY 11354. 

20 to 40% off retail computer parts! Free catalog 
Dealers wanted. NETCOM, Box 12056 -RE, Omaha. 
NE 68152. 

Oak M35B combo $90.00; VSM35B $100.00; Eagle 
channel 3 double notch filters $24.00; Jerrold 
DRZ-3DIC rebuilt combos, new cases, new re- 
motes, $175.00; Sylvania 4040 combos, wireless 
remotes, $135.00; Eagle EVPDC wireless remote 
converter, descrambler, parental, favorite channel. 
fine tune, $175.00; all prices COD delivered to you! 
PONDEROSA, (719) 661-1659. 

FREE remote control converter with purchase of 
SB3, N12, VN12, SA3, etc. While quantities last. 
PONDEROSA, (719) 661-1659. 

PLASTIC BAGS many sizes, types. Samples $2 list 
LSASE. BAGMAN, E2 Box 466, Georgetown, TX 
78627. 

TUBES 59e. Year guarantee. Free catalog. Tube 
checker $8.95. CORNELL, 4215 University, San 
Diego, CA 92105. 

SCHEMATIC drawing program for IBM compati- 
bles. Printer output. S.A.S.E. for info. $25 for pro- 
gram. DJM, 2329 So. County Divide, Pearl City, IL 
61062. 

LED lamps. Manufacturer direct to you! Specify 
color, R,G,Y or mixed. T1 3/4. Buy 200 PCs for 
$19.00 postpaid. EDC, POB 4188, Burlingame, CA 
94011-4188. 

FAIR prices SB-3, SX3, SA3, TRI-BI, MLD-1200-3. 
Some Oak, any notch filters. Small dealer only. No 
Michigan sales (313) 979-8356. 

FEDERAL legal memorandum: subscription T.V. in- 

cludes descrambler use. $16.95 $2.00 P&H. G.H. 
PUBLICATIONS, RR1 Box 121, Hartland, MN 
56042. 

MAKE save $1000's, high technology insider se- 
crets, catalog $2.00 exotic parts: LEEWARE, Box 
5636, Greensboro, NC 27435. 

CONVERTER sales and repairs on all types S.A., 
Jerrold, Panasonic, Pioneer. REDCOAT ELEC- 
TRONICS, (718) 459-5088. 

HACKER'S Handbook, $12.95. Computer Under- 
ground, $14..95, send $1 postage, 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R, Bethesda, MD 
20814. 

COMMODORE -Amiga chips -diagnostics -parts -or 
low cost repair, (C64-$39.95 including parts and 
labor). Send for complete catalog for the lowest 
price in town. VISA/MC. KASARA, INC., 31 Murray 
Hill Drive, Spring Valley, NY 10977, 1-(800) 
248-2983 (Nationwide) or (914) 356-3131. 

FREE power supply, connectors ($8.95 val- 
ue) with Assortment #103 (February 1984 
article) contains PCB, Toko coils, tran- 
sistors, IC's, diodes. $25.00. Five/$112.50. 
Assortment #104 contains all other parts. 
$10. Shipping $2.00. JIM RHODES, INC., 
PO Box 3421, Bristol, TN 37625. 

"CB Trick of the Trade book" learn CB repair tricks 
and transmitting theory. Send $19.95 to MEDICINE 
MAN, CB P.O. Box 37, Clarksville, AR 72830. 

FANTASTIC electric finder instantly tells if circuit is 
live or dead. Looks like a pen (battery operated). 
Specify AC or DC. $11.00 includes postage and 
handling. Check/M.O. 2 extra batteries $1.00. F.A. 
BARNES, Box 2396, Northbrook, IL 60065. 

CABLE TV converter/descramblers-wholesale 
quantity pricing. 1-5-10-20: Jerrold 450 
$179-$149-$129-$119: Tocom 5504 $179- 
$169-$159-$149; Oak M35B 579-$69-$59-$49; Jer- 
rold 400 $149-$129-$109-$104; also converters, re- 
motes, and more. 90 day warranty. Visa, M C, COD. 
ARIZONA VIDEO, 3661 N. Campbell, #310, Tuc- 
son, AZ 85719. (602) 323-3330. 

MOTOROLA Mostar radios 1 base, 1 telephone, 2 
radios all hardware included $8,500 value for 
$4,000 firm (206) 754-4485. 

DESCRAMBLERS! C.O.D. Quality, fast service. All 
types available. (in stock! SA8580-338's) S.E.E.D. 
(800) 288-7333 or (404) 594-5376. 

ELECTRONIC components available. Free flyer, 
SASE to SANTECH ELECTRONICS, 11 Revere 
Place, Tappan, NY 10983. (914) 359-1130, Telex: 
155205423. 

DESCRAMBLERS-converters wholesale prices 
example Jerrold 400 combo remote $149.95 M35B- 
V/S $79.95, SA -3 SB-3 $69.95 all brands in stock, 
guaranteed. S.A.C. (702) 647-3799. 

Quality Microwave TV Antennas 

Multi -Channel 1.9 to 2.7 GHz. 4048 Gain 
30 -Channel System complete 5149.95 
12 -Channel System complete 5104.95 

2 -Channel System complete 579.95 

PelIIIps-Tech Electronics en 
P.O. Box 8533 Scoftsdab, AZ 85252 

LIFETIME (602) 947-7700 193.00 Credit all phone orders!! 

WARRANTY MasterCard Visa COO's 

TRS-80 color computer software! Low prices! Huge 
selection! Free catalog. T+D, P.O. Box 1256, Hol- 
land, MI 49422. 

NEW technology M VIP 3D color television tech- 
nology utilizing a new type micro processor video 
concept. VCR tape -option. Details $2.00. WEN - 
DELL L. DANIELS, Engineering Consultant, 8450 
Anthony Wayne Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45216. 

PLANS AND KITS 
VOICE disguisers! FM bugs! Telephone transmit- 
ters! Phone snoops! More! Catalog $1.00. XANDI 
ELECTRONICS, Box 25647, Dept. 60C, Tempe, AZ 
85282. 

BUILD this five -digit panel meter and square -wave 
generator including an ohms, capacitance and fre- 
quency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. BAG- 
NALL ELECTRONICS, 179 May, Fairfield, CT 
06430. 
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CATALOG: Hobby/broadcasting/HAM/CB: Ca- 
ble TV, transmitters, amplifiers, bugging devices, 
computers, more! PANAXIS, Box 130-F7 Paradise, 
CA 95967 

VIDEO catalog. electronic kits, remote control items 
much more. Write VIDEO VIBES, 670 Central Park 
Ave., Yonkers, NY 10704. (914) 476-4864. 

STRANGE stuff. Complete items, plans, kits. Laser 
eavesdropping, hidden weapons, bugging and 
countermeasure sources, adult toys. Informational 
photo package $3.00 refundable. DIRIJO CORPO- 
RATION, Box 212-R, Lowell, NC 28098. Information 
(704) 868-3408. 

PROJECTION TV...Convert your TV to project 7 
foot picture. Results comparable to $2,500 proj- 
ectors..total cost less than $30.00. Plans and 8" lens 
$24.95...Illustrated information free...MAC- 
ROCOMA-EK, Washington Crossing, PA 18977. 
Creditcard orders 24hrs (215) 736-3979. 

REMOTE CONTROL KEYCHAIN 
Complete w/mlnl-transmitter 

and +5 vdc RF receiver 
Fully assembled Including plans 

to build your own auto alarm 
and extend the range. 

Q Check, Vlsa or M/C 
.y1 9.95 30 days return 

VISITECT INC. (415) 872-0128 
PO BOX 5442, SO, SAN FRAN. , CA 94080 

DETECTION-surveillance, debugging, kits. Latest 
high-tech. Catalog $2.00. DETECTION SYSTEMS, 
2515 E. Thomas, Suite 16-864, Phoenix, AZ 85016. 

KITS'parts'plans. We have hard to find parts! Vari- 
able tuning capacitors, tuning coils, crystal head- 
phones, germanium diodes, shortwave, crystal. 
CB radio kits (no soldering). Very inexpensive. Send 
large SASE for catalog. YEARLY COMMUNICA- 
TIONS, 12922 Harbor #800, Garden Grove, CA 
92640. 

SCRAMBLING news. Current series "SSAVI- 
SAVVY" Is most detailed ever produced. Recent 
turn-ons include Zenith ST -1622, ST -4010, Oak 
TC-358 and Hamlin CRX-5000, etc. 524.95/yr. 
May backdate to October. 1327R Niagara, 
Niagara, NY 14303-1732. COD's (716) 284-2163. 
Sample 53. 

DESCRAMBLING, new secret manual. Build your 
own descramblers for cable and subscription TV. 
Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, gated sync, 
sinewave. (HBO, Cinemax, Showtime, etc). $8.95, 
$1 postage. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R, Beth- 
esda. MD 20814. 

NEW - UNIVERSAL GATED PULSE DECODER KIT. 

611 0116 .1111666 
111111,16. 0.111111 

.I,,, Sala, 

Yu. ran nud,1 an akn a,lun.l 4. .6.. . odd. ,. 
lr,r.Jd Ono, 1 nem,nkl. yl..n,a. Il.mlm S Iaak. 
\m6 nn nlrtnn.t get p,l,,.. (n16 m,ónti.d, e'er le 

tea dr1k.-lam ,,.kr u In...nalwn 
6 ..ult.k. and umy ( nnn.rn U,. ,' 6r. .n 4o.. n 
roost,. m and T5. t...nk4,44, r.r pknThelon.0 

Thelon an,. pl.m 6,..k 515.00. IA,..Ii,-al kk S 
6,..k 550.1111. AII,,. a Io 6 .e.i. I,u Moen. 

CRYSTAL radio sets, plans, parts, kits, catalog 
$1.00. MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway, Hol- 
lywood, FL 33020. 

SPECIALTY circuits/computer programs designed 
for your projects send $2.50 for details to DESIGN 
SPECIALTIES, RD #1, Box 117-A, Weirton, WV 
26062. 

CENTRONICS interface for C128 C64. Plugs into 
user port. Schematic and details $6.00. ACE, Box 
273 Richmond, Ontario KOA 2Z0 

BUILD your own printer buffer. Send SASE for infor- 
mation or $12.00 for the complete set of plans. 
HARLEEN FRANCISCO, 8332 Peggy St., Tampa. 
FL 33615. 

SATELLITE TV 
DISHES systems upgrades, Chaparral, Drake, 
Houston, etc. SAVE $$$$$ Toll free, 800 334-6455 
SKY VISION, 2066R Collegeway, Fergus Falls, MN 
56537 

CABLE -TV 
7 ANYONE 

'SRICES 

WE'LL 
MATCH 

OR 
IL OR WHOLESALE 

P 

ADVERTISED DVER 
ISED RETAIL - 

N) I 

ls 

BO NAN ZA. 
ITEM 1 

UNIT 
10 OR 
MORE 

RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (Ch 3 output only) 29 00 1800 
PANASONIC WIRELESS CONVERTER (our best buy) 8800 6900 
400 OR 450 LCINVERTER (manual fine tune) 88 00 69 00 

'JERROLD 4nn ( +MBO 169 00 1 1900 
JERROLD 4601 AND REMOTE CONTROL 29 00 18 00 

-JERROLD 450 L iMBO 199 00 139 00 

'JERROLD 450 HAND REMOTE CONTROL 29 00 1800 
JERROLD SB-ADD-ON 8900 5800 

'JERROLD SB-ADD-ON WITH TRIMODE 9900 7000 
'M-35 5 COMBO UNIT (Ch. 3 output only) 9900 7000 
'M-35 9 COMBO UNIT WITH VARISYNC 10900 7500 
'MINICODE (N-12) 8900 5800 
'MINICODE (N-12) WITH VARISYNC 9900 6200 
'MINICODE VARISYNC WITH AUTO ON -OFF 145 00 105 00 

ECONOCODE (min,code substitute) 69 00 42 00 

ECONOCODE WITH VARISYNC 7900 4600 
'MLD-1200 3 (Ch 3output) 9900 5800 
'MLD-1200 2 (Ch 2 output) 9900 5800 
'ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY 17500 125 00 
INTERFERENCE FILTERS (Ch. 3 only) 24 00 1400 

'EAGLE PD -3 DESCRAMBLER (Ch. 3 output only) 11900 65 00 

'SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA ADD-ON REPLACEMENT DESCRAMBLER 11900 7500 
CALL FOR AVAILABILITY 

Quantity Item Output 
Channel 

Price 
Each 

TOTAL 
PRICE 

California Penal Code #593-D forbids us 
from shipping any cable descrambling unit 
to anyone residing in the state of California. 

Prices subject to change without notice. 

PI FACE PPIh1T 

SUBTOTAL 
Shipping Add 
$3.00 per unit 

COD 8 Credit 
Cards - Add 5% 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address City 

State Zip Phone Number ( 

Cashier's Check O Money Order COD Visa 

Acct B Exp. Date 

o 
u 
J 
a 

Mastercard u 

Signature 

FOR OUR RECORDS: 
DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under penalty of perjury 
that all products purchased, now and in the future, will only be used on cable TV systems with proper 
authorization from local officials or cable Company officials in accordance with all applicable federal and 
state laws FEDERAL AND VARIOUS STATE LAWS PROVIDE FOR SUBSTANTIAL CRIMINAL AND CIVIL 
PENALTIES FOR UNAUTHORIZED USE. 

Dated: Signed 

Pacific Cable Company, Inc. 
73251 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. # R-7 RESEDA, CA 91335 

(818) 716-5914 No Collect Calls (818) 716-5140 
IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION 

Please have the make and model # of the equipment used in your area. Thank You 
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VISA/MC/COO 

Multi -Channel Microwave T.V. Receivers 
19-27GHz Parabolic Dish 40- dB Gain 

LIFETIME WARRANTY 
Complete System 599.95 (Shipping Incl.) 

Replacement Components 
& Expert Repairs Available 

K & S ELECTRONICS Call now for same 
P.O. BOX 34522 day shipping! 
PHOENIX, AZ 85067 15021 230-0640 

52 CREDIT ON PHONE ORDERS 

CABLE TV Secrets -the outlaw publication the ca- 
ble companies tried to ban. HBO, Movie Channel, 
Showtime, descramblers, converters, etc. Sup- 
plier's list included $8.95. CABLE FACTS, Box 711- 
R, Pataskala, OH 43062. 

SATELLITE TV receiver kits! Instruction manual, 
boards, semiconductor parts! 59° LNA's! LNB's! Ku - 
Band LNB's! Catalog S1.00 (refundable): XANDI 
ELECTRONICS, Box 25647, Dept. 21GG, Tempe, 
AZ 85282. 

DESCRAMBLERS for movies, networks, $149. up. 
Visa, MC accepted. Catalog $4 SKY WATCH, 238 
Davenport Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 
M5R-1J6. 

"SCRAMBLING,NEWS" n' 
PAY TV AND SATELLITE DESCRAMBLING 

Schematics theory bypasses. 13 cable. 7 satellite New SA turn. 
on. MLD-1200.3 S14 95 EExpenm44nts With Vldeocipher Cloning 
musketeenng S14 95 Cable TV Security. design S12 95 MDS 
MMD Handbook Microwave hacking S9 95 Build Sateb tiZ 
tenis Under $12 95 Any 3 527 Scramblin0 News Mt tihly 
eatwe articles product reviews, law history patents 524 95 yr 

Sande 55 Cataloo St PTV vol 2 512 95 

Shojiki Electronics Corp. 1327A Niagara St., - 

Niagara Falls, NY 14303. COD's 716-284-2163 

VIDEOCYPHER II descrambling manual, sche- 
matics, both video and audio encoding, DES, clon- 
ing, muskateering, EPROM codes. (HBO, Cinemax, 
adult channels.) $13.95. $1 postage. 
CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R, Bethesda, MD 
20814. 

CABLE 'T.V. 
"BOXES" 

Converters-Descramblers 
Remote Controls -Accessories 

* Guaranteed Beat Prices * 
* 1 Year Warranty--C.O.D's * 

* Immediate Shipping * 
* FREE CATALOG * 

Call or Write 
TRANS -WORLD CABLE CO. 
12062 Southwest 117th Court, Suite 126 

Miami, Florida 33186 
800-442-9333 

BIG 
PROFITS 

ELECTRONIC 
*ASSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Start home spare time Investment knowledge or 
experience unnecessary BIG DEMAND assem- 
bling electronic devices. Sales nandled by profes- 
sionals Unusual business opportunity 

FREE: Complete illustrated literature 
BARTA RE -0 Bvx 248 

Walnut Creek Calif 94597 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
EARN thousands with your own part time elec- 
tronics business. I do. Free proof, information. 
INDUSTRY, Box 531, Bronx, NY 10461. 

EASY, lucrative. One man CRT rebuilding machin- 
ery. Free info: (815) 459-0666 CRT, 1909 Louise, 
Crystalake, IL 60014. 

EARN big bucks design transformers. Design tips 
and procedures $10. V.P.B. TECHNOLOGIES, Box 
1770, Temple City, CA 91780. 

JUST SIMPLY PUT ... . 

"When you're looking for a company that provides service and 

up-to-date technical advances. call us. That's what we're here tor." 
800-85-N\1CONT 

CABLE EQUIPMENT }OP TOCOM 
Eet 

%,r-, THIS KIT WORKS ON ALL 
TOCOM SYSTEMS, 

CHANNEL #3 IN/CHANNEL #3 OUT. 
BUILD IT YOURSELF AND SAVE. 

Assembled and tested 51 5 0.0 0 

Kit intrudes all parts 89.00 

,,,,',.01,Super Z -TAC ADD-ON 
7N,N;i` ELIMINATES LINE 20 FALSE FLASHING 

AUTOMATICALLY HANDLES NORMAL 8 

INVERTED VIDEO. NO SWITCHES. 

$ 2 1 9 .0 0 

Standard SSAVI ADD-ON 
CH 03 IN CH 03 OUT 

VHF TUNER 
NO PI nCM CONVERTER $ 1 4 

O O 

5 UNITS $130.00 10 UNITS $110.00 
50 UNITS 5100.00 100 UNITS $ CALL 

TEN-TEC DW-12 "BLASTER" 525.00 

Metal Enclosure UHF I'REASIP KIT 
W . 10- 
L 10.25' $22 
H 4.50' 
WITH HARDWARE 

25 aR pre -IIA Holy 5 Nt 

ro.. hen m. Med 
USES PHANTOM POWER 

STRIPUNE CIRCUITRY 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS $1 5.00 
CHANNEL 02, 3, 8. 9. 17 ONLY 

ADVANCED TRIMODE ADD-ON 

$99.00 

WALL ewe SUPPLIES 

21 VAC 525 MA WC 50 
er 12 VAC n MA W/C 2.00 

UHF SSAVI UNIT 

*power sPP'y 540.00 

12 VAC 2e5 MA W/C 175 
ORIGINAL Z.TAC 

TV TUNER VARACTORS 
VHFIMID/UHF MITSUMI 525.00 
UHF ONLY MITSUMI 5 5.00 

CAI.I. US"! 
WE BUY EXCESS 

INVENTORY 

AND 
SSAVI POWER SUPPLY 

$1500 

LINEAR CMOS OTHER RARE IC CHIP 

0432. .3S .KLI/31. 

90 
i,e 

1,393 40 L4.41406 70 

..w, o no, 

a 31 
wcw 

Cwo, 

CO016 
C.O. . 

cw .4 a Po.o., m 

CD 4520 
tu15as 

290 

,;,'' 

CAMERA SYNC CIIIP 
SUPPLIES ALL SYNC 

AND COLOR 15143 

ONLY 

MM5321 $10.50 

DEALERS 11 ANTED!! GREAT QUANTITY PRICES 

`-i ' . 

f 

AMCOM 
P. O. Bps 68391 

Virginia Beach, VA 23455 

804-456.5505(TECIINICAL) 
800-852.6266(ORDERS ONLY) 

UPS DAILY 
COI) ACCEI9'ED 

NIININIUM ORDER 510.00 
I All ANYDAY WORE 3 P51 

DRIP II "III Iv' SIIIPI'I'D THAT DAY 

NO INSTATE SALES 

One tree can make 
3,000,000 matches. 

One match can burn 
1,000,000 t roes. 

1;Aá 

MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufacturing busi- 
ness -without investment. Write: BUSINESSES, 
92-R, Brighton 11th, Brooklyn, NY 11235. 

PROJECTION TV...Make S$$'s assembling proj- 
ectors...easy...results comparable to $2,500 proj- 
ectors... Total cost less than $30.00. Plans, 8" lens 
and dealers information $20.50... Illustrated infor- 
mation free. MACROCOMA GK X, Washington 
Crossing, PA 18977. Creditcard orders 24hrs (215) 
736-2880. 

YOUR own radio station! AM, FM, TV, cable. Li- 
censed/unlicensed. BROADCASTING, Box 130- 
F7, Paradise, CA 95967. 

CRT equipment rebuilds Sony/color tubes/other 
CRT systems, 633 North Semoran, Orlando, FL 
32807. Call (407) 275-9543. 

P.C. board circuit design, prototyping, and manufac- 
ture, orcad futurenet/schema netlists routed. 
PLOTTING services; schema, hiwire, smartwork, 
EE DESIGNER supported call (609) 586-4469. 

HIGH return home operated business you can start 
for $50.00. For information send S7.50 to R O. SON, 
35080 George Smith Road, Squaw Valley, CA 
93675. 

Big Piofits! 
K 1 I I\\1\(,-Itl 1'5111 Prior I. spericnce I\\ I( \It\ \col unh .ntall buril tool. N average 

mea h.mu al 4hdnle. 01(1 10.01.5 \1) perl,rming \'Clt 
a !caning anti rcpair. RE RI. ES.UIPI.ES tit \'I.Knt.d- 
lunuwm.,nal their.ulution. PIN,R,..md Ulu.tntiun. 

Inlonn:uiun .111 -.toning 5 our ow n hu.inc.. 
Frye inturmatiun, 
Viejo VCR Repair 

2:%11 I i Lake PorC.t 
Iapuna I lill., CA 9265'3 

1'Ir)'6H-1925 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
F.C.C. Commercial General Radiotelephone 
license. Electronics home study. Fast, inexpensive! 
"Free" details. COMMAND, D-176, Box 2223, San 
Francisco, CA 94126. 

ENGINEERING software for IBM-PC. Com- 
pDes... circuit design. CompMath... math tutor. 
CompView...digital signal analysis. $49 each. (614) 
491-0832. BSOFT SOFTWARE, 444 Colton Road. 
Columbus, OH 43207. 

100 FCC actual sample test questions. S10 and 
SASE. PEI, Box 12056 -RE, Omaha, NE 68152. 

MICROPROFESSOR 8 bit trainer, Z-80 C.P.U., 158 - 
instruction set 8K monitor ROM, enter programs in 
assembly, machine, basic, or forth $199.95 + $7.50 
S&H. ETRONIX, 5326 -9th Ave. N.E., Seattle, WA 
98105 1-(800) 426-1044. 

MICROPROFESSOR 16 bit trainer, 8088 C.P.U., 8 
bit data bus, 4.77MHz, 59 -key, full-size keyboard, 
Centronics parallel interface. Design, write, debug, 
and execute assembly language programs. 
$349.95 + $7.50 S&H. ETRONIX, 5326 -9th Ave., 
N.E.. Seattle, WA 98105. 1-(800) 426-1044. 

ROBOTICS Interests Newsletter $36.00 for 12 is- 
sues. Satisfaction guaranteed. Sample $5.00. 
Check payable to N.R. PUBLICATIONS, Dept. RE1, 
P.O. Box 416, Webster, MA 01570-0416. 

SPANISH custom made translations. Write it in En- 
glish. We translate it using Parallel Etimiology for 
easy learning. $9.95/500 words for written transla- 
tion. Add $8.95 500 words audio translation on cas- 
sette tape. TRADUCCIONES, Valle Verde 5, D-2, 
Ponce, Puerto Rico 00731. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
AND ARTWORK LAYOUTS 

LOW priced single, double sided boards. No mini- 
mum charge. CAD artwork at discounted prices. 
(704) 464-1164; PCBAL, RT-3, Box 662-H, Conover, 
NC 28613. 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your 
idea? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORA- 
TION for free information. Over a decade of service. 
1-(800) 338-5656. In Massachusetts or Canada call 
(413) 568-3753. 
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WANTED 
INVENTORS! AIM wants-ideas, inventions, new 
products, improvements on existing products. We 
present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality 
guaranteed. Call toll free in U.S. & Canada 1-(800) 
225-5800. 

INVENTIONS, ideas, new products wanted! Indus- 
try presentation/national exposition. Call tree 
1-(800) 288 -IDEA. Canada, 1-(800) 528-6060. 
X831. 

GOVERNMENT jobs $15,400-$72,500 now hiring, 
excellent benefits Call (504) 649-7922 Ext J-5192. 

WANTED older Athos SSB transceiver model 210X 
or 215X in working order reasonable (707) 
445-2525. 

TUBES - 2000 TYPES 
DISCOUNT PRICES! 

Early, hard -to -find, and modern tubes. 
Also transformers. capacitors and 
parts for tube equipment. Send $2.00 
for 20 page wholesale catalog. 

ANTIQUE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
688 W First St. Tempe, AZ 85281.602/894-9503 

DESCRAMBLER MODULE 
LATEST technology alternative to Jerrold SB-3 or 
Radio -Electronics Feb. 1984 project. Featuring 
electronic tuning, AGC, auto-onloff. AD/DC power, 
mini -size, A&T, and more. For literature-SOUTH- 
TECH DISTRIBUTING, (813) 527-2190. 

ROBOTIC SENSORS 
TACTILE and pressure sensors, $5 element, sin- 
gles and arrays available. For info, send address to: 
RECEPTOR TECHNOLOGY INC., 2 Kenwood 
Street, Somerville, MA 02144. 

SINGERS! 
REMOVE VOCALS 

FROM RECORDS AND CDs! 

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDSI 
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds (born standard 

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live 
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance 
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This 
unique Product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by 
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a 
Free Brochure and Demo Record. 

LT Sound, Dept.R L-3,7980 LT Parkway 
Lithonla, GA 30058 404482-4724 
Manefactar.d and Sold Exc LT Sound 
24 HODR,PI1011EDVJIO LNYE $2485 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS 
CABLE TV converters. Scientific Atlanta, Jerrold, 
Oak, Zenith, Hamlin. Many others. "New" VIDEO 
HOPPER "The Copy Killer." Visa, M/C and Amex. 
1(800) 826-7623. B&B Inc. 10517 Upton Circle, 
Bloomington, MN 55431. 

MASTERCARD AND VISA are now accepted 
for payment of your advertising. Simply 
complete the form on the first page of the 
Market Center and we will bill. 

Cable TV Converters 
Why Pay A High Monthly Fee? 

Jerrold Products include "New Jerrold 
Tri-Mode," SB-3. Hamlin, Oak VN-12, 
M -:35-B, Zenith, Magnavox, Scientific At- 
lanta, and more. (Quantity discounts) 60 
day warranty. For fast service C.O.D. or- 
ders accepted. Send SASE (60 cents 
postage) or call for info (312) 658-5320. 
MIDWEST ELECTRONICS, INC., 5143-R 
W. Diversey, Chicago, IL 60639. MC/Visa 
orders accepted. No Illinois orders ac- 
cepted. Mon. -Fri. 8 A.M.-5 P.M. CST 

CABLE -TV AT IT'S BEST 
SCIENTIFIC Atlanta models 8500-8550 remote 
included...$240.00. SB-3's...$74.00. TRI- 
BI's...$95.00. SA -3's...$99.00. Zenith (Z -Tac) de- 
scramblers...$169.00. N-12 (Vari-sync)...$89.00. 
M-35 B (Vari-sync)...$99.0O. Hamlin 
MLD-1200's...$89.00. 80 -Channel convert- 
ers...$95.00. Dealer discount on (5) units. Call- 
N.A.S. INTERNATIONAL, (213) 631-3552. 

SCRAMBLE FACTS 
718-343-0130 

PHONE TODAY for 3 minutes of 

satellite TV industry news,technical 
tips, and new product information. 

MARK V ELECTRONICS INC., 
801 9, E. SLAUSON AVE. 
MONTEBELLO CA90640 
TELEX: 3716914 MARK 5 

INFORMATION:(213) 888-8988 

1.800-423-3483 
TOLL FREE 

VISA Only for orders paid by Master or Visacard 

IN CAL.: 1 -800.521 -MARK 
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OFFICE HOURS: (PACIFIC TIME) 
MON.-FRI. 9:30 to 5:00 SAT. 10:00 to5:00 
ELECTRONIC LOTTO A 

-¡y -8 

' o-49 DIGITS DISPLAY. SUITABLE FOR LOTTERY GAME. 
AUTO -SHUT OFF POWER, SO POWER CONSUMPTION 15 VERY LOW 

' 05" GREEN LED DISPLAY WITH FANCY PLASTIC PANEL 
'OPERATION VOLTAGE leV OC'BATTERY NOT INCLUCEDI 
' DIMENSIONS 3 1" . 7' 0 5" 
KIT 

150MC 
Digital SM'1p0 
Frequency 
Counter 
I ...,,., Rang,' to, 1504111/ 
E re t Coonh, 0 to 99999999 Counts 18 01g1, 
Intnat sun.ov ty P.14/ ran U. 1041/ 105111, 50rnU r ens 

MI1: rang. 1..00 ISOM41, 40,. V rots 
II 'worn.' 0 7 .0, ond 
41010 4 ,.ní11011 110111 the last Input s.gfal 
Pllwe. Sullins DI'6V 81111.15 o, DC9V Á04010r L 
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ELECTRONIC ECHO AND 
REVERBERATION p 14000 
AMPLIFIER - -,0/ REcoRPSEFFECT 

E,11)1 yol;a s f f 
t jested f 9985 

120W VERSATILE STEREO' 
POWER BOOSTER AA TÁ,302 

-' . 

OTL full ',men/cane rd low dinon.on of SEPP cocoa dote h19, output 
4,4 sound Invl.ty 

WIP 5190 end low .no.,t .mmndence for » n with ell 
pub n. ,ow noble wound ectuiommt. end ell /von of stereo 

corder Acs to tn. II can boon 'welkmri typo o, rado and tape PIyr, 
too 
With 10 tend colour LED power meter, output power can be eeury Mingo 

A 302 n vh m le 0!.í'. h m , for both roue, end neng enjoyment 
60(1.2 P H P Or'r 

PIT/ASSM WITH TESTED . .. ............ ....... .. .... .. ...... 150(70 

DIGITAL MENO TA -28 A 

1P NO - 
° RQt11R Me 

RelK;nderl. 
SPEC I,ICarIUNS 
16 EEC RECORD TIME ' LED TUN( HUN INOICAIUII - 

AuT-) 0(10110 CIRCUIT INTERNAL 2560 DRAM MEMORY 
INTERNAL MIC AMPLIFIER ONE PUSH ON O,F POWER' 

TWC RECORD FUNCTION TALK BACK MOD' a MESSA',1 
MOUE ' LOW POWER CONSUMPI ION ' oUPPL. VOLTAI.E 
9V DMA CO C 
CIr $20/l0 
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J 
Mae OrderEleclrpnlos-Wndd 

ameco ORDER HOTLINE ALL OTHER INQUIRIES ELECTRONICS 415-592-8097 415-592-8121 
NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS 

Replace the 8036 or 8088 in Your IBM-PC and 
Pan No. Increase Its Speed by up to 40%1 price 

UPD70108-5 (5MHz) V20 Chip 5 7.49 
UP070108-8 (8MHz) V20 Chip S 8.95 
UPD70108-10 (10MHz) V20 Chip 521.95 
UPO70116-8 (8MHz) V30 Chip 511.95 
UPD70116-10 (10MHz) V30 Chip 524.95 

7400 
Part No. 1.9 10+ Part No. 1.9 10+ 
7400 . . 29 .19 7485 65 55 
7402 29 .19 7486. 45 .35 
7404 29 19 7489 205 1.95 
7405 35 25 7490 49 39 
7406 . 39 29 7493 45 .35 
7407 39 29 74121 45 .35 
7408. 35 25 74123 55 .45 
7410 29 .19 74125 55 45 
7414 49 .39 74126 69 59 
7416 39 .29 74143 3 95 3.85 
7417 39 29 74150 1.35 125 
7420 .35 25 74154 135 125 
7430 35 25 74158 159 1.49 
7432 39 29 74173 85 .75 
7438 39 29 74174 59 .49 
7442 55 .45 74175 59 .49 
7445 79 .69 74176 99 89 
7446 89 .79 74181 195 1.85 
7447 89 .79 74189 1 95 1.85 
7448. 2 05 1.95 74193. 79 .69 
7472 89 .79 74198 1.85 1 75 
7473.. ..... .39 29 74221 99 .89 
7474 .... .39 29 74273 195 185 
7475 49 .39 74965. 65 .55 
7476 .... .45 35 74367 .... . 65 .55 

74LS 
741500 ... 29 19 7415165 . .75 65 
741502 . 29 19 7415166 ... .99 89 
74LSO4 35 25 7415173 59 .49 
741.505 .35 25 7415174... .19 39 
741506 109 11, 415175... .19 39 
741507 1 09 1-1I 4LS189... 1 - FI 4.49 
741S08 29 19 '4LS191... .49 
741510 29 19 7415193... ,79 .69 
741514 49 39 7415221... . 59 59 
741.527 35 25 742_5240... . .69 59 
741530 29 19 7415243 .69 .59 
741.832......351 oS 7415244 69 .59 
74LS42 49 39 741_5245 89 .79 
741547 99 6.1 '41_5259 99 .89 
741573 39 1 415273 .... .89 .79 
741574 35 5 '415279..... .49 .39 
741575 39 24 74LS322 4.05 395 
741576 55 45 741_5365.... .49 .39 
741-585 59 .49 7415366 .49 39 
741586 35 25 7415367 49 .39 
741590 49 39 741S368 49 .39 
741593 . . . . .49 39 7415373. . . . .79 .69 
7415123 .... .59 49 7415374 .79 .69 
7415125 . . . .49 39 7415393. . . . .89 .79 
7415138 49 39 7415590....605 5.95 
7415139 49 39 7415624 205 1.95 
7415154 1.09 1 4LS629 2.95 2.85 
7415157.... .45 : 4LS640 1.09 .99 
74L5158... 45 3 r 741S645.... 109 .99 
7415163.. .. 59 49 7415670 . 1 09 .99 
7415164.. 59 49 7415688 .. 239 229 

74S/PROMS' 
74500 .... 29 
74504 29 
74508 35 
74510 24 
74532 35 
74S74 45 
74585 1 79 
74586 49 
745124 275 
745174 .79 
745175 79 

745188' 149 
745189 169 
745196 249 
745240 149 
745244 149 
745253 79 
745287' 149 
745288' 149 
745373 149 
745374 149 
745472' 295 

74F 
74F00 29 
74F04 29 
74F08 ' 1 

74F10 
74F32 '19 
74F74 39 
74F86 39 
74F138. .69 

74F139 69 
74F157 69 
4F193 295 

74F240 99 
74F244 99 
74F253 69 
74F373 99 
74F374 99 

CD-CMOS 
CD4001 19 CD4076 .59 
CD4008 69 CD4081 25 
C04011. 19 CD4082 25 
CD4013 29 CD4093 35 
CD4016 29 CD4094 89 
CD4017 49 CD40103... 2.49 
CD4018 59 0040107... 49 
CD4020 .59 C040109... .79 
CD4024 49 CD4510... .69 
CD4027 . .35 C04511 .. . 69 
CD4030 29 CD4520... 75 
CD4040 65 CD4522 . . . . . . . . . . .79 
CD4049 . 29 CD4538. . . . . . . . . . . .79 
CD4050. .29 CD4541 .89 
CD4051 59 CD4543 .79 C04052...........59 CD4553 4.95 
C04053 .59 CD4555 .79 
CD4063 1.49 004559 795 
CD4066 29 CD4566. 2.49 
C04067 129 CD4583 .89 
CD4069. 25 CD4584 39 
CD4070 25 CD4585 89 
C04071. . 25 MC14411P 8.95 
CD4072 25 MC14490P 4.49 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS 6500/6800/68000 Cont. 8000 SERIES Cont. 

Part No. Pice Pan No. Pace Pan No. Price 

D765AC 495 3.95 
WD9216 . 695 
95/490 995 595 
Z80. Z80A. ZBOB SERIES 
Z80 1-45 99 
Z80-CTC. . . . 4-79 .99 
Z80 -DART 495 
Z80 -PI° 1-79 .99 
Z80A 169 
Z80A-CTC 179 
ZBOA-DART 495 
Z80A-PIO 1 69 
280AS10/O 5.75 
Z8OB 349 
Z80B-CTC .. 3.95 
Z80B-P10 449 395 
6500/6800/68000 SER. 

6502 . . 2 65 
65002(CMOS)1195 7.75 

1 95 
3 95 

649 5.49 
449 295 

650802 (CMOS) 17.95 
6800 195 
6802 395 
6810 1 25 
6821 175 
6840 .... 3.95 

6522 
6532 
6551 

6845 995 295 
6850 1.95 
6852 149 
MC68000L8 11.95 
MC68000110 13.95 
MC68010L10 49.95 
MC68020RC12B 169.95 
MC68881 RC 12A 149.95 

8000 SERIES 
395 8031 

80031.. . . 9.95 
8035 195 
8073 995 
8080A. 195 2.49 
8085A. 249 
8086. 5 95 
8086-2 6.95 
8087(5MHz) . 129.95 
8087-1110MHz) . 229.95 
8087-218MHz) ... 159.95 
8088 649 5.75 
8088-2 695 7.75 
8116 495 
8155 249 
8155-2 3.49 
8156 395 
8202 5 95 
8203 995 
8212 229 
8224 225 

8228. 295 
8237-5 495 449 
8243 245 175 
8250A 649 
82506 (For IBM) 6.95 
8251A 189 
8253-5 1.95 
8254 495 
8255A-5 189 
8257-5 1.95 
8259-5 225 
8272 495 395 
8279-5 295 
8741 9 95 
8742. . 9995 22,95 
8748(25V) 795 
8748/4 IHMOSI 12181 9.95 
8749 995 
8751 . . 39.95 
8755 ... 14.95 

DATA ACQUISITION 
ADC0804L(N 992.79 
ADCO808CCN 595 
ADC0809CCN 9953.69 
ADC0816CCN 11.95 
ADC1205CCJ-1 1995 
DACO808LCN 195 
DAC1008LCN ....4.95 
AY -3-1015D... . . 4.95 
AY -5-1013A. .. . 2.95 

MICROPROCESSOR SALE! MICROPROCESSOR 
No. q¡ca 

8052AHBASIC CPU w/BASIC Interpreter $ 29.95 
MC68008L8 32 -Bit MPU (8 -Bit Data Bus) 3$66 $ 16.95 
MC68701 8 -Bit EPROM Microcomputer $ 14.95 
MC68705P3S 8 -Bit EPROM Microcomputer $ 14.95 
MC68705U3S 8 -Bit EPROM Microcomputer $ 10.95 
80286-10 16 -Bit Hi Performance MPU $ 99.95 
80287-8 Math Co -processor (8MHz) $245.95 
80287-10 Math Co -processor (10MHz) $309.95 
80387-16 Math Co -processor (16MHz) an $494.95 
80387-20 Math Co -processor (20MHz) any $795.95 

COMMODORE CHIPS 

Part No. 
DYNAMIC RAMS 

Pece 

'4116-15 16.384 x 1 (15005) 1.09 
4128-20 131.072 x 1 (20005112pp84ckl 925 2.75 

'4164-100 65.536x 1 (10Ons) 3.49 
4164-120 65,536x 1 (120ns) 275 
4164-150 65.536x1 (1506s) 2.49 
'4164-200 65.536 x 1 (200ns) 1.95 
'TMS4416-12 16.384 x 4 (12Ons) 749 
'41256-80 262.144 x 1 (8Ons) 1195 
'41256-100 262.144 x 1 (10Ons) 11 49 
'41256-120 262.144 x 1 (120ns) 995 
'41256-150 262.144 x 1 (150n5) 9.49 
'50464-15 65.536 x 4 (15Ons) (4464) 995 
'S11rx7UP-10 1.048.576 o 1 (10Ons) 1 Meg 49.95 
'514256P-10 262.144 x 4 (1 pOns) 1 Meg 89.95 

STATIC RAMS 
2016-12 2048 x 8 (1201s) 395 
2018-45 2048 x 8 (45n5) 995 5 49 
2102 1024 x 1 (350ns) 89 
2114N 1024 x 4 (450ns). 99 
2114N 2L1024 x 4 (200ns) Low Power 1.49 
21C14 1024 x 4 (20005) (CMOS) 49 
5101 256 x 4 (450ns) CMOS 1.95 

'6116P-3 2048 x 8 (15Ons) CMOS 395 
'6116LP-3 2048 a 8 (15Ons) LP CMOS 449 
'62641P-12 8192 X 8 (120ns) LP CMOS 6.89 
'6264P-15 8192x8 (150ns)CMOS 589 
'6264LP-15 8192 x 8 (15Ons) LP CMOS 6.39 
6514 1024 x 4 (35Uns) CMOS 3 49 

'43256-15L 32.768 x 8 (15Ons) Low Power. .. . 1295 
EPROMS 

TMS2516 
TMS2532 
TMS2532A 
TMS2564 
TMS2716 
1702A 
2708 
2716 
2716-1 
27C16 
2732 
27324-20 
2732A-25 
27C32 
2764-20 
2764-25 
2764A-25 
2764-45 
27C6415 
27128-20 
27128-25 
27128.5 25 
270128-25 
27256-20 
27256-25 
270256-25 
27512-20 
27512-25 
68764 

2816A 
2817A 
2865A 
52613(21V) 

2048 x 8 (450ns) 25V 
4096 x 8 (450n5) 25V 
4096 x 8 (450ns) 21V 
8192 x 8 (450ns) 25V 
2048x8 
256x8 

695 
695 
5 95 
995 

(450ns) 3 VOAage. 995 6.95 
(1Vs) 695 495 

1024 x 8 (450n5) . 4.95 
2048x 8 (450ns) 25V 3.75 
2048 x 8 (350ns) 25V 425 
2048 X 8 (450ns) 25V (CMOS) 5.49 
4096 X 8 (450ns) 25V 3.95 
4096 x 8 (200ns) 21V 425 
4096 x 8 (250n5) 21V 3 95 
4096 x 8 (45Ons) 25V (CMOS) . . . 5.95 
8192 x 8 (20Ons) 21V 425 
8192x8 (250ns)21V 375 
8192 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V.. . . . . . . . . 3.95 
8192x8 (450ns) 21V 295 
8192 x 8 (15Ons) 21V (CMOS) 6.49 
16,384 X 8 (200ns) 21V. 695 
16.384 x 8 (250ns) 21V 595 
16.384 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V 525 
16,384 x 8 (250ns) 21V (CMOS) 6.95 
32.768 x 8 (200ns) 12.5V 6.95 
32,768 x 8 (250ns) 12.5V 595 
32.768 o 8 (25OnS) 12.5V (CMOS) 7.95 
65.536 x 8 (20005) 12 5V 13.49 
65.536 x 8 1250ns) 125V 11.95 
8192 x 8 1450ns125V 13.95 

EEPROMS 
2048 x 8 (350ns) 5V Read7NWrte.... 5.95 
2048 x 8 (350ns) 5V Read/YVne.... 795 
8192 x 8 (250+51 5V Read/VWite.... 9.95 
2048 X 8 (350ns) 5V Read Only.... 1.49 

Pan No. Price 

LAG570...443-96 9.95 
WD1770 11.95 
ST3052P 
6502 
6504A 
6507 
6510 
6520 
6522 

2.49 
2.65 
1.95 
4.39 

9.95 
1.95 

3.95 
6525. . . . 4-96 3.49 
6526.... +49612.95 
6529 2.95 
6532 6i9 5.49 
6545-1 ....496 3.25 
6551 449 2.95 
6560 10.95 
6567 14.95 
6569 24.95 
6572 8.95 
6581 (12V) 14.95 
6582 (9V) . 4495 9.95 
8360 
8501 
8502 

'8563 
8564 
8566 
8701 
8721 
8722 

14.95 
10.95 
7.95 

15.95 
9.95 

24.95 
9.95 

14.95 
9.95 

'251104-04 10.95 
310654-05 9.95 
318018-03 10.95 
318019-03 10.95 
318020-04 10.95 
325302-01 10.95 
325572-01 14.95 

'82S100PLA' 15.95 
901225-01 11.95 
901226-01 11.95 
901227-03 11.95 
901229-05 11.95 

'No specs available 
"Note: 82S100PLA = 

U17 (C-641 

SPECIALS! 
SMP81FY Prec. Sample 8 Hold Amp.... 7.95 
MAX232CPE Dual RS232 Rec /Trans..... 5.19 
LM306P Dual Comparator .79 
6116P-1 16K CMOS SRAM (10Ons) 5.49 
27128-45 128K EPROM (450ns) 21V 4.95 
74LS612 Memory Mapper, Tri-State 11.95 

74HC HI -SPEED CMOS 
Part No. Pnce 

741-1000 . . . . . . . 515 .19 
74HCO2 . . . . .. . $5 19 
74HC04 Q9 19 
74HC08 49 19 
74HC10 49 19 
74HC14.. . 49 29 
74HC30 £9 19 
741-1032 . . . . . -P9 25 
7414C74 -99 29 
74HC75 39 35 
74HC75 45 35 
74HC85 49 55 
74H086 99 35 
74HC123 69 69 
74HC125 49 39 
74HC132 -69 19 
74HC138 49 39 
74HC139 -49 39 
74HC154 4.191 19 
741-10163 .65 39 
74HC174 -69 49 

Part No. Price 
74HC175 69 .49 
74HC221 4-49 .89 
74HC240 99 .69 
74HC244 99 .69 
74/40245 99 79 
74HC253 59 .49 
74HC259 69.49 
74/40273... 99 69 
74HC373 .99 65 
74HC374 .. 99 .65 
74HC595 +49109 
74HC688 .'99 79 
74/40943 8.95 
74HC4040 99 79 
74HC4049 59 49 
74HC4050 -59 49 
74HC4060.... 99 89 
74HC4511 +96109 
74/404514 4-791.09 
74/404538 .89 
744404543 4-49 89 

74HCT - CMOS TTL 
74)40700 -29 17 
748C102 -29 17 
74HCT04 .. -29 17 
74HCT08 -29 17 
74HCT10 49 17 
74/40732 -29 21 
74HC174 49 25 
74HCT86.. -9 29 
74HCT138 . . -59 35 

74/407139 
74HCT157 
74HCT174. 
741101175 
74HCT240 
741401244 
74HC1245 
74HCT373 
74/401374 

-59 35 
69 35 

.. -69 35 
-69 39 
-99 89 
99 59 

+-49 79 
4-49 55 
4-49 49 

74C-CMOS 
74000 . 29 
74002... ..... 29 
74004 29 
74008 35 
74010 35 
74014 59 
74032 35 
74C74 59 
74085 149 
74086 35 
74089 5 49 
74090 99 
740154 ... 2 95 
740173 . 105 

74C174 79 
740175 79 
740221 1.79 
740240 179 
740244 1.79 
740373 195 
74C374 195 
740912 8.95 
740915 139 
740920 6.95 
740921 6.95 
740922 395 
740923 395 
74C925 5.95 

LINEAR 
DSOO26CN 195 
TL074CN 119 
TL084CN 99 
AF1O0-1CN 895 
LM307N 45 
LM309K 125 
LM311N 45 
LM317T 79 
LN1318N 99 
LM319N 129 
LM323K 395 
LM324N 39 
LM338K 495 
LM339N 39 
LF347N 179 
LM348N 69 
LM350T 29S 
LF351N 39 
LF353N 49 
LF355N. 79 
LF356N 89 
LF357N 109 
LM358N 49 
LM360N 219 
LM361N 179 
LM380N-8. 99 
LM386N-3 89 
LM387N 99 
LM393N. 39 
LM399H 2 95 
LF411CN 79 
TL497ACN 149 
NE540H (C540H) 229 
NE555V 29 
XRL555 59 
LM556N 49 
NE558N 89 
LM565N 99 
17v1567V 79 
NE592N 89 
LM741CN . 29 
LM747CN 59 
MC1350P 109 
MC1372P 195 
MC1377P 229 
MC1398P 895 
LM1414N 129 

LM1458N 39 
LM1488N 49 
DS14C88N(CMOS) 1.19 
LM1489N . .49 
DS14C89N (CMOS) 1 19 
LM1496N 89 
MC1648P 349 
LM1871N 195 
LM1872N .... .. 1 95 
LM 1896N-1. . . . +49 79 
ULN2003A 79 
XR2206 395 
XR2211. 295 
XR2243 195 
261529. 395 
261531 119 
261532 119 
261$33 149 
LM2901 N 99 25 
LM2907N 129 
LM2917N (8 pm).. 
MC3419CL 695 
MC3446N 169 
MC3450P 195 
MC3470P 195 
MC3471P 195 
MC3479P 4 79 
MC3486P 169 
MC3487P 169 
LM3900N 49 
Uv13905N 119 
LM3909N 99 
LM3914N 195 
LM3916N 195 
NE5532 69 
NE5534 69 
7805K (LM340K-5) .. 129 
7812K (LM34OK-12). 1.29 
7815K (LM340K-15). 1 29 
78051 (LM340T-5) .. .49 
78121 (LM340T-12) . .49 
78157 (LM340T-15) . .49 
79058 (LM320K-5) .. 1.35 
79057 (LM32OT-5) .. 59 
75472 59 
75477. 89 
MC145106P 5446 2 49 
MC145406P. 2 95 

IC SOCKETS 
Low Profile Wire Wrap (Gold) Level 93 

8LP 11 8WW. 59 
14LP 12 I4WW.. .65 
16LP 13 16WW .69 
24LP 25 24WW 119 
28LP 27 28WW 139 
40LP . 29 40WW 189 
Soldedad St andard (6018 8 On1 B Header Rug Sockets Also Available 

PARTIAL LISTING OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 
*RAM'S SUBJECT TO FREQUENT PRICE CHANGES 

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 



Worldwide Since 1974 
QUALITY COMPONENTS COMPE7171VEPRICING 

PROMPT DELIVERY 

PROTOTYPING PRODUCTS 
Jameco Solderless 
Breadboard Sockets 

121!. 

JE23 
Pan Dim. Contact Binding 
No. L' x W. Points Posts 

pi 

L.! 1 »Y 

1(f 
t11 

JE24 

Price 

JE20 
JE21 
JE22 
JE23 
JE24 
JE25 
JE26 
JE27 

6'2x 3, 

3'. x 2's 
6'> x 13e 

6', x 2'e 
6', o 3'e 
6'7 o 4', 
6'e x 53. 
7'. x 7'v 

200 
400 
630 
830 

1.360 
1.660 
2,390 
3,220 

o 
o 
o 
o 
2 

3 
4 

4 

S 2.29 
S 4.49 
5 5.95 
S 7.49 
514.95 
522.95 
527.95 
S37.95 

Jameco's 
IBM PC/XT/AT ? 
Compatible 

Motherboards ; y 

Award o -r- 
BIOS ROMs 
Included JE1001 

JE1001 4.77/8MHz (PC/XT) .... $ 99.95 
JE1002 4.77/10MHz (PC/XT) ... $119.95 
JE1007 6/8/10/12MHz (AT) .... S349.95 

r 

2 & 3MB EE` 
Memory y - 

Expansion ,ak W *a.aP Cards for 
IBM AT and Compatibles JEt082 

7MB of expanded or e. tended 
JE1081 memory uero-K onboard) IAT) ... 512995 

3MB of expanded or extended memory. 
parallel printer port serial port and 

JE 1082 game pon (tern K on bo.ud) (ATl .. 5169.95 

Jameco 
Computer 
Power 
Protection JE1190 

JE1190 Power Base $29.95 
JE1191 6 -Outlet Power Strip $11.95 

IBM PC/XT/ATCompatible Keyboards 

pt / 111 Istiaal l t r 1ktil Colt' 

rrer/ 
9 

t ¢i i.r4 r14}41k; 

1~9 n111í JE1016 
-....-....- Pictured 

Tactile touch keyswilches Switch selectable between 
PC/XT or AT Illuminated Caps lock Num Lock and Scroll 
Lock 

JE1015 $59.95 
Enhanced keyboard layout Illuminated Num Lock, Caps 

Lock and Scroll Lock Automihcally switches between 
PC/XT or AT 

JE1016 S79.95 

DATA BOOKS 
400041 NSC Linear Data Book -Vol .I (87) 514.95 
400042 NSC Linear Dala Book -Vol 0 (87) 5 9.95 
400043 NSC Linear Data Book-Vol.l0 (871 5 9.95 
210830 Intel Memory Handbook (87) 517.95 
230843 Intel Mrcrosysteni Hndbk. Set (87) 524.95 

Jameco's New and Improved AT Compatible lit! 
FREE! Word Processing Software! / Now with I/O Board! 

IBM AT Compatible Kit 
Mini -286 6/8/10/12MHz Kit 

Baby AT Motherboard 
(Zero K RAM - includes 

JE1007 Award BIOS ROMs( 5349.95 
JE1015 XT/AT Style Keyboard S 59.95 
JE1017 Baby AT Flip -Top Case S 69.95 
JE1022 5 .' 141Density Disk awe 5109.95 
JE1032 200 Watt Power Supply 5 89.95 

360K/720K/1.2M Floppy 
JE1043 Controller Card S 49.95 
JE1065 Input/Output Card 559.95 

Regular List $789.65 

SAVE $99.70! 
JE105B 0519.95 
(EGA Montler and 
Card not included) 

Baby 
ATr 

ken a 
.^'"1:fi 

tG' 

JE2009* IBM AT Compatible Kit $689.95 
JE286M JE2009 Technical Manual S29.95 

'RAM not included - Minmum RAM configuration 512K (41256.120 RAM Chips - see len) 

IBM COMPATIBLE DISPLAY MONITORS 
12" Amber Monochrome - 
TTL Input, High Resolution (PCJXT/AT) 

AMBER $10995 S99.95 

14" RGB Color - CGA Compatible 
Amber/Green/Color Swdchable. 640 x TTx1410 
200 Resolution (PC/XT/AT) 

TTX1410 S279.95 

14" EGA Color - EGA/CGACompat.. 720 x 350 (max.) resolution (PC/XT/AT) 

TE5154 $399.95 

IBM PC/XT/AT COMPATIBLE CARDS 

Graphic 
Display 
Cards 

JE1059 
EGA Card 

and Monitor 
5519.95 

,.@. f''w', 

xti S -. 
ra 

JE1050 

« 
JE1050 Mono Graphics Card w/Printer Port (PC/XT/AT) $59.95 
JE1052 Color Graphics Card w/Printer Port (PC/XT/AT) S49.95 

JE1055 EGA Card with 256K Video RAM (PC/XT/AT) $169.95 
Multi I/O with Drive Controller 

JE1071 and Mono Graphics (PC/XT) $119.95 

Multifunction, I/O and Expansion Cards 
(/0 Card with Serial, Game. Parallel Printer 

JE1060 Port and Real Time Clock (PC/XT) $59.95 
JE1061 RS232 Serial Half Card (PC/XT/AT) $29.95 

(/0 Card with Serial, Game and 
JE1065 Parallel Printer Pen (AT) 559.95 

Expand to 384K (zero -K on -board) Mutttlunc w Serial, 
JE1078 Game, Parallel Pnnter Port 8 Real Time Clock (PC/XT) . . 579.95 

Floppy and Hard Disk Controller Cards 
JE1040 360KB Floppy Disk Drive Controller Card (PC/XT).... S29.95 

JE1041 20/40MB Hard Disk Controller Card (PC/XT) $79.95 

JE1042 30/60MB RLL Hard Disk Controller (PC/XT) 599.95 

JE1043 360K/720K/1.2MB Floppy Disk Cont. Card (PC/XT/AT) $49.95 
360K/720K/1 21JB Floppy/Hard Disk 

JE1045 Controller Card tAT) S159.95 

Additional Add-Ons Available! 

Billet YAaatlMi a11aCIallaa 

COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 
.4. Seagate 20,30 

40 and 60MB 'J Half Height 

c 
_Hard Disk 

Drives 
ST225K (Pictured) 

ST225 20MB Drive only (PC/XT/AT) 5224.95 
ST225K 20MB w/Controller (PC/XT) 5269.95 
57'238 30MB Orion only (PC/XT/AT) 5249.95 
ST238K 30MB w/ControllerIPC/XT) 5299.95 
ST238AT 30MB w/Controller (Al) 5389.95 
57251 40MB Dnve only (PC/XT/AT) 5429.95 
5'251 XT 401.18 w/Cont. Card (PC/XT) 5469.95 
ST251AT 40MB w/controller Card (AT) 5539.95 
57277 60MB Dove only (PC/XT/AT) 5499.95 
5T277K 60MB w/Controller Card (AT) 5639.95 

4 
4.u... 

Jameco 5.25" PC/XT 
& AT Compatible 

Disk Drives 
JE1022 (Pictured) 

JE 1020 360K Black Bzt.(PC/XT/ATt... $ 89.95 
JF_1021 360K Beige FIT .(PC/XT/AT).-.$ 89.95 
JE1022 1.2MB Beige BT. (PC/XT/AT) . $109.95 

Toshiba 3.5" PC/XT/AT 
Compatible Disk Drive 

352KU al on Kit ooL 
11 
C'iXT/AT) ... S129.95 

2400/1200/300 Modems 
Datatronics 

Hayes command compat- 
ible Bell 103/212A com 
patible Auto-dial/auto. 
answer FCC approved 

1 -year warranty Includes 
Ma ~de Communication 

.-.- .. - Sottwa 
1200H 1200/300 Baud Internal Modem.... S 79.95 
2000S 2400/1200/300 Internal Modem.... 5174.95 
1200C 1200/300 Baud External Modem.... 5119.95 
2400E 2400/1200/300 External Modem .... S219.95 

Jameco Extended 80 -Column 
Card for Apple Ile 

80 Col /641/ RAM Doubles 
amount Of dala your Apple Ile 
oan display as well as its mem- 

ry Capacity Ideal for word 
processing Complete with 
instructions 

JE864 $39.95 
ADD12 (Disk Drive II, IId, 1/e) $99.95 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

Digital Multimeters 
Kingdom KD302: 

Pocket Size in handy 
carry case 
3b Dgd LCD 

Auto or manual ranging 
Audible continuity tester 
rests AC/DC Voltage, 
Resistance and 
Continuity 
One Year Warranty 
Size 4','L x 2 W r 'all 

KD302 _527.95 

U.S. Funds Only 
Shipping: Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance 
(May vary according to weight) 

California Residents: 
Add 6%, 61/2% or 7°/o 

Sales Tax 
FAX 415-592-2503 

7/88 

1355 SHOREWAY RD., BELMONT, CA 94002 FOR ORDERS ONLY 415-592-8097 ALL OTHER INQUIRIES 415-592-8121 

(MasterCard 

Meter M4650: 
Handhekl.hgh accuracy 
4'e Dig4 LCD 
Manual ranging with 
Overload Protection 
Audible continuity tester 
rests AC/DC Voltage. 
Resistance Continuity 
Capacitance. Frequency 
One Year Warranty 
Sire 7 L . 3', W x 1'7'H 

M4650.. $89.95 

Gil ELECTRONICS 

$20 Minimum Order 
IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines 

Mall Order Eiectronica WondwId. ameco 
Data Sheets - 50C each 
Prices Subject to Change 

Send $1.00 Postage for a 
FREE 1988 CATALOG 

Telex: 176043 
is 1988 Jameco Electronics 
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JDR Microdevices® 
Complete customer satisfaction...superior service...friendly, knowledgeable personnel 

quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology. 

STATIC RAMS 
2112 
2114 
21141.2 
TMM2016.100 
HM6116.4 
HM6116.3 
HM6116LP-4 
HM61161P-3 
HM61161P-2 
HM6264LP-15 
HM6264LP-12 
HM43256LP-15 
HM432561P-12 
HM43256LP-10 

4116.250 
4116-200 
4116.150 
4116.120 
MK4332 
4164-150 
4164.120 

256.4 
1024.4 
1024.4 
2048.8 
2048.8 
2048.8 
2048.8 
2048.8 
2048.8 
8192.8 
8192.8 

32768.8 
32768.8 
32768.8 

)450ns) 2.99 
(450ns) .99 
(200ns1)LOW POWER) 1.49 
(100ns) 1.95 
(200ns)ICMOS) 1.79 
(150ns))CMOS) 
1200ns))CMOS)(LPI 
(150ns)(CMOSIII PI 
1120ns11CM05R1P1 
)150n.)(CMOSIILP) 
(120ns1)CM0511LPI 
1150ns)(CMO511LP) 
(120ns11CMOSI(LP) 
)100n.1(CMOSOLP) 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
16384.1 
16384.1 
16384.1 
16384.1 
32768.1 
65536.1 
65536.1 

MCM6665 65536.1 
TM54164 65536.1 
4164 -REFRESH 65536.1 

E TM54416 16384.4 
I 41128-150 131072.1 

TM54464.15 65536.4 
41256-150 262144.1 
41256.120 262144.1 
41256.100 262144.1 
HM51258.100 262144.1 
1 M13-120 1048576.1 
1 M13-100 1048576.1 

2708 
2716 
2716-1 
79152532 
2732 
2732A 
2732A-2 
27C64 
2764 
2764.250 
2764-200 
MCM68766 
27128 
27C256 
27256 
27512 
27C512 

6500 
1.0 MHz 

6502 
65CO2 
6520 
6522 
6526 
6532 
6545 
6551 

1250ns) 
1200ns1 
(150ns) 
(t20ns) 
1200ns1 
(150ns1 
(120ns) 
)200ns) 1.95 
(150n51 1.95 
(150ns)1PIN 1 REFRESH12.95 
(150ns) 
(15Ons) 
)15Ons) 
1150ns1 
(120ns) 
11 OOns) 
)100ns))CMOS) 
(120ns) 
)10Ons1 

1.85 
1.85 
1.90 
2.45 
3.95 
4.49 

12.95 . 

14.95 0: 

19.95 

EPROMS 
1024.8 
2048.8 
2048.8 
4096.8 
4096.8 
4096.8 
4096.8 
8192.8 
8192.8 
8192.8 
8192.8 
8192.8 

16384.8 (250ns)112.5V) 4.25 
32768.8 (2500s1112.5V CMOS) 7.95 
32768.8 1250ns1112.5V1 5.95 
65536.8 1250ns512.5V) 11.95 
65536.8 1250ns1(12.5V CMOS) 12.95 

..V=P.oy.a.n Voltaye 

49 
.89 
.99 

1.49 
6.95 
1.79 
1.99 

3.75 
5.95 
4.95 
3.95 
4.95 
5.49 
6.95 

31.95 
34.95 

2.25 
(CMOS) 7.95 

1.65 
2.95 

13.95 
5.95 
2.95 
2.95 

2.0 MHz 
6502A 2.69 
6520A 2.95 
6522A 5.95 
6532A 11.95 
6545A 3.95 
6551A 6.95 

3.0 MHz 
65028 4.25 

6800 
1.0 MHz 

6800 1.95 
6802 2.95 
6803 3.95 
6809 2.95 
6809E 2.95 
6810 1.95 
6820 2.95 
6821 1.25 
6840 3.95 
6843 4.95 
6844 6.95 
6845 2.75 
6847 4.75 
6850 1.95 
6883 22.95 

82.0 MH= 
68800 2.95 
681302 3.95 
68609E 5.49 
68809 5.99 

1450ns)(25V) 
1450ns1125 V 1 

1350ns1(25V) 
(450ns)125V1 
)450ns1(25V) 
1250ns1121 VI 
(200ns)(21V) 4.25 
1250ns1112.5V CMOS) 4.95 
)450ns1(12.5V) 3.49 
(250ns1112.5V) 3.69 
1200ns1(12.5V) 4.25 
(350ns)R1V((24P1N) 15.95 

Z-80 
2.5 MHz 

280 -CPU 1.25 

4.0 MHz 
180A -CPU 1.29 
Z80A-CTC 1.69 
780A -DART 5.95 
280ADMA 5.95 
Z80A-PIO 1.89 
180A-510 0 5.95 
180A-510 1 5.95 
1804.510 2 5.95 

6.0 MHz 
180B.CPIJ 2 75 
2808-CTC 4 25 
Z8O8 PIO 4.25 
2800 DART 6.95 
2808 510 0 12.95 
1808-510 2 12.95 
18671 ZILOG 9.95 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 

MM58167 
MM58174 
MSM5832 

9.95 
9.95 
2.95 

BIT RATE 
GENERATORS 
MC14411 
BR1941 
4702 
COM8116 

9.95 
4.95 
9.95 
8,95 

INTERSIL 
1C17106 9.95 
1C17107 10.95 

68821 1.85 1C17660 1.99 
68845 4.95 1CL8038 3.85 
68B50 1.75 ICM7207A 5.95 
68000 9.95 ICM7208 15.95 

4.95 
3.49 
3.95 
5.95 
3.95 
3.95 

/ ,\- 
` 4:1/4 

. 

y 

DISK 
CONTROLLERS 

1771 
1791 
1793 
1795 
1797 
2791 
2793 
2797 
8272 
UPD765 
M88876 
MB8877 
1691 
2143 
9216 

4.95 
9.95 
9.95 

1295 
12,95 
19 95 
19 95 
29 95 

4 39 
4 39 

12.95 
12 95 

6 95 
6 95 
6.29 

DARTS' 
AVS-1013 
AV3 1015 
TR1602 
2651 
IM6402 
1M6403 
IN 58250 
NS16450 

3 95 
4 95 
3 95 
4 95 
3 95 
9.95 
6.95 

10.95 

MISC. 
ADC0804 2.99 
ADC0809 3.85 
DACO800 3.29 
DAC0808 1.95 
DAC1022 5.95 
MC 140818 1.95 
8128 1.29 
8T97 .59 
DP8304 2.29 
9334 1.75 
9368 2.85 
9602 .69 
ULN2003 .79 

MAX232 7.95 
MC3470 1.95 
MC3487 2.95 
AV5-3600 PRO 11.95 

** HIGH-TECH * * 
8052ÁH WITH BASIC 

S3495 
SINGLE CHIP MICRO -CONTROLLER WITH BASIC IN ROM 
BUILT-IN SERIAL PORT. THREE 16 BIT TIMERS, FIVE 
INTERRUPTS AND 256 BYTES OF RAM 
REQUIRES VERY FEW PARTS TO BUILD AND EASY -TO - 
PROGRAM CONTROLLER 
BASIC INTEFPRETER IS OPTIMIZED FOR CONTROL 
APPLICATIONS 

* * SPOTLIGHT * * 
8000 8200 

8031 3.95 8203 14.95 8255.5 
8035 1.49 8205 3.29 8259 
8039 1.95 8212 1.49 8259.5 
8052ÁH BASIC :4.95 8216 1.49 8257 
8080 2.49 8224 2.25 8272 
8085 1.95 8228 2.25 8274 
8086 6.49 8237 3.95 8275 
8088 5.99 8237-5 4 75 8279 
8088-2 7.95 8243 1.95 8279-5 
8155 2.49 8250 6.95 8282 
8155-2 3.95 8251 1.29 8283 
8741 9.95 82516 1 69 8284 
8748 7.95 8253 1 59 8286 
8749 9.95 8253-5 195 8287 
8755 14.95 8255 1 49 8288 

MATH COPROCESSORS 
8087 5 MHz 599.95 
8087-2 8 MHz 5153.95 
8087-1 10 MHz 5223.95 
80287 6 MHz 5173.95 
80287-8 8 MHz 5249.95 
80287-10 10 MHz 5309.95 
80387.16 16 MHz 5499.95 
80387-20 20 MHz 5799.95 

1 59 
1.95 
2.29 
2.25 
4.39 

f 

4.95 
16.95 
2.49 
2.95 
3.95 
3.95 
2.25 
3.95 
3.95 
4.95 

f m 

In 
20 SERIES PALS 

V20' 5MHa 8.95 
V20' 8 MHz 10.95 
V20' 10 MHz 12.95 
V30 8M1/r 13.95 

'Rnpincn. 8088 to 
.PnnA op PC 10.40°. 

CRYSTALS 
32.768 KU. 

1.0 MHz 
1.8432 
2.0 
2.4576 
3.579545 
4.0 
5.0 
5.0688 
6.0 
6.144 
8.0 

10.0 
10.738635 
12.0 
14.31818 
16.0 
18.0 
18.432 
20.0 
22.1184 
24.0 
32.0 

.95 
2.95 
2.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 
1.95 

OSCILLATORSI iásisi 
1.0MHz 
1.8432 
2.0 
2.4576 
2.5 
4.0 
5.0688 
6.0 
6.144 
8.0 
10.0 
12.0 
16.0 
18.432 
20.0 
24.0 

5.95 745157 
5.95 745158 
5.95 745163 
5.95 745175 
5.95 745195 
4.95 745240 
4.95 745241 
4.95 745244 
4.95 745.280 
4.95 74S287 
4.95 745288 
4.95 745299 
4.95 745373 
4.95 745374 
4.95 745471 
4.95 745571 

1618 
16R8 
16R6 
16R4 

52.95 
52.95 
52.95 
52.95 

74F/745 
74F00 .35 
74E02 .35 
74F04 .35 
74E08 .35 
74E10 35 
74E32 .35 
74(64 .55 
74E74 .39 
74E86 .55 
745138 .79 
74(139 .79 
74E253 .89 
74E157 .89 
74E240 1.29 
74500 29 
74502 .29 
74504 .29 
74508 .35 
74510 .29 
74532 .35 
74574 .49 
74586 .35 
745112 .50 
745124 2.75 

.79 

.79 

.79 

.95 
1.29 

.79 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.49 
1.95 
1.69 
1.69 
2.95 
1.69 
1.69 
4.95 
2.95 

741500 
741501 
741.502 
741.503 
741504 
741505 
741.508 
741S09 
741.510 
741511 
741512 
741513 
741514 
741515 
741520 
741.521 
741522 
741527 
741528 
741530 
741532 
741533 
741537 
741.538 
741542 
741547 
741.548 
741551 
741573 
741574 
741575 
741576 
741583 
741585 
741.586 
741590 
741692 
741.593 
741595 
7415107 
7415109 

7400 

.16 
18 
17 
18 
16 
18 

.18 
18 
16 
22 
22 
26 
39 
26 
17 
22 
22 
23 
26 
17 
18 

.28 

.26 

.26 

.39 

.75 
85 

.17 
29 
24 

.29 
29 
49 
.49 
.22 
39 

.49 

.39 

.49 

.34 

.36 

74L500 
741.5112 29 7415241 
7415122 45 7415242 
7415123 .49 7415243 
7415124 2 75 7415244 
7415125 39 /415245 
7415126 39 7415251 
7415132 39 7415253 
7415133 49 7415257 
7415136 39 741S258 
7415138 39 7415259 
741.6139 39 7415260 
7415145 99 7415266 
7415147 99 7415273 
7415148 99 7415279 
7415151 39 7415280 
7415153 39 7415283 
7415154 1 49 7419290 
7415155 59 7415293 
741.5156 49 7415299 
7415157 35 7415322 
741.5158 29 7415323 
7415160 29 7415365 
7415161 39 7415367 
7419162 49 7415368 
7415163 39 7415373 
7415164 49 7415374 
7415165 65 7415375 
7415166 95 7415377 
7415169 95 7415390 
7415173 .49 7415393 
7415174 39 7415541 
7415175 .39 7415624 
7415191 .49 7415640 
7415192 69 7415645 
7415193 69 7415670 
7415194 .69 7415682 
741.5195 .69 7415688 
7415196 .59 7415783 
7415197 .59 25152521 
7415271 59 261531 
7415240 69 261532 

LINEAR 

69 
69 
.69 
.69 
79 
49 
49 
39 
.49 

1.29 
.49 
.39 
.79 
.39 

1.98 
.59 
.89 
.89 

1.49 
3.95 
2.49 

.39 

.39 

.39 

.79 

.79 
95 
.79 

1.19 
.79 

1.49 
1.95 

.99 
.99 
.89 

3.20 
2 40 

22.95 
2.80 
195 
1.95 

7400 .19 11071 69 LM567 .79 
7402 .19 11072 1 09 NE570 2.95 
7404 .19 71074 1.95 NE592 98 
7406 29 11.082 .99 1M723 .49 
7407 .29 T1084 1.49 1M733 .98 
7408 .24 161 301 .34 1M741 .29 
7410 .19 111113098 1.25 1/11747 .69 
7411 25 1M311 59 MC 1330 1.69 
7414 49 LM31111 89 MC1350 1.19 
7416 .25 1.94317K 3.49 1M1458 .35 
7417 .25 1843171 69 1M1488 .49 
7420 19 181 318 1.49 1M1489 .49 
7430 19 LM319 1.25 1M1496 .85 
7432 .29 LM320 see7900 01N2003 .79 
7438 .29 1M323K 3.49 XR2206 3.95 
7442 49 1M324 .34 XR2211 2.95 
7445 .69 161331 3.95 1612917 1.95 
7447 .89 LM334 1.19 CA3046 .89 
7473 34 1M335 1 79 CA3146 1.29 
7474 .33 LM336 1.75 MC3373 1.29 
7475 45 1M338K 4.49 MC3470 1.95 
7476 .35 1M339 .59 MC3480 8.95 
7483 50 LM340 see7800 MC3487 2.95 
7485 .59 15353 .59 1M3900 49 
7486 .35 1(356 .99 1M3911 2.25 
7489 2.15 1E357 99 1M3909 .98 
7490 .39 1M358 .59 161 3914 1.89 
7493 .35 1M380 89 MC4024 3.49 
74121 29 LM383 1.95 MC4044 3.99 
74123 49 1M386 .89 RC4136 1.25 
74125 .45 LM393 .45 RC4558 .69 
74150 1.35 LM394H 5.95 18813600 1.49 
74151 .55 71494 4.20 75107 1.49 
74153 .55 T1497 3 25 75110 1.95 
74154 1.49 NE555 29 75150 1.95 
74157 .55 NE556 49 75154 1.95 
74159 1.65 NE558 79 75188 1.25 
74161 69 NE564 1.95 75189 1.25 
74164 .85 LM565 95 75451 .39 
74166 1.00 1M566 1.49 75452 .39 
74175 .89 NE590 2.50 75477 1.29 
74367 .65 H TO.S CAN. 500.3. T=T0-220 

4001 
4011 
4012 

9 4013 
. 4015 
4016 

I 4017 
4018 
4020 
4021 
4023 
4024 
4025 
4027 
4028 
4040 
4042 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4049 
4050 
4051 
4052 
4053 
4060 

CMOS/HIGH SPEED CMOS 
.19 
.19 
.25 
.35 
.29 
.29 
.49 
.69 
.59 
.69 
.25 
.49 
.25 
.39 
.65 
.69 
.59 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.29 
.29 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.69 

4066 
4069 
4070 
4081 
4093 
14411 
14433 
14497 
4503 
4511 
4518 
4528 
4538 
4702 
74HC00 
74HCO2 
74HC04 

.29 

.19 

.29 

.22 

.49 
9.95 

14.95 
6.95 

.49 

.69 

.85 

.79 

.95 
9.95 

.21 

.21 

.25 
74HCO8 .25 
74HC10 .25 
74HC14 .35 
74HC32 .35 
74HC74 .35 
74HC86 .45 
74HC138 .45 
74HC139 .45 
74HC151 .59 

74HC154 
74HC157 
74HC244 
74HC245 
74HC273 
74HC373 
74HC374 
74HCTOO 
74HCT02 
74HCT04 
74HCT08 
74HCT32 
74HCT74 
74HCT138 
74HCT139 
74HCT161 
74HCT240 
74HCT244 
74HCT245 
74HCT273 
74HCT373 
74HCT374 
74HCT393 
74HCT4017 
74HCT4040 
74HCT4060 

1.09 
.55 
.85 
.85 
.69 
.69 
.69 
.25 
.25 
.27 
.25 
.27 
.45 
.55 
.55 
.79 
.89 
.89 
.99 
.99 
.99 
.99 
.99 

1.19 
.99 

1.49 

108 JOR Microdevices and the JDR Microdevices logo are registered trademarks of JDR Microdevices. IBM, PT, PS/2 are trademarks of international Business Machines. 
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CAPACITORS 
TANTALUM 

BYPASS CAPACITORS 
.01.A CERAMIC DISC 100 55.00 

1.001 15V .12 1.0,1 35V .45 .01 IA MONOLITHIC 100 510.00 
6.8 15V 42 2.2 35V .19 .1 .A CERAMIC DISC 100 56.50 
10 15V 45 4 7 35V .39 .1 1A MONOLITHIC 100 512.50 
22 15V 99 10 35V 

015C 
.69 

lord 50V 05 .0010150V 05 25 PIN D -SUB 
22 50V 
33 50V 

05 
05 

005 50V 
.01 50V 

.05 

.07 GENDER 
47 50V 05 .05 50V .07 CHANGERS 100 50V 
220 50V 

.05 

.05 
.1 12V 
.1 50V 

.10 
12 57.95 

MONOLITHIC 
.01., 50V .14 .1,A 50V 18 
.047,1 50V .15 .4711 50V .25 

ELECTROLYTIC 
RADIAL AXIAL EMI FILTER 

100 25V 
4.7 50V 

14 
.11 

101 50V 
10 50V 

14 
16 54.95 

10 50V 
47 35V 

.11 

.13 
22 16V 
47 50V 

14 
.19 LINE CORDS 

100 16V .15 100 35V .19 2 conducto. J9c 
220 35V .20 470 50V 29 3 conducto. 99C 
470 25V 30 1000 16V 29 3 conductor w female socket 
2200 16V .70 2200 16V .70 51.49 
4700 25V 1.45 4700 16V 1.25 

RESISTOR NETWORKS' 
SIP 10 PIN 9 RESISTOR .69 
SIP 8 PIN 7 RESISTOR .59 

VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS 

DIP 16 PIN 8 RESISTOR 1.09 7805T 49 7812K 1.39 
DIP 16 PIN 15 RESISTOR 1.09 7808T .49 7905K 1.69 
DIP 14 PIN 7 RESISTOR .99 78121 .49 7912K 1.49 
DIP 14 PIN 13 RESISTOR .99 7815T .49 78L05 .49 

7905T .59 78L12 .49 
7908T .59 79L05 .69 

38 PIN CENTRONICS 7912T 59 
79151 59 

79L12 
LM323K 

1.49 
4.79 

IDCEN36 RIBBON CABLE 3.95 7805K 1.59 LM338K 6.95 
CEN36 SOLDER CUP 1.85 
IDCEN36 F RIBBON CABLE 4.95 DISCRETE 
CEN36PC Rt Angle PC Mount 1.85 1N751 15 4N28 .69 

1N414875 1m 4N33 .89 
1N400410 11D 4N37 1.19 

EDGECARD 1N5402 25 MCT-2 59 

CONNECTORS KBP02 55 
2N2222 25 

MCT-6 
TI1.111 

1.29 
99 

100 Pm ST S-100 .125 3.95 PN2222 .10 2N3906 10 
100 Po. 61W 5-100 .125 4.95 2N2907 .25 2N4401 25 
62 Pin ST IBM PC .100 1.95 2N3055 .79 2N4402 25 
50 Pin ST APPLE .100 2.95 2N3904 .10 2N4403 25 
44 Pin ST STD 156 1.95 4N26 .69 2N6045 1.75 
44 Pin WW STD .156 4.95 4N27 69 TIP31 49 

IOC CONNECTORS/RIBBON CABLE 

SOLDER STATION 
IlL APPNLIVED 

ADJUSTABLE HEAT 
SETTING W TIP TEMP 
READOUT 
QUICK HEATING 
K RECOVERY 
RANGE 200 900°F 

$49.95 

EXTENDER CARDS 
FOR IBM 

E X T-8088 
EXT-80286 

529.95 
539.95 

SHORTINGIF 
BLOCKS 1-E 

5/51.00 L J 

WIREWRAP 
PROTOTYPE CARDS 

FR.4 E'OXF GLASS LAMINATE 
GOLD -PL. TED EDGE CARD FINGERS 

SILK SCREENED LEGENDS 
MON TING BRACKET 

MI i tiF fflHiñiii¡ 
I44j'I t 

`I liil I a}.i . 
.....r;.... 

-'! t 
" lülüEüt ¡ I:I II i:r' 

1 

T -_ _-i »tmmttKHrmttattt 1' , j 
_._ 

131 

FOR P5/2 
JD 4-PR32 559.95 

32 BIT PROTOTYPE CAR 3 

JDi-PRIG 549.95 
16 BIT WITH I O 

DECODING CIRCUITRY 
JDi-PR16-PK 515.95 

PARTS KIT FOR ABOVE 
JDi-PRI6V 539.95 

EXTENDED CONNECTOFS 
FOR VIDEO APPLICATIONS 

WHY THOUSANDS CHOOSE JDR 
* QUALITY MERCHANDISE 

1'f, IPETIIIVE PRICES 
* MOST ORDERS SHIPPED IN 24 HOURS 
* FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 
* 30 -DAY SIDNEY BACK GUARANTEE 
* TOLL MEE TECHNICAL SUPPORT 
* EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE 

CALL FOR ' 
VOLUME QUOTES 

DESCRIPTION ORDER BY 
CONTACTS 

10 20 26 34 40 150 
IDH..S .82 1 29 1 68 2.20 2 58 3.24 
IDHee9R -BI 11.35 1 76 2 31 2 72 3 39 
10Ha.W 1.86 298 .384 450 528 663 
1014~.WR 2.05 3 28 14 22 4 45 4 80 7 30 

IDS.a .63 .89 95 1 29 1 49 1 69 
IDM.. - 5 50 16 25 700 750 850 

RIBBON EDGE CARD IDEsa .85 y.1 25 1 35 1 75 1 OS 2.45 
10' GREY RIBBON CABLE RC.. 1.60 t3 2014 10.15 4016 401150 

SOLDER HEADER 
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER 

WIREWRAP HEADER 
RIGHT ANGLE WIREWRAP HEADER 

RIBBON HEADER SOCKET 
RIBBON HEADER 

FUOI 0111 . N V HIICTIONS SEC .1 SIIBMINIATITIIE lI1NNt T. 0 nt11 Jv 

D -SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS 

DESCRIPTION 

SOLDER CUP 

RIGHT ANGLE PC SOLDER 

WIREWRAP 

FEMALE DB.eS 
1MALE DBa.PR 49 69 -- 79 227 - 

FEMALE I DB.aSR ' .55 75 85 2491 ... 

B WW MALE O.aP 1.69 --- 3.89 5 60 ty --- 

, FEMALE OB..SWW 2 76 4 27 6 84 9 95 L - 
MALE IDB..P 11.39 1 99 -- 2 25 4 25 - 

CONTACTS 
ORDER BY 

1 

9 1 15 19 25 37 150 
MALE? DBmP 45 t 59 69 69 1135'185 

49 69 75 75 1 39 2 29 

IOC RIBBON CABLE 

HOODS 

FEMALE IIDB.aS 11.45'205 235 449 
METAL MHOOD.e 11.05 15 1-25 125 - -- - 
GREY 

1 
HOOD.i .39 1 

1 

.39 11 - .39 69 1 .75 
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS 
INSERT THE NUMBER OF CON TAC TS IN THE POSITION MARKED . OF THE ORDER Oc PART 
NUMBER LISTED EXAMPLE A 15 PIN RIGHT ANGLE MALE PC SOLDER WOULD BE DBI5PR 

MOUNTING HARDWARE 590 

IC SOCKETS/DIP CONNECTORS 

DESCRIPTION I ORDER 9 
8 14 16 18 

CONTACTS 
CT 22 24 26 1401 

SOLDERTAIL SOCKETS .oST 11 ~11 12 15 18 15 20 22"1 30 
WIREWRAP SOCKETS ..WW x.59 69 69 99 109 139 149.'169 '1 99 

ZIF SOCKETS ZIFaa -- 495 495 595 595 695 995 
~TOOLED SOCKETS AUGATaoST .62 79 89 1 09 

.5 
1 29 1 39 1 49 1 69 2 49 

/TOOLED WIN SOCKETS AUGATaoWW 1.30 1.80 .2 10 2 40 .2 50 .2 90 3 15 3 70 .5 40 
DIONENT CARRIERS ICCoo .49 .59 69 99 1 .99 y .99 .99 1 09 1.49 

P PLUGS IOC) LDP.. .95 .49 59 1129 11.49 I ' .85 11 49 

F.11.. IHDERING INSTFP IC TInN . OFF D tit H.IN 4 TURF CONNECTORS ABOVE 

SPECTRONICS CORPORATION! 
EPROM ERASERS 

Model IT.me Ekes.. Intensity Unit 
CapdcdY luW Cm11 Coat 

PE 140 NO 
.1 

9 8.000 581 ~ 
PE 140T YES 9 8.000 9u 
PE 240T I YES 1 12 9,600 51E9 

DATARASE 
ERASES 2 EPOMS IN 10 MINUTES 
VERY COMPACT. NO DRAWER 
THIN METAL SHUTTER PREVENTS 
UV LIGHT FROM ESCAPING 

534.95 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES 
LED DISPLAYS 

FND-35713591 
F N D-50015031 
F N D-50715101 
MAN -72 

COM CATHODE .362" 125 
COM CATHODE .5" 1 49 

COM ANODE 5" 1 49 
COM ANODE 3" 99 

MAN 74 COM CATHODE .3" 99 
TIL 313 COM CATHODE 3" 45 
III. 311 4.7 HEX W LOGIC 270" 11 95 

DIFFUSED LEDs 
1 99 100 UP 

JUMBO RED T1'. 10 03 
JUMBO GREEN T1'. 14 12 
JUMBO YELLOW T1'. 14 12 
MOUNTING HD K1 T1'. 10 
MINI RED T1 10 

3 VOLT 
LITHIUM BATTERY 14 

51.95 
HOLDER 51.49 -yQ 

JDR MICRODEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030 
LOCAL (408) 866.6200 FAX (4081 378-8927 TELEX 171.110 

RETAIL STORE: 1256 SOUTH BASCOM NE., SAN JOSE, CA (408) 947-8881 
HOURS: M -F 10-7 SAT. 9-5 SUN. 12-4 

FOR XT 
IBM-TR1 527.95 

WITH 5V AND GROUND PLANE 
IBM-PR2 829.95 
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT 

FOR AT 
JDR-PR10 534.95 
16 BIT WITH DECODING LAYOUT 
JDR-PRIO-PK 512.95 

PARTS KIT FOR ABOVE 

SOLDERLESS 
BREADBOARDS 

WBU-D 100 TIE POINTS 
WBU-T 630 TIE POINTS 
WBU-204.3 1360 TIE POINTS 
WBU-204 1660 TIE POINTS 
WBU-206 4390 TIE POINTS 
WBU-208 3220 TIE POINTS 

2.95 
6.95 

17.95 
24.95 
29.95 
39.95 

PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE 
PRECUT ASSORTMENT 

IN ASSORTED COLORS 527.50 
10088: 5.5", 6.0", 6.5", 7 0" 

250ea 2 5", 4.5". 5.0" 
500ea 3 0". 3.5". 4 0" 

SPOOLS 
100 feet 54.30 250 feet 57.25 
500 feet 513.25 1000 feet 521.95 

Please specify color: 
Blue. Black. Yellow or Red 

SOCKET -WRAP 1.0'5 
SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS 
IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP 
SIDE OF BOARD 
CAN WRITE ON THE PLASTIC: 
SUCH AS AN IC . 

PINS PART a PCK. OF PRICE 
8 IDWRAP 08 10 1.95 

14 IDWRAP 14 10 1.95 
16 IDWRAP 16 10 1.95 
18 IDWRAP 18 5 1.95 
20 IDWRAP20 5 1.95 
22 IDWRAP 22 5 1.95 
24 IDWRAP 24 5 1.95 
28 IDWRAP 28 5, 1.95 
a0 IDWRAP 40 5 1.95 

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF 
PACKAGES (PCK. OF) 

SPOT 
DPDT 
DPDT 
SPST 

SWITCHES 
MINI TOGGLE ON ON 
MINI TOGGLE ON ON 
MINI TOGGLE ON -OFF ON 
MINI PUSHBUTTON N 

DIP SWITCHES 
4 pOslIton 
5 posd.on 
6 pos,,lon 

85 
90 

.90 

7 position 
8 pos.non 
10 postt'on 

1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
.39 

.95 

.95 
1.29 

"SNAPABLE" HEADERS 
CAN BE SNAPPED APART TO 

MAKE ANY SIZE HEADER, 
ALL WITH 1" CENTERS 

03 1.40 STRAIGHT LEAD .99 
01 1.40 RIGHT ANGLE LEAD ..49 

2.40 2 STRAIGHT LEADS 2.49 
2.40 2 RIGHT ANGLE LEADS 2.99 
21 

I I Lt 1 6 

ii .1» 
TERMS MINIMUM ORDER $10.00 FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING INCLUDE 52.50 FOR UPS 
GROUND AND 53.50 UPS AIR. ORDERS OVER 1 LB. AND FOREIGN ORDERS MAY REOUIRE 
ADDITIONAL SHIPPING CHARGES -PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES DEPARTMENT FOR THE 
AMOUNT. CA RESIDENTS MUST INCLUDE APPLICABLE SALES TAX. PRICES ARE SUBJECT 
TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. WE ARE NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL 
ERRORS. WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES AND TO SUBSTITUTE 
MANUFACTURER. ALL MERCHANDISE SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE. A FULL COPY OF OUR 
TERMS IS AVAILABLE UPON REQUESE ITEMS PICTURED MAY ONLY BE REPRESENTATIVE. 

OR ER TOLL FREE 800-5 -5000 
C 

CD 
CO 
Do 
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JDR Microdevices 
Complete customer satisfaction.., superior service...friendly, knowledgeable personnel 
quality merchandise... providing the best values in leading edge technology. 

IT S TIME TO TRADE UP NOW THAT JDR BREAKS THE 
PRICE BARRIER ON 2400 BAUD MODEMS 

AUTO DIAL ANSWER 
SELF TEST ON POWER -UP 
TOUCHTONE OR PULSE DIALING 
HAYES 8 BELL SYSTEMS COMPATIBLE 
FULL OR HALF DUPLEX 
MIRROR II COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

MCT-241 

MCT-121 1200 BAUD 1/2 CARD S 69.95 

EXTERNAL MODEMS 
MCT-12E 1200 BAUD 
MCT-24E 2400 BAUD 

COMPUTER 
CASES 

$ 99.95 
5169.95 

ATTRACTIVE. STURDY STEEL CASES FIT THE POPULAR 
SIZED MOTHERBOARDS AND INCLUDE SPEAKERS. 
FACEPLATES. EXPANSION SLOTS. FRONT PANEL 
KEYLOCKS, LED INDICATORS AND ALL NECESSARY 
HARDWARE 

11111111111111 

XT STYLE FLIP -TOP 
XT STYLE SLIDE -TOP 
AT STYLE SLIDE -TOP 
JR. AT STYLE FLIP -TOP 

INCLUDES 150 WATT POWER SUPPLY 

POWER 
SUPPLIES 
FOR IBM XT COMPATIBLE 559.95 

UL APP, 135 WATTS 
5V ISA . 12V 4 2A 
5V SA. 12V SA 

PS -135 
PS -150 150W MODEL 569.95 

FOR IBM AT COMPATIBLE 589.95 
200 WATTS 
. 5V 22A, 12V 8A 

5V 5A, 12V 5A 
PS -200 

534.95 
539.95 
$89.95 

$149.95 

1 ;1 II11[111; 
1:-- 

nm+. wM 

DIABLO 
PRINTER 

X27995 
LETTER (DUALITY AT 20 CPS, 132 COLS 
10. 12. 15 PITCH 8 PROPORTIONAL SPACING 
SERIAL 8 PARALLEL INTERFACE 
AUTO PAPER LOAD. FRICTION FEED 
FULL XEROX WARRANTY 

CENTRONICS 
LASER 6195 
PRINTER 
NEAR TYPESET QUALITY 
AFFORDABLE AT LAST 

8 PAGES PER MINUTE 300 DPI RESOLUTION. 
I YEAR WARRANTY CHOICE OF EMULATION BOARDS 

MULTI -PRINTER EMULATION BOARD: 
EPSON FX.80 EMULATION -NOTHING ELSE REOUIREE 
IBM PC GRAPHICS. PROPRINTER 8 DIABLO 630 
EMULATION REQUIRES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD 
HP LJ+ EMULATION BOARD: 
HP LASERJET EMULATION -3 RESIDENT FONTS 8 
2 PITCHES ADDITIONAL FONT CARD AVAILABLE 

1.5MB RAM CARD 5134.95 
EXTRA FONT CARDS 5195.95 
TONER CARTRIDGES 555.95 
PFS FIRST PUBLISHER $95.95 

LrEllm-LL:.2DLLEF.= 
IfE 

IBM 
COMPATIBLE 
KEYBOARDS 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 
IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT $79.95 

AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES 
LED INDICATORS AUTO REPEAT FEATURE 
SEPARATE CURSOR PAD 

MCT-5339 
IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT 559.95 

SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT COMPATIBLES 
LED INDICATORS AUTO REPEAT FEATURE 

MCT-5060 

MAXI -SWITCH KEYBOARDS 
ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT 584.95 

STANDARD ENHANCED KEYBOARD LAYOUT 
TACTILE FEEDBACK 
LIGHTED NUM, CAPS. AND SCROLL LOCK 
NUMERIC 8 CURSOR KEYPADS. 12 -F' KEYS 

MAX -5339 
MAX -5060 MAXI -SWITCH, AT STYLE 564.95 

SAMSUNG 
MONOCHROME 
MONITOR 

112995 
IBM COMPATIBLE 
TTL INPUT 

12- NON -GLARE, 
LOW DISTORTION 
AMBER SCREEN 
720 X 350 
RESOLUTION 
SWIVEL BASE 

- 

NEC MULT/SYNC 5599.95 
ORIGINAL CGA EGA PGA COMPATIBLE MONITOR 
AUTO FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT 
RESOLUTION AS HIGH AS 800 X 560 

CASPER EGA 6399.95 
15 75 21 85 KHz SCANNING FREQUENCIES 
640 X 200 350 RESOLUTION 31 MM DOT PITCH 
14- BLACK MATRIX SCREEN 16 COLORS 

CASPER RGB *279.95 
COLOR GREEN AMBER SWITCH 39MM DOT PITCH 
640 X 240 RESOLUTION 14 NON -GLARE SCREEN 
RGBABM COMPATIBLE CABLE INCLUDED 

SAKATA 
MONOCHROME 459.95 

IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT 
12' NON -GLARE SCREEN 
CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED 

MONITOR STANDS 
MODEL MS -100 

TILTS AND SWIVELS 
STURDY PLASTIC CONSTRUCTION 

512.95 

MODEL MS -200 S39.95 
TILTS AND SWIVELS BUILT-IN SURGE SUPRESSOR 
INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLS UP TO 5 AC OUTLETS 

LOGITECH 
MOUSE 17995 i 
PC MAGAZINE'S EDITORS CHOICE 
ALL MODELS HAVE SERIAL SUPPORT (COMI COM2). 200 
DPI RESOLUTION. LOTUS 1.2.3 SHELL. SELF -INSTALLING 
SOFTWARE AND POINT EDITOR' 
SERIAL MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH 599.95 
BUS MOUSE WIPC PAINTBRUSH 599.95 
BUS MOUSE W/PC PAINTBRUSH/CAD 5149.95 

3.5" FLOPPY 
DISK DRIVE 
12995 -....411414.,,; j`. 

I IBM COMPATIBLE DRIVE AT AND XT VERSIONS 
AVAILABLE FORMATS TO 720K. DS OD UNDER DOS 3 2 

MEDIA COMPATIBLE WITH PS 2 8 LAPTOP MACHINES 
INCLUDES HARDWARE FOR MOUNTING IN 5',4' SLOT 
QUIET OPERATION 

FDD-3.5X (FOR XT) 
FDD-3.5A (FOR AT) 

^tip 

fi 

1 
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CSS9 Seagate 
60MBN0W 

ApO 499 
WAS 5649 AN INCREDIBLE PRICE REDUCTION' SAVE 5150 
AND GET MORE MEGABYTES PER DOLLAR THAN EVER 
BLrORE THE ST -277 IS AN RLL DRIVE WITH A FAST 40 US 
ACCESS TIME' 
ST -277 

WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER 
WITH MCT-AT/FH CONTROLLER 

1/2 HEIGHT DRIVES 
20 MB, 65 MS, 5T-225 *225.00 
WITH MCT-HDC CCNTROLLER 5269.00 
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER 5339.00 

30 MB RLL, 65 MS, 5T-238 0249.00 
WITH MCT-RLL CONTROLLER $299.00 
WITH MCT-ATFH-R _L CONTROLLER 5389.00 

40 MB, 40 MS, 5T-251 *429.00 
WITH MCT-HDC CONTROLLER $469.00 
WITH MCT-ATFH CONTROLLER $539.00 

FULL HEIGHT DRIVES 
5549.00 30 MB, 40 MS, ST -4)38 5559.00 
$639.00 80 MB, 28 MS, ST -4)96 S895.00 

INTERFACE CARDS FROM 
MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 
DISPLAY ADAPTORS 
MONOCHROME GRAPHICS CARO *59.95 
TRUE HERCULES ( ('MPAT IBIL ITY SUPPORTS LOTUS 123 

PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURES AS CPT I OR 
LPT2 USES VLSI CHIPS TO ENSURE RELIABILITY 

MCT-MGP 

ENHANCED GRAPHICS ADAPTOR *149.95 
100'. IBM COMPATIBLE PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS 

256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 X 350 IN 16 OF 64 
COLORS COMPATIBLE WITH COLOR AND 
MONOCHROME ADAPTORS 
MCT-EGA 

COLOR GRAPHICS ADAPTOR *49.95 
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM GRAPHICS STANDARDS 

SUPPORTS RGB COLOR 8 COMPOSITE MONOCHROME 
640 320 X 200 RESOLUTION. LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MCT-CG 

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS 
MONO6RAPHICS MULTI I/O 119. 75 
TOTAL SYSTEM CONTROL FROM A SINGLE SLOT' 

CTRL 2 FLOPPY S SERIAL. PARALLEL. GAME PORT 
CLOCK CAL RUN COLOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE ON A 

MONOCHROME MONITOR 
MCT-MGMIO 

MULTI I/O FLOPPY CONTROLLER *79.95 
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARDS 

SUPPORTS UP TO 2 360K FLOPPIES 720K WITH DOS 3 2 
SERIAL PARALLEL GAME PORT CLOCK CALENDAR 

MCI -M10 
MIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT $15.95 

MULTI I/O CARO *59.95 
USE WITH MCTFH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED 

SERIAL PORT. CLOCK CALENDAR WITH BATTERY BACK 
UP PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS LPTI 
OR LPT2 
MCI -10 

AT MULTIFUNCTION CARO *139.95 
ADDS UP TO 3 MB OF RAM TO YOUR AT 

USER EXPANDABLE TO I S MB. OR 3 MB WITH OPTIONAL 
PIGGYBACK BOARD (0 K INSTALLED) INCLUDES 
SERIAL AND PARALLEL PORT 

MCT-ATMF-MC PIGGYBACK BOARD 
ATMF SERIAL -2ND SERIAL PORT 

in 
ó .- L.i iil 

. 

529.95 

AT MULTI I/O CARO *59.95 
USE WITH MCT.ATFH FOR MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED 

SERIAL. PARALLEL AND GAME PORTS USES 16450 
SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH SPEED OPS 
MCT-ATIO 
ATIO-SERIAL-2ND SERIAL PORT 524.95 

MEMORY CARDS 
576K RAM CARO *59.95 
A CONTIGUOUS MEA-ORY SOLUTION IN A SHORT SLOT 

USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION UP TO 576K 
USES 64K 8 256K RAM CHIPS (ZERO K INSTALL_DI 

MCI -RAM 

EXPANDED MEMORY CARD 129.95 
2 MB OF LOTUS INTEL MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE .IEMORY 
FOR AN XT CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS USER 
EXPANDABLE TO 2 MB CAN BE USED AS EXPANDED OR 
CONVENTIONAL ME.IORY RAMDISK AND SPOOLER 
MCT-EMS 
MCT-ATEMS AT COMPATIBLE VERSION $139.95 

DRIVE CONTROLLERS 
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER *29.95 
QUALITY DESIGN FOR SINGLE SLOT CONTROL OF 4 

FLOPPY S INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD S TO AN 13M PC 
OR COMPATIBLE SUPPORTS BOTH DS DD AND DS OD 
WITH DOS 32 
MCT-FDC 

1.2 MB FLOPPY CONTROLLER 069.95 
ADD VERSATILITY AND CAPACITY TO YOUR XT 

SUPPORTS 2 DRIVES BOTH MAY BE 360K OR 12 MB 
ALLOWS DATA TO ( LOW FREELY FROM XT 'S TO AT 'S 

MCT-FDC-1.2 

FLOPPY/HARD CONTROLLER 0139.95 
XT SYSTEM STARVED FOR SLOTS, THIS CARD FFEES ONE 
UP INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD'S 5 2 HOD S. CAELING 
FOR 2 FDD 1 HOD SUPPORTS BOTH DS DO & D3 OD 
WITH DOS 3 2 
MCT-FH 

AT/FHCONTROLLER *149.95 
FLOPPY HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DES17N 

SUPPORTS UP TO 360K 720K 1 2MB FDD SAS WELL 
AS 2 HOD S USING STANDARD CONTROL TABLES 
MCT-ATFH 

RLL DISK CONTROLLER 0199.95 
524.95 IMPROVE SPEED AND STORAGE OF YOUR AT 

COMPATIBLE SUPF ORTS UP TO 2 RLL HARD DISCS AND 
2 FLOPPY DRIVES SUPPORTS 360.720 12MB 
FLOPPIES IN 5 25 6 : 5 

MCT-ATFH-RLL 

'-= 
`., - 

INBOARD 386/PC 
*895.00 
UPGRADE YOUR XT TO A 386 FOR LESS THAN 110)0 

16 MHZ PROCESSOR REPLACES 8088 1 MB 
INSTALLED EXPAN) T03MB WITH PIGGYBACK :ARD 

5 YR WARRANTY 

INBOARD 386 AT 
ABOVE BOARD PS 286 
ABOVE BOARD 288 

JDR MICRODEVICES, 110 KNOWLES DRIVE, LOS GATOS, CA 95030 

LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110 

S 1199.95 
$399.95 
$369.95 

DISK DRIVES* 
1.44 MB 3VV' DRIVE 

ULTRA HISH DENSITY 
- ALSO WORKS WITH "20K DISKS 
FDD-1.44:-BLACK FDD-1.44A-BEIGE 

149.95 

F/# HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 
5'a TEAC FD -55B DS/DD 3b0K $99.95 
51/4 TEAC FD -55G DS'HD 1.2M 5129.95 
51/4 FUJII SU 112551A DS/DD 360K $89.95 
5'r4 FUJITSU M2553K DS/HD 1.2M $119.95 
51/+ DS DO 360K $69.95 
51/4- DS H0'1.2M $109.95 
31/2' MITSUBISHI DS/DD (AT OR XT) $129.95 

ARCHIVE XL 
TAPE BACK- ,P 
35995 

BACK UP 40 MB IN 40 MINUTES' 
EASY -TO- JSE MENU DRIVEN 
SOFTWAFE 
USES STAINDARD 
OIC DATA =ORMAT 
FULL 8 INCREMENTAL 
BACK UP 
PARTIAL Z FULL RESTORE 

AR5240XT -FOR XTS/IATS 
AR 5540 A' - AT ONLY 2X FASTER 
TAPE NOT IF CLUDED 
TAPE CARTRIDGE -40 MB $24.95 

20MB HARD DISK 
ON A CARD 
'349 

SAVES SFACE AND REDUCES POWER CONSUMPTION 
IDEAL FOR PC S WITH FULL HEIGHT FLOPPIES 
LEAVES ROOM FOR A HALF LENGTH CARD IN 
ADJACENT SLOT 

i 

égf 

/ t 
Yu é' > ..- t._.-- ., A . 

I'M WRITING TO EXPRESS MY PLEASURE WITH THE 
PC -XT TYPE COMPUTERS BUILT FROM MCT COMPONENTS 
THAT WE HA/E OBTAINED FROM YOUR COMPANY. AFTER 
3 YEARS OF DAILY USAGE I AM EXTREMELY PLEASED 
WITH THE LEVEL OF COMPATIBIUTY AND PERFORMANCE. 

WITH A RE`ENT PURCHASE. I WAS ELATED WITH 
THE PROM' MANNER IN WHICH OUR ORDER WAS 
HANDLED ASTER DEALING WITH OTHER MAIL ORDER 
FIRMS, I HAYS FOUND ONLY JOB AND 2 OTHER SOFTWARE 
VENDORS HELPFUL AND RELIABLE. KEEP UP THE 
EXCELLENT WORK. 

J.R.D. 
OMAHA. NE. 

ORDER TOLL FR E 800-5 
COPYRIGHT 1988 JDR MICRODEVICES 
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BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM 

C 

OVER 20,000 JDR SYSTEMS 
HAVE ALREADY BEEN BUILT. 
EASY TO ASSEMBLE IN JUST 2 COMPATIBLE 
HOURS WITH A SCREWDRIVER. 
SA VE MONEY AND LEARN 
ABOUT YOUR COMPUTER AT 
THE SAME TIME. 

12 MHZ AT 
COMPATIBLE I 
'103420 

12 MHZ BABY AT MOTHERBOARD 
256K RAM MEMORY 
MINI -AT CASE W POWER SUPPLY 
AT STYLE KEYBOARD 

1 2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
FLOPPY HARD DRIVE CONTROLLER 
MONOCHROME MONITOR 

... - : - GRAPHICS ADAPTOR 

¡.. 1 1 1 1 u I 1 t. 
I N L L I L t. I I I L t 4 L 6 1 I I ``-It 

1`1¡ 

EEj i Y 1 i 4 1 L Ir 

10 MHZ XT 

00 
INCLUDES SERIAL PORT. 2 PARALLEL 
PORTS. CLOCK CALENDAR AND GAME 
ADAPTOR RUNS COLOR GRAPHICS ON 
A MONOCHROME MONITOR 

MOTHERBOARD 
256K RAM MEMORY 
135 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
FLIP -TOP CASE 
AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
360K FLOPPY DRIVE 
MONOGRAPHICS 10 CARD 
MONOCHROME MONITOR 

15 MHZ 
1 MB 386 
229865 

MYLEX 386 MOTHERBOARD 
I MB RAM ON BOARD 
200 WATT POWER SUPPLY 
AT STYLE CASE 
ENHANCED AT STYLE KEYBOARD 
1 2 MB FLOPPY DRIVE 
AT FLOPPY HARD CONTROLLER 
MONOCHROME MONITOR 
MONOGRAPHICS CARD 

MOTHERBOARDS 
TURBO 4.77/8 MHZ *99.95 . 

4 77 OR 8 MHZ OPERATION WITH 8088-2 8 OPTIONAL 
8087-2 CO -PROCESSOR 
FRONT PANEL LED SPEED INDICATOR ANO RESET 
SWITCH SET SUPPORTED 
CHOICE OF NORMAL TURBO MODE OR SOFTWARE 
SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED 

MCT-TURBO 
MCT-XTMB STANDARD MOTHERBOARD 587.95 

80286 6/8 MHZ *379.95 
8 SLOT (2 EIGHT BIT. 6 SIXTEEN BIT) AT MOTHERBOARD 
HARDWARE SELECTION OF 6 OR 8 MHZ 
I WAIT STATE 
KEYLOCK SUPPORTED, RESET SWITCH. FRONT PANEL 
LED INDICATOR 
SOCKETS FOR t MB OF RAM AND 80287 
BATTERY BACKED CLOCK 

MCT-ATMB 

12 MHZ MINI 80286 *399.95 
6 MHz, 10 MHz (0 1 WAIT STATE). 12 MHz (1 WAIT STATE) 
USES ZYMOS ASIC'S FOR LESS CHIPS. GREATER 
RELIABILITY 
SUPPORTS 256K -1024K MEMORY 
RE -CHARGEABLE HIGH CAPACITY NI -CAD BATTERY 
6 16 -BIT SLOTS, 2 8 -BIT SLOTS 
MOUNTS IN STANDARD XT CASE 

MCT-BATMB-12 
MCT-BATMB 6/10 MHZ MINI 80286 BOARD 

16 MHz MYLEX 386 

5389.95 

*1649.00 
I MB RAM ON BOARD 
8 SLOTS. 2 8 -BIT. 6 16 -BIT 
SUPPORTS 80287 MATH CO -PROCESSOR 
SUPPORTS 80387 W ADAPTOR 
64 KB CACHE FOR NEAR() WAIT STATE 
USES AMI BIOS 

MCT-386 MB 
MCT-386 MB -4 4 MB MEMORY INSTALLED 52649.00 
MCT-386 MB-MCB MATH CO -PROCESSOR 
ADAPTOR BOARD 5149.00 

I/V VIDEO 5 R(,/CrIONS 
495 

WITH IOT PURCHASE 
EN'45E 

EX<<</SIVEt EASY 
20 MIÑÉ 

VOW 
5rA pESyOWS OU IO!y STEP 

gNXT OeU4O SYSrEk MPq rI@IE 
$ 9T 5OUT KIT 

writ Ur '.t.: t% 

r-1If"¡ 
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10 MHz SINGLE CHIP XT 

12995 
SINGLE CHIP USES LESS POWER, IMPROVES RELIABILITY 
KEY SELECTABLE SPEED. 4 77 MHz OR 10 MHz 
2.3 TIMES FASTER THAN A STANDARD 
RESET SWITCH. KEYLOCK AND SPEED POWER 
INDICATORS SUPPORTED 

MCT-TURBO-10 

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

12995 
PROGRAMS 27XX & 27XXX EPROMS UP TO 27512 

SUPPORTS VARIOUS PROGRAMMING FORMATS AND 
VOLTAGES 
SPLIT OR COMBINE CONTENTS OF SEVERAL EPROMS 
OF DIFFERENT SIZES 
READ WRITE. COPY. ERASE CHECK AND VERIFY 
SOFTWARE FOR HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS 

MCT-EPROM 
MCT-EPROM-4 4 GANG PROGRAMMER 5189.00 
MCT-EPROM-10 10 GANG PROGRAMMER 5299.95 
MCT-PAL PAL PROGRAMMER 5269.95 
MCT-MP PROCESSOR PROG. 5199.95 
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JDR Microdevices 
JDR MICRODEVICES. 110 KNOWLES DRIVE. LOS GATOS, CA 95030 

LOCAL (408) 866-6200 FAX (408) 378-8927 TELEX 171-110 

1 YEAR 
WARRANTY ON 
MET PRODUCTS 
30 DAY 
MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 
TOLL -FREE 
TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT 
NEXT DAY AIR 
SHIP AVAILABLE 

MasterCard 

ORDER TOLL FREE 800-538-500.0_ 
112 COPYRIGHT 1913 JDR MICRODEVICES CONTINENTAL U.S. AND CANADA 
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CATALOG. 

---.52 PAGE, S. 

OPTO 
SENSORS 

TRW# OPB815 
U shaped 

opto emitter 
and sensor unit. 
CATS OSU-3 

2 for $1.00 
Clairex# 
CLI800W 

U shaped unit 
with flange 

mount. 
CATS OSU-2 

750 each 

Opto emitter 
and sensor on 

opposite sides 
of slotted 
opening. P.C. mount. 

CATS ILED-U 
2 for $1.00 

PHOTO 
TRANSISTOR 

TIL-99 
TO -18 CASE 
CAT# TIL-99 
2 FOR $1.50 

PHOTO DIODE 
Similar to 

Clairex#CLD42 
Sealed TO -18 case 

CATS PD -1' 
750 each 

PHOTO RESISTOR 
ASSEMBLY 

Center -tapped 
photo resistor 

mounted in 

plastic case 
(can be easily 
removed). 700 

ohms light, 36K dark, 
1/4- diameter. 

CATS PR -4 $1.00 each 
10 for $8.50 

FLASHING 
L.E.D. KIT 

Two L.E.D: S 

flash in 

unison when 
a 9 volt 

battery is 
attached. 

Requires easy assembly, 
you solder the parts to 

the circuit board. 
CAT# LEDKIT 

$1.50 each 

*-FAST SHIPPING 

DISCOUNT 
PRICES OR 

* QUALITY PARTS 

O_n WITCHES EcTR S EI. 10 AMP 
MINIATURE TOGGLE RU.TRANSISTORS SOLID STATE SWITCHES 

RELAYS allrated5Amps 

WE STOCK OVER 4000 ITEMS 
CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE 

CATALOG OF PARTS! 

RESISTORS CAPACITORS- DIODES CABLES 
BRIDGE RECTIFIERS CHOKE COILS CRIMP 

CONNECTORS SUB MINIATURE D CONNECTORS 
CRYSTALS LAMPS HEAT SINKS I.C'S 

TRANSISTORS MOTORS PROTO BOARDS 
POTENTIOMETERS POWER SUPPLIES JACKS 

PLUGS SWITCHES PERF BOARD FANS 
FUSES SHRINK TUBING TIE WRAPS 

KEYPADS VIDEO ACCESSORIES TOOLS 
TRANSFORMERS TELEPHONE ACCESSORIES 

S.C.R.'S RELAYS WIRE I.C. SOCKETS 
RIBBON CABLE CRYSTALS CIRCUIT 

BREAKERS TRANSDUCERS VOLTAGE 
REGULATORS AND MANY OTHER ITEMS 

SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLY 

Compact, well regulated 
switching power supply 
designed to power Texas In- 

strument computer equipment. 
INPUT: 14-25 Vac @ 1 Amp 
OUTPUT: +5 Vdc @ 1.2 Amp, -5 Vdc @ 200 ma.. 12 

Vdc @ 350 ma. SIZE: 4 3/4- square. Includes 18 Vac 
@ 1 Amp wall transformer designed to operate this 
power supply. CAT# PS -TX $5.00 each 

10 for $45.00 

WALL 
TRANSFORMERS 

ALL PLUG 

DIRECTLY 
INTO 
120 VAC 
OUTLET 

6 Vdc @ 200 ma. $2.25 
CATS DCTX-620 

6 Vdc @ 750 ma. $3.50 
CATS DCTX-675 

9 Vdc @ 250 ma. $2.50 
CATS DCTX-925 

12 Vac @ 930 ma. $3.50 
CATS ACTX-1293 

18 Vac @ 1 Amp. $3.50 
CAT#ACTX-1885 

WATER TIGHT 

PROTO 
BOARD 

Large enough to 
design most 

experimental circuits. 
This proto board 

measures 
6 3/4- X 2 1/2-. 

Contains main board 
and two power buss 

strips. 
CAT# PB-101 

511.00 each 

ENCLOSURE 

ROSES 02081905 
Molded fiberglass enclosure 
with neoprene gasket. 
7 X 3" X 7 1/2-. Light blue. 

CAT# WP -905 $7.50 each 

LIGHT EMITTING DIODES (L.E.D.) 
STANDARD JUMBO LED FLASHING LED LED HOLDER 
DIFFUSED with built in M Two piece holder. 8 
T 1-3/4 size flashing circuit . - CAT* HLED 
RED 10 for $1.50 operates on 5 volts... 10 for 650 
CAT* LED -1 100 for $13.00 RED $1.00 each 

1000 for $110.00 CAT* LED -4 10 for $9.50 CLIPLITE LED 
GREEN $1.00 each HOLDER 

GREEN 10 for $2.00 CAT* LED -4G 10 for $9.50 Makes a L.E.D. look 
CAT# LED -2 100 for 517.00 like a fancy Indicator. 

1000 for 5150.00 BI -POLAR LED Fits T 1-3/4 size LED. 

Lights RED one CLEAR CAT# HLDCL-C 
YELLOW IOfor $2'''" RED CATS HLDCL-R 
CAT* LED -3 100 for $17.00 

direction, GREEN the 
other. Two leads. GREEN CATS MLDCLG 

1000 for $150.00 CAT* LED -6 2 for $17.00 YELLOW CAT* HLDCL-Y 

ATF TYPE CASE PRICE 

PN2222 NPN TO -92 5tor .75 
12N2904 PNP TO -5 3 for $1.00 
2N2906 PNP TO -18 31or 51.00 
PN2907 PNP TO -92 5 for .75 
2N3055 NPN TO -3 51.00 each 
PN3569 NPN TO -92 5 for .50 

2N3904 NPN TO -92 51or .75 

2143906 PNP 10-92 51or .75 

2N4400 NPN TO -92 S for .75 

2614402 PNP TO -92 5for .75 

2N5400 PNP TO -92 4 for 51 00 
2N5880 PNP TO -3 $2.00 each 
2N5882 NPN TO -3 $2.00 each 
MJ2955 PNP TO -3 1.50 each 
MJE2955T PNP T0-220 .75 each 
MJE3055T NPN T0-220 75 each 
TIP30 NPN TO -220 .75 each 
TIP31 NPN T0-220 .75 each 
TIP32 PNP 10.220 .75 each 
TIP41 NPN TO -220 .75 each 
TIP42 PNP TO -220 .75 each 
TIP121 NPN TO -220 75each 
TIP126 PNP TO -220 75each 

ELECTROL# S2181 
CONTROL: 

Rated 5.5 to 10 Vdc 
will operate on 3.32 Vdc) 

LOAD: 
10 Amp @ 240 Vac 

2 1/4- X 1 3/4- X 7/8" 
CATS SSRLY-10B 

$9.50 each 
10 for $8.50 each 

QUANTITY DISCOUNT! 
25 for $7.00 each 
50 for $6.00 each 

100 for $5.00 each 

SOUND ACTIVATED SWITCH 
This circuit is designed to react to 
high pitched sounds. Each board 5E41 

contains many useful pans including 
a condensor mike. Operates on 

6 Vdc. CATS SAB $2.50 each 

SOUND & VIDEO 
MODULATOR 

TI# UM1381-1. 
Designed for use 
with T.I. comput- 
ers. Can be used 
with video came- 
ras, games, or 
other audio/ 
video sources. 
Built In A/B 
switch enables 
user to switch 
from T.V. antenna without dis- 
connection. Operates on chan- 
nel 3 or 4. Requires 12 Vdc. 
Hook up diagram included. 
CATS AVMOD $5.00 each 

XENON 
FLASH TUBES 

-.E=2110- 

3/4" long X 1/8" diameter 
CAT# FLT -1 2 for $1.00 

FULL WAVE 
BRIDGE 

RECTIFIERS 

10 AMP 
200 P.I.V. 
5/8- SQUARE 

CATS FWB-1020 
$1.00 each 10 for $9.00 

25 AMP 
RATING ; F 

1 1/8" SQUARE L 

metal epoxy filled case ) 

200 P.I.V. $2.50 each 
CAT# FWB-251 

400 P.I.V. $3.00 each 
CATS FWB-254 

600 P.I.V. $3.50 each 

STORES: 
LOS ANGELES 

905 S. VERMONT AVE. 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006 

(2131380-8000 

VAN NUYS 
6228 SEPULVEDA BLVD. 

VAN NUYS, CA 91411 
(818)997-1806 

GRAB 
BAGS 

$1.00 each 

S.P.D.T.(on-on) 
Solder lug terminals. 
CATS MTS-4 
$1.00 each 
10 for 59.00 

S. P.D.T.(on-o n) 
Non threaded bushing. 
P.C. mount. 
CATS MTS-40PC 
75c each 
10 for $7.00 

D.P.D.T.(on-on) 
Solder lug terminals. 
CAT# MTS-8 
$2.00 each 
10 for $19.00 

MINI PUSH BUTTON 
S. P. S. T. momentary. 
Push to make. 1/4" 
threaded bushing. 

Red button. 
CAT# MPB-1 

35C each 10 for $3.25 

ITT PUSH BUTTON 
ITT MDPL series. 3/4- X 1/2" 
gray rectangular key cap. 
S.P.S.T. N.O. Push to close. 
RATED: 

50 ASSORTED switchiO.tampng, 

DISC CAPS. 0.25 amp 
Cut leads. Many commo carry current. P.C. mount 

values, some 500 volts. CATS PB-B 650 each 

CAT# GRABDC 10 for $6.00 100 for $50.00 

HALL EFFECT 
ASSORTED SWITCH 
1/4 WATT MICROSWITCH#4BE3 

RESISTORS Slanted keyboard 
Approximately 200 switch with hall 

pieces of assorted values' effect sensor. y 
some cut leads. 

CATS GRABRE 

ASSORTED 
PARTS 

Strips of 100 assorted 
parts. Each strip contains 
an assortment of resis- 
tors, capacitors, diodes, 

coils etc. 100 parts. 
CAT# GRABTR 

15 VALUES OF 
ELECTROLYTICS 
Assortment contains 15 
values from 1 Mfd up. 
Some with cut leads. 
CATS GRABCP 

600 / 600 OHM 
COUPLING 

TRANSFORMER 

600 ohm 
c.t. 

P.C. mount 
1" centers 
on mounting tabs. 

1" X 3/4" X 7/8" 
CAT# CPTX 
$1.25 each 

10 for $11.00 

MAIL ORDERS TO: 

ALL ELECTRONICS 
P.O. BOX 567 

VAN NUYS, CA 
91408 

TELEX: TWx-5101010163 
ALL ELECTRONICS 

FOREIGN CUSTOMERS SEND 1130 
POSTAGE FOR FREE CATALOG!, 

Snaps into 5/8" 
square chassis 
hole. Hall effect 

f:f 

111I 
sensor slides easily from 
switch and can be used in 

other applications. 
CATS HESW 4 for $1.00 

10 for 52 00 
100 for $15.00 

NICKEL -CAD 
(RECHARGEABLE) 

BATTERIES 

1 
AA SIZE $2.00 each 

1.25 Volts 500 mAh 
CATS NCB -AA 

AA SIZE $2.20 each 
WITH SOLDER TABS 

CATS NCB-SAA 
C SIZE $4.25 each 

1.2 Volts 1200 mAh 

CATS NCB -C 

D SIZE $4.25 each 
1.2 Volts 1200 mAh 

CAT# NCB -D 

TOLL FREE 
800-826-5432 

INFO: (818)904-0524 
FAX: (818)781-2653 

QUANTITIES LIMITED 
M M IN.UM ORDERS EIO.OD 

CALF. ADD EALE TAE .4 13 os ilooPaND 
FORDO» DROSS, INCLUDE 
wFF+ocoalnra 

!, 
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What's New at 
AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS? 
/ / e warehouse , hem 

\/ American 
se 

Components 
sat 

- 
expensive, often hard -to -find com- 
ponents for sale at a fraction of their 
original cost! 

You'll find every part you need - 
either brand new or removed from 
equipment (RFE) in excellent condition. 
But quantities are limited. Order from 
this ad, or visit our retail showroom 
and find exactly what you need from 
the thousands of items on display. 

OPEN MON. - SAT., 9-5 
THERE'S NO RISK! 
With our full 90 -day warranty, 

any purchase can be returned for 
any reason for full credit or refund. 

ADAM COMPUTER 

(Less 
printer/ 
No wiring nec. q 
(just plugs to- 
gether). Hook-up . H I 

diagram incl 
Includes: keyboard, 1 cassette digital data 
drive. 2 game controllers, power supply & 
one cassette. Capable of running CP M, 
has built-in word processor. 

Item #7410 Complete - $99.00 
Accessories .. . 

DATA DRIVE - 
Item #6641 $19.95 

PRINTER POWER SUPPLY - 
Item #6642 $14.95 

ASCII KEYBOARD - 
(tern #6643 $19.95 

CONTROLLERS (Set of 41 

Item #7013 $9.95 RFE 

ADAM CASSETTES - 
(Consisting of Smart Basic, Buck Rogers & 
blank cassette.) Item #7786 

BAKER'S DOZEN - $1 U.95 
ADAM LINK MODEM - (Softwareincl.) 

Item #12358 $29.95 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
TTL MONITORS 51 
(Open Frame) rá"" 

High -Res. 
I 12VDC 

green phosphor. 
Schematic suppl. 
Mfr Motorola MD2003 190. 

Item #17198 New - $14.95 
12" High -Resolution 
12VDC, green phosphor. Subassemblies. 
CRT, board & transformer incl. Comes with 
hook-up diagram 

Item #6811 New $19.95 
15' Data Display/Monitor Kit 
Alphanumeric and graphics display. Green 
phosphor. Input power reg 24 VDC. Band 
width: 22 72Khz. Consists of 2 subassem 
blies (monitor & board) Hook-up diagram 
incl. Mfr - Wells Gardner #15V7025 

Item #16171 New - $24.95 
SMART 
WATCH 
DS 1216 rgrR...e.e.s.R. 

r 

j 

DS1 216 is a 28 -pin, 6" -wide dip socket wl 
built-in CMOS watch function. Non-volatile 
RAM controller and lithium energy source. Ac- 
cepts either 24 -pin 2K a 8 or 28 -pin 8K a 8 
CMOS static RAM. Communication w/Smart 
Watch function is established by pattern re- 
cognition on a serial bit stream of 64 bits on 
D 0. Mfr: Dallas Semiconductor 
Item #15939 New - $ 29.95 
5 -WATT AUDIO 
POWER 
AMPLIFIER 
in a CHIP - 
SGS 8305 
Freq. response: 40 to 10 Khz., .3% 
distortion. Input sensitivity: 50mv. Power 
req.: 4-20 VDC. Ideal for building custom 
amplifiers, etc. Item #15390. 

$5.95 ea : 2 for $10.00 

5'/. ", FULL -HEIGHT 
10Mb 
HARD 
DISK 
DRIVE 

ST412 Compatible. 

Major manufacturers 
Get them while they last! 

Item #17199 $99.00 ea 

* * * * * 
TIMEX-SINCLAIR .. . 

2040 
PRINTER 

r 

32 column compatible w/any 
of the Timex Sinclair computers. 
as well as our PC 8300 Computer. 
Uses standard 4'>" thermal paper 

Item #15851 $39.95 New 

51/4" FULL HEIGHT 
DISK DRIVES - 
48 TPI (IBM' Compatible) 
DS/DD, 40 Track 
Tandon #TM100 2 or eque, 

Item #7928 $79.00 New 
2 for $150.00 New 

48 TPI (TRS80/Zenith/Xerox 
800 Compat.) DS/DD, 40Track 
Shugart #450 Item #1892 
$79.00; 2 for $150.00 

48 TPI, SS/SD, 40 Track 
Shugart #SA400. Item #1895. 

$39.50; 2 for $75.00 
96 TPI, DS/Quad Density 
CDC #94097 

Item #1893 $89.00 
115 CFM MUFFIN' 
FANS 

115VAC 
60Hz.. 
21W., 
28A., 
3t00 RPM, 5 blade model, alumin- 
um housing. Can be mounted for 
blowing or exhaust. 
Dimensions: 4" ix" sq. a 1'4" deep 
NEW Mfr: IMC 

Item#1864 $9.95 
USED Mfr Centaur Howard 

Item #5345 $5.95 

"The Source" of the 
electro -mechanical components 
for the hobbyist. 

31/2" MICROFLOPPY 
DISK r_ 
DRIVE 

1 Mb (lint grrnatted 135 TPI, 
3 access time Power require 
rnents: I 2V, 5V. (Removed 
horn operational computers 

Tested - Liao New! 
Mfr NEC. model FD1035 

Item #17171 $79.00 ea. 

2 for $150.00 
27 CFM 
MINI 
FANS 
50160Hz.; 
12W. Low 
noise -level 
fans. Can be 
mounted for blowing or exhaust 

1" Thin - 
Contains 9 plastic blades. 
Dimensions: 3'." sq. x 1" deep 
Mf Tohishi #U920113 

Item #10960 $7.95 RFE 

1Y," Standard - 
Contains 7 metal blades. 
Mf r Rodon #SU2A1 

Item a5970 $7.95 New 

514", 1 .2 Mb 
HALF -HEIGHT 
DISK DRIVE 

»41 - 

der t 1't - 

IBM' AT Compatible 
48/96 TPI, 1.2 Mb 
Double side, high density; 160 
tracks. Mfr Panasonic #JU-475 
Item #10005 $109.95 New I 

EXTERNAL 
DISK DRIVE CHASSIS 

With 
60W 
power 
supply 
(fan cooled . 

Can accommodate: 
2 full ht. drives our item #7928 
2 floppy drives #1904 
1 hard drive& 1 floppy #13250 
Input 115 230V, 50/60 Hz. 
Originally for Burroughs computer. 
Dim 11'W a 8-H x 12" deep 

Item #14541 $59.50 
PC 8300 
HOME COMPUTER 

Advanced 
version 
of the 
Timex 
1000 

42 key mech. keyboard 
2K RAM. Rev. video, Z80A. 6 5MHz 
processor. ROM 8K BASIC. Graphics 
cap./sound-music. TV or monitor 
Joystick input. 115 VAC. AC adapt.. 
TV cable, & cass. cables. Runs tapes 
for Sinclair/Timex 1000 ZX85. 
Mfr Power 3000. Iln orig. boxes I 

Item #10336 New - $29.95 
Accessories. . 

16K RAMPACK upgrade 
Item #10337 New - $9.95 
32K RAMPACK upgrade 

Item #12148 New $19.95 
COMPUTER GRADE 
POWER SUPPLY 

\- 1 *Crprt'.e r. 
- 

Other uses -runs CB & car radios. 
Comes ready to plug in! 
DC Output: 5V @ .5 amp. 

5V @ 3 amp. 
12V @ 6 amp. 

Input: 115V/60Hz. Dimensions: 
9'."W x 3'S"H. (Rubber ft incl I 

Item #9501 $24.95 New 

STEPPING MOTORS 
for ROBOTICS ... , 
Precision steppers eq 
with increments , 0 
from 1 to 7.5°. . - 
Speeds up to i 
5,000 steps. 

Shaft 'r"L x O 

dia 

Stall 
Item Step Volts Torque 
No. Angle DC loz/in) Type Mfr. & Part No. Fig 

5275 1.8 1.8 72 PM Superior Electric 
2 0 M061 FF 52018 

7630 1.8 3.0 200 PM Superior Electric 
M092 -FT 402 

16410 1.8 12.0 Applied Motion 
Prod 401 7 839 

Fig. 2 
Shaft 1'." t 61.'1+ x " dia 

; 

rfS, OGd t . , N` - 1 
, itpyp 

ryPr,n , 1/4e1.. 

Fig. 1 / 

MAGNIFYING 
LAMP 

Price Multi position, 30", 
completely adjustable 

$19.95 ea swing arm with 3 -way 
2r $37.50 metal C clamp. Has 4" diopter 
$34.50 ea. magnifying lens, w'ruler. Porce 

lain lamp socket, & on off switch; 
uses up to a 60W bulb. Color: 

1 $12.95 ea.1 Beige UL listed 
2/$19.95 Item #13136 New $24.95 

DISK DRIVES -POWER SUPPLIES-SEM CONDUCTORS 
COMPUTER & GAME EQUIPMENT -INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

COMMODORE/AMIGA 
POWER SUPPLY 

DC Output: . 5V @ 8 amps. 
12V @ 1 amp. 
- 5V @ 250 ma. 

Input: 110VAC/60 Hz.. ± 20% 
Dim : 12"L x 315"H x 5."D 
Encl in alum. housing. Fan cooled. 
Mfr - Shindenger Electric 

#130569SXD 
Item #14047 New - $24.95 

NICAD 
BATTERIES 
(Rechargeable) 

12V @ 450 ma 
Contains '0 AA cells. Recharge 
rate 45 rra. 16 18 hours. 
Dim.: 2' a"H x 1% "W x 2",."L 
Mfr GE 123233 Dr equiv. 

Item #5443 $5.95 New 

"D" CELLS 

Dual Pack T 
2.4V @ 1.2Ah 
2 D cells. :tacked S series con- 
nected leasily ganged for carry 
ingl Recharge in 12 14 hrs. OA 
Dim.- 1'4" dia. x 4^r -L 
Item #12142 Ipack of 21 $5.95 
(Major mfrs./ 5 packs/ $25.00 

22" COMPOSITE 
MONITOR 
Black & White, 
Raster 
Scan 

Standard 
TV grade monitor, 
originally used in arcade games, igni- 
tion systems, etc. 115VAC, 60Hz. 
Mfr Wells Gardner 22 V 1003A 

Item #16579 $49.95 New 

C?:)) 

State 

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074 
YES! Please send me the following items: My check or money order is enclosed. 

Item How Charge my credit card. 
No. Many? Description Price Total Visa Master Card O Amex 

Carc No. 

Total 
Shipp ng & handling, we sh p UPS unless 

otherwise specified. Add 53 plus 10% total. Address 
Fall 

S 
?e 

0 
leF Canadian: 53 plus P.O. cost. Charge only. 

r¡rh Sales Tax (N.J. residents only, 
City 

,eh 9rhen please add 6% of total) 
ry ordert ORDER TOTAL All inquires and free catalog requests call 201-939-2710. 

For all phone orders, call TOLL -FREE 800-524-0309. In New Jersey, 201-939-2710. 

Exp. Date 

MINIMUM 
ORDER 

$15. 
RE- 788 

Signature 

Telephone: Area Code Number 

Name 

Zip 
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SIGNAL TRACER INJECTOR 72-540 

11, 
11111111111 

Signal Tracer/Injector 
Variable level 1 KHz injection signal 
VU level meter Switchable detector 

for troubleshooting AM circuits 
Speaker test output Output provided 

for oscilloscope or other measurements 
Comes complete with test probe and 

owners manual 

#72-540 

7 Illr 7 . lar ._ r 

rA .o 

=Re gal 
1A.».=: Nrrlr111.r 

JUST A FEW 
Of OUR _ . 

QUALITY 
PARTS 

la II la 

I r.T. á - . 
I1Ci 

Autorange DMM 
3'/2 digit LCD display Autorange/ 

manual range selector Data hold: 
Holds display reading after meter is 
removed from circuit Memory: 
Removes stored measurement from 
future readings Audible continuity 
tester Low battery indicator 

Switchable Lo/Hi power ohms 
Comes complete with test leads 

carrying case and owners manual 

#72-560 

NEW 

T1 C;z 
Swivel Power Center 

For 9" to 12" monitors Swivels 360° Tilts 25° up 
and down Built-in EMI filter and surge suppression 

Power receptacles for computer, monitor, printer, and 
two auxiliary All peripherals are switched on power 
center Illuminated master power switch Built-in 
circuit breaker 

#83-0120 

Anti -Static Field Service Kit 
24" x 24" electrically conductive work 

mat with two built-in storage pockets 
Provides electrostatic protection for 

sensitive boards during transport or 
installation Wrist strap and ground cord 
are included Kit folds to 81/2" x 12" x 1/2" 

#21-740 

o 1988, MCM Electronics 

SOURCE CODE: RE -46 

_er 

LJ' 

TEÑH` Micro Iron 
16 watt 117VAC Small size ideal for soldering ICs 
Low wattage for heat sensitive devices 

#21-775 

-y, 
TEAIMA 
12 Volt Soldering Iron 

This iron is specially designed for the 
autosound installer Fast heat -up and 
recovery heating element 7', 18 gauge 
cord with 12V cigarette lighter plug 

#21-780 

Pistol Grip Joystick 
To be used with Atari, Commodore and 

other VCS compatible systems Three 
firing buttons 41/2' cord with 9 pin plug 

#83-765 

Replacement Joystick 
Quality replacement joystick for Atari 

video games 41/2' cord with 9 pin plug 
Atari #CA012994-3 

#83-080 

TF Solvent 
Non-toxic solvent dissolves 

accumulated dust and oxide particles 
adhering to heads, restoring clear 
contact for better recording and playback 

Non-conductive, leaves no residue 
Contains 100% virgin freon TF New 

adjustable nozzle adjusts spray force 
16 oz. aerosol can 12 cans per 

case 

#20-490 

Circuit Cooler 
Will not leave residue Cools circuits 

instantly for rapid location of heat related 
problems Adjustable spray nozzle 16 
oz. 12 cans per case 

#20-220 

... AND FOR MORE QUALITY PARTS, 
LOOK INSIDE OUR FREE CATALOG! 

MCM 
ELECTRONICS 

CATALOG 

MCM ELECTRONICS 
858 E. CONGRESS PARY. DR. rcniTcoiii i c OH a,aF.a_an E. CONGRESS PARK OR. 
CENTERVILLE, 45459-4072 

A PREMIER Company 
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Radie Ihaek Parti PIaee'M 
ELECTRONICS VALUES AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU 

"Hotline" Service Switch Selection Ham Package and "How -To" Book 

Over 200,000 
Substitutions 

Your Radio Shack store manager 
can special -order a huge variety 
of parts not in our catalog: tubes, 
ICs, transistors, crystals and 
much more. No minimum order, 
no postage. Delivery time, about 
one week! 

(1) `1"'ir (2) 
(3) 

(1) SPDT Lighted. 3 amps at 
120 VAC. 12 -volt lamp. 
#275-676 6 49 
SPST Push-On/Off. 3 amps at 
125 VAC. #275-1565 1 99 
(2) Momentary SPST Push- 
On/Off. 3 amps at 125 VAC. 
#275-1566 1 89 
(3) Mini SPDT Relay. 1 amp at 
125 VAC. Coil: 6-9 VDC, 500 
ohm. #275-004 2 99 

(1) Includes Two 
Cassettes 

!Iin 
El 

Gétring 

Great Beginner Book 

(1) Novice License Exam Package. Become a Ham! Everything you 
need to prepare for the new voice/digital class FCC exam. Two instruc- 
tional audio tapes, plus practice exam questions and answers. 
#62-2402 19.95 

(2) Getting Started in Electronics. "Hands on" introduction featuring 
basic electronics projects. 128 pages. #276-5003 2 49 

Sight 'n Sound 
(1) (3 

~isa 
(2) 

III (4) 

(1) Big Red LED. 
#276-064 3 49 

(2) Brilliant Red LED. 
#276-066 1 19 

(3) Tri-Sound Siren. Three 80- 
d8 outputs. #273-072 .... 5.95 
(4) 12VDC IC Chime. 
#273-071 8 69 

Builder Bargains 

(3)1(rá I1 

(1) High -Torque Motor. 1.5-3 
VDC, approx. 8300 RPM. 
#273-223 89C 
(2) 1:1 Audio Transformer. 
600-900 ohms impedance. 
#273-1374 3 49 
(3) Magnet Wire. Three spool 
set -22, 26. 30 gauge. 
#278-1345 4 79 

Computer and Peripheral Hookups 
lea (1 r Solder -Type "D" Submini Connectors 

Fig. Type Pos. 
1 

2 
3 

Male 
Female 
Hood 

9 
9 
9 

o 
(3) 

Cat. No. Each (4) 

"11~1...r1' ¡''' 276-1537 1.49 
276-1538 2.49 

First Quality 276-1539 1.19 
Data Connectors 

Type Pos. Cat. No. Each i 

Male 25 276-1547 1.99 
Female 25 276-1548 2.99 
Hood 25 276-1549 1.29 

(4) RS -232 Modular Jack Adapter 
Kit. For interoffice local area net- 
working. For 2,4,6 wire hookups. 
#276-1405 2 99 

Coax Cable Tools 

(2) (3) 

(1) Stripper. For all popular 
sizes. #278-240 11.95 
(2) Cutter. Blades do not flatten 
cable, preserve impedance. 
#278-244 5.95 
(3) Professional Crimper. 
#278-243 14.95 

Rare Values 
,rte 

.11 

t.e1 

1(1)1 (2) (3) 

(1) CPU/RAM Backup Cap. For 
CMOS microprocessors. 0.1 
farad, 5.5 WV. #272-1440 .. 2.95 
(2) Dual -Ganged 335 pF Cap. 
PC mount. Knob, pinout. 
#272-1337 4 95 
(3) 6-50 pF Trimmers. PC/ 
perfboard mount. 
#272-1340 Pkg. of 2/1.59 

Project Bonanza - 

(1) (2) (3) 
(1) Vented Metal Cabinets. 
31/4 x 2'/e x 4". #270-251 .. 2.99 
4 x 23/e x 6". #270-252 ... 3.99 
41/4 x 3 x 57M". #270-253 .. 5.79 
(2) Panel -Mount Fuse Holder. 
Square bezel. UL recognized. 
#270-365 149 
(3) Panel -Mount DC Voltmeter. 
0 to 15 volts DC. 
#270-1754 7 95 

IC "Talk" Sale! 

(1) ^ ... 

(2) I"rrfÍriiVr`iitiir.' 

(1) Speech Synthesizer. Cut 23%. 
Interfaces with most PCs. Requires 
3.12 MHz crystal (special -order). Reg. 
812.95. n276-1784 Sale 9.95 
(2) RS -232 Adapter. 30% Off. Pre. 
programmed 8 -bit processor trans- 
lates serial port data into control data 
for 0276-1784 above. Requires 10 
MHz Crystal (special -order) 
Reg. 16.95. 0276-1786 Sale 11.88 

Autoranging VOM 

3495 
With 

Probes 

f 
Just select the function, and it 
does the rest! Digi al display mul- 
timeter measures to 1000 volts 
DC, 500 volts AC, DC current to 
200 mA. Resistance to 2 meg- 
ohms. With test leads. Batteries 
extra. #22-188 

Logic Probe & 
Pulser 

(1) 
1 

e 

1695 ` ' 
(2) o r 

1795 
Operate from 4.7 to 15 VDC. Ob- 
tain power from circuit under test. 
(1) Probe. "Peek inside" TTL, 
LS and CMOS digital circuits. 
Color -coded LEDs. #22-303 
(2) Pulser. Single 5 os pulse or a 
continuous 5 Hz pulse train at the 
push of a button. #22-304 

RS -232 Mini Tester 
- -nAn 

AH -o 
0 

tr 
1495 

"D 

QCTS 

® DT,e 

Diagnose interface problems in 
micros and peripherals yourself, 
without costly outside repairs. 
Dual -color LEDs indicate status 
of TD, RTS, DSR, CD, RD, CTS 
and DTR lines. Connects inline. 
#276-1401 

AC Outlet Voltage 
Spike Protectors 

(1) 

-Tlafrw 

(1) Heavy -Duty Single Outlet. 
Rated 15 amps at 120 VAC. 
#61-2792 9 95 
(2) Triple Outlet. Ideal for pro- 
tecting audio/video systems. Sta- 
tus indicator light. 15 amps, 120 
VAC. #61-2793 14.95 

Over 1000 Items in stock: Binding Posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzze s, Capacitors, Chokes, 
Clips, Coax, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multitesters, PC Boards, 
Plugs, Rectifiers, Resistors, Switches, Tools, Transformers, Wire, Zeners and More! 

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers 

limbo lhaek 
The Technology StoreTM 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION 
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ADVERTISING INDEX 

RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 

81 A.I.S. Satellite 99 82 Digi-Key 113 McGraw hill Book Club 36 

11(8, 176 AMC Sales 82 88 ETF. Engineering 99 61 Microprocessors Unlld. 92 

- ANICOM 104 - Electronic Technology Today 30 2114 Movie Time 30 

107 All Electronics 114 - Electronics Book Club 25 199 Music Quest 92 

- Amazing Ike ices 102 121 Fluke Manufacturing 81 NRI 18 

1116 American Design Components 115 194 Fordham Radio CV4 196 Needham 92 

84 Appliance Service 98 205 G.D.C. Computers 92 72 NuScope Associates 92 

76 Associated Electronics/3M 24 - Grantham Col. of Engineering 77 203 Nutronix 82 

77 MK Precision 3 - Heath 78 Pacific Cable 103 

25(1-255 B&K 3 65 .1 & 15' T2 56 Parts Ea press 118 

186 Banner Technical Books 82 202 J -B. Electronics 99 68, 201 Philips ECG 96 

85 Itlue Star Industries 99 59 JDR Instruments 23 2611-264 Philips ECG 96 

1119 C&SSales 33 113, 177 11)R M icrodevices 108. 109 78 Radar Shack 117 

- C.O.M.11 35 178. 179 ,11)12 Micralevicec 110. III 187, 188 Sencore 5 31 

60 CIE 8 180 .IDR %licrodevices 112 5I Silicon Valley Surplus 102 

5(1 Caig Laboratories 78 114 .la meco 106. 107 197 Simpson 7 

54 Chemtrunics 16 115 Jensen Tools 99 83 Synergetics 70 

192 Chcnesko Products 99 - Joseph Electronics 27 195 Talking Technology 92 

- Command Productions 73 193 kelvin 79 92, 182 Tektronix CV2. 13 

58 Cook's Institute 24 181 Kikusui 29 183. 184 Tektronix 15 17 

191 Crvstek 75 211(1 M Test Equipment 98 185 I'r Publications 100 

189 Dart ron 28 87 MCM Electronics 116 190 Weka Publishing CV3 

- Damark International 40 53 MD Electronics 73 198 Z World 92 

127 Deco Industries 98. 99 93 Mark V. Electronics 105 

Parts 
Ex ress 

International Inc 

10" WOOFER 
Heavy duty parter cone with 20 oz 
magnet 60 watts WAS 90 watts 
ma. Response 35-3.500 Hz 

290-083 s18eo 51693 
31 H-UPt ( PIONEER' 

HORN TWEETER 
3" w de dispersion horn tweeter 
1800 15 000 Ha response 35 watts 
RMS 50 walls max 8 ohm 
impedance 

270-050 seso 5590 
0-91 00 -UPI 

carqzoc 

Call or write today for 
your tree catalog contain- 
ing speakers, semi- 
conductors. CATV 
products, tools, hardware. 
TV -VCR parts, and more. 

CO PIONEER' 

8" POLY WOOFER 
Clear ribbed polypropylene cone 
60 watts RMS. 90 watts ma. 
power 20 ea magnet 35-2500 Hz 
4-8 ohm Compatible 

290-055 52050 51895 
11 31 14ÚP1 

8 MOTOROLA 

I 
PIEZO TWEETER 

Mfg KSN1005A, 3'5' . 39" No 
crossover required 50 watts max- 
imum input power 

n7o-oto 1405 5395 
0-t9) 110 UPI 

CROSSOVERS 

2 -Way, 30 watt 
260-190 

3 -Way. 60 wan 
260-200 

3 -Way, 103 watt 
260-210 

5395 

5750 

51250 

M PIONEER' 

15" WOOFER 
20 oz magnet 60 watts RMS. 90 
wads max 8 ohm impedance 19" 
voice cod 25-2000 Hr 

290-160 '3095 52840 
(t-31 la -UP) 

W) PIONEER' 

5'/," CUP MIDRANGE 
Tuned cup Paper cone I" voice 
CO,) 93 01 magnet 50 watts RMS. 
70 watts ma. Response 320-6000 
Hz 8 ohm impedance 

4280-020 51150 5995 
It 9, 11611151 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1-800-338-0531 

Local: (513) 222-0173 

15 day money back guarantee. 510.00 minimum 
order. COD orders accepted. 24 hour shipping. 

Shipping charge UPS Chad rate (52.50 min- 
imum charge(. Hours 8:30 ram - 6 p.m. EST M -P, 

PARTS EXPRESS INTL INC. 
340 East Fest St 

Dayton. Onto 45402 

soalr6ad 

Try the 

Rains 
Electronic: 

bulletin board 
system 

(RE-BBS) 
516-293-2283 

The more you use it Le 
more useful it becomes. 

We support 300 and 1200 
baud operation. 

Parameters: 8N1 (8 data 
bits, no parity, 1 stop bit) 
or 7E1 (7 data bits, even 
parity, 1 stop bit). 

Add yourself to our user 
files to increase your 
access. 

Communicate with other 
R -E readers. 

Leave your comment; on 
R -E with the SYSOP. 

RE-BBS 
516-293-2283 

Gernsback Publications, Inc. 
500-B Bi-County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 
(516) 293-3000 
President: Larry Steckler 
Vice President: Cathy Steckler 

For Advertising 
516-293.3000 
Larry Steckler 

publisher 
Arline Fishman 

advertising director 
Shelli Weinman 

advertising associate 
Lisa Strassman 

credit manager 
Christina Estrada 

advertising assistant 

SALES OFFICES 

EAST/SOUTHEAST 
Stanley Levitan 
Eastern Sales Manager 
Radio -Electronics 
259-23 57th Avenue 
Little Neck, NY 11362 
718-428-6037, 516.293-3000 

ONLY 

MID WEST/Texas/Arkansas/ 
Okla. 
Ralph Bergen 
Midwest Sales Manager 
Radio -Electronics 
540 Frontage Road-Suite 339 
Northfield, IL 60093 
312-446-1444 

PACIFIC COAST/ Mountain 
States 
Marvin Green 
Pacific Sales Manager 
Radio -Electronics 
5430 Van Nuys Blvd. Suite 316 
Van Nuys, CA 91401 
1-818-986-2001 
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Electronics 
FREE PRODUCT INFORMATION 
P.O. Box 388 
DALTON, MA 01226-9990 
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Is- 

Electronics. 4SG88 

Subscribe today to the magazine that keeps you up-to-date with the newest 
ideas and innovations in electronics. (If you already are a subscriber, do a 
friend a favor and pass this subscription card along to him.) 

check offer preferred 
1 Year -12 issues ONLY $17.97 2 Years (SAVE MORE) -24 issues $34.97 
(You save $9.03 off single copy price) (You save $19.03 off single copy price) 
Canada -12 issues $23.97 Canada -24 issues $46.97 

ALL SUBSCRIPTIONS PAYABLE IN U.S. FUNDS ONLY 

Payment enclosed Bill Me Check here if you are extending or 
renewing your subscription 

Name (Please Print) 

Company Name (If applicable) 

Address 

City State Zip 

Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first Issue 
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For New 
Ideas 
In Electronics 
read Radio - 
Electronics® 
every month. 
During the next 
12 months 
Radio -Electronics® will carry up to 
the minute articles on: 

Computers Video 
Solid-state technology 
Outstanding construction 
projects 
Satellite TV Telephones 
Radio Stereo Equipment 
Reports 
Test equipment VCR's 
Servicing 
Industrial electronics 

Rario- ;A Z.= I101/1 

Electronics 
IWRD A 
DIGITAL 
DASHDDARD 
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NEW IDEAS AND INNOVATIONS 
IN ELECTRONICS APPEAR IN EVERY 
ISSUE OF RADIO -ELECTRONICS' 

KEEP UP TO DATE! DON'T MISS 
ANY ISSUES! 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

USE THE ORDER CARD ON YOUR 

LEFT! 

W an , 
L --Ks* 

Delivers construction article after 
construction article Exciting col- 
umns Including Jensen on DXing, 
Freidman on computers, Test bench 
tips, NoII with Calling All Hams, New 
Products and more. 
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I SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

I USE THE REPLY CARDS ON YOUR 
LEFT! 
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A major NEW publication 
for anyone with a real 
interest in electronics 
This brand new MODERN AMATEUR 
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides 
you with a single comprehensive 
and practical reference work-to 
keep you completely up-to-date with 
all aspects of amateur electronics. 

o, 
ft.. : 

_ ,rig1.1014 
{ 

e ! --ij:í. > t,. 
If you'reexcited about electronics...if you want to understand, 
assemble, repair, and have fun with electronics, you need... 

THE MODERN AMATEUR ELECTRONICS MANUAL 
...the major guide and reference volume in the electronics field. 

No field is more fascinating than electronics. But no field changes 
more rapidly. Think of the advances in computer technology, audio 
and video equipment, short wave radio, to name just a few. To 
keep up-to-date you would probably have to read ten magazines. 

Now with THE MODERN AMATEUR ELECTRONICS 
MANUAL, plus updates, you keep abreast of new developments, 
new equipment, new theories, new products. 

Don't waste time searching for reference sheets, data sheets, 
or instructions. You have them now in one looseleaf volume 
plus its supplements. 

Everything for the electronics hobbyist. 
THE BASICS. Learn about measurement 
instruments-neon bulb voltage 
indicators, VOMs, VTVMs. Build your 
own circuit boards. Check out the 
MANUAL's printed -on -film PCB layouts,. 
ready to transfer to copper clad boards 
for immediate use. 

EQUIPMENT. Latest information on 
stereo, VCR, compact disc, and other 
audio equipment is provided. 

ASSEMBLY. Hobbyists interested in 
radios, synthesizers, computers, loud 
speakers and amplifiers can use the 
assembly instructions given for many 
kinds of electronic equipment. 

SHORT WAVE AND HAM RADIOS. 
The MANUAL gives you information 
on equipment and regulations. Learn 
what's legal before you go on the air. 

COMPONENTS. Need capacitors, 
inductors, semi -conductors, switches, 
relaysandmanyother kindsof electronic 
hardware? Check the MANUAL. You 
will find descriptions and sources and 
very often alternative possibilities. 

COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS. 
Learn how to program your computer. 
Use BASIC or other languages; it's all 
in the MANUAL. Modems, bulletin 
boards, graphic cards, and much more 
are all explained. 

SUPPLY SOURCES. Every hobbyist is 

constantly on the prowl for parts. The 
MANUAL's reference sheets save you 
time. They tell you where you can obtain 
hundreds of components. Updating 
sheets assure that your volume is 

always current. 

ALWAYS UP-TO-DATE. WEKA Publishing, one of the largest 
technical publishers in the world, sends you supplements four to five 
CIRCLE 190 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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SPECIAL 

10% 
' DISCOUNT 

c. -- 
times a year. You put these in the appropriate sections of the 
book-a sturdy, well-built looseleaf binder. 

IMPORTANT: WEKA Publishing 
is independent of any electronic 
manufacturer. We provide fair 
and unbiased information on 
equipment, as well as on sources 
of parts and service. 

Elliot S. Kanter, Editor-In-Cheif, has 
assembled a team of top technical writers 
who not only work in the electronics field, 
but write with authority and clarity 

Assemble your own CIRCUIT BOARDS-we give you 
ready -to -use PCB layouts on film-a very popular feature 

ORDER TOLL FREE 24 HOURS 1-800-453-1214 
FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS ONLY 

PRE -PUBLICATION SAVINGS CERTIFICATI1 
All orders received before August 31, 1988 will 
get a discount of 10%! 
Yet, please r -serve my copy of The Modern Amateur Electronics 
Manual for 5nly 549.95 (plus 54.50 for shipping and handling). 
N" State re9dents please add appropriate sales tax. 

O Payment enclosed 0 Charge my 0 MasterCard VISA 
(check payáslc to Acct. No. 

Signature 

Esp. Date 
W EK A Publishing) 

MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE 

You must be com- 
pletely satisfied 
with any book 
you orde- from 
WEKA Publishing, 
or you can return 
it any titre within 

I 10 days-no 
questions asked. 

We'll eves pay the 

return pc stage. 

NtK1E 

AC DRESS 

CI -Y STATE ZIP 

I understand 111 also receive the supplements 4 to 5 limes each year at 254 per 
pate to ensure my manual remains complerely up-to-date I'll be billed w'r h each 
serarate supplzmrnt and can return them unpaid if I'm not satisfied I can 
also cancel fur her supplements at any time 

WEKA Publishing, Inc. 
150 Purchase Street, Rye, New York 10580 

A Member of the International WEKA Publishing Group: 
Austria, France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom and United States. 50081 
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 11 Function, 38 
ranges including Logic 
Level Detector, Audible 
and Visual Continuity, 
Capacitance and 
Conductance 
measurements 

Model DVM-638 

$8750 
Our Price 

Ian 

F 
s res up 

Quality Price Delivery 

Mini -Meters with Maxi -Specs 
5 Lx2#'a"W x 'H 

fl 
59-,5 Lx2'/r Wx1.4 H 534 Lx2U,'Wx1'S, H 

iiC+i4+ 
111. 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit 
LCD Meter 

05% Accuracy DC Volt- 

age AC Voltage DC Cur- 
rent Resistance Diode 
Test Battery Life 300 Hrs. 

Overload Protection: DC 

500V, AC 350V, ohms 250V 

DC/AC. 

Model 
DVM-630 $2995 
Our Price 

Zippered carrying case 
CC -30 $4.50 

NEW! 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit, LCD 

8 Function with 
Transistor Tester 

0.5% Accuracy Audible 
continuity and diode test 

10 Amp measurement 
Resistance DC/AC 

Voltage. 

Model 
DVM-632 $4495 
Reg. 560.00 
Our Price 

Zippered carrying case 
CC -30 54.50 

SCOPE 31/2 Digit LCD 
with Autoranging 

0.5% Accuracy Auto/ 
Manual range selection 

DC Voltage AC Voltage 
AC Current DC Current 
Resistance. 

Model 
DVM-631 $4995 
Our Price 

Special 

Deluxe carrying case 
CA -92 59.95 

SCOPE Hand-He[]d Digital Multimeters 
Overload protection Auto-declmal LCD readout Polarity indication 

300 hr. 9V battery life Low battery indicator. 

8 Function, 37 

ranges including 
Transistor and 
Capacitance 
measurements 

Model DVM-636 

$6750 
Our Price 

Z+.(ilij' 

r 

,tom 1eewo 
CA -92 Deluxe Padded Case for DVM meters .59.95 
TL -216 Transistor and Capacitance Test Leads59.90 
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NEW! 
SCOPE Frequency Counters 

8digit LED Compact lightweight 
High performance Automatic 

range and Hold function High 
stability in reference oscillator. 

Model FC-7011 16995 
100 MHz Our PIIC 

Model FC-7051 
550 MHz Our Pric7Z4995 

FORDHAM Frequency 
Counter 

10 Hz - 150 MHz Range 7 -digit 
LED display VHF/HF selection 

Gate time 1 sec , 5 sec. ±1 count 
accuracy. 

Model FC-150 $13990 
Our Price 

NEW 
FORDHAM Function 
Generator 

05 Hz - 500 KHz in 6 ranges Sine, 
square & triangle wave forms VCA 
and VCF inputs Accuracy t5% of 
full scale. 

Model FG-202 $14990 
Our Price 

FORDHAM Signal Tracer/ 
Injector 

Easy to operate VU meter Two 

LED mode indicators 1 KHz test 
tone 8 ohm speaker Test leads. 

Model SE -610 
11990 Our Price 

FORDHAM LCR Bridge Meter 
Fully transistorized 1 KHz signal 

generator Measures resistance 
Inductance High mechanical and 

electrical stability Battery operated. 

Model LC -340 
14995 Our Price 

SCOPE Digital 
Capacitance Meter 

Digital LCD display LSI-circuit High 
accuracy: 100 rpm OS% Broad test 
range Fast sampling time Capacitor 
discharge protection Compact, light- 
weight design One -hand operation. 

Model DCM-602 
Our Price 

$5995 

Telephone Orders Now I EVERYDAY INCLUDING SATURDAY 
Mon. - Fri. 8 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST. Sat. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. EST 

ASK FOR FREE CATALOG. Money orders, checks accepted. C.O.O.'s require 25% deposit 11111. Eq, 

55 

Free 800-645-9518 260 Motor Parkway, Hauppauge, NY 11788 In NY State 800-832-1446 

Service & Shipping Charge Schedule 
Continental U.S.A. 

FOR ORDERS ADD 
$25100 5450 
5101-250 . . .5600 
5251-500 . 5500 
$501-750 $1050 
5751.1.000 51250 
51.001-1.500 51650 
51501.2000 $2000 
52001 and Up 52500 


